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CHAPTER 1

POLITICAL LEADERSHIP:
CHALLENGE TO POLITICAL SCIENCE

We have really never thought clearly about leadership in a free society.

JOHN W. GARDNER
1961

The scientific study of political leadership presents a challenge to the entire discipline of political science. Simultaneously it challenges concerned scholars throughout the social sciences, natural sciences, humanities, and professions. The challenge is to recognize the importance of political leadership, to focus scientific attention upon it, and to begin the cumulative process of conceptualization, theory building, empirical research, education, application, and institutionalization that eventually will lead to the creation of a subdisciplinary and potentially transdisciplinary scientific field of global significance.

Such a field is needed to dispel myths, to assist understanding of the relevance of political leadership behavior for social life, and to enhance awareness of the enormous creative potential inherent in political leadership for contributing to the realization of more humane conditions of life in all societies.

“Political leadership” is the behavior of persons in positions of political authority, their competitors, and these both in interaction with other members of society as manifested in the past, present, and probable future throughout the world. This means not only the behavior of persons in positions of highest authority but also those at intermediate and lower levels; not only monarchs, presidents, and premiers but governors, provincial chairmen, and mayors, as well as village chiefs, headmen, and leaders of party cells. It means not only single personalities but also the “collective leadership” of aggregate bodies, and those both not in isolation but in interaction with “followers.” It means leadership not only in one type of institution (e.g., party, legislature, or bureaucracy) or process (e.g., policy decision, election, or revolution) but across them all. It means not only men but women; not only incumbents but competitors and
revolutionaries; not only those who rule by moral suasion and reasoned agreement but those who gain compliance by fear and force; not only the admirable but the despicable; not only the "successful" but those who "fail."

Whether or not we are prepared or permitted to focus scientific attention upon such behavior, its importance is constantly thrust upon our attention by political events. Dictators command sometimes willing nations to military, economic, or cultural ruin. Revolutionaries achieve the seemingly impossible, struggle with one another, and are frequently transformed into enemies of their own ideals. Monarchs vie in setting national tones of elegance or decadence. Electoral candidates compete in mock combat that sometimes turns real. The decisions of all variously delight and depress us. To underscore their importance political leaders are assassinated, arrested, tortured, vilified, impeached, and exiled—as well as lauded, rewarded, respected, and reelected. Always important, emotionally significant, usually powerful, and sometimes dramatic, their behavior constitutes the stuff of which myths are made.

Myths

All societies create myths to disguise the true nature of political leadership within them. These myths serve the interest of both leaders and followers, most often providing plausible explanations for the dominance of the former and the submissiveness of the latter.

Interestingly, such myths tend to distort reality in either of two ways: either they exaggerate the potency, morality, and efficacy of the leaders or they underrate them. The more authoritarian-coercive the polity, the greater the propensity to exaggerate; the more representative-contingent the society, the more the underestimation. Paradoxically, the greater the societal emphasis upon collective solidarity, the more likely the overstatement of individual leader competence; whereas the more individualism is stressed, the more probable the detraction. The subordination of the individual in the former situation seems to encourage vicarious fulfillment through idealization of leading figures, while the accentuation of competition among individuals in the latter creates a propensity toward anxious denigration. In both cases, the greater the socioeconomic injustice, the greater the expected distortion of leadership reality.

In external relations, societies seem to reverse the direction of domestic distortion. Those that exaggerate their significance at home tend to deemphasize their importance abroad; domestic detractors tend to portray foreign leaders in benevolent or malevolent extremes. The collisions of these myths with political realities give rise to both internal and intersocietal traumas as illustrated in this century by Hitler’s Germany, Stalin’s Russia, and Nixon’s America.

These are, of course, not scientific truths but only provocative plausibilities that challenge scientific imagination, for to measure the extent of mythical distortion, its origins, and outcomes presupposes still-to-be-created scientific knowledge of world political leadership reality. To achieve such knowledge presents a major challenge to contemporary political science. Through scientific inquiry we must learn to overcome the biases of reverence and contempt that lead us at once to expect too much and too little, to view political leaders as so mystical as to elude understanding or so mundane as to require no special efforts for comprehension. We must overcome not only these inhibitions but external constraints as well. The scientific study of political leadership on a global scale will have to overcome taboos at least as strong as those that once discouraged scientific inquiry into religion and sex. About the subject of political leadership, it can be dangerous to be curious.

Cutting through the myths of omnipotence, omni-competence, and omni-morality versus impotence, incompetence, and venality, we need to combine an unprecedented awareness of reality with an uncommon degree of wisdom in order to survive and prosper with meaning. Although political leadership is neither omnipotent nor omni-competent, it is potentially omni-relevant.

Omni-relevance

The scientific study of political leadership proceeds from a sense of the omni-relevance of what political leaders do, or do not do, in regard to virtually every aspect of global life. This relevance is produced by positional centrality, power capability, and follower expectations. From an all-societal, or global, perspective, political leaders may be viewed at the center of expanding rings of interconnected social networks that link them, directly or indirectly, with every other human being. The linkages may be physical or psychological. Through human beings and the technology created by them, the behavior of political leaders may affect all aspects of the nonhuman natural environment. Examples include military security and the allocation of collective economic resources. The ultimate relevance is possessed by those political leaders who are potentially capable of ordering individuals, groups, villages, towns, cities, and now whole nations to be destroyed. More indirect but pervasive relevance is illustrated by political leadership influences upon the structure and functions of economies and upon the allocation of collective goods. Even if the dominating forces of society are conceived as being external to formal political leaders—such as military establishments, corporate giants, or dictatorial classes—the central significance of these leaders is illustrated by the fact that influences from such external sources characteristically are exerted through them.

The choices they make or fail to make seemingly affect everything. By contrast all other occupations appear to be of limited relatedness. This is reflected in societal expectations. Everything may depend upon the farmer, industrial worker, soldier, and scientist, but we customarily hold only political leaders responsible for all conditions affecting agriculture, industry, security, and culture. They stand at the center of our communal expectations.
Political leaders have contributed to the emergence of the most serious problems now confronting the peoples of the world and they are universally expected to contribute to their solutions. A major task for science will be to improve our understanding of this problem-relevant behavior. We need to understand how political leaders have contributed to the production of incredibly destructive military weaponry and what they can do to move whole societies from violent to nonviolent modes of conflict resolution. We need to know how they have contributed to economic injustice and what they can do to remove it. We need to understand how they have affected human rights and what they can do to improve their expression. And we need to know the same for problems affecting population limitation, famine coping, ecological vitality, cultural creativity, and other major human concerns.

If leaders are potentially relevant to everything, and if their behavior relates to the emergence of, and possible solutions to, the most pressing problems facing humankind, what views are we to have of their problem-solving capability? Are we to view political leaders more as the puppets of circumstances or as sources of creative problem-solving behavior?

The principal thesis to be tested in the future scientific study of political leadership is that political leaders constitute a source of enormous creative potential that has been inadequately appreciated by modern political science, political leaders themselves, and the citizens of the world for—and with—whom such leaders are expected to make decisions.

Creative Potential

What would be convincing evidence that political leaders, individually and collectively, can have a creative influence upon society akin to that of scientists and artists? By political creativity we mean the capacity for combining ideas and action in such a way as to produce conditions that are, for a given society, different from those previously existing.

Suppose we could divide a whole society into two test groups with all conditions except political leaders equal. Let us assume that each leadership group has a different conception of ends and means. Suppose that the experiment runs from time 1 to time 2 in groups A and B, with political leadership groups PL_A and PL_B acting upon conditions C_A and C_B.

If conditions at time 2 were identical to those at time 1 for both groups we would assume that PL_A and PL_B had no effects beyond condition maintenance. If, however, conditions at time 2 both differed from those at time 1 and from each other, then we would assume that the different political leadership groups had some effect. We could not be certain that leadership accounted for all the observed variance, but it would be reasonable for us to begin to treat political leadership behavior as a source of potential creativity in influencing societal conditions. Beyond the two leadership groups themselves, we would explicitly also want to call attention to the potentially creative influence of the external experimenter in introducing the different political leadership stimuli into the otherwise similar groups. While the exact details of each case and of the entire experiment as a whole would be of interest, what would be even more important would be the underlying insight into the extraordinary creative potential in political purposiveness.

Mid-twentieth-century politics has provided us with four natural political experiments virtually identical to that described above. These are the emergence of different political leadership groups in the divided nations of China, Germany, Korea, and Vietnam after 1945, exemplified by the competition between Mao Tse-tung and Chiang Kai-shek, Konrad Adenauer and Walter Ulbricht, Kim II Sung and Syngman Rhee, and Ngo Dinh Diem and Ho Chi Minh, as influenced by external leaders Stalin, Truman, their successors, and allies.

Over three decades, conditions in each part of the previously united nations became strikingly different both from their 1945 base and from each other. The four societies directly influenced by Marxist-Leninist political leadership tended, for example, toward single-party politics, collectivized agriculture, state industry, and cultural homogeneity. The four contrasting leadership groups led their societies variously to military, single-party, or multiparty politics; private agriculture; mixed industry; and differing degrees of cultural heterogeneity from repressive orthodoxy to relative tolerance. This is not to imply that the parts of the divided societies became completely different from each other. Languages, for example, were basically similar, despite some significant differences in content and usage. But in each of the four cases, overall societal differences were undeniably substantial.

The experience of the divided societies is of profound scientific and human significance and merits a massive interdisciplinary effort at understanding. For the experience of divergence in these previously united societies provides a severe test for any theory of society, be it political, economic, social, or cultural. Any hypothesis or proposition must be able to account for observed changes in conditions in both parts of each society. The thesis advanced here is that political leadership behavior will be found to be of great importance. Furthermore, it is held that the most extraordinary human significance of these experiences is not that claimed by either revolutionaries or counterrevolutionaries but rather the insight they give into the creative potential inherent in political behavior, and especially in political leadership.

The case for approaching the scientific study of political leadership from the perspective of creative potential, however, need not rest entirely upon the dramatic evidence of the divided nations at midcentury but may ultimately derive from the creative capability of the human brain. This does not mean only the innate qualities of uniquely gifted individuals, as Hitler would have it, but rather the capacity of political leaders and followers to improve upon their inventiveness, to provoke or respond to the creativity of others, and to assist the translation of ideas into social action. As Salomon has written with profound
insight, "The mechanical adjustments of social life to economic contingencies cannot be fully understood without realizing the creative power of the human mind." 22

This hypothesis requires a shift from viewing leaders as being determined largely by socioeconomic circumstances to a perspective that sees them in potentially creative interaction with their followers and with socioeconomic conditions such that purposive political behavior can actually change factors formerly viewed as determining. We underscore here the creative potential of leader and follower brains in interaction, with initiative from either one as precedent to common action. The counterhypothesis that political leadership behavior has no creative effect upon society and cannot be a source of societal creativity also needs to be entertained and tested as one of the checks upon distortions in a growing body of scientific knowledge on this subject.

The natural experiments of the divided societies, and the properties of the human brain, strongly suggest the fruitfulness of approaching the scientific study of political leadership from the hypothesis of creative potential. Enhanced understanding of this potential will markedly assist efforts to design more humanely effective political systems for the future and to assist transition to them from present conditions.

Design and Realization of Alternative Political Futures

At midcentury we are gradually coming to realize that the contemporary automobile is ill designed for human safety and that present rates of energy consumption are rapidly exhausting fossil fuel resources. This realization in both cases is leading, somewhat reluctantly, to efforts to create more desirable alternatives.

Analogously, a major challenge facing students of political leadership is the hypothesis that present patterns of leadership—regardless of type of regime—are ill designed to ensure human survival and that more humanely efficient uses of human and nonhuman energy in political systems need to be achieved. Otherwise, ill-designed institutions and the destructive uses of political energy, combined with leadership errors, may contribute to the occurrence of increasingly dangerous political "accidents." These "accidents" kill and maim, destroy productive economic, social, and cultural life, and destructively alter the physical environment.

This is not to imply that the study of political leadership can depart immediately from an applied prescriptive base with a claim to solve humanity's political problems. The past lack of scientific focus and relative inexperience with applied science under conditions of rigorous evaluative controls belies such a capability. But we should not shrink from such an aspiration: that is, to achieve scientific and humane knowledge of such quality and usefulness that it can be applied to assist the progressive creation and attainment of ever more desirable patterns of political behavior from the smallest to the largest human community.

Nor is this to imply that the study of political leadership needs to depart solely from a perspective of complete pattern change. It needs to proceed also from hypotheses that certain degrees of pattern maintenance and pattern reform may be desirable. Somewhat like political leaders themselves, with respect to any given pattern of leadership behavior, scientists may entertain conservative, reformist, and revolutionary action hypotheses. Nevertheless, the main scientific breakthroughs are likely to come, as in theoretical physics, from "radical" imagination that temporarily outstretches what can be observed and empirically verified at a given stage of scientific development.

To be maximally effective and responsible in making a contribution to future political design, the scientific study of political leadership must be developed in a matrix of time (past, present, and future), empirical potential (actual and possible), and values (the desired and the desirable). It should attempt to assist in solving problems of temporal, empirical, potential, and normative interdeterminacy in social life. This means to study political leadership as it was, is, and will be; as it could have been, can be, and could be; as it should have been and should be.

Therefore, the approach suggested here embraces simultaneously the most conservative and the most radical of perspectives. That is, it is essential to describe, explain, predict, and evaluate political leadership behavior just as it was, is, or will be. Still, at any given stage a fundamental transformation in this behavior may be probable, or preferable, or perhaps inescapable. In seeking knowledge that will be useful in making decisions from these perspectives, students of political leadership will contribute to accomplishing the tasks of the academic discipline of political science.

Political Leadership and the Tasks of Political Science

The principal tasks of the discipline of political science are to describe, explain, predict, and evaluate political behavior, to apply knowledge of that behavior, and to nurture creative persons who can perform all these tasks. Accordingly, the scientific study of political leadership must strive to describe leadership behavior, to explain it in the past and present, to predict it in the future, to evaluate it in all circumstances, to affect political leadership performance, and to educate persons who will humanely study and interact with leaders, as well as become leaders themselves.

The study of political leadership is not all of political science; yet, it is of pervasive disciplinary relevance in much the same way that natural political leadership relates to a whole society. There is no major field or subfield of political science to which the study of political leadership cannot contribute and from which it cannot learn. This is implicitly understood by every political
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Foundations of an Emerging Field

Among continuing tasks required to establish the study of political leadership as a subfield of political science are (1) to locate it in the context of major theoretical overviews of the nature of politics; (2) to take account of contributions being made to subfield development from diverse disciplinary sources; (3) to inventory alternative conceptual approaches to leadership inside and outside the discipline; (4) to construct integrating frameworks of reference; (5) to explore research, teaching, and applied needs and capabilities; and (6) to create the institutional arrangements that are required to undergird field development. This book seeks to provide a broad foundation for the accomplishment of all these tasks. No single effort can be adequate; only scientific cooperation can ensure progress.

The intent of this chapter has been to challenge scientific imagination to dispel myths about political leadership, to explore the omni-relevance of political leadership behavior, to examine the hypothesis of extraordinary creative potential inherent in political leader-follower interactions, to suggest the contributions that knowledge of this subject may make to political system design, and to urge the establishment of political leadership studies as a subfield of political science.

Chapter 2 sets forth a brief review of the surprising past inattention of American political scientists to political leadership. Although the behavior of political leaders has long been of widespread disciplinary concern, until the 1960s this concern had been diffuse, and it has still not received the convergent attention that adequate treatment of the subject requires. Chapter 3 complements this disciplinary overview with examples of recent and notable contributions to subfield development. These chapters should interest both those who might question the need for subfield development and those who accept the need but wish to understand further the disciplinary resources that can be drawn upon to fulfill it.

Chapter 4 begins a multidisciplinary exploration of concepts of leadership that may stimulate or guide inquiry in this field. The intent of this chapter is to expand awareness of alternative sources of conceptualization that may enrich future political leadership studies. Those who seek a single satisfying conceptual outcome will be disappointed by this chapter; those who view it as an opportunity for creative response should find it rewarding.

Chapters 5 and 6 present what is termed a "multivariate, multidimensional linkage approach" to the study of political leadership. First, six interacting variables are posited as predictors of political leadership behavior patterns: personality, role, organization, task, values, and setting. Then an attempt is made to link these leadership patterns and variables to eighteen dimensions of political behavior derived principally from contemporary paradigms for political analysis. The approach is conceptual and heuristic, drawing examples mainly from political biographies to illustrate linkages among the variables and dimensions.
CHAPTER 2
THE SURPRISING LACK OF DISCIPLINARY FOCUS

The essence of government is the relationship between leaders and the led. Oddly enough, no aspect of political science has received less objective investigation. — Jasper R. Shannon
1949

It is not surprising that virtually all political scientists, like other members of society, have appreciated the importance of leaders or dominant figures in political life. But what is somewhat surprising is that the study of politics as a social science has not focused attention sharply upon the concept of "political leadership." One explanation of this lack may be that political leadership is of such obvious disciplinary importance that no specialized attention need be given it. As folk wisdom suggests, "A fish is not likely to be the first to discover water." The discovery or rediscovery of the obvious may take longer and seem less exciting to some. Thus, it would not be surprising to find political scientists among the last to appreciate the importance of the idea of "political leadership" for their discipline.

The American Political Science Review

One indication that the concept of political leadership has not been a focus of attention since the emergence of the American branch of the postgraduate discipline after 1880 may be found in the titles of articles published in the American Political Science Review. The computerized keyword index prepared by Kenneth F. Janda of 2,614 articles that appeared during the initial fifty-seven-year period, from 1906 to 1963, makes it easy for us to discover that the words "leader" or "leadership" appeared in such titles only seventeen times. —
These titles were Arnold Bennett Hall, "The Development of a Method for Investigating Legislative Leadership" (1925); Charles M. Ferriter, "Research Problems in the Field of Parties, Elections, and Leadership" (1930); Harold D. Lasswell and Renzo Sereno, "Governmental and Party Leaders in Fascist Italy" (1937); Harold W. Stone, "Executive Leadership and the Growth of Propaganda" (1941); C. Arnold Anderson, "The Utility of the Proposed Trial and Punishment of Enemy Leaders" (1943); Clarence A. Berchel, "The Leadership of the United States in the Post-war World" (1944); Lester G. Seligman, "The Study of Political Leadership" (1950)—to which we shall return with great interest; Robert T. Holt, "Age as a Factor in the Recruitment of Communist Leadership" (1954); Henry Wells, "Ideology and Leadership in Puerto Rican Politics" (1955); Arthur W. MacMahon, "Woodrow Wilson as Legislative Leader and Administrator" (1956); Lewis J. Edinger, "Post-totalitarian Leadership: Elites in the German Federal Republic" (1960); Fred I. Greenstein, "The Benevolent Leader: Children's Images of Political Authority" (1960); Herbert McClosky, Paul J. Hoffman, and Rosemary Ohara, "Issue Conflict and Consensus among Party Leaders and Followers" (1961); Ralph K. Huitt, "Party Leadership in the Senate" (1961); P. J. Vatikiotis, "Dilemmas of Political Leadership in the Arab Middle East: The Case of the United Arab Republic" (1961); Peter H. Merkl, "Equilibrium, Structure of Interest and Leadershhip: Adenauer's Survival as Chancellor" (1962); and Lewis J. Edinger, "Military Leaders and Foreign Policy-making" (1963).

When viewed in the context of other APSR articles of this period, these titles permit us to make several observations. First of all, while the idea of "leadership" was found useful in executive, party, legislative, foreign policy, and area studies, it was not employed extensively as an analytical concept. By comparison, during the same period, 77 titles mentioned "vote-voter-votes-voting" and 277 titles referred to "legislation-legislative-legislator-legislature." On the other hand, "leadership" appeared more frequently than the related idea of "elite(ies)/elitism," which was found in only 5 titles.

A long-delayed but sudden rise in the frequency of use of the word "leadership" is to be noted. Beginning with Hall, it took nineteen years for a notable mention of "leadership" to be made. If we start with Seligman's 1950 contribution, we can say that forty-four years elapsed before a serious effort was made to conceptualize "political leadership" as a subject for disciplinary attention. Thus, we find one mention in the 1920s, three in the 1930s, two in the 1940s, three in the 1950s, and a marked jump to seven titles in only the first three years of the 1960s. We will consider later some reasons why this may have occurred.

Interestingly, nearly half of these titles (seven out of seventeen titles) employed the idea of leadership in connection with the study of politics outside mainland United States. Therefore, we find the terms "leader" and "leadership" associated with "Fascist Italy," "Enemy," "Communist," "Puerto Rican Politics," "German Federal Republic," "Arab Middle East," and German Parties.

Among the titles on leadership we also find a unique reference to "followers" by McCloskey et al. (1960), the only mention of this concept in more than a half century. "Followership," of course, is a much broader concept than that of voting, more akin to the idea of "citizenship," and is a natural complement to the idea of leadership. Thus, it is not surprising to find that the less developed the concept of leadership, the less explicit the idea of followership.

If we turn from titles to contents, the impression of the lack of focus on the concept of leadership is sustained. Such a clustered review, of course, is an artificially imposed one, bringing together articles solely on the basis of the words "leader" or "leadership" in their titles. But we might expect articles thus untitled to reveal more about our professional understanding of leadership as a general political phenomenon than those whose authors made other identifying conceptual choices. In such articles, taken as a whole, we sense the absence of core concepts of leadership, competing or consensual; the lack of cumulative importance; the seeming irrelevance of philosophical tradition; systematic inability to draw upon leadership-related concepts of the past or visions of the future; the important but limited responsiveness to contemporary political events; and inability to make use of the findings of one study to understand another. In a sense, these seventeen articles are virtually unrelated. In another, they can be made so: an order can be induced from, or imposed upon, them—or both. They present a conceptual problem as well as parts of a solution in the same way that the disparate articles of any given volume of the APSR challenge us to ask, "What is political science?" and at the same time at least hint at a temporary answer.

Reviewing the seventeen titles with references to leadership, we see that the concept of leadership was not employed for purposes of integration, comparison, or analysis of interactions among leadership positions. Thus, even within the American context we do not find titles explicitly linking presidential-senatorial, congressional, gubernatorial, mayoral, party, and other forms of political behavior with a common integrating concept of "leadership." Nor do we find titles in a comparative mode such as "A Comparison of Presidential, Gubernatorial, and Mayoral Leadership," "A Comparison of Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Leadership," or "A Comparison of Top, Middle, and Lower Level Leadership in Three Types of Political System." Neither are there titles that focused attention upon "Interactions among Presidential, Gubernatorial, Mayoral, Legislative, Party, and Judicial Leaders." Furthermore, we do not encounter many titles that explicitly link the concept of leadership with the analysis of social problems; for example, titles in the mode of "Political Leadership Influences upon War [Peace, Revolution, Economic Welfare, Race Relations, etc.]".

But the absence of a core concept of political leadership that could contribute to, and benefit from, other political science interests did not mean the
The Surprising Lack of Disciplinary Focus

neglect of certain concrete American political leadership positions. However, the largely unrelated and incomplete treatment of these positions only highlighted the absence of an integrating concept of leadership. From 1906 to 1963, sixty-one titles mentioned "presidency-president-presidential-presidents"; twenty-three titles referred to "senate-senator-senatorial-senators"; forty titles mentioned "representation-representative-representatives"; twenty-seven titles referred to "governor-governors-governatorial." "Candidates" and "legislator-legislators" were each mentioned three times. "Party-activists," "precinct captains," and "precinct committeemen" were each mentioned once. The word "politician," the generic name for a professional political leader in American life, was mentioned only once.13 "Mayor" was not mentioned at all.14

Thus, with the exception of Seligman's "The Study of Political Leadership" (1950), the titles of articles in the first half century of the American Political Science Review suggest that while political scientists were aware of the importance of leadership they had not focused major analytical attention upon it. If APSR titles are not convincing evidence of disciplinary inattention, then consider the fact that books dealing principally with "political leadership" are not likely to be classified under political science but rather under sociology in American libraries that follow the Library of Congress classification system. For example, my book Political Leadership (1972) is likely to be classified as HM141: H, "social science"; M, "sociology"; 141, "the great man, leadership, prestige, cf. genius."15

Sabine

This same point can be appreciated in an entirely different and perhaps more satisfying way for those who are rightly skeptical about the quality of inference permitted by keywords in the titles of journal articles. Consider, for example, the treatment of the concept of "leadership" in George H. Sabine's highly influential History of Political Theory, first published in 1937 and thereafter an indispensable reference for graduate students preparing for their predoctoral general examinations.16 With respect for the Cornell philosopher's awesome erudition, generations of doctoral candidates have been guided by Sabine through the history of Western political thought.17 Through him, sometimes for the last time, doctoral candidates have learned of the ideas of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Seneca, John of Salisbury, Philip the Fair, Boniface VIII, Marsilio of Padua, William of Occam, Machiavelli, Luther, Knox, Bodin, Grotius, Hobbes, Harrington, Milton, Filmer, Sidney, Halleck, Locke, Rousseau, Hume, Burke, Hegel, Bentham, Mill, Marx, and others.

Sabine's index contains only a single four-page reference to "leadership," as follows:

Leadership, in fascism and national socialism, 883-888, 900-901,18

When we examine the text we find that the first reference is to a section entitled "The Folk, the Elite and the Leader." This section is based mainly upon Hitler's Mein Kampf and ends with the statement: "The Leader manipulates the people as an artist molds clay."19 Mussolini and Lenin are also mentioned in this section, as is Max Weber. The word "charismatic" is mentioned, but there is no citation of Weber's works and no exploration of the Weberian concepts of traditional, charismatic, and rational-legal authority. The second reference is to a section on "totalitarianism," in which Sabine describes the Nazi "leadership principle" as "the substitution of personal authority for authority working through regular channels and the substitution of imposed regimentation for self-government."20

The explicit image of leadership in Sabine is both scanty and definitely pejorative from a liberal democratic point of view. The idea of "leadership" seems to apply only to German nazism, Italian fascism, and Soviet communism. The treatment of the concept in the history of political thought is explored neither directly nor in terms of functional equivalents. Again, as in the American Political Science Review, we find a set of ideas that are highly relevant for a concept of political leadership being treated in a dispersed, largely unrelated manner. Thus, in Sabine's index, we find Plato's "philosopher-king" (nine page references, but no attempt to trace the idea beyond Aristotle), "monarchy" (carefully traced in seventy-three references from Herodotus to Hegel), Machiavelli's Prince (five references), "the divine right of kings" (twelve references), "hero worship" (two references), and citations of Lenin (eighty-seven references), Mussolini (fourteen references), and Hitler's Mein Kampf (nine references).

By contrast, the major interest that political theorists have had in the concept of "natural law" is exemplified by Sabine's careful examination of its history in two full chapters and 107 page references devoted to its treatment by successive thinkers from the Stoics to Marx. If the idea of "leadership" had been of similar central concern we might have expected a comparable chronological survey. Of course, we would not expect Sabine or any other historian of political thought to do this in a mindless way—that is, to find continuities, functional equivalents, and inventions centered upon a nonexistent core concept, or to impose Plato's philosopher-king upon Hitler's leadership principle, or vice versa. But might there not be a concept that calls attention to relations between leaders and the led under which we might compare "philosopher-king," "prince," and "fuhrer," as well as other images of this kind?

One reason that such a common concept seems not to have arisen in the history of Western political thought might be because a dichotomy opened up between the explorations of ideal forms of political society (after Plato) and the empirical analysis of political institutions (after Aristotle, but especially after Machiavelli); whereas a concept of "leadership," implying the study of leader-follower relations in moving toward or away from valued ideals would have required them to be treated together. And one reason that the schism in political
thought arose and continued might well be the continued neglect of a remarkable classical writer in whose principal political works the two perspectives are combined. The name of this major and by no means obscure author can be found neither in Sabine’s History of Political Theory nor in the keyword index of the American Political Science Review.

He is, of course, Plutarch (ca. A.D. 46-120), the Greek writer whose extant biographies of fifty Greek and Roman leaders plus eighteen short comparative essays mark him as the greatest student of political leadership in the history of the Western world. Plutarch’s brief comparative evaluations of Greek and Roman leaders, while seemingly of little interest to historians and biographers, are of surpassing interest to political scientists and deserve recognition as a source of insight.

As illustrated and partly influenced by Sabine, the thought of the American political scientist on the subject of political leadership now tends to jump from Plato to Machiavelli and then perhaps to modern contributors of ideas about leadership such as Carlyle, Mosca, Pareto, Weber, Michels, Merriam, and Laswell, as well as to the writings of actual leaders such as Hitler, Lenin, Mao, and Gandhi. A promising early task of political leadership studies will be to locate Plutarch between Plato and Machiavelli and to search for thinkers like Plutarch in other intellectual traditions.

**Major Approaches to Political Analysis**

The same professional influences that produced the treatment of “political leadership” in the APSR and to which the philosopher Sabine contributed in graduate education may be assumed to have subtly influenced the main approaches to political analysis that have been created by American political scientists. Let us explore six approaches that are currently engaging disciplinary attention: the study of politics through the analysis of power, decision making, cybernetics, authoritative value allocation, probabilistic system-functionalism, and the new political economy. While we will be seeking to discover how these six approaches explicitly deal with the concept of “political leadership,” we need to be aware that this implies the need for a similar exploration of the treatment of the idea of “followership.”

**Power**

The concept of “leadership” does not appear in the index of Robert A. Dahl’s Modern Political Analysis (1963), a highly significant summary statement of an approach to political inquiry in terms of the concepts of influence and power. Despite this omission, Dahl’s analysis is rich in leadership-related concepts and examples that promise both to contribute to and benefit from a more explicit focus upon the idea of leadership in political science.

The core point of departure for Dahl’s analysis lies in a dyadic influence relationship between two actors, A and B, suggestive of the ideas of leader-follower or leader-leader relations. Influence is defined as “a relation among actors in which one actor induces other actors to act in some way they would not otherwise act.” Five ways of measuring influence, all focused upon follower behavior, are suggested: (1) amount of change in the position of the actor influenced, (2) the subjective psychological costs of compliance, (3) the amount of difference in the probability of compliance, (4) differences in the scope of responses, and (5) the number of persons who respond.

The concept of power is not formally defined in this monograph but Dahl calls attention to the “state” as “a peculiarly important source of ‘power’ because it can secure compliance through two types of ‘coercive influence’—‘negative coercion,’ based upon a legitimate monopoly of physical coercion, and ‘positive coercion,’ based upon control over great resources. Four ways to detect and weigh power are suggested: occupation of formal official position, reputation for influence, participation in decision making, and the one most favored by Dahl, relative influence in initiating or opposing decisional outcomes.

In a chapter on “political man,” Dahl identifies four important groups: “the powerful, power seekers, the political strata, and the apolitical strata.” This classification implies that political leaders are to be found among the powerful and power seekers. In a subsection on “power seekers and leaders,” Dahl asks why people seek power and he critically evaluates three answers: “collective good,” “self-interest,” and “unconscious motives.” In a subsection on “the powerful,” he asks why some people gain more power than others and gives as reasons “differences in the amount of resources used” and “differences in the skill or efficiency with which resources are applied.” These differences, in turn, are found to be dependent upon situational and motivational factors such as objective availability, opportunities, genetic differences, values, and incentives.

Furthermore, in two diagrams, Dahl succinctly contrasts two answers to the question “How are political ideas related to institutions?” In the first, termed a “rationalist” explanation, the “political theories of rulers” are depicted as producing both “political institutions” and “social and economic institutions.” In the alternative model, termed a “materialist explanation,” the direction of causal influence is reversed and more conceptual elements are added: thus, “social and economic institutions” produce “status, income, and wealth,” which in turn bring “power” that is translated into both “political institutions” and “political theories of rulers (ideologies) and ruled (utopias).”

In brief, Dahl’s power approach to political analysis provides a richly suggestive framework within which to pursue the study of political leadership. At the same time, the desirability, opportunities for, and possibly beneficial
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consequences of, a more explicit concept of political leadership are apparent. The absence of “leadership” from the index of Modern Political Analysis, when viewed against the intellectual history of American political science, is only one hint that a finer focus upon the idea of “political leadership” might help to improve understanding in terms of power and other approaches to political analysis.

For example, a concept of political leadership might call more attention to measuring the behavior of the influencer as well as that of the influenced, and then their behavior in interaction. It might contribute to redirecting attention from ecological influentials to direct agents of the state and to their employment of, and responses to, coercive influences. It might return attention to the behavior of persons in, or aspiring to, formal positions of authority as a basis for thinking about the functional redesign of such roles as well as to the nurturing of skills required to perform them in present or altered form. Furthermore, it might make a contribution to advancing beyond the “rational-materialist” argument by making attention to an intervening pattern of concrete human behaviors of potentially causal influence upon both ideas and objectively given institutions and circumstances. Or, on the other hand, even if the behavior of political leaders is conceived of as that of captive slaves under joint domination by ideas and circumstance, more focused study upon this kind of slave behavior might contribute to the liberation of insight into the nature of politics.

Although Dahl’s general analysis does not explicitly focus upon the concept of political leadership, it is interesting to note that when the power approach was applied in a major empirical study of the community power structure of an American city the idea of leadership emerged to greater salience. When Dahl looked at New Haven and asked, “Who rules in a pluralist democracy?” the terms “leaders” and “leadership” appeared more frequently in response. Of the twenty-eight major subsection titles in Who Governs? (1961), Dahl’s pioneering study of New Haven political history, two explicitly contain the concept of “leadership” (“The Ambiguity of Leadership” and “Five Patterns of Leadership”) and five others mention “leaders” or “subleaders.”31 Also, the ideas of “leaders” and “subleaders,” but not “leadership,” are extensively indexed.

The patterns of community leadership differentiated by Dahl are like multiple arrows pointed in the direction of political leadership, with only a slight but essential adjustment required to produce convergence in the center of the target. The community leadership patterns are described as “(1) covert integration by economic notables, (2) an executive-centered ‘grand coalition of coalitions,’ (3) a coalition of chieftains, (4) independent sovereignties with spheres of influence, and (5) rival sovereignties fighting it out.”32 Transformed more explicitly into political leadership terms, these five patterns might be characterized as the political leader as puppet; the political leader as dominant influential; political leaders as coalition colleagues with other politicians and community influentials; political leaders as sharers of nonoverlapping spheres of influence with other leaders and community influentials; and political leaders as competitors for power against both other politicians and community influentials. It is but a minor change from the idea of elite, notable, or influential group analysis in community power studies to focus more precisely upon the behavior of political leaders. And to ask, “What influence might purposive actions by political leaders have upon the emergence, maintenance, and change of either monistic or pluralistic decisional patterns within or across political communities?”

In fact, toward the end of Who Governs? Dahl concentrates brief attention upon “a small core of professional politicians [who] exert great influence over decisions.”33 The image given by Dahl of the professional politician is one of intense concentration: “He is at it, awake and asleep, talking, negotiating, planning, considering strategies, building alliances, making friends, creating contacts—and increasing his influence.” Dahl further explains that the reason the professional politician gains more influence than other persons, given the same resources, is that he or she has more “skill in politics.” Dahl hypothesizes that this skill results from higher levels of motivation to learn and greater opportunities (time) to learn. Therefore, he concludes that New Haven mayor Richard C. Lee was a “successful political entrepreneur” who “pyramided his resources” to transform the power structure of the city from a “pattern of petty sovereignties” into an “executive-centered” coalition.34

In the final chapter of Who Governs? Dahl seeks an answer to the question of why the successful political entrepreneur does not continue to pyramid resources into a dictatorship that subverts the democratic system. He answers that “leaders lead—and often are led” in a context of “widely held beliefs by Americans in a creed of democracy and political equality [that] serve as a critical limit on the ways in which leaders can shape the consensus.”35 But even these beliefs, he concludes, are not immutable “through those complex processes of symbiosis and change that constitute the relations of leaders and citizens in a pluralist democracy.”36 Thus, Dahl ends Who Governs? on a theme close to “How They Lead.”

Comparison of Modern Political Analysis with Who Governs? suggests the hypothesis that the more empirical the inquiry, the more likely the salience of the ideas of “leaders” and “leadership” in politics—or of functional equivalents.37 The truly unusual leadership of Mayor Richard C. Lee of New Haven, during 1953–1969, including the years in which the research on Who Governs? was undertaken, made it unlikely that leadership of the “mayor” would be overlooked after the manner of the APSR during 1906–1963.

Decision Making

A similar pattern can be seen in Richard C. Snyder’s contribution of “A Decision-making Approach to the Study of Political Phenomena” (1958).38 Both this article and the original statement of the approach in 195439 did not
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explicitly focus attention upon the concept of “leadership.” Rather, emphasis was placed upon processes of organizational decision making by authoritative officials in an analytically defined “decisional unit.” The interaction over time of three “variable clusters” (“spheres of competence,” “communication and information,” and “motivation”) was viewed as producing “the selection from a socially defined, limited number of problematical, alternative projects [i.e., courses of action] of one project to bring about the particular future state of affairs envisaged by the decision-makers.” It was implied that dominant political leaders such as elected politicians might be found among the organizational decision makers, but no special attention was given to explicating their particular roles in terms of a concept of leadership.

However, in the first attempt to apply this conceptual framework in the study of a major American foreign policy decision, Snyder recognized the usefulness of the idea of “leadership” to describe the special influence that the most prominent political power figure had upon the creation of the group, its mode of decision making, its values, and its emotional tone. Wrote Snyder, “Our exposition of the organizational variable (or, indeed, of the other two variables) did not, in its first crude presentation, set forth a leadership function.” Thus, the “leadership” of the president and of the secretary of state was subjected to analysis as both independent and dependent variables associated with decisional processes and outcomes. Additionally, “charismatic” (the president) and “idea” (the secretary) leadership roles were distinguished in this case.

As political scientists further develop the idea of decision making to permit cumulative, comparative, and interactive analyses of such subjects as citizen, voter, community, party, legislative, executive, and judicial choices, it is likely that the idea of “political leadership” will help to explain not only who decides but also how they decide, what they decide, how the decisions are implemented, and what responses to them are made.

Thus, just as Dahl’s work on power permits recognition of political leaders among the powerful and the seekers after power, so has Snyder’s insight into decision making facilitated finding political leaders among the decision makers. But much remains to be done to develop political leadership studies as a contribution to either power or decision making analysis.

Cybernetics

The concept of “leadership” is explicitly indexed and of pervasive implicit importance in the cybernetic approach to political analysis proposed by Karl W. Deutsch in The Nerves of Government: Models of Political Communication and Control (1962).5 This book suggests, wrote Deutsch, “that it might be profitable to look upon government somewhat less as a problem of power and somewhat more as a problem of steering; and it tries to show that steering is decisively a matter of communication.” He explained more fully, in a definition that combines the ideas of power, decision making, and value allocation with a communications and control approach:

If we define the core area of politics as the area of enforceable decisions or, more accurately, of all decisions backed by some combination of significant probability of voluntary compliance with a significant probability of enforcement, then politics becomes the method par excellence for securing referential treatment for messages and commands and for the reallocation of human or material resources. Politics thus appears as a major instrument for either retarding or accelerating social learning and innovation, and it has been used in both functions in the past.

This approach implies an image of leadership as the behavior of a steersman-communicator who decides, controls, allocates, learns, and innovates. However, no formal definition of leadership was offered and thus the image of leadership that emerges falls in the category where Deutsch has termed “qualitative notions that disclose little detailed structure behind them” such as Carlyle’s “great men” and Toynbee’s “creative minority.”

But despite the lack of formal definition, Deutsch explicitly raised questions that promised to facilitate linkage between the idea of leadership and an approach to politics in terms of communications and control. For example, Deutsch asked how the demands upon leaders of power maintenance tasks detract from the performance of social learning and adaptive tasks;47 how the abilities of leaders to anticipate the attitudes and reactions of “followers” affect power position maintenance and adaptive steering;48 how leaders enhance or inhibit a society’s creative combinational capabilities;49 what effects leaders have upon the speed, priorities, and rate of information flow in a society;50 what the “intellectual load” is upon leadership under given conditions;51 what leadership capabilities are for anticipating and adjusting to future events;52 how leader emphasis upon short-range goals strengthen or weaken probabilities for achieving long-range goals;53 and what capabilities leaders have to set limits upon or to brake movement in conflicting group aspirations.

By asking such questions Deutsch has made it easier to link the study of political leadership with cybernetic models of politics.

Authoritative Value Allocation

The concept of “leadership” appears only once in the index to David A. Easton’s The Political System (1953),55 in which he sought to shift the primary focus of the discipline from the concept of power to “the idea of the authoritative allocation of values.” “The struggle for power,” wrote Easton, “does not describe the central phenomenon of political life; rather it refers only to a secondary even if crucial aspect.”56 “We find out how power is used anywhere,” he continued, “only the better to know how it is used in relation to social
policy.”57 Thus he concluded, "political science is the study of the authoritative allocation of values as it is influenced by the distribution and use of power.”58

The sole index reference to leadership in this work is a statement that Harald D. Lasswell’s inquiry into the power drives of individuals expressed in Power and Personality (1948)59 “broke new ground in the study of political leadership.”60 However, in a closely related discussion of the concept of “political elites” and in a further discussion of types of authority, Easton evidences concern for the kinds of behavior upon which a concept of leadership would focus attention. In a critique of Lasswell’s Politics: Who Gets What, When, How (1936),61 Easton argues that the perspective contained therein is too limited to serve as a “vehicle . . . for the investigation of the whole political system.”62 In Easton’s view, the political elite approach would lead primarily to the investigation of “the means the elite uses to arrive at and survive in the seat of power.”63 It would show only how a small minority holds power, could not cope adequately with “the antithetical assumption that the masses dominate over policy,”64 and would not adequately treat Lasswell’s own interest in “changing value patterns.”65 In explaining that “even in the smallest and simplest society someone must intervene in the name of society, with its authority behind him, to decide how differences over valued things are to be resolved,”66 Easton used an African example to define several types of authority patterns that are predictive of, but not entirely the same as, those later hypothesized by Dahl to be possible in New Haven: formal central political authority; a clanwide council of elders; subclan elders operating in relative independence; warring clan elders in violent conflict; and neutral clan elders seeking arbitration and reconciliation.67

The concept of “leadership” does not appear at all in the index of Easton’s next exposition of “the political system” in A Framework for Political Analysis (1965).68 But it is employed explicitly in the text itself to describe the “need for a new leadership” in the stressful transition of a “developing nation” from a “tribal form of organization” toward a generalized “national form of political leadership,”69 a process that is accompanied by extremely important changes in the “volume and variety of demands” upon the political system. Next follows a passage that explicitly employs the idea of “leadership” to refer to behaviors that both create and build support for what Easton defines as three basic components of a political system: “political community, regime, and authorities.”

But something more [than changes in the volume and variety of demands] is also at stake in these emerging national units. It is to be found in the need for a new leadership to weld together a group that can offer sufficient support for a new political unit, a new set of structures for getting things done politically, and new political authorities to provide leadership and administrative skills. These are the basic components of a political system which might be labeled the political community, regime, and authorities. The search for rapid economic and social development, combined with political stability, imposes on such systems the need to generate a leadership which can promote and sustain support for these components.70

Although this passage portrays “leadership” as the creator and supporter of system components, overall emphasis seems still to be placed upon leadership as a “need” that is “imposed” by general system requirements. Thus, “leadership,” like power, is not of central concern.

In A Systems Analysis of Political Life (1965),71 Easton further elaborated his conceptual framework. The index contains one reference to “leadership,” which directs attention to a discussion of “personal legitimacy” as a contributor to “diffuse support for authorities and regime.”72 In this section, Easton attempted to distinguish his concept of “personal legitimacy” from Max Weber’s idea of “charisma,” which is taken to be subsumable under the former. Easton first cited Weber’s idea of charisma as based “on devotion to the specific and exceptional sanctity, heroism, or exemplary character of an individual person, and of the normative patterns of order revealed or ordained by him.”73 Pointing out that some “fraudulent” leaders are not genuinely devoted or exemplary in character but succeed by manipulation of fabricated imagery, Easton concluded, “All political leadership, and not the charismatic type alone, if it is effective in winning support at all, carries with it this legitimating potential; hence the concept of personal legitimacy covers a broader range of leadership than charisma, in Weber’s original sense, and includes the latter.”74 As the index suggests, and as this passage illustrates, Easton appears still to have considered “leadership” as a personal or at least personality-derived quality, either genuine or spurious, in a way reminiscent of his earlier citation of Lasswell’s Power and Personality in The Political System.75

But despite its limited formal treatment of the idea of political leadership, A Systems Analysis of Political Life contains many significant references to aspects of political leadership behavior. In introducing the concept of “gatekeeping” as a “structural mechanism” for regulating the conversion of wants into demands and thenceforth into social policy, Easton included political leaders under the broader idea of “gatekeepers.”76 Political leaders are also included among the “authorities” who contribute to want conversion. Easton further drew upon an insight from Lucian W. Pye’s Politics, Personality and Nation Building (1962) to support the idea that sometimes authorities create demands as well as anticipate, react to, or “aborted” the demands of others.77

In explaining how demands are “negotiated through to outputs” by “structural means” that produce “decisions, compliance, and implementation,” Easton introduced the concept of “authority roles.”78 Whether formally or informally defined, these roles are analytically separable from the “authorities,” who are their incumbents, and constitute “more or less stable sets of roles which tend to be complementary and which, as a set, are distinguishable from other roles in the total political structure.”79

In sum, while Easton’s approach to the political system yields many insights into political leadership, the idea of political leadership is not brought into sharp focus. Furthermore, the thrust of the discussion of “authorities,” among whom political leaders and their opponents presumably must be placed, is that their behavior is more a product rather than a producer of system influences, a
dependent rather than an independent variable. Thus, a full chapter is devoted to a discussion of “authorities” as “objects of support” (emphasis added)—but no chapter is fully devoted to exploring them as creators of support. And in the diagram that summarizes the entire argument, nineteen arrows are pointed as expressions of influence toward the box marked “authorities,” while only a single line, later divided into two arrows, symbolizes outputs to the environment.60 Nevertheless, Easton’s pioneering framework has made it easier to find political leaders among the “authorities” and to attempt to link their behavior with the allocative patterns of demands and supports that are the key to his analysis of a total political system.

Structural Functionalism

The concept of “leadership” is not of salient concern in Gabriel A. Almond’s important introductory essay, “A Functional Approach to the Study of Comparative Politics,” in The Politics of the Developing Areas (1960),61 by which the Committee on Comparative Politics of the Social Science Research Council (under Almond’s chairmanship) launched a series of studies designed “to compare the political systems of the ‘developing areas,’ and to compare them systematically according to a common set of categories.”62 Neither “leader(s)” nor “leadership” was indexed in this inaugural volume. Furthermore, no subsequent volume in the series was devoted to the theme of “Political Leadership and Political Development,” although attention was focused upon communications,63 bureaucracy,64 “political modernization” in Japan and Turkey,65 education,66 political culture,67 political parties,68 and “crises and sequences.”69

Almond first defined “the political system” as “the [more or less] legitimate, order maintaining or transforming system in the society”70 and assumed that “the same functions are performed in all political systems, even though these functions may be performed with different frequencies, and by different kinds of structures.”71 He then set forth as the initial focuses of analytical attention four “input functions” (“political socialization and recruitment, interest articulation, interest aggregation, and political communication”) and three “output functions” (“rule making, rule application, and rule adjudication”).72

In describing how these functions were identified, Almond explained, “We derived our functional categories from the political systems in which structural specialization and functional differentiation have taken place to the greatest extent.”73 Thus, asking what functions were performed by political “structures” enabled the derivation of “interest articulation” from interest groups, “interest aggregation” from political parties, “political communication” from “the specialized media of communication in Western countries,” and “rule making, application, and adjudication” from the idea of “separation of (legislative, executive, and judicial) powers.” The basis for deriving the “recruitment and socialization function” was not so easily found in a differentiated concrete structure; therefore, we find the more vague statement that “the existence in all political systems of methods of political recruitment and training led us to the question How are people recruited to and socialized into political roles and orientations in different political systems?”74

Since the ideas of “political leaders” and “political leadership” were not of special concern, Almond did not ask: What functions for a political system are performed by political leaders, either as individuals or as groups? For example, noting that some societies distinguish three key political leadership roles—ceremonial head of state (e.g., monarch or president), chief administrator (e.g., premier), and leader of the principal institution of coercive power (e.g., party, army)—one might derive the functions of affective integration, instrumental innovation, and power position maintenance. A number of other questions might have been raised. Given a conception of the functions of political leaders in a political system, what are the possible variations in the structural distribution of the way in which these functions are performed? And, more basically, how do the behaviors of incumbents in political leadership roles or role sets, combined with the behaviors of significant others who interact with them, contribute to the performance of the functions of a political system, however these functions may be defined? Are these political leadership behaviors to be regarded as subfunctions, the performance of which may strategically affect the functioning of the political system as a whole?

It should be appreciated that there was nothing in the functional approach proposed by Almond that prevented the raising of such questions. As Almond explained, “The functional categories which one employs have to be adapted to the particular aspect of the political system with which one is concerned.”75 And further, “While there is justification for having underplayed the governmental structures in this study, their neglect in the development of the theory and of the functions of the polity represents a serious shortcoming in the present analysis.”76

Thus, while there is no clear focus upon leadership in this early summary of a functional approach, there are a few explicit indications of concern with the behaviors to which this concept would call attention, and a mood of discontented search for more fruitful categories of structural attention. For example, the functions of “initiation, modification, and vetoing”—so suggestive of political leadership behavior—were mentioned twice in this essay as having grown out of a collaborative effort with Bernard C. Cohen and Princeton graduate students to make an empirical study of “the functions performed by the Executive, the Congress, pressure groups, and the press in the making of foreign policy.”77 The word “leader” frequently was used in this essay in discussions that raised the problem of dualism between formal and informal influence; e.g., the importance of the “opinion leader” as a link between the individual and the mass media of communications.78 The existence of “informal leaders of party groups” as an example of informal structure within the formal structure of a Western parlia-
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ment,99 and the statement that “though a mayor may wear the trappings of his formal office, it may really be a caste leader or a headman who is talking.”100 Thus, where the concept of “leader” emerged, it was likely to suggest informal but compelling influence rather than probably less efficacious formal authority.

One feature of this early statement of a functional approach is the absence of a concept other than that of “political structures” that would call attention to the central processing organ for both inputs and outputs. In the absence of such a concept, a method of structural enumeration was employed; e.g., “legislatures, political executives, bureaucracies, courts, electoral systems, parties, interest groups, and media of communication”101 and, in the case of British political structures, “interest groups, political parties, parliament, cabinet, and monarchy.”102 Of these, the most prevalent concept used throughout the essay in a way that implied a center of purposeful initiative and effective influence was “interest group” or “pressure group”: these words appeared more than ninety times. By contrast, the words “political elite(s)” or “elite(s)” were employed only seven times.

The absence of a concept of a strategically central purposeful actor who behaves in politically significant ways—such as might be implied by the ideas of “leader” and “leadership”—as well as the search for such a concept can be illustrated in Almond’s essay. Thus, not unexpectedly for a biologically influenced structural-functional approach, the “heart” was chosen as the central political processing organ in an analogy intended to explain how the “political communication function” works: “One may liken the communication function to the circulation function of the blood. It is not the blood but what it contains that nourishes the system. The blood is the neutral medium carrying claims, protests, and demands through the veins to the heart; and from the heart through the arteries flow the outputs of rules, regulations, and adjudications in response to claims and demands.”103 But in the final portion of the essay, in which Almond suggested alternative research strategies for creating a “probabilistic theory of the polity,” both the idea of political leadership and the search for a different kind of organic analogy are implied. “What is a case study, anyway?” Almond asked. “It is an effort at reconstructing, by documentary research and interviewing of informants, a public policy individual [emphasis added]. In this public policy individual will be found the specific performances of political and governmental functions by the structures of the polity.”104 Thus, to Dahl’s concepts of the “powerful and power seekers,” Snyder’s concept of “decision makers,” and Easton’s concept of “authorities,” Almond added the idea of the “public policy individual.”105

In “A Developmental Approach to Political Systems” (1965),106 Almond further developed his functional approach, partly in response to criticism that the earlier formulation had been “a static theory, not suited for the analysis and explanation of system change.”107 In terms of its significance for the emergence of something like a concept of political leadership as a principal focus of disciplinary concern, this essay is remarkable in at least three ways. First is the explicit statement that “the political system” ought to be viewed as an independent variable as well as a dependent variable in relation to its environment.

We explicitly add two more questions to [“Who makes decisions?” and “How are decisions made?”]: The first of these is what impact does the political system have, what does it do, in its domestic and international environments? And the second question is what impact does the society and the international system have on the political system?108

A second notable feature of this essay is the introduction of the idea of “conversion functions,” which convert “the inputs of demands and supports” into “extractive, regulative, distributive, symbolic, and responsive” outputs.109 These conversion functions combine what had been treated as input and output functions in the earlier essay:

(1) the articulation of interests or demands, (2) the aggregation or combination of interests into policy proposals, (3) the conversion of policy proposals into authoritative rules, (4) the application of general rules to particular cases, (5) the adjudication of rules in individual cases, and (6) the transmission of information about these events within the political system from structure to structure and between the political system and its social and international environments.110

The introduction of the concept of “conversion functions” into the analysis implies that there might be a strategically central political leadership “structure” that contributes importantly to the process of conversion.

A third significant feature of this essay is the emergence to high salience of the terms “political elite(s)” or “elite(s),” which Almond used more than forty times. No formal definition of the concept of political elite was offered and no references to previous contributors to elite theory were made, such as Mosca, Pareto, Dahl, and Mills. Almond defined political elites at one point by reference to “kings, presidents, ministers, legislators, and judges.”111 At another point he called attention to an important function performed by them: “Political elites both originate innovative flows and respond to innovative flows that originate elsewhere.”112 These responses might be “adaptive, rejecting, or substitutive.”113

Thus, in “A Developmental Approach to Political Systems” (1965), Almond’s earlier interest in “interest groups” faded, the image of the “public policy individual” disappeared, and the idea of “political elite” rose to prominence. The words “leader” or “political leadership” did not appear at all. Nor had they appeared in the index to the earlier The Civic Culture (1963).114

But in Almond and Powell’s Comparative Politics: A Developmental Approach (1966),115 “leadership” figured in two index references that call attention to political leadership as both a dependent and an independent variable in the developmental process, as well as raise the question of appropriate education for leadership. Thus, from the dependent perspective Almond and Powell noted that “the gigantic bureaucracy-party organizational complex
characteristic of these societies will dominate and shape the responsiveness of the system. This implies that regardless of the personal desires and ideological commitments of the political leaders it will be very difficult for such systems to develop a broad responsive capability.\textsuperscript{116} With independent emphasis, they wrote:

Clearly leadership strategies do make a vast difference in the development of many aspects of the political system. An approach to this problem in a productive theory is to view various alternative courses of leadership action, planned or not, as political investment strategies. The developmental theory can then suggest the implications for the system of alternative strategies, given the present conditions of the system and the environment.\textsuperscript{117}

Thus, in the progressive elaboration of an approach to politics in terms of probabilistic system-functionalism, Almond seemed to move from the idea of a "public policy individual" to a general concern with "political elites," along with a more specific interest in "leadership strategies" as an important contribution to variance in the "structures" hypothesized to perform the functions of a political system. The ideas of "leader" and "leadership," however, continued to remain peripheral and essentially unexplained.

In 1969, however, in an essay entitled "Political Development: Analytical and Normative Perspectives,"\textsuperscript{118} Almond began to discuss "leadership" and "problem-solving" more explicitly in response to criticism of structural-functional theories.

In recent years the argument has been advanced that political systems theory leaves out the phenomenon of leadership and problem-solving behavior; in other words, it tends to be mechanistic. The general tenor of this criticism both from the economists and political scientists is that the approach to political development via the notion of leadership and problem-solving models is a superior alternative to system-functional approaches. Again I believe that there is much validity in this criticism. But when it suggests an approach to political development theory via the notion of leadership and problem-solving as an alternative to system-functional concepts then I would suggest that it has gone too far. For system-functional concepts put us in the position of being able to account for the setting and process within which leaders make choices and seek to solve problems. From a developmental point of view the problem-solving behavior of leaders effects changes in this problem-solving context and process, in other words changes the structure and culture of the system. Thus the development of adequate theory in the field of political modernization has to be able to adopt both of these approaches and strategies.\textsuperscript{119}

"Leadership" is not formally defined in this essay, nor are alternative concepts considered, but some indication of meaning is characteristically given by a single reference to "entrepreneurship, or leadership (the party organizer, the demagogue) with skills in mobilizing and organizing large numbers of relatively uneducated electors."\textsuperscript{120}

In the concluding portions of this essay Almond seems to be responding to perceived criticism of the "system-functional approach" in two ways: first, by conceiving the "political system" as a reified political actor; second, by conceiving "political elites" as the principal actors for solving system-related problems.

In discussing five "categories of political system performance" ("regulative, extractive, distributive, responsive, and political capital accumulation"), Almond clearly treats the political system as a purposive actor. For example, "every political system engages in some set of purposive activities—i.e., it punishes crime, it compels performance on contracts, and the like."\textsuperscript{121} Or, "when a political system legitimates participatory activity on the part of different groups of the population it may say to be responding to these demands."\textsuperscript{122} And further, "a successful or effective political system in foreign conquest, in the maintenance of peace, in the maintenance of internal order, in the growth of the economy and/or a favorable distribution of its products, creates loyalty, commitment, and support, on which the political system can draw in times of stress or threat, crop failures, famines, or depressions."\textsuperscript{123}

The conception of "political elites" as the principal system problem solvers is illustrated by Almond's call for "the development of an approach to political analysis which will enable us to say something cogent about the problem-solving performance of political elites."

If we have good measures of the flow of demands and outputs and the magnitudes of the system's political reserves, it should be possible to evaluate decisions made by political elites, using measures of rational choice. Here the analytical procedures involve ascertaining the goals and policy objectives of elites and relating these to the actual performance level of the political system and its potential. Are the policy goals of the political elites attainable given the available resources of the political system and competing demands for the use of these resources? To what extent are the extractive goals of the political system related to their welfare goals?\textsuperscript{124}

This final question suggests that perhaps the concepts of "political elites" and "political system" are being used interchangeably, while further suggesting that the "political system" can be thought of as a goal-oriented political actor.

Furthermore, since the main concluding body of the essay seems to be directed to show how a "system-functional approach" and a "leadership and problem-solving approach" can be combined, it may be that the term "political elite(s)" is also being employed as a synonym for political leaders and political leadership. The term "elite(s)" is employed twenty times in this essay; "leader(s)/leadership" appear seven times, including five references in the quotation above. Additionally, the terms "decision-makers" and "policy-maker" each appear once. The greater frequency of use of these terms as well as "choice," "problem-solving," and "decisions" tends to remind us of the more purposeful images of Dahl's "professional politician," Snyder's "political decision makers," etc.
The New Political Economy

The concept of "leadership" does not appear at all in the index of the most recent challenging vision of "a new kind of political science," which has been presented by Warren F. Ickman and Norman Thomas Uphoff in *The Political Economy of Change* (1971). But the words "leader" and "leadership" appear in the second sentence of the text: "What would a political scientist have advised this young African leader who on the first of August, 1966, accepted leadership of the National Military Government of Nigeria?" Furthermore, the images of political authority figures employed in the book's first chapter, "Why Political Economy?", imply that political leadership behavior—if not the concept itself—is to have high salience in this approach. Thus, in the opening chapter alone we find twelve references each to "leader(s)" and "statesman-statesmen," four to "leadership," and three each to "political entrepreneur," "political entrepreneurship," and "politician(s)."

In the second chapter, wherein the principal elements of "the new political economy" are set forth, the image of the "statesman," mentioned sixty-five times, emerges to high prominence. The main tasks of the political economist, in fact, relate importantly to the statesman. They are (1) to understand and accept the "choice-making" ("ordering of choices") perspective of the statesman or antistatesman as a product of "necessity and his values," and (2) to make the statesman's calculations explicit, so that political economists may assist him in making more productive choices. To fulfill these tasks the political economist "combines the economist's interest in productivity with the political scientist's sensitivity to issues of distribution"—a kind of political engineering—into a form of expert knowledge that serves as the basis of his advice.

The approach is summarized as follows:

The new political economy may be described as the analysis of the political choices that statesmen and other persons make involving the polity's scarce resources. It aims at improving the efficacy of these choices so that desired ends may be better or more economically achieved through political pro-
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problems with this claim that more focused attention upon political leadership itself might help to solve: the description and explanation of the emergence and change of goals, not all of which may be in hierarchical order or in conscious awareness; the description and explanation of conflicting goal structures that affect aggregate leadership behavior; and the description and explanation of the effects that interacting advisers, such as political economists, may have upon the definition and ordering of leadership goals.

Significantly, the “statesman” or “political entrepreneur” is not listed as one of the twenty-six infrastructure elements to which cost-benefit, input-output analysis of potential investments is to be applied. The elements of the “political infrastructure” are “regime political party, auxiliary organizations, opposition party, elections, local and regional government, ideology, economic development plan, interest groups, legislature, constitution, and legal system.” The “administrative infrastructure” includes “public bureaucracy, armed forces, police, and intelligence organization.” Additional infrastructure elements under three additional categories are specified: “communications media, education, and economic capital formation.”

The “statesman” who is sometimes embedded in one or more of these elements (e.g., regime or opposition party) and whose behavior potentially can affect them all is omitted as an explicit category of analysis. The behavior of the statesman as the principal political entrepreneur is so pervasive and so central to the analysis at systemwide, subsystem, or intersystem levels that it escapes explicit analytical attention. Given scarce resources, for example, might not investment in the “statesman” be the most strategically productive investment? Thus, despite its highly significant advancement of a new model of political economic analysis, and its needed call for an applied orientation by at least part of the discipline, The Political Economy of Change reflects the past lack of clear analytical focus upon political leadership in political science. At the same time it offers a new framework within which the importance of the description and analysis of political leadership behavior can be better appreciated.

The approaches we have considered under the headings of power, decision making, cybernetics, value allocation, probabilistic system-functionalism, and the new political economy by no means exhaust contemporary modes of political inquiry. Others that need to be reviewed and their treatment of “political leadership” range from Marxian-Levinism through conflict integration and control models to existentialism and social anarchism. Nor do these foreclose approaches that may arise in the future; for instance, models that deal more explicitly with human emotions and creativity in relation to quality of life. For whatever approaches to general political inquiry we may adopt, however, we may ask, “What image of salient figures is suggested?” (For example, the images we have encountered of “power influencer,” “power wielder,” “decision maker,” “leader,” “statesman,” “political elite,” “political entrepreneur,” and “statesman.”) Whatever images appear, we need to ask about the degrees of freedom of associated behavior, viewed either as independent or dependent variable. If the term “leadership” appears, we need to ask about its defining characteristics and causal connections.

Thus far the approaches examined have revealed relatively little elaboration of a concept of political leadership behavior, but all have indicated some appreciation of its importance. Eventually a similar review needs to be made of the way in which “leadership” has been treated in the political science literature on (1) macroclusters of political institutions—e.g., “totalitarian” and “democratic” polities; (2) institutional segments—e.g., parties, legislatures, executives, bureaucracies, and judiciaries; and (3) major political problem or process areas—e.g., campaigning, budgeting, and conducting foreign relations. This remains a future task for the convergent, cooperative development of political leadership studies within the discipline.

Some Major Overviews of the Discipline

Further indications of a lack of disciplinary focus upon the concept of political leadership—plus abundant signs of the importance of leadership behavior—can be found in several efforts to gain an overview of political science as a discipline and to discern promising directions for future exploration. For example, neither “leadership” nor Plutarch can be found in the index of Bernard Crick’s The American Science of Politics (1964). A richly insightful interpretation by a British scholar of the intellectual history of American political thought as it influenced the rise of a “science of politics” from the American Revolution to the 1950s. But, not surprisingly, the book begins with quotations from the writings of George Washington in 1796 and Thomas Jefferson in 1826 that illustrate the kind of interest that political leaders everywhere seem to have in the political education available to young persons in their societies. As Jefferson cautioned, “In the selection of our Law Professor we must be rigorously attentive to his political principles.” The further influence of political leaders on the development of American political science itself, however, is not explicitly explored.

No essays on political leadership are included in two collections aimed at taking stock and looking ahead edited by Roland Young, Approaches to the Study of Politics (1958), and James C. Charlesworth, Contemporary Political Analysis (1967), although attention is directed to the major approaches of power, decision making, systems theory, functionalism, and communication; empirical focuses such as the “group” and the “community”; and modes of analysis from political philosophy to mathematics. Plato finds a prominent position in the first of these volumes and does not escape mention in the second. Plutarch is mentioned once by George Kennan, as essential reading for prospective diplomats, in the second volume. Recognizing that “nothing is more difficult to appraise than the progress of a discipline in the behavioral sciences,” Political Science (1969), edited by
Heinz Eulau and James G. March, a survey conducted under the joint auspices of the National Academy of Sciences and the Social Science Research Council, does not focus explicitly upon the concept of "leadership." Among the more manifestly leadership-related papers commissioned by the panel to review significant aspects of the discipline are essays on political elites (Carl Beck), the study of Congress (Heinz Eulau), legislative behavior research in the states (John G. Gamm), candidate selection and leadership recruitment (Lester G. Seligman), the presidency (Aaron Wildavsky), and research on executives in state government (Dell S. Wright). But aside from the implied general orientation of Beck's paper, no essay is directed toward the search for a cross-institutional and cross-policy insight into a focus of purposeful political behavior that would be implied by a concept of "political leadership."

From the scant, three-page index reference to "leadership role" in Harold D. Lasswell's enormously suggestive The Future of Political Science (1963), one might have predicted that the study of political leadership did not have much of a future. But the text both expresses and implies a rich and varied interest in leadership. Lasswell's formal definition of leadership alone hints that failure of the discipline to focus squarely upon leadership would mean missing something of central importance: "For present purposes," he explains,

I distinguish advice and management from each other and I give separate consideration to the role of leadership. This term is intended to designate the public leader, the one who plays an influential conspicuous part in public affairs. Leadership goes beyond advice to commitment; it goes beyond management to goal setting and high-level integration. The full-time public figure or active politician comes in this category.

The principal image that The Future of Political Science conjures up is that of the creative political scientist as leader. It is the political scientist who purposefully investigates and potentially facilitates the most fruitful workings of the "decision process" ("intelligence, promotion, prescription, innovation, application, appraisal, and termination"), toward fulfillment of human value aspirations for "power, enlightenment, wealth, well-being, skill, affection, respect, and rectitude." Political scientists are the catalytic persons who create the experiments, prototypes, and micromodels that are needed to define and solve societal problems through the intelligent application of knowledge. Leadership is seen to be a key factor in the power relations, emotional tone, and qualitative productivity among political scientists themselves. Lasswell observed, "It has been fortunate for political science that some departments where intellectual differences are most pronounced have been led by men of integrity and sophistication who have been able to disagree without rancor and to avoid the 'Hobbesian' trap." Sometimes political scientists may intervene directly in political life: "Political scientists typically feel under an obligation to provide civic leadership where leaders are few or weak," even though "a practicing politician is not necessarily a competent political scientist, and a competent political scientist is not necessarily a [competent] practicing politician."

It is but a slight, subtle, yet necessary shift of emphasis to move from the image of the creative social scientist who studies, interacts with, and much less frequently replaces politicians to focus disciplinary attention squarely upon the behavior of political leaders who study, interact with, and sometimes replace scholarly political scientists. Thus, although The Future of Political Science implies the image of the creative political scientist rather than that of the creative political leader as a primary subject for continuing disciplinary concern, it is but a small shift to focus attention upon the creative potential of political leadership as well as that of political science. That this was earlier appreciated by Lasswell himself is evidenced by his remarkable essay "Democratic Leadership and the Policy Sciences" in Power and Personality (1948), and this point deserves to be reintroduced in thinking about the future of the academic discipline of political science.

The Teaching of Political Science

The lack of explicit focus upon the concept of "leadership" in the American Political Science Review, in Subine, in major paradigms, and in disciplinary overviews is evident also in the teaching of political science. Until recently, few precollege, undergraduate, graduate, or continuing education courses have concentrated upon this subject and few political scientists have regarded the study of political leadership as a field of primary or secondary specialization. Certainly, there have been numerous courses on specific leadership roles, institutions, and processes--such as those devoted to the American presidency, the Congress, political parties, and electoral campaign techniques--plus experiments with internships to give students direct experience with leaders in action, but there has been little core concern with leadership itself that could both benefit from, and contribute to, these other teaching activities.

Thus, even in full-scale efforts by master teachers to survey, improve, and communicate the teaching competence of the discipline such as in Teaching Political Science: Challenge to Higher Education (1965), neither index references to "leadership" nor essays specially devoted to questions raised by the idea of political leadership are likely to be found. We do not find analytical focus and debate upon any number of important questions. Should political science prepare some research scholars who are specialists on political leadership behavior? If so, how? Should the discipline give special attention to the educational needs of persons (1) who are already in positions of political leadership; (2) who have strong interest in eventually occupying such positions; (3) who seek to perform unconventional political leadership roles; (4) who have a high probability of working in close association with political leaders; or (5) who are...
required to respond to, make demands upon, and evaluate the competence of political leaders in their own or other societies throughout their civic life cycle?

The values that would partly explain the lack of a teaching focus upon political leadership are suggested in a summary of American political ideals in Paul Tillich's insightful essay "Teaching and Creative Citizenship" (1966):

The central American ideal of consent of the governed puts upon our society the obligations of maintaining conditions of equality, achieving full participation in the political process, devising institutions to make the consent of the governed a genuine force in public life, and combining majority rule with respect for the rights of minorities; all the while permitting individuals of exceptional talent full scope for the use of their creativity. Perhaps the basic tenet of American life is to arrange affairs and devise social and political institutions so as to permit the individual to realize his fullest potential.157

This statement implies that educationally all Americans are to be treated as political equals and that the later rise of some to dominant leadership positions should be decided as the result of a competitive struggle among exceptionally talented individuals. From this perspective, neither the idea of educating all Americans for political leadership nor the idea of nurturing some more than others is likely to be acceptable. For the many would lack exceptional talent and attention to the few would violate the norm of equality.

An exception seems to be the explicit attention devoted to the idea of "internships" as a mode of political education. However, the same diffuseness about the nature of leadership in American political life embodied in the "citizenship" approach is characteristic of the important review of this experience by Bernard C. Hennessy in Political Internships: Theory, Practice, Evaluation (1970),158 covering mainly the period 1958-1966. Although evaluative questions included such concerns as postternin candidacy for elected office ("yes" 2.7 percent and 3.7 percent in two different groups) and effects of internship upon later political activity ("yes" 31.1 percent and 39.4 percent in the same two groups),159 these questions were not clearly focused upon learning to lead or upon evaluating political leadership in an academic-action context.

This lack of attention directed to questions of teaching for and about political leadership may well have been the product of antiauthoritarian values in American political and academic culture, as well as nongalitarian authoritarian apprehension that education for leadership would be dominated by inimical interests. Interestingly, by comparison, Americans have been willing to focus attention very explicitly on education for military and business leadership. Furthermore, such education has been conceived in terms of core preparation deemed transferable, renewable, and extendable across different business and military roles and organizational contexts. By contrast, Americans seem to have preferred an ad hoc, "muddling through" (but not thereby unpatterned) approach to on-the-job training for political leaders.

The Surprising Lack of Disciplinary Focus

Community Service

What are the implications of a lack of focus upon political leadership for other forms of university service to the community in addition to research and teaching? Lacking a needed full-scale overview of the community service contributions of American political science that is comparable to efforts to inventory other aspects of the discipline, I can suggest only two here. First, sophisticated campaign assistance to incumbents in, or aspirants for, elected American political office is beginning to be rendered by private enterprise research, media, and attitude manipulation teams on a largely secret and short-range basis. By choice or by external compulsion, virtually no departments of political science offer public campaign consulting services within a context of long-range concern for the overall performance of political leadership in the community and for broadening the basis of political leadership recruitment. Second, with a few notable exceptions, political scientists have not attempted to be, nor have they been perceived as, serious sources for the provision of advice that might lead to the improvement of community life from the perspective of purposive political leadership initiatives—from the viewpoint of neither incumbent nor conventional aspirant nor revolutionary leader. Thus, whereas political scientists are among the first to know the political defects of a community, they are likely to be among the last to see opportunities for assisting in purposive political leadership efforts to remove them. They seem to prefer an approach based upon broad education of critical citizens as intellect, suggestions for structural reform, administrative consultations, advisory service to more or less established interest groups about how they might influence the outcomes of existing political institutions, ad hoc outraged protests, and sometimes private commitment to the campaign success of incumbent or aspiring candidates for office. These and other complex issues are inadequately treated here, but it seems that the discipline of political science as a whole does not have a clearly defined field of public service activity focused upon improving the performance of political leadership in American society, including assistance to nonleader citizens in ways to effect improvement in leader performance. And this does not imply only mindless service to help dig in an already well entrenched "establishment." Assistance to transitional forms of leadership and to the creation of alternative forms of leadership are also contemplated.

Interpretations of Disciplinary "Neglect"

It is both exciting and somewhat surprising to discover that the concept of "political leadership," although of pervasive latent significance, has not been of long-standing salient concern in American political science. Neither widespread interest in Plato's "philosopher-king," Machiavelli's "prince," and Weber's "charisma" nor interest in "representation" developed into a full-scale field of
political leadership studies. Interestingly, also, neither the numerous empirical studies of city "bosses" in the United States 160 nor those of the "presidency" led directly into a more general field of political leadership studies. Viewing "bosses" with somewhat disdainful admiration as a passing phenomenon of urban political sociology and viewing "presidents" with somewhat reverential ambivalence as a growing locus of power, few American political scientists seem to have been prepared to treat them within a common conceptual framework that would also embrace relatively neglected mayors and governors, as well as the more studied legislators.

Perhaps the combined effects of philosophical ideals set too high and perceived reality regarded too low produced massive disciplinary cognitive dissonance reduction by avoidance of direct confrontation with the idea of leadership in politics.

Why has this been so? A first hypothesis is that academic subcultures tend to exhibit some of the same characteristics as their immediate societal contexts. Thus, absence of emphasis on American political science upon "political leadership" can be interpreted in part as a reflection of the characteristic disdain of salient political figures in American political culture. Originating in a revolt against monarchy, American political culture seems to have passed from a period of admiration for "Founding Father" Washington and other men of wealth and talent, through the era of "Common Man" Jackson, in which anybody was as important as everybody else, through rule by self-interested, potentially corrupt political "bosses" in the age of industrialization, to the image of legally trained, sophisticated, white-collar criminals manipulating public policy for selfish corporate interests in postindustrial "Watergate" society. In designing their political institutions, Americans thus seem to have desired to keep their political leaders weak, underpaid, untrained, unstable, and responsive to the most vocal or surreptitiously influential interests. There have been heroes, of course, for some not all Americans--Washington, Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt, and John F. Kennedy. But there has been a tendency to see these men as unusual expressions of national virtue rather than as performers of critical societal functions that required cumulative improvement from the county to the Capitol, even in the absence of uncommonly talented figures. Americans proceeded in the not unfounded faith that crises would call forth heroes and that mediocre muddling through was pragmatically preferable to strained striving for unattainable leadership ideals.

On the other hand, when things have gone bad, most often externally but sometimes domestically, Americans have been quick to personify their difficulties in malevolent leaders. Thus, we symbolically killed King George, vilified Lincoln or Jefferson Davis in accord with Civil War sympathies, ridiculed Kaiser Bill in World War I, hung Hoover with the Great Depression, and fought World War II against the triple villains Hitler, Mussolini, and Tojo, while transforming Stalin from slave master to savior to satan as need and plausibility coincided. Overall it has seemed that Americans have wished to take credit themselves for what has gone well for the country but to blame individual leaders, especially foreign ones, for the bad. Interestingly, Americans seem to have been willing to concede greater importance to the impact of foreign leaders upon other societies than to that of American leaders upon our own. This can be seen in the World War II adulation of Churchill, de Gaulle, and Chi'ang--and the post-1945 prominence accorded to leaders like Mao Tse-tung and Fidel Castro. Americans rightly have "feared" bad leadership--and hesitatingly "admired" good leadership when it appeared, with ambivalence that made it more comfortable to ignore the problem until feelings could be vented in condemnation.

Reflected in American political science, this tendency resulted in the lack of a specialized focus: no sustained competitive, conceptual exposition; no serious attempt to link concepts of leadership with prevalent analytical paradigms; no serious effort to work out evaluative criteria for judging performance that would be appropriate for time and circumstance; no specialized courses and seminars; no cumulative research tradition; no sustained applied effort to make knowledge about leadership socially useful. There was no recognized subfield of political leadership studies within political philosophy, American government, comparative politics, and international relations--no integrative subfield that would succeed to achieve a cross-field disciplinary and transdisciplinary perspective on leadership.

Within the academic tradition of political science it was clear that failure to focus upon "political leadership" was as characteristic of a "traditional" as it was of a "scientific" approach to politics. The lack of conceptual focus cannot be attributed to either philosophy or method, whether verbal or quantitative, empirical or normative. All shared in it to varying degrees; the deficiency was not individual but subcultural.

One explanation lies in European intellectual influences upon American political science during the past century: the evolutionary determinism of Darwin, the psychological determinism of Freud, and the economic determinism of Marx. The image of politics produced by the combined influence of these three thinkers of genius is that it is a pygmy held aloft in the grip of a massive determinist giant. This image accorded well with the colloquial language of American politics: elected representatives officials were supposed simply to represent more basic economic, social, and psychological interests. They were not to have an independent, potentially creative, autonomous impact on society. Americans could more readily accept this possibility to generals, business entrepreneurs, and sometimes artists, but not to politicians. By and large, American political science, both "behavioral" and "traditional," agreed with this mode of thinking.

Since revolutionary movements are apt to exhibit some of the same attributes as the establishments against which they are in revolt, neither critics of contemporary American political science nor critics of American politics have tended to think very clearly about problems of past, present, transitional, and possible future forms of political leadership. Even revolutionary thought in the
anti-authoritarian political culture that emerged out of the revolt against
monarchy was not likely to deal with the subject of political leadership, except
to be against whatever leadership there seemed to be and to place faith in
individual interest or group muddling through in the traditional manner.

Yet, wherever relatively free social science inquiry is possible, it is likely
that the scientific study of political leadership will arise. Despite past neglect, for
example, it is now beginning to emerge rapidly in American political science.

CHAPTER 3

CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN EMERGING FIELD

It was only a small step to the systematic redis-
covcry of leadership as a central political process.¹
DANKWART A. RUSTOW
1968

AGAINST THE BACKGROUND of widely recognized importance but lack of ex-
PLICIT, concentrated, disciplinary attention, some contributions to the emergence
and future development of political leadership studies stand out with striking
darity. Two of these, with identical titles, “The Study of Political Leadership,”
were contributed by Jasper B. Shannon (1949)² and Lester G. Seligman
(1950).³

Merriam’s Hope

With the appearance of the Shannon and Seligman essays, it seemed that at
last a call issued by Charles E. Merriam twenty-four years earlier was about to be
answered. Wrote Merriam at the conclusion of Four American Party Leaders
(1926):

In view of the fundamental importance of leadership in any community and
especially in modern democracy, it is of the greatest consequence that
studies of the qualities of political leadership be energetically and intelli-
gently prosecuted. And I venture to express the hope that the necessary
interest and enterprise for this purpose will be forthcoming in the not
distant future. We cannot hope to manufacture at our will Lincolns, Roose-
velts, Wilsons, and Bryans, but we may reasonably look forward to a more
intelligent view of the whole problem of leadership, to a more intelligent
training of potential leaders, and to progressively intelligent popular dis-
crimination in the selection and rejection of the personnel of leadership,
and in the circumscription of its limits and bounds.⁴
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It is noteworthy that Merriam's call for the study of political leadership combined normative concern for the quality of leadership in a "democracy," a scientific approach implied by the word "studies," an explicit interest in education both for and about leadership, and a concern for the application of knowledge by both leaders and followers to define the scope of political leadership behavior. These interests reflected Merriam's own remarkable combination of political science and political action in a career that included service as one of the founders and early presidents of the American Political Science Association, as chairman of the pioneering political science department at the University of Chicago, as Chicago alderman (1909–1911 and 1913–1917), and as unsuccessful Republican candidate for mayor (1911 and 1917). Merriam's works, like those of other political scientists or political philosophers who have also been political leaders—Woodrow Wilson, T. V. Smith, and Stephen A. Bailey—may yield special insights into political leadership.

Shannon's Provocative Assertion

Shannon began with a provocative assertion: "The essence of government is the relationship between the leaders and the led. Oddly enough, no aspect of political science has received less objective investigation." He then continued in an essay that was historically imaginative, morally committed to the improvement or redesign of political leadership institutions, and dedicated to the idea of better education both for prospective leaders and for all citizens in the wise choice of leaders.

In Shannon's view, the forces of modern history were producing a downward shift in the social origins of political leaders from hereditary and aristocratic classes through the middle to the lower class. While there were many obstacles to, and distortions of, this process, it would be the result of increasing mass participation in politics. The more the most numerous classes of mankind participated actively in politics, the more would leaders emerge from them.

Such a shift, however, was being accompanied by some dangerous, irrational distortions. Upwardly mobile lower-class leaders, for example, might be excessively deferential to established institutions. Also, while citizens in ordinary times might prefer leaders of average abilities, they were apt to cry out "for strong-men, for supernatural leadership" in the various "crises" that accompanied the era of industrialization. Hitler's Germany provided a recent, clear example. Shannon cautioned:

Perhaps a more realistic, not to say more scientific age will look upon our belief in leaders who can solve our social ills by political magic as absurd as we regard the divine power attributed to monarchs in the healing of bodily ills. Perhaps it is characteristic in a mass age to expect and hold leadership accountable for more than it can accomplish, which leads leadership to request increasing powers coincident with their responsibility. The abdic-
In Seligman's view, political science ought to focus attention upon the study of leadership for two main reasons. The first was the extraordinary rise in the power of political executives in the twentieth century. This development he regarded as posing a central problem for political analysis much as had been posed by "popular sovereignty and direct democracy" in the eighteenth century and "stratification and group conflict" in the nineteenth century. Second, like Merriam and Shannon, Seligman stressed the importance of political leadership studies for creating and maintaining a democratic society. "Democratic thought has not yet wrestled with the problems of the implications of leadership," he wrote. "Motivated perhaps by its opposition to authority, it has regrettably left to the proponents of authoritarian and aristocratic-conservative politics, the elaboration of a political theory of leadership." This was exactly, of course, the implication of the treatment of "leadership" in Sabine's *History of Political Theory*.

Pointing to interdisciplinary sources of potential insight, Seligman then called attention to approaches that raised questions about leadership "as a social status position" (emergent social background studies); "in types of social structures" (emergent small group studies); "as organizational function and institutional position" (the emergent literature of business and public administration); "as a personality type" (emergent research on political personalities); and as "political biography" (mainly studies by historians). In his review Seligman pointed out limitations in the various approaches and suggested ways in which they might be overcome. He suggested that social background studies ought to be supplemented by case analyses of both successful and unsuccessful leaders so as to facilitate more meaningful interpretations of the significance of these characteristics for actual patterns of political leadership behavior. Moreover, he cautioned against overreliance on the insights from business and public administration studies of leadership: political leadership roles might be different. While noting that "some of the most vibrant and stimulating" studies were being made of the "character structure" of leaders, Seligman called for inquiry into the interaction between personality and social determinants of political leadership behavior. Furthermore, Seligman not only called for renewed interest in political biography but also suggested that the "theoretical insights of social science" ought to be introduced into biographical studies so as to contribute to the advancement of theories of political leadership.

In introducing the concept "politics by leadership," Seligman established his position in the continuing debate over whether personal traits or impersonal circumstances were to be regarded as the more important determinants of political leadership behavior. He took the "synthetic view" that leadership consists of "both traits and functional relationship to group and situation." Then he defined "politics by leadership" as "a conception of politics that finds power factors in society best approachable through the understanding of leader-led and leader-leader relations." Seligman further explained:

Next Seligman suggested four areas for "profitable leadership research":

(1) recruitment or developmental studies, i.e., studies concerned with the social origins and career lines of political leaders, (2) studies of the representational dimension of leadership—the character of acceptance by followers, (3) studies of political leadership techniques, (4) specific case studies of leadership functions in typologically expressed political situations.

Finally, reflecting upon the entire discussion, Seligman concluded: "The approach which we find most useful is the one that centers always on the power and policy context of political leadership behavior." By this he meant to stress the linkage between leadership behavior and changes in the distribution of societal "power and influence" as well as to trace the influence of leaders upon the making of public policy. Thus, although he did not and could not mention them, since in most cases they had not yet emerged, Seligman foresaw the possibility of linking leadership studies with various approaches to the study of politics—power and influence, decision making, cybernetics, value allocation, structural functionalism, the new political economy, and others still to come. He also foresaw the possibility of linking political leadership studies with public policy questions of all kinds.

There was more than seeming coincidence in Merriam's 1926 call for political leadership studies and Seligman's 1950 response because Seligman had received his professional training at the University of Chicago, where Merriam's influence was felt long after his departure; where Lasswell's interests in power, elites, and leadership were influential; and where there was a remarkable interdisciplinary approach in the social sciences. This was the department that had taken the city of Chicago as a site for field research and had nurtured such pioneering works as Harold F. Gosnell's *Negro Politicians* (1935), notable both for its unusual interest in black leaders and for its employment of the term "politicians," which had appeared so rarely in titles of articles in the *American Political Science Review*. Gosnell also had created noteworthy sketches of political bosses in *Machine Politics: Chicago Model* (1937). Seligman's essay received relatively little attention until it was reprinted in *Political Behavior: A Reader in Theory and Research* (1956), edited by Eulau, Eldersveld, and Janowitz. Fourteen years later and twenty years after its initial publication, it was again reprinted in *Micropolitics: Individual and Group Level Concepts* (1970), edited by Kessell, Cole, and Sedgwick. Gradually, the discipline was beginning to focus attention upon the idea of leadership.
By 1975, twenty-five years after Seligman’s call for “The Study of Political Leadership,” a remarkable number of significant studies had appeared in precisely those areas to which Seligman had called attention. Not all of them, of course, were inspired directly by his essay but they evidenced both his foresight and the direction of professional concern to subjects that would contribute to the emergence of political leadership studies.

Very vigorous development occurred in social background studies of political leaders, or political “elites.” These were aided by improved survey research methods and multivariate statistical techniques among political scientists, as well as by the revolutionary case analysis and speed of aggregate data analysis made possible by rapidly improving electronic computer technology. Elite studies in American political science were influenced strongly by political sociology, especially by ideas from Mosca,25 Pareto,26 Michelis,27 and Mills.28 They received special attention after the publication of Lasswell, Lerner, and Rothwell’s The Comparative Study of Elites (1952);29 attracted increasing interest after such stock-taking efforts as Matthew’s The Social Background of Political Decision Makers (1954)30 and Marwick’s Political Decision Makers (1961);31 and benefited both from a massive display of the literature in Beck and McKechnie’s Political Elites: A Select Computerized Bibliography (1966);32 and from an insightful qualitative overview of the whole approach by a British scholar, Geraint Parry, in Political Elites (1969).33

As foretold by Seligman, scholars specializing in social background studies increasingly felt the need to progress beyond the amassing of descriptive socioeconomic statistics toward more powerful predictive and causal analyses. As suggested by Donald D. Searing’s thoughtful critique in “The Comparative Study of Elite Socialization,” (1969),34 this would require greater precision in three respects: the specification of leadership behaviors that are the object of prediction; the specification of those background characteristics that are hypothesized to predict leadership behavior; and the specification of the theoretical linkages among independent background variables and dependent leadership behaviors. To assist in identifying such linkages Seligman had called for case studies of successful and unsuccessful leaders. While not yet used in the way Seligman had envisioned, both case and aggregative studies of “winners” and “losers” began to appear.35

Seligman had called attention to studies of small groups that had been made in other social science disciplines, notably sociology and social psychology, that might provide insights into the nature of leadership in larger organizational contexts. As if in response to Seligman’s suggestion, Sidney Verba explored the potentialities and limitations of the small group literature in Small Groups and Political Behavior: A Study in Leadership (1961).36

Seligman had also referred to the potential importance for political leadership studies of writings on executive leadership in business and public administration; for example, Chester I. Barnard’s The Functions of the Executive (1938).37 Again as if in response to this need there appeared Richard E. Neustadt’s analysis of presidential leadership as “the power to persuade” in Presidential Power: The Politics of Leadership (1960)38 and Harlan Cleveland’s The Future Executive (1972),39 which argued for a new style of catalytic, nonhierarchical leadership applicable in both private and public management. Personality studies had been noted by Seligman as an important source of insight into political leadership behavior, as forecast by Lasswell’s Psychopathology and Politics (1930)40 and his Power and Personality (1948).41 As if in response to this need, several major studies were published: Alexander George and Juliette George’s analysis of the origins, conditions, and effects of compensatory striving to repair damaged self-esteem—Woodrow Wilson and Cabinet House (1956);42 E. Victor Wolfenstein’s psychoanalytic interpretation of revolutionary leadership in terms of unresolved oedipal problems—The Revolutionary Personality: Lenin, Trotsky, Gandhi (1967);43 Alex Gottfried’s psychosomatic analysis of leader behavior under stress—Boss Cermak of Chicago (1962);44 James D. Barber’s effort to predict leader performance on the basis of personality propensities for activity (active-passive) and affect (positive-negative)—The Lawmakers (1965);45 Power in Committees (1966);46 and The Presidential Character (1972);47 and Robert C. Tucker’s Stalin as Revolutionary, 1879–1929 (1973).48

The study of leadership recruitment had been listed first in Seligman’s 1950 statement of research priorities and to that he subsequently turned his own attention in such studies as “Elite Recruitment and Political Development” (1964),49 Leadership in a New Nation (1964),50 Recruiting Political Elites (1971),51 and Patterns of Recruitment (1974).52 Among important recent contributions to the understanding of recruitment are Joseph A. Schlesinger’s description of the “structure of opportunity” provided by turnover rates in the set of elected American political leadership positions in Ambition and Politics (1966)53 and Kenneth Prewitt’s analysis of the recruitment of political leaders in terms of the sequential solution of problems characterized as a “Chinese box puzzle” in The Recruitment of Political Leaders (1970).54 Closely related to the study of leadership recruitment were studies of political socialization and political participation; for example, Fred I. Greenstein’s Children and Politics (1969)55 and Lester Milbrath’s Political Participation (1965).56 Such works made it easier to ask how leaders themselves learned to lead and to give special attention to political leaders as political participants.

Seligman had also called for studies of representation that would view leadership in part as a function of acceptance by followers. In the two decades that followed publication of his essay, it seemed that American political science developed separately the two parts of a representational approach and was groping toward ways to combine them into a leader-follower interaction model. On the one hand, there appeared the pioneering demonstration of representational role orientations (e.g., “delegate, trustee, and politic”) of elected leaders by Wahlke et al. in The Legislative System (1962).57 On the other hand, there appeared the description, analysis, and prediction of follower (voter) behavior in
terms of orientations toward "party, candidate, and issue" in Angus Campbell et al., *The American Voter* (1960). These formulations implied the need for a framework of analysis in which both leader and follower behavioral orientations could be viewed in interaction over time; that is, a framework that could view leadership as a function of followership and followership as a function of leadership.

The study of leadership techniques had also been viewed as a future research priority by Selznick. This need was met in part by such works as James MacGregor Burns's *Roosevelt: The Lion and the Fox* (1956), Alexander L. George's *The Operational Code*: A Neglected Approach to the Study of Political Leaders and Decision Making (1967), and Howard W. Wiggin's inductive prescription of required strategies for leaders in newly developing nations in *The Ruler's Imperative* (1969).

Selznick's call for "case studies" of leadership functions in typologically expressed situations" was less clearly met, partly because political typologies themselves were not highly developed despite persistent efforts from Aristotle to the most recent important contribution by David A. Apter in *The Politics of Modernization* (1965). In a sense, however, typological studies of leadership had begun to arise inductively out of inquiries into the nature of community power such as Hunter's *Community Power Structure* (1953), Dahl's *Who Governs?* (1961), and Agger et al.'s *The Rulers and Ruled* (1964). Studies of this sort began to suggest that communities could vary in terms of what kinds of leaders were influential in decision-making processes. Studies of political variation within postcolonial nations and small group studies both had made the same point: there could be either relative concentration or dispersal of decision-making functions. It remained a challenge for students of political leadership to describe and explain political leader behavior under different conditions.

One of the important needs stressed in Selznick's essay, although it had not been included in his final list of four research priorities, was to develop the study of political biography, in part by introducing insights from the social sciences. This enhances appreciation of the appearance of Burns's biography of Roosevelt, with its pioneering "A Note on the Study of Political Leadership," and of two remarkable essays by Lewis J. Edinger that sought to focus disciplinary attention more sharply upon "Political Science and Political Biography" (1964).

Edinger's Call for "Political Biography"

Edinger's essays constituted more than just a plea for the study of political biography, although that was his main concern, because they called the attention of the discipline to the study of political leadership in a general way. The first essay presented a rationale for the study of political leadership, pointing out past neglect, and suggested reasons why American political scientists had not made leadership a central concern in contrast to the approach taken by European colleagues and scholars in other disciplines.

Edinger saw two main reasons for oversight: "the general intellectual and political climate in the profession, and the theoretical and methodological orientation identified with the so-called behavioral approach to the study of politics." He found a "group-oriented" tendency in American political culture "wherein the political boss and the dictator are perceived as aberrations." He next asserted that some political scientists, characterized by "intense personal involvement in left-of-center political activities," demonstrated a "predilection for attributing decisive influence on political developments to social and economic forces rather than to individual leaders." Furthermore, Edinger argued that strict emulation of the physical sciences inhibited the study of individual leadership, which was beset by problems of scanty and unreliable data and difficulties in the measurement of influence and motives. He also thought preoccupation with the present tended to mean the neglect of important influences from the past.

To overcome these difficulties Edinger called for the combination of humanities and social science skills. "In short," he urged, "I propose that we employ conceptual models and—whenever practicable and practical—quantitative analysis in conjunction with the frankly but disciplined use of empathy and other forms of imaginative speculation."

In the second essay Edinger presented a conceptual framework for the study of political leadership. "Political leader," he defined "as a 'central actor' occupying a focal position which relates to various counter-positions in a particular role set." "Political leadership," he further explained, "is a position—or in the language of the cognitive approach to role analysis—the location of an actor or actors in a group, characterized by the ability of the incumbent to guide the collective behavior of the group in the direction of the desired authoritative distribution of values in a community." For this approach Edinger drew heavily upon Gross, Mason, and McEachern's *Explorations in Role Analysis* (1958) and contributed to the interdisciplinary enrichment of political leadership studies urged by Selznick in 1950.

Edinger's framework for the analysis of political biography directed attention to the political leader as a purposive actor and thus contributed toward filling the conceptual void that had characterized the first half century of the discipline. He intended his formulation to have general utility; it was applicable not only to a single role such as that of the American presidency. It also attempted to link the idea of "leadership" with a major paradigm for political analysis, in this case Easton's formulation of "the authoritative allocation of values," which was another way of expressing Laswell's "who gets what, when, how." Edinger's approach was presented at the same time that he was writing his biography (1965) of the German Social Democratic leader Kurt Schumacher and was followed soon by an edited collection of essays, *Political Leadership in*
In his introductory essay, Rustow, like Edinger but unlike Merriam, Shannon, and Seligman, did not make an explicit case for the study of leadership on the normative ground that it would improve democratic politics. It was simply an important and challenging subject for analysis that was being simultaneously rediscovered by many scholars who often seemed unaware of each other’s efforts. “His eyes fixed firmly ahead,” observed Rustow, “not every scholar has recognized how many others are engaged in similar feats of pioneering” and even then Seligman’s “The Study of Political Leadership” was not mentioned.

For Rustow, a “meaningful question” to guide political leadership studies was “Who is leading whom from where to where?” Like Edinger, he thought that an explanation for the past absence of disciplinary focus upon this question could be found in the scientific orientation of the discipline. “In the growing body of systematic social science,” he explained, “there remained less and less room for explicit attention to leadership.”

But as the older institutional-legal approach to the study of government came to be considered less and less adequate, [political scientists] began to adopt a new vocabulary of structure and function from cultural anthropology and a new technique of survey research from social psychology. Amid the verbal abstractions of the one and the quantitative correlations of the other, the political animal—he citizen or ruler—was in danger of disappearing from the political scientist’s view.

As observed in Chapter 2, “leadership” was not a central concept in several major contemporary approaches to political science; yet, it is too simple to attribute this lack to a preoccupation with science and scientific method. For one thing, failure to focus upon leadership tended to characterize the discipline as a whole, not just the self-consciously “scientific,” parts of it, and predated the rise of the “behavioral” approach to politics. For another, a broader view of what is meant by behavioral science was required. The comparatively great attention given explicitly to the study of “leadership” in psychology and social psychology, for example, fields that preceded political science in emphasis upon quantification and scientific rigor, showed that the methods of sociobehavioral sciences themselves did not impede the study of leadership in politics. In political science this assertion was confirmed by the pioneering survey research studies of legislators by Wahlke and Eulau in The Legislative System (1962) and of party leaders in the Detroit area by Samuel Eldersvold in Political Parties: A Behavioral Analysis (1964).

True, too, there is nothing inherent in non-quantitative methods of political analysis that would prevent their application to the study of political leadership. The discovery or neglect of political leadership as a subject for political inquiry could not be attributed primarily to the presence or absence of a commitment to quantitative scientific methods.

Like Seligman and Edinger, Rustow pointed to the historical milieu of American political science in the mid-twentieth century as an explanation for rising interest in the study of political leadership. “By the 1950’s,” he explained,
to defy inquiry. The leader as the figure omnipresent in any political process, as the maker of decisions, originator and recipient of messages, performer of functions, wielder of power, and creator or operator of institutions can bring these disparate elements into a single visible focus. The study of leadership, moreover, can readily be supplemented with an examination of the social and political organization that he founds and transforms, with an analysis of the psychological appeals and political sanctions that give leader and organization a hold on their mass following. In short, there may be the elements of a new theoretical view, both comprehensive and dynamic, of the political process as a whole [emphasis added].

With Rustow's 1968 suggestion that the study of political leadership might provide a new theoretical focus for the entire discipline of political science, we have come a long way from the minimal treatment of "leadership" that we noted in the first six decades of the APSR, in Sabine, in major theoretical approaches, and in disciplinary overviews. The radical nature of Rustow's suggestion lies in the fact that it does not merely imply that the idea of leadership might be developed as an auxiliary concept to enhance present approaches but that this study might be able to integrate or supersede them all in an entirely new configuration of elements. Although the case for the study of political leadership need not rest upon such an all-embracing claim—there is abundant need for, and promise in, adding a leadership perspective to existing paradigms and disciplinary subfields—Rustow's insight creates awareness of a distinct possibility that stands as a challenge to political scientists.

**Increasing Disciplinary Interest**

By the mid-1970s there were abundant indications that the study of "political leadership" was rapidly becoming a central disciplinary concern. A striking symbol of the new awareness was Jeffrey L. Pressman's "Preconditions of Mayoral Leadership." This essay, published in the *American Political Science Review* in 1972, is notable both for the first title mention of the word "mayor" in sixty-six years of *APSR* history and for its rare linkage with the concept of "leadership." Another sure sign of growing interest was the publication of an annotated bibliography entitled *Theory and Research in the Study of Political Leadership*, first compiled by George T. Force and Jack R. Van Der Slik in 1967, later revised and expanded by them and Charles Dewitt Dunn in 1972.

An especially important indicator was a pioneering panel discussion, "The Concept of Political Leadership," chaired by Betty Glad during the 1973 annual meeting of the American Political Science Association. Attention was focused upon a paper by James MacGregor Burns, "Toward the Conceptualization of Political Leadership," that added to the earlier conceptualizing efforts of
colleagues such as Kenneth F. Janda, "Toward the Explication of the Concept of Leadership in Terms of the Concept of Power" (1960),103 Sidney Verba, "The Concept of Leadership" (1961),103 James C. Davies, "Leaders and Followers" (1963),104 Carl J. Friedrich, "Power and Leadership" (1963),105 Dankwart A. Rustow, "The Nature of Political Leadership" (1967);106 Léon Dion, "The Concept of Political Leadership: An Analysis" (1968);107 Ann Ruth Wilner, Charismatic Political Leadership: A Theory (1968);108 Donald D. Searing, "Models and Images of Man and Society in Leadership Theory" (1969);109 and James V. Downey, "Leadership in Social Systems" and "Functions of Leadership" (1973)110—as well as other pioneers such as Merriam, Shannon, Seligman, and Ediger.

Further evidence of heightened interest at the 1973 APSA meeting was provided in a demonstration by Dorothy Guyot of her initial efforts to create an effective multimedia approach to teaching an undergraduate course in political leadership. Other papers read at the 1973 meeting illustrated the diversity of disciplinary resources available for political leadership studies.111 Concomitantly, departments such as those at Stanford and Princeton began to add courses—undergraduate, graduate, or both—explicitly devoted to "political leadership.

Another noticeable trend was for greater salience of the term "leadership" in book titles, articles, subheadings, indices, and research proposals, as disciplinary attention became more focused upon this subject. For example, a pioneering interdisciplinary essay, "Patterns of Leadership," by social psychologist Daniel Katz appeared in the inaugural Handbook of Political Psychology (1973), edited by Jeanne N. Knutsen.112 At Ohio State University the interdisciplinary Meshlon Center for the Study of Leadership and Public Policy emerged under the scholarly inspiration of Richard C. Snyder and his colleagues. Based at the same center, a multiuniversity research program designed to compare the usefulness of alternative approaches to the understanding of international relations, pioneered by Charles F. Hermann and associates, began to explore the effects of personal characteristics of political leaders as one source of explanation.113

Incipient Paradigmatic Linkages

As the idea of political leadership grew in importance, there were initial efforts to explore how it might be treated in relation to the analytical paradigms then current in the discipline. Most notable was Almond's attempt to account for leadership. In "Approaches to Development Causation," an essay introducing Crisis, Choice and Change (1973),114 co-edited with Flanagan and Mundi, he discussed the subject of leadership in greater detail than at any time since The Politics of the Developing Areas (1960).

The tone of the essay was set in the first sentence of a three-page section, entitled "Leadership and Development Causation," in which Almond explained:

"The most recent contender in the political development literature is the leadership approach; its principal protagonist is Dankwart Rustow."115 The idea of leadership was thus perceived in a spirit of contention. There was a "protagonist," with an implied antagonist. There was now a "leadership school" to be defended against and criticized.

Among Almond's principal criticisms was a repetition of his 1969 insistence that "leadership" should rightly be conceived as a subordinate but not a competing paradigm for political analysis, thus rejecting Rustow's bold 1968 hypothetical insight.116 He further pointed out that "despite the obvious importance of the leadership variable in developmental explanation and its growing literature, no systematic effort has been made to place it in a broader strategy of developmental explanation."117 "Dramatic" leadership (nothing is said of the possibility of an undramatic variety) does not always appear: "It is quite evident that in many significant historical episodes leadership in its more dramatic manifestations simply doesn't appear."118 The "leadership school" should consider analysis in terms of leadership behavior as a dependent variable rather than allegedly always as an independent variable.119 Leadership should perhaps be treated under another analytical category, decision making, for instance. "Clearly, then," Almond wrote, "leadership as an aspect of development causation is a species of a larger category of causation that may appropriately be called 'decision-making.' "120 Further, "Thus the leadership school can be criticized for its failure to place high salience under a larger category of choice phenomena that includes the collective and individual, the rational and the non-rational, as subcategories.121 In defending against the "leadership school," Almond seemed to be discovering or reaffirming decision making as an approach to the study of politics.

Interestingly, the term "elites" is not employed at all in this short discussion of leadership, nor does it appear as an index category of the total volume. By contrast, eight pages of the book are indexed under the concept of "leadership style." The index, however, does not adequately reflect the larger textual content in both cases. The idea of "leadership" is not defined in Almond's discussion of "Leadership and Development Causation"; yet, apparently, he understood and criticized it in terms of the behavior of single individuals of extraordinary influence upon events. He concluded: "The unusual and innovative leader is the individual who discovers or creates new options, mobilizes and combines new and old resources in creative ways, or arrives at policy formulations that change the issue distances among the competing political actors."122 In this formulation, Almond seemed to be rediscovering his own long abandoned concept of the "public policy individual." In any case, by 1973 the ideas of "leadership theory," "leadership properties," and "leadership linkages" (all not subsumed under "decision making") had become salient parts of diagrams in which Almond suggested new understandings of the antecedents, processes, and consequences of historical change in political systems.123
In addition to Almond’s contribution, other noteworthy efforts to link “political leadership” to more general modes of analysis began to be made. In *Rebel Leadership* (1973), Downton began to build upon Almond’s work by analyzing leadership in structural-functional terms. So did Tsurutani in *The Politics of National Development* (1973) by linking leadership to the performance of Almond’s “regulative,” “extractive,” and “distributive” functions. Viewing political leadership as a central factor in “modernization” or “development,” Tsurutani further created, operationalized, and explained a typology of leadership based upon three variables: “commitment,” “intelligence and skill,” and “dominance.”

Similarly concerned with political development, Dettman (1974), in six case studies, began to explore the possibility that Riggs’s concepts of “fused,” “prismatic,” and “diffraeted” social structures might serve as partial predictors of the emergence, success, and failure of national leaders who exemplified Weber’s three claims to legitimacy: “traditional,” “charismatic,” and “rational-legal.” Also, Byars (1973) suggestively began to ask whether processes of emergence, tension, and change of affective and instrumental tasks observed at the small group level by Bales and others might provide insight into leadership behavior in seven types of macropolitical system.

The work of Almond, Downton, Tsurutani, Dettman, and Byars collectively constituted a seminal foundation for adding a political leadership perspective to the field of “political development” and suggested that the proponents of other approaches to political inquiry might take similar account of the idea of “political leadership,” or something like it, in their future conceptual, empirical, and normative theory-building efforts.

**American Societal Context**

What are some possible reasons for growing disciplinary interest in the study of political leadership in the 1970s? Can we discover some clues in contemporary world historical experience, the nature of American society, the character of recent political science disciplinary development, the interdisciplinary social science context, and the qualities of certain teacher-scholars?

Certainly, political scientists who were over forty-five years of age in 1975 had personally experienced some great international events for which political leaders had been at least dramatic symbols. They would recall, for example, that World War II appeared in part as a global struggle in which the efforts of Churchill, Chiang, de Gaulle, Roosevelt, Stalin, and others were pitted against those of Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo, and their allies. In the dramatic revolutionary postwar breakdown of the world colonial system they had also experienced the meteoric rise and sometimes tragic or well-deserved demise of such leaders as Nehru, Gandhi, Sukarno, Nasser, Nkrumah, Castro, and Mao. Furthermore, in the relentless postwar political conflict that marked the divided nations committed to competitive communist and anticomunist modes of development (a struggle in which Americans became deeply involved), they could appreciate that this was in part a struggle between Mao and Chiang, Kim and Rhee, Ho and Diem, Ulbricht and Adenauer, as influenced by the competition between Soviet leaders Stalin-Malenkov-Khrushchev-Brezhnev and American leaders Truman-Eisenhower-Kennedy-Johnson-Nixon-Ford-Carter. Additionally, as Americans watched competitive party experiments collapse around the world, they observed, and often assisted in, the emergence of military officers as “strong leaders” to “save” nations and ensure economic development.

Within American society itself, this group had experienced the dramatic campaigns of the crusading Roosevelt of the inspiring voice, the surprising pugnacity of presidency-made Truman, the remarkable lack of bellicosity and the surprising military-industrial skepticism of Eisenhower, the call to Camelot by tragic hero Kennedy, the unintended manipulation of the “Great Society” into great defeat by Johnson, the demoralizing influence of near-impeached Nixon, intermin coaching by Ford, and revival by Carter. They also had heard the voices of those who had tried but failed, creating a sense of alternative directions: Wilson, Dewey, Stevenson, Goldwater, McGovern, and others. Additionally, the assassinations of the Kennedys, Martin Luther King, Jr., George Lincoln Rockwell, Malcolm X, and others created a sense of loss and dismay, an awareness of differences.

By the mid-1970s, Americans faced but hoped personally not to have to solve a cumulative set of military, economic, racial, environmental, energy, sexual, and other “crises.” They also began to talk explicitly about a “leadership crisis” and to attempt to identify persons who might solve it. But the era was certainly not one of adulation of politicians or of authority figures in general. It would be a mistake to interpret the rise of American scientific interest in political leadership studies in this time. It was a time of challenge from the bottom up: from the poor to the rich, from racial minorities to racial majorities, from women to men, from voters to politicians, from consumers to corporations, from patients to doctors, from students to teachers, from the counterculture to the establishment, and so forth. Still, the time was not one of linear revolutionary movement. By the 1970s there were signs of counterchallenges from the top down. It was, rather, a period of social psychic pendulum swings between a militant sense of conservative righteousness and a passion for fundamental reform, moderated midway by apathetic inertia. Yet almost all who experienced the three post-1945 decades had a sense of deepening crisis, from military victory to defeat, from atomic monopoly to oligarchy, from economic upsurge to decline, from faith to doubt.

But what of the link between these events and the rise of political leadership studies in American political science? Those familiar with Bernard Crick’s historical interpretation of American political science might well attribute the emergence of interest in this subject to his hypothesis that political science is a product of social crisis. As Crick explained:
The study of politics is everywhere a response to the belief that there is a crisis. The difficulty besetting American political thought is that perhaps while there has never been a crisis deep enough for a rethinking of the original beliefs to take place, yet there has always been, underlying the massive surface confidence, enough frictions of adjustment and growth to make a formal political science seem needed, and needed on a uniformly large scale. But because these crises have been regarded as marginal or as problems to be clearly solved so as to maintain the validity of the old beliefs in new circumstances, this political science did not take the form of political theory or philosophy, but citizenship training or education; and it mostly grew up not as a "learned science" as [John W.] Burgess mainly wished, but as a "technological science" as [Carroll D.] Wright entirely wished.131

But why was the post-1945 "crisis" of American society in its global context apparently producing marked interest in the scientific study of political leadership; whereas objectively more severe crises such as the American Revolution, the Civil War, and the Great Depression had not? These earlier crises had not focused attention upon leadership in a "technological" or "learned" or "training" or "philosophical" manner. Why now? Also, since most other contemporary societies had recently experienced leadership crises amidst tumultuous post-World War II global development—e.g., Soviet or Chinese seizure with problems related to the presence or absence of Stalin or Mao Tse-tung—why was it that the interest in leadership seemed to arise predominantly in American political science?

More definitive answers must come eventually from those future scholars who will write a global intellectual and sociological history of the emergence of world political science, but at least some hints can presently be given. First of all, American political science enjoyed a measure of autonomy vis-à-vis the political figures who ruled the society. The ideal tradition was one of academic independence in thinking about alternatives to present American institutions, derived either from study of the past, or from inquiry into other contemporary societies, or from contemplation of the future. Second, American political science had experienced a determined, post-1945 movement to make inquiry more "scientific" by emulating natural science, social science, and behavioral science models. One often forgotten impetus behind this so-called behavioral science revolution in American political science, characterizing especially the work of those scholars who introduced behavioral science approaches into the study of international relations, was to find scientific knowledge that would permit mankind to eliminate war. One of the most significant features of the behavioral science revolution was that it sought to hypothesize, measure, quantify, and theorize but that it demanded direct empirical understanding of men and women in politics. It summoned political scientists out of the libraries. Thus, it was natural that the idea of the scientific study of political behavior should eventually come to focus squarely upon the behavior of political leaders in interaction with the led, as Shannon had hoped to see in 1949. And it was natural that in an anti-authoritarian political culture, scientific thought should eventually focus upon the behavior of dominant or revolutionary political figures, following upon the scientific breakthroughs it had achieved in formerly taboo areas such as sex and religion. Furthermore, those political scientists who objected most to the effort to apply the methods of science in political inquiry—in favor of philosophical and humanist appeals—contributed further to the discovery of political leadership behavior as a source of potentially creative humanist initiative in politics. For the scientific discovery of political leadership in part was a product of the effort to recover a sense of creative, purposive, meaningful, and expressive individual and group life under the impersonal, automated, and often unjust conditions of postindustrial, mass American society.

But it is too simple, of course, to view the emergence of political leadership studies as a purely domestic disciplinary development. The scientific study of political leadership seems recently to have arisen primarily out of three convergent trends: the study of American leaders, as illustrated by the work of James D. Barber, Herbert McCloskey, and Alexander and Juliette George; the study of leaders abroad, as in the contributions of Lewis J. Edinger and Dankwart A. Rostow; in the conceptualizing efforts of scholars whose work spans both of the foregoing, such as Lester G. Seigman; and in cross-polity comparative contributions such as those of E. Victor Wolfenstein, Gordon DiRienzo,132 and Robert D. Putnam.133

**Political Science Context**

In fact, as we view the emergence of scientific political leadership studies within the broad context of disciplinary development since 1945, it is apparent how much of great potential relevance for the future development of this field has been accomplished. Paradoxically, the more clear we become about the neglect of, and the need for, concepts of political leadership, the more conscious we become of resources of possible disciplinary relevance, ranging from paradigmatic overviews, through institutional studies, to studies that emphasize social background and personality. An outline of current disciplinary resources is presented in Figure 2 (p. 60). Scholars familiar with the post-World War II development of American political science will appreciate the massive bibliography that would be required adequately to reflect the scope and depth of the resources to which attention is symbolically directed here.

**Multidisciplinary Context**

The emergence of political leadership studies in political science has been preceded and paralleled by the growth of leadership studies in other social science disciplines and applied professions. The context of this development was
FIGURE 2. Political Science Context of Emerging Political Leadership Studies

MAJOR ANALYTICAL APPROACHES TO POLITICAL SCIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Cybernetics</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Structural</th>
<th>New Political</th>
<th>Making</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
<th>Functionalism</th>
<th>Economy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

ARENAS AND INSTITUTIONS

International politics; national politics; community power (urban, rural); traditional, transitional, and modernizing political systems

CONCEPTS OF POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

The philosopher-king, Machiavellian prince, political elites, charisma, and other images from classical and modern theorists

PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGIES

Operational codes, ruling imperatives, campaigning, revolution

PERSONALITIES

Biography
Political styles

ROLES

Executive
Representational
Judicial

VALUES

Ideologies
Law

ORGANIZATIONS

Parties, legislatures, bureaucracies, military, judiciary

RECRUITMENT, MOBILITY, SOCIALIZATION

Career patterns, opportunity structure, social learning

FOLLOWER VALIDATION

Voting, public opinion, interest groups, participation

SOCIAL BACKGROUNDS

Class, ethnicity, sex, occupation, education, religion

thu one with rich potential for interdisciplinary borrowing of concepts, theories, and methods that would advance understanding of leadership in politics. While political scientists, for example, could discover the wealth of psychological studies of leadership reviewed in Stogdill’s indispensable Handbook of Leadership (1973), psychologists such as Hermann and her colleagues could strikingly show how their discipline might address itself directly to the study of political leadership in *A Psychological Examination of Political Leaders* (1977), and two professors of business administration, Kotter and Lawrence, could brilliantly demonstrate how creative interdisciplinary imagination could illuminate the neglected subject of mayoral leadership in *Mayors in Action* (1974).
CHAPTER 4

ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF CONCEPTUALIZATION

The precise nature of political leadership is one of the most difficult problems in the domain of politics, or indeed, in social action, yet it is one of the most real phenomena in political and social behavior.1

CHARLES E. MERRIAM
1945

The contemporary rise of interest in the study of political leadership presents the discipline of political science with a clear and continuing conceptual, theoretical, research, evaluative, and action challenge. What is political leadership? What alternative conceptions of it seem promising for comparative exploration? What are the mutual implications of these in relation to varying conceptions of a political system? What factors explain political leadership? What causal influences does it have upon political institutions and vice versa? What inquiries promise most new understanding of it? What are its likely future forms? How is political leadership to be evaluated? And what purposeful interventions are possible in relation to it?

After long disciplinary inattention it is unlikely that initial conceptual efforts will be entirely adequate or gain widespread acceptance, but it is important that such efforts be made as a step toward more adequate treatment of this subject in the future. The very term "political leadership" immediately presents a problem of compound indeterminacy: political scientists are by no means agreed upon the meaning of "political" and other social scientists have suggested a wide variety of images of "leadership." This kind of diversity can be regarded as a source of both confusion and enrichment. Confusion arises mainly when no two alternative images are persistently developed and applied so that their relative scientific usefulness can be comparatively evaluated. Enrichment comes from the contributions of multiple perspectives to fuller understanding.
Diversity in conceptualizing political leadership is thus expected, useful, and unfortunately potentially dangerous. It is expectable partly because "for any concrete social object, there is an infinite number of analytical aspects." This is because the human brain is capable of creating alternative descriptions, explanations, and evaluations of social reality. Social reality itself, of course, also varies. Diversity is useful because comparison of similarities and differences among studies of the same social object from different approaches is the best method that social scientists have for improving confidence in the validity9 and comprehensiveness of knowledge. Maurice Duverger has explained that combining different images of politics (e.g., "Marxist," "liberal," "conservative," and "fascist" images) facilitates a more complete understanding and greater critical awareness "in the same way we can arrange photographs of the same object taken from different points of view so as to obtain a more complete image of the object than would be possible from any direct perspective." Diversity can sometimes be dangerous because human history unfortunately reveals a series of bloody conflicts over conceptions of the legitimacy, rights, and obligations of powerful political figures. Even today there are few communities in which political leaders welcome efforts to conceptualize their work in ways that differ from convention. Thus, where "political power grows out of the barrel of a gun," as Mao Tse-tung observed, a scientific effort to conceptualize political leadership can mean looking straight down muzzles at people who pull triggers.

Sources of Conceptual Insight

The purpose of this chapter is to call attention to some alternative sources of insight that may be useful now and in future efforts to conceptualize political leadership. Five basic sources will be explored: the natural language ideas of experienced political leaders themselves; leadership images suggested by studies of the social behavior of animals; insights from the humanities; concepts being developed in other social and behavioral sciences; and images of leadership found in the various subfields of political science.

This effort at conceptual exploration cannot be regarded as definitive or exhaustive. Experts in the specialties examined will better appreciate the article's potentialities and nuances of interpretation possible therein. Furthermore, no effort has been made to explore other possible sources of important conceptual insight that eventually may enrich the scientific study of political leadership. Among these are natural sciences such as biology and chemistry (especially studies of the brain), applied technologies such as the electronic computer,6 and the leader-follower rationales that underly professions such as teaching (the nurturing of capabilities), medicine (the prevention and cure of suffering), law (the normative regulation of behavior), and the military (command and obedience). The conceptual potentials of the two kinds of languages have also not been explored: natural verbal languages other than English7 and mathematical languages. All of these and others that will come to mind may contribute to conceptual progress. Undoubtedly, future scientific advancement will be greatly facilitated by the creation of finely articulated mathematical models of political leadership that are retranslatable into—which not necessarily limited to—the full richness of human experience.8

Experienced Political Leaders

One place to begin creating scientifically useful and socially significant concepts of political leadership is to ask how experienced leaders themselves view what it is that they and other leaders do. This means a wide-ranging inquiry across time, levels, and space into how leaders have thought about leadership of the past, present, and future. These insights may be cognitively simple or complex and morally lovable or detestable. An adequate study of any particular leader's conceptions and their evolution should range over the entire record left by a historical leader and should be supplemented by direct exploratory discussions with living leaders, active or retired.9

Even though fragmentary, some of the following images hint at the rich diversity of insight that may be obtained by asking about conceptions of political leadership that are held by experienced leaders.

Leadership as Decision and Persuasion. "Leadership is the ability to decide what is to be done, and then to get others to want to do it"—Dwight D. Eisenhower.10 "A leader is a man who has the ability to get other people to do what they don't want to do, and like it"—Harry S Truman.11

Leadership as the Implementation of Creative Imagination. "A political leader is a person with the ability to imagine non-existing states of affairs combined with the ability to influence other people to bring them about"—Puerto Rico governor Luis Muñoz Marín.12

Leadership as Biological, Collective, or Class Dominance. "Any organized society must have a leader and men are divinely destined to fulfill that role"—Utah state representative Eldon H. Barlow.13 Some Micronesians are "born to rule"; others are "born to serve"—Ponapean leader Heinrich Fritze.14 "The working class leads everything"—Mao Tse-tung.15 "The city inescapably leads the village ..... The village inevitably follows the city. The only question is which class of the 'city' classes can lead the village"—Lenin.16

Leadership as Influence by Example. "What a few will do, others will copy";17 "clean examples have a curious method of multiplying themselves"—Gandhi. "The essence is to be more revolutionary and set the example"—Che Guevara.18

Leadership as the Skillful Management of Social Relations. "A free government is a government by politicians. And a politician is a public relations man who knows how to get along with people. I think that the most honorable title that can be given a man is to say he is a politician. I've always said that the great
statesmen you read about were all politicians. They became statesmen after they are in their graves."—Harry S Truman.

**Leadership as Creative Brutality Based upon Hostilities against Out-group Enemies.** “The art of leadership consists of consolidating the attention of the people against a single adversary and taking care that nothing will split up their attention. . . . The leader of genius must have the ability to make different opponents appear as if they belonged in the same category.”21 “Whatever goal man has reached is due to his originality plus his brutality.”22 “To be a leader means to be able to move masses”23—Adolf Hitler.

**Leadership as the Revolutionary Expression and Consolidation of Class Interests.** “The art of the politician and the correct understanding by the communist of his own tasks, consists in the correct appraisal of the conditions and the moment when the vanguard of the proletariat can successfully seize power; when it will be able, during and after this, to obtain sufficient support from sufficiently broad sections of the working class and the non-proletarian working masses; when he will, after that, be able to support, strengthen, and broaden his rule, educating, teaching, and attracting wider and wider masses of the laboring population.”—Lenin.24

**Leadership as Satisfaction of Follower Needs.** “Serve the people”—Mao Tse-tung.25 “Leadership means service to others”—Hawaii governor John A. Burns.26

**Leadership as Task Performance.** “We talk too much about leadership in the abstract. The essence of leadership is the successful resolution of problems and the successful attainment of objectives which impress themselves as being important to those whom one is called upon to lead”—U.S. State Department Policy Planning Staff director Paul H. Nitze.27

**Leadership as Slave or Master of Circumstance.** “It is fatally stupid to attribute to public men the changes of fortune which the unfolding of events produces in states. . . . Man is the weak toy of fortune, which he may often predict quite well but never be sure of. . . . To assume that politics and war will go according to our plans, unfolding blindly by the mere strength of our desires and encouraged by the limited means at our disposal, is to wish by humane means to emulate divine power”—Simón Bolívar.28 “If we do not win, we will blame neither heaven nor earth but only ourselves”—Mao Tse-tung.29

Taken as a whole these concepts suggest that political leadership comprises decisional initiative, pacific and coercive persuasion, the exacerbation or reduction of conflict, follower need satisfaction as related to task accomplishment, and action within an influencing but partly influenceable situational context. More systematic comparative inquiry across different political systems, levels of leadership, and socioeconomic settings will need to be conducted in order to achieve greater understanding of similarities and differences in the ways active leaders think about what they do. These natural language insights need to be supplemented also by the views of close associates and observers of active leaders, both supportive and critical.

---

**Social Behavior of Animals**

Another potential source of insight into the nature of human political leadership lies in the study of nonhuman animal behavior. This was earlier appreciated by Merriam, who included three references to animal studies among the twenty-nine references for further research that he appended to *Four American Party Leaders* (1926).30 Somit,31 among others, has recently called for greater attention by political scientists to the study of animal behavior, the potentialities and limitations of which have for long been a subject of discussion by psychologists32 and anthropologists.33 As yet, political scientists have not systematically reviewed the animal studies literature specifically for insights into or hypotheses about human political leadership behavior.34 This remains a task for the emerging field of political leadership studies. Among other things, political scientists have much to learn from animal scientists about observational research methods. Since animal scientists cannot “interview” their subjects, they have to be exceptionally inventive in devising observational modes of inquiry.35 Thus, the exploration of leadership images here is intended to be but an initial reconnaissance.

**Leadership as Coercive Dominance.** The most salient image of social precedence to emerge from animal studies is that of the “dominant animal.” Dominance is defined in terms of a status hierarchy, or “peck order,” that is established by the exercise of coercive or threatening behaviors. Peck orders take several forms, such as “peck right,” wherein the dominant animals are not attacked in return, and “peck dominance,” wherein reciprocal attacks are asymmetrical. Dominance is associated variously with control over food, territory, and sex.

Although actual or threatened physical coercion is sometimes correlated with the establishment of a dominance relationship, an image of animal leadership based solely upon coercion is not adequate. As Tiger and Fox have pointed out, dominance is associated with achieved centrality of attention;36 both dominance and deference are partly learned behaviors;37 deference persists even after the brute strength capabilities of dominant animals diminish;38 some dominant animals retire from their salient positions to become “solitaires”;39 and status hierarchies can be changed “if attention can be taken away from the dominant animals.”40 Furthermore, physical dominance does not explain all of animal leadership behavior. For example, male red deer physically dominate their harem in the rutting season. But when alarmed, females immediately reassert their greater influence over the herd’s movement, and male sexual domination gives way to female initiative in ensuring group survival.41 As Kolata concluded after a review of controversies in animal dominance studies, “It now seems likely that no one kind of social behavior is associated with dominance and that not all groups of primates even have dominance hierarchies.”42

**Leadership as the Initiation of Uncoerced Following Responses.** Many students of animal behavior have preferred to reserve the term “leadership” only
for initiatives that induce uncoerced following responses in others. They wish to distinguish this case both from coercive dominance and from the machinelike patterns of biologically programmed relations that seem to characterize some insect societies such as termites.43

The experimental operationalization of leadership as precedent initiative as distinguished from coerced subordination is illustrated by a goat study by Stewart and Scott.44 They measured dominance by greater degrees of butting and pushing behaviors when a handful of food was placed upon a small surface between pairs of animals. Leadership was measured by observing which goat in a pair of known dominance relations initiated joint flight (as contrasted with uncoordinated escape behaviors) when standing pairs placed a few feet apart were threatened with separation by a person’s attempt to walk between them. The principal findings of this study were that dominance and leadership were not correlated and that “these two phenomena are the result of two separate learning processes which are not associated.”45 Interestingly, Greenberg discovered that dominant sunfish also tended to be leaders in a task of maze running.46 These contrasting findings suggest that coercive dominance and noncoercive initiatives are different analytical dimensions of leadership that may characterize the same or different individuals across species and possibly across tasks within species.

Leadership as the Elicitation of Involuntary Following Responses (Imprinting). An image of leadership as the elicitation of biologically determined follow¬ing responses was suggested in Lorenz’s pioneering studies of “ imprinting” in certain species of birds,47 as critically evaluated and extended by Moltz from a learning theory perspective.48 In imprinting, humans and even inanimate objects can elicit following responses similar to those elicited by the natural mothers of young birds.

The basic assertions of imprinting theory are that following responses can be established only during a limited period early in an animal’s life, that they are not learned through reinforcement by rewards and punishments, that once learned they tend to persist with remarkable strength throughout life, that other response capabilities acquired later in life will tend to be directed toward the earlier imprinted (leading) object, and that responses to an imprinted object will tend to be generalized to all members of its class.

The idea that there is an involuntary biological mechanism that determines following responses in some species under certain circumstances naturally raises the question of whether there may not be a similar biological determinant of leading initiatives. That is, is there a biological determinant underlying the behavior of mother duck and human experimenters such as Lorenz that “causes” them to lead the behavior of inexperienced ducklings? Or, simply, are there biological bases to both leader initiatives and follower responses?

Such questions will interest students of political leadership who will seek to explore further the thesis advanced by Tiger and Fox, who have asserted: “The paying of attention to a dominant animal is both the basis of political society and the major mode of its dynamics. Millions of years of biopolitical evolution have programmed the primate to pay attention to dominant animals, providing the right cues are given.”49 Leadership as Emotional Exchange. An extraordinary recent experimental study by Menzel of leader-follower relations among a group of chimpanzees within the boundaries of a one-acre field provides evidence for what I interpret to be mutual emotional needs for each other by both leaders and followers. Seeking explicitly to answer the question “Do leaders need followers?” Menzel set up an experiment wherein an established chimpanzee “leader” alone was introduced to food hidden across the field from a point where “followers” were caged. Next the leader was returned to the group in the cage. Under control conditions, both leader and followers were released simultaneously from the cage; the leader guided the others to the food; “and on more than 80% of the trials the food was gone within 2½ min.” Under the experimental conditions, however, after being shown the food and returned to the cage, only the leader was released, with the following observed results:

The leader whimpered, defecated, begged toward the experimenters, or tried to open the release cage door to get to his companions. Bandit [a leader] subsequently threw a tantrum in which he screamed, rolled on the ground, tearing his hair, and then ran and clung to a tree. . . . Once the door of the cage opened and the followers emerged, the behavior of the leader changed rapidly. The leader ran to a follower, screamed and embraced him, and within 5 sec. was off and running for the food.50

On the other hand, Menzel reported a series of experiments in which the animals were given a choice of obtaining clearly visible food across the field interpreted here as a choice of directly instrumental behavior) or of following the leader to a hidden source of food (interpreted as power or emotional responsiveness). He noted, “On 88% of all trials involving leaders, more animals followed the leader than went to visible food.”51

Leadership as Information Giving. Although not explicitly discussed in terms of “leadership,” von Frisch’s classic inquiry into bee communication52 suggested another image of it: the giving of information. Von Frisch demonstrated that returning “finder” bees who had discovered food outside the hive communicated the direction, distance, and nature of this food to other bees by body language (“dancing”), sound (vibration in buzzing), and smell (flower scents carried on their bodies). Thus, as the result of information given by the discoverer bee, other bees knew the direction, distance, and kind of food available outside the hive without direct experience of it. They then “followed” the directions given by the finders.

The importance of communications for leadership behavior among primates, when combined with higher status position, is further illustrated by Carpenter’s observation of howler monkeys. “The communicative postures, movements, and vocalizations of the principal male have an observable, different, and stronger
effect on group members than do the same gross behavior patterns produced by a low-order male, such as one that has recently joined the group."53

These indications of the importance of communication in animal behavior recall the sociological insight of Charles H. Cooley, who wrote in 1902: "All leadership takes place through the communication of ideas to the minds of others, and unless the ideas are so presented as to be congenial to those other minds, they will evidently be rejected."54

Leadership as Mutual Mimicry (Alleomimesis). Alleomimesis, "mutual mimicking," was defined by Scott as "behavior in which two or more animals do the same thing with some degree of mutual stimulation."55 Such behavior is characteristic of flocks of birds, herds of mammals, and schools of fish when they are acting in concert and in which no single animal or group of animals seems to be the initiator, dominator, or model of group behavior. An example is a V-shaped flock of geese in flight.

"In true leader-follower relationships," Scott explained, "the behavior concerned is alleomimetic with both animals responding to each other but to an unequal degree."56 Followers may be rewarded by the reduction of anxiety about undefended attack and by the provision of food.

The degree of mutual mimicry versus dominance behaviors may vary within and across species. Carpenter reported, for example, that among male howler monkeys as compared with male rhesus monkeys or male baboons, there is relatively less dominance behavior; however, the male howler monkeys tend to dominate female howler monkeys as a group.57 This is reminiscent of the human situation in which there may be a good deal of egalitarian behavior among party cadres or members of legislative bodies, combined with high degrees of dominance behavior by them in relation to outsiders.

Leadership as Group Centrality. The concept of a political leader as a "central actor" might well have been derived from observation of the central position of the dominant male in a baboon troop on the march 58 or the position of the master cock among sage grouse during the mating season.59

A human parallel might be suggested by an aerial photograph of a Zambian cattle herding village that shows a thousand huts encircling the chief's compound, which is itself composed of a circle of huts for his wives.60 The idea of centrality is found in the concept of the leader as a "central person" for group emotions advanced by Redl61 and by Bavelas, Lewitt, and other students of small group leadership conceived in terms of informational centrality.62 Subsequently, Gross and others introduced the concept of "central actor" to sociological role analysis63 and this notion was introduced to political science by Edinger in his definition of leadership as the behavior of a "central actor occupying a focal position which relates to various counter positions in a particular role set."64

This is not, of course, the way in which an image of political leadership defined in terms of positional, emotional, informational, or interactional centrality entered political science from an animal studies origin, but it might have happened that way—and something similar might happen in the future if animal studies are given concentrated attention by students of political leadership.

Arts and Humanities

Whereas animal studies offer the possibility of approaching the study of human political leadership from a relatively detached perspective, the arts and humanities offer exactly the opposite opportunity: to view political leadership through the creative work of those who seek to express the keenest sensibility of being human.65 Thus, images of political leadership may be expressed in sculpture,66 painting,67 architecture,68 music,69 dance,70 drama,71 cinema,72 opera,73 musical comedy,74 poetry,75 comic impersonation,76 and literature.77 Such images may arise out of the creations of the large urban centers or from the folk traditions of the hinterlands. They may represent an outpouring of love and adulation, an anguished cry of revolutionary hatred, the cold incivility of cynical detachment, an urge to laugh at the ridiculousness of leader behavior, or the need to cry. Such works may be commissioned, coerced, or spontaneously produced. Some may be fictionalized portrayals of actual political leaders, written by highly informed, close observers who otherwise have no way to express their knowledge and feelings. Verdi's opera Rigoletto, for example, was banned as subversive by French censors and had to be rewritten to downgrade the main political figure to an Italian duke because it portrayed the follies of Francis I of France with embarrassing intimacy.78 The "fictionalization" of political leadership reality is also illustrated by novels and short stories recently written by American journalists79 and political leaders themselves.80

Another source of humanistic insight into the nature of political leadership, as well as into the personalities of the leaders themselves, is artistic behavior, ranging from amateur efforts to those of professional quality. Thus, students of political leadership will be unusually interested in such things as Napoleon's fiction,81 the novels of Disraeli82 and José Rizal,83 the paintings of Churchill,84 the architecture of Hitler,85 the poetry of Mao Tse-tung86 and Leopold Senghor,87 the songs of King Kalakaua,88 the big band dance music of Prince Session's,89 the symphonic conducting of British prime minister Edward Heath,90 and the musical comedy of Philippine senator Raul M. Manglapus.91

In addition to noting the artistic endeavors of political leaders, of course, we need to be aware of the cases in which professional artists have sought political leadership roles; e.g., some writers, actors, and actresses.

Leadership as a Creative Art. One image of leadership that emerges from the humanities is not only that some political leaders are portrayed by artistic works—or that some leaders are creative artists—but also that political leadership itself is a creative art in which the basic materials are human and in which
scale varies from individuals to vast populations. This thesis has been advanced by Roskill.

I do not think it is generally realized how intimate a connection exists between leadership and the Arts. It seems to me that some of the greatest leaders have discovered and developed in their work a means of self-expression akin to what the painter finds in painting, the musician in the composing or playing of music, and the writer in the expression of his thoughts and feelings on paper. To such men, leadership was, in my view, a work of creation analogous to that of inspired painters, musicians, and writers. They were in fact artists in the broadest sense of the word. Other successful leaders, probably far greater in number, have shown themselves sensitive to and appreciative of the Arts; and that category overlaps with many leaders who have been gifted amateurs of the Arts, and who have found in them the mental relaxation needed by every man who carries heavy responsibilities.92

Even given Roskill's insight, it is still striking to find clear confirmation of it in the words of the Cuban revolutionary leader Fidel Castro.

We love the Revolution as a labor. We love it just as a painter, a sculptor, or a writer may love his work. And, like him, we want our work to have perennial value. . . . Revolution is an art. And politics is also an art. The most important one, I think.93

We find a similar image in a poem written in prison by the Vietnamese revolutionary leader Ho Chi Minh.

The ancients used to like to sing about natural beauty:

Snow and flowers, moon and wind, mist, mountains and rivers.

Today we should make poems including iron and steel.

And the poet should also know [how] to lead an attack.94

Ho has also spoken about “using people” as an artist would use the materials of his craft: “To use people is like using wood. A skilled worker can make use of all kinds of wood whether it is big or small, straight or curved.”95

It is not unthinkable that in a future nonviolent society, or as a contribution to its emergence, political leadership may come to be defined as a creative art in which questions of creativity, medium, and design96 will receive as much attention as the “death-dealing power of the state” has received in the past.97

Leadership as Surrogate Parentage. A humanist approach is apt to portray leader-follower relations in terms of parent-child relationships. Its ancient origins are illustrated by the patricidal imagery of Sophocles’ play Oedipus the King (ca. 430-411 B.C.) and the reciprocal obligations of filial piety so basic to the Confucian mode of classical Chinese thought.98

When a leader dies or is assassinated, the family imagery is apt to emerge in the ensuing upsurge of emotions. An eloquent example of this pattern is contained in a eulogy composed and spoken by the British actor Laurence Olivier upon the death of George VI in 1952.99

What does it mean to have a king? And how is it possible for whole nations to feel a personal sense of grief in the passing of one who must be for all, except for a very few, no more than a symbol—a symbol, moreover, which is immediately carried on interrupted by death.

I think I can express what is felt. The idea of a representative personage with the constitutional rights to advise, born to his task and therefore entirely beyond the reach of party political influences, is very attractive and comfortable to us—and invites us to believe in the possible ideal of a man in authority.

To express a little more warmly our feelings for the monarchy, one could say that it is for us as though we had two families—our own and our royal family. And our royal family unites all our nations in a way that is dear and comfortable for us.

The king is our father, the queen, our mother, and their children, our royal brothers and sisters. [Emphasis added.] In the death of our king we feel the dumb strangeness of a father gone. Expressed in such perfect simplicity by our poet, “He was a man, take him for all and all, I shall not look upon his like again.”

In grateful comfort we now turn with love and comfort to our gentle young mother, to whom we shall cry out loud, “God save Queen Elizabeth! Long live Queen Elizabeth! May the queen live forever!”

The relative youth of President John F. Kennedy apparently lessened the explicit father imagery in the responses by poets to his assassination on November 22, 1963. Still, Robert Hazelt wrote of the president “I love as my grandfather loved Lincoln.”100 Both these examples, of course, emphasize the loving side of parent-child relationships, but the total relationship holds potential for hatred and ambivalence as well.101 Accordingly, the responses of artists to the death of hated as well as loved leaders merit comparative examination. Furthermore, the parental political leadership imagery needs to be explored not only from the child’s or sibling’s perspective but also from the paternal and the maternal viewpoint.

Leadership as Emotional Interaction. Overall the arts call attention to the emotional aspects of leader-follower relationships. A good example of this is provided by the theme of the modern ballet Le Leader102 created and danced by the French artist Janine Charrat and her company in New York in 1957. Charrat has written, in verbal explanation of her nonverbal artistic intent:

L’argument de mon ballet comportait surtout l’étude de l’enthousiasme et du pouvoir magnétique du conducteur d’orchestre, avec tout ce que cela entraîne de fermer et en même temps d’extravagances, tous les dangers du mauvais conducteur ou de celui qui se laisse entraîner par ses passions et son orgueil; je faisais du même coup l’apologie de la fermer de la foule vis à vis du bon conducteur.103

(The argument of my ballet comprises above all a study of the enthusiasm and magnetic power of the leader of men, with all that this entails of fervor and excesses, all the dangers of the bad leader or one who lets himself be
In this conception, we find some of the elements that would be required in a fully developed emotional portrayal of leadership: "enthusiasm," "magnetic power," "fever," "passions," "pride," and "devotion."

Social and Behavioral Sciences

In looking toward animal studies and the humanities for insights into political leadership, we have been pursuing a strategy of understanding akin to that employed by Plato in seeking to define the concept of "statesmanship" in 362 B.C. "Well, then," Plato asked, "what example is there . . . which we can take and set beside statesmanship, and which, because it constitutes an activity similar to statesmanship, can be of real help to us in finding what we are looking for?" 101 In the same spirit, political scientists will seek to explore the meaning of leadership emerging from other behavioral and social sciences, where important reviews of the literature recently have been conducted in psychology, 105 anthropology, 106 sociology, 107 and economics. 108

Leadership as Salient Initiative. A ubiquitous image of leadership in natural language concepts, ethnology, the humanities, and the social sciences is that leadership involves some kind of outstanding initiative in group activities. The sociologist Charles H. Cooley, for example, unvexed by the complexities that later disturbed Merriam as cited at the beginning of this chapter, wrote simply in 1902: "Leadership is only salient initiative." 109 A similar perspective was offered by Cowley, who added the follower responsiveness: "A leader is an individual who is moving in a particular direction and who succeeds in inducing others to follow after him." 110

A seminal contribution to the pioneering interdisciplinary project to study leadership carried on at Ohio State University in the 1950s was subsequently made by the social psychologist John K. Hemphill, who introduced the idea of "initiation of structure" as one definition of leadership. "To lead," explained Hemphill, "is to engage in an act which initiates a structure in the interaction of others as part of the process of solving a mutual problem." 111 Hemphill later differentiated among "attempted," "successful," and "effective" leadership on the basis of whether the initiatives were tried, were accepted by other group members, and actually contributed to the solution of group problems. 112 In later experimental research, members of the Ohio State University group and others identified a second factor in leadership, termed "consideration," defined as the showing of concern for followers. "Consideration" and "initiation of structure" were shown to vary in relative importance according to the situation. As reported by Stogdill, recent experimental researchers have not been completely satisfied with this two-factor approach to leadership and are searching for a more adequate, multifactor solution. 113

The Universality of Leadership in Human Societies. One consequence of adopting the idea of initiative as a defining characteristic of leadership is that it opens up a vast perspective upon the potential for an actual expression of such initiative in groups of all sizes and cultural settings. After reviewing the anthropological literature on leadership, Lewis concluded: "Whether or not a society has institutionalized chiefs, rulers, or elected officials, there are always in any society, leaders who initiate action and play central roles in group decision-making." 114 He further explained, "There are no known societies without leadership at least some aspects of their social life, even though there are many that lack a single overall leader to enforce his decisions." 115 An example of this kind of leading initiative under conditions of minimal differentiation of formal authority structure is given by Mair:

No Nuer [a cattle-herding people in the Sudan] will let any other address an order to him. The leadership of the "bull" is recognized only in the sense that people wait for him to give a lead. Moving with the cattle from camp to camp in the dry season may be compared with the Tindiga band in search of food. The people in a Nuer camp do not discuss and reach a decision. They wait until the leading man moves and then follow when it suits them. 116

Note that this may be an example of cross-species social learning from animal (cattle) to human behavior.

Sources of Leader Initiative. Recent economic studies of "entrepreneurship" seem to have gone somewhat further than political science in raising and seeking alternative answers to the question: "Why do some persons engage in salient leadership initiatives?" 117 Four different but not necessarily mutually exclusive sources of explanation have been suggested for which political analogs can readily be identified: (1) the personality of the entrepreneur, e.g., persons with high need for achievement; (2) the social background of the entrepreneur, e.g., persons from families with declining social status; (3) the "purely economic incentives" provided by the market system itself; and (4) the system of cultural values that legitimizes or inhibits entrepreneurial activity. Like political scientists, economists are faced with the theoretical task of linking entrepreneurial leadership or behavior with the structure and functioning of an economic or political system as both independent and dependent variables. Clearly, the future development of leadership studies in politics and entrepreneurship studies in economics should be mutually enriching.

Leadership as Concentrated or Dispersed Performance of Related Functions. Since one of the age-old questions of fundamental importance to political science has been the degree to which "power" is concentrated in, or diffused among, various constituent elements of a political system (e.g., persons, factions, parties, legislatures, courts, classes, ethnic groups, regions, or nations), the results of a leadership experiment directly on this problem by social psychologists Havran and McGrath should be of exceptional interest. 118

With the cooperation of United States Army authorities, they divided a training unit into two parts, each of which was trained in a different concept of
leadership. In one part, twenty-four squads were trained in the traditional concept of military leadership: the person with the insignia of higher rank (i.e., the sergeant at the squad level) is the leader and must be obeyed. In contrast, however, they trained the second half of the unit (twenty-four squads) in the idea that leadership is a set of group functions channeled through a salient member and requiring the initiative and cooperation of all group (squad) members. They explained further that one of the reasons for high levels of combat deaths is the inability of unassisted formal authority figures adequately to process combat-relevant information.

The two groups of differently trained squads were then sent through a simulated combat exercise. At the point of departure, formal leaders (sergeants and corporals) were “killed” (removed from the squad) and the now “leaderless” squads were required to complete the exercise.

The results were startling, even to the experimenters: no traditionally trained squad scored as high as any squad trained in the idea of leadership as a set of group functions. There was complete nonoverlap of scores between the two groups. In the traditionally trained squads, “the members depended entirely on the leader to take initiative.” In the experimentally trained squads “someone inevitably took over and the unit’s performance on the mission was almost as good as the performance of those same squads when the leaders were present.”

If we leave aside questions of performance criteria, the military task situation, and more precise specification of functions, this example suggests that leadership can be conceived in terms of both a concentration and a dispersal of associated functions within and across groups, institutions, and political communities. It further suggests that purposive political leadership itself, defined as initiative plus coercive or commensal persuasion, can influence the degree of concentration or dispersal in a social unit.

Leadership as “Group Syntality.” The psychologist Raymond B. Cattell suggested that leadership be measured in terms of “group syntality,” defined as the performance of the group as a whole. In Cattell’s view, variation in syntality is associated with change in two other variables: “personnel” (group membership) and “structure” (relationships among members). Cattell proposed a subtractive method for measuring leadership: each member of the group is removed from it in turn and the consequent variations in group output associated with the absence of each member are taken as measures of the relative contribution to “leadership” of that person. The idea of group syntality seems related to the concept of “social facilitation,” defined by W. C. Alle, a student of comparative animal and human sociology, as “any increment in frequency, intensity or complexity of behavior of one individual resulting from the presence of the other.”

The basic idea of measuring leadership in terms of group performance on some criterion task is central also to the “contingency theory” of leadership that has been advanced through the experimental work of Fred E. Fiedler.

Interestingly similar to, although not identical with, the idea of leadership as variation in total group performance is Lenox’s view that “the whole art of conspiratorial organization must consist in utilizing everybody and everything . . . and at the same time maintaining leadership over the entire movement.”

Leadership as the Provision of Models for Emulative Behavior. The idea that man is an “imitative animal” derives at least from the time of Aristotle and has its parallel in the ancient Confucian idea that the best government, as the best family, is that based upon the influence of moral example. Sources of social science insight that can be drawn upon to create an image of leadership as suasion by example include Gabriel Tarde’s *The Laws of Imitation* (1903) and the more recent contributions of social learning theorists such as Miller and Dollard’s *Social Learning and Imitation* (1941) and Bandura and Walters’s *Social Learning and Personality Development* (1963). Important additional insights can be found in Bloomfield’s discussion of language borrowing, and in theories related to the diffusion of innovations and epidemiology. While Stogdill’s review of the experimental literature does not stress a social learning concept of leadership, his discussion of social norms and reference groups is closely related.

The basic idea of an emulative behavior approach is that leadership behavior consists in setting examples that are followed by others who are reinforced for this behavior by rewards or punishments. In the Miller and Dollard formulation, for example, leaders provide “cues” that elicit imitative responses that bring “rewards” and consequent “drive” reductions or satisfactions for followers.

Not all imitative behavior, of course, is affectively positive: the imitation of political leaders by comedians, caricaturists, critics, and opponents may be rooted in aggressive hostility or at least in emotional ambivalence. Ernst Kris suggested, for example, that “when we are imitated, we feel threatened in our individuality, superseded and dismissed.” Ngo Dinh Diem, for example, was known as a “master mimic”; his renditions of local French notables and American ambassadors were famous among his close associates. Some leaders seem to imitate each other in this way, especially among friends in relaxed moments. Negative or avoidant models also seem to be important as stimuli for the development of different qualities among competitors and the provision of support for alternative leaders. As one successful, upwardly mobile business executive commented in an interview about positive and negative models, “I made up my mind that I would never be president, I would do exactly the opposite of X, and I could not lose.”

A most interesting discussion of the limits of leadership by example as related to organizational scale was offered by a Chinese Communist party member who described his transition from leader of a small agricultural production unit to leader of a larger one. He explained, “The way I’d led the small 16-household co-op, was to take part in farm work myself and set a good example on every job we did. . . But this method didn’t work at all after we turned into a large co-op. . . Nobody could get 300 members of 130 households
moving in this way." Thus, he found that he had to lead indirectly by assisting subordinate leaders in solving problems; through visits to all the fields he gained an overall grasp of the production situation. He found it impossible to lead simply by setting a personal example of field work. This report of practical experience suggests that fruitful insights may emerge from further exploration of a modeling behavior approach to leadership.

Power, Task, and Affective Dimensions of Leadership. There is abundant indication in the literature of the behavioral and social sciences that it is useful to think of leadership in terms of three analytical aspects: a power dimension, a task or instrumental dimension, and an emotional, expressive, or affective dimension.

Social scientists first identified two leadership requirements in small groups: a need for guidance in technical task accomplishment, often referred to as "instrumental" or "task" leadership, and a need for emotionally satisfying behaviors that will contribute to harmonious relations among group members, often termed "social-emotional" leadership. The need for the one sometimes clashes with the need for the other. As Gibb explained, "Leaders find their instrumental leadership incompatible with popularity, while followers find themselves needing the leader but hating him because of this."

Robert F. Bales added a third dimension to the initial two. Relying partly upon the results of his "interaction processes analysis" of small group behavior, Bales determined that "there are at least three fundamental dimensions of social evaluation involved as one person views another in a group setting." Who has the most power and authority? Who has the most competence to assist solution of group problems? And who is best liked? These dimensions might be termed "powerability," "taskability," and "likability."

Bales's three-dimensional conceptualization has received powerful support from the convergent perspectives of several social science disciplines and subfields. Contemporary psychology seeks to understand human behavior primarily through theories of reinforcement, cognition, and emotion. Atkinson, McClelland, and others, for example, have developed a method for describing persons in terms of needs for power, achievement, and affiliation. Bass has suggested that leaders can be described in terms of whether they are self-oriented, task oriented, or interaction oriented. In sociology, Amitai Etzioni has found it useful to distinguish institutions as being predominantly coercive, utilitarian, or ideologically. Additionally, linguists have found it convenient to analyze language in terms of its "effecutive," "cognitive," and "affective" aspects.

Political scientists will observe in nature many things that seem to confirm the importance of these general dimensions of human behavior more specifically for political leadership. Some societies, for example, seem to have approximated a three-way functional leadership role differentiation as in the presence of general party secretary (power), premier (task), and president (affect) in the Soviet Union. At the other extreme, the American practice seems to have concentrated all three dimensions in the office of the president. In between are the dichotomizing tendencies of modern Japan and England, where power and task capabilities are concentrated in a prime minister while affective and symbolic unity is provided by a constitutional monarch. At a subsocietal level, advisers to the governor of Hawaii, without reference to the social science literature, counseled him in 1969 to add a third staff person specializing in social and religious organization affairs (affect) to the two already responsible for political patronage (power) and state administration (task). Additionally, Honolulu mayor Frank F. Fasi, a Democratic primary candidate for governor in 1974, customarily began his campaign "coffee hours" by introducing his wife, who spoke of her love and respect for him (affect), then the city administrative director, who spoke of the mayor's executive excellence (task); finally, the candidate-mayor himself appeared, exhibiting the confidence and aggressiveness of a victorious political veteran (power).}

Leader-oriented, Follower-oriented, and Interaction-oriented Perspectives. Empirical leadership studies may focus upon what leaders do, what followers do, or upon what both do in interaction. Examples of the first two from political science are studies of the leadership styles in legislatures and the behavior of voters in American presidential elections. It is more difficult to cite a basic political science paradigm for leader-follower interaction analysis over time. Industrial sociology seems to provide more clear-cut examples. Studies in that field customarily examine the supervision, attitudes, and behaviors of factory foremen and the related perceptions and behaviors of workers under their supervision; subject the results to comparative analysis; proceed to prescribe changes in the behavior of one or both parties to the interaction in terms of expected increase in performance criteria; and sometimes follow up with a restudy of the success or failure of the changed interaction system. This approach will be important in future political leadership studies.

Some of the most famous "leadership" studies in social science, however, were not interactive in nature. An example is the study of follower reactions to the experimental manipulation of three leadership "styles" ("authoritarian," "democratic," and "laissez-faire") by social psychologists White and Lippitt. A leader-oriented version of this study would focus attention upon the productivity and satisfactions of leaders when confronted by experimental manipulations of the same three follower styles. A higher order study would then look at the reciprocal effects and changes over time of interactions among the three styles as measured by the behavior of both leaders and followers.

An interaction approach to leadership analysis is beginning to enter political science partly from anthropology, economics, and psychotherapy. Various terms of "exchange theory" or "transaction theory," the basic idea as stated by Lewis involves "a series of reciprocal exchanges in which leaders donate to followers and followers reciprocate in kind or with other items of value." Scott proposed a "patron-client" model for political analysis as follows:

The patron-client relationship—an exchange relationship between roles—may be defined as a special case of dyadic (two-person) ties involving largely
instrumental friendship in which an individual of higher socioeconomic status (position) uses his own influence and resources to provide protection or benefits or both, for a person of lower status (client) who, for his part, reciprocates by offering general support and assistance, including personal services, to the patron. It is likely that exchange and transactional approaches to leadership will attract considerable attention in political science since they are compatible with an economic conception of politics as a process of “value allocation.” Insofar as such exchange theories omit or deemphasize emotional or affective exchanges or identifications, in favor of theories that are more material or utilitarian in nature, however, they may be overlooking an important insight from both animal studies and social anthropology.  

Leadership as Goal-directed Interpersonal Influence through Communication. Another model of leadership likely to be of special interest to political scientists was proposed by Tannenbaum and Masurik in 1957.

We define leadership as interpersonal influence, exercised in situation and directed through the communication process, toward the attainment of a specified goal or goals. Leadership always involves attempts on the part of the leader (influencer) to affect (influence) the behavior of a follower (influencee) or followers in situation.

This model provides links with theories of influence and communication. Leadership as Human Agriculture. An unusual approach to leadership in terms of what he calls an “agricultural model” has been contributed by the organizational behavior theorist Warren G. Bennis. The agricultural metaphor came to mind as Bennis tried to think of a concept of leadership that would be more “organic” than the traditional, “mechanical” concepts of hierarchical bureaucracy, which he viewed as becoming increasingly inappropriate for contemporary American society. Bennis suggested that by leadership he meant “an active role for producing conditions where people and ideas and resources can be seeded, cultivated, and integrated to optimum effectiveness and growth.” For Bennis such an image implied the need for acquiring “four sets of competencies”: knowledge of large, complex systems; practical theories of intervention and guidance; interpersonal competence, especially understanding the effects of personality on self and others; and “a set of values and competencies which enables one to know when to confront and attack, if necessary, and when to provide the psychological safety so necessary to growth.”

Leadership as an Increasingly Differentiated Set of Interacting Variables. A major lesson to be learned from the voluminous behavioral and social science literature on leadership published over the past two decades is that leadership needs to be conceptualized in terms of a complex set of interacting variables. The trend toward more explicit differentiation can be seen in two successive summaries of the leadership literature presented by Gibb in 1954 and in 1969. In the earlier statement, although he mentioned such additional concepts as group, role, and task, Gibb concluded, “In general it may be said that leadership is a function of personality and of the social situation, and of these two in interaction.”  

In 1969, he wrote:

Any comprehensive theory of leadership must incorporate and integrate all the major variables which are now known to be involved, namely, (1) the personality of the leader, (2) the followers with their attitudes, needs and problems, (3) the group itself, as regards both (a) structure of interpersonal relations and (b) syntality characteristics, (4) the situation as determined by physical setting, nature of task, etc. Furthermore, any satisfactory theory must recognize that it is not these variables per se that enter into the leadership situation, but rather the perception of the leader by himself and by others of the group and the situation. . . . What is needed is a conception in which the complex interactions of these factors can be incorporated.

Looking further back, over at least a century of modern social science thinking, it appears that social scientists have been probing the various component elements of an ancient question: are humans the creators or products of their environment? While some social scientists in the age of industrialization have seemed to place greater emphasis upon objective socioeconomic factors, others have probed more deeply than ever before into the role of personal qualities. The crude conclusion that both dimensions are important may impel us to seek increasingly precise specification of more satisfying sets of explanatory factors.

One example of an experimental search for a multivariate theory of leadership is provided by the work of social psychologist Fred E. Fiedler. Fiedler developed a set of five variables (four independent, one dependent) that have proved unusually useful for the research problems chosen for the development of what he has termed a “contingency model of leadership effectiveness.” These comprise a measure of personality (“least preferred coworker” score, high or low); a role-related measure (“position power,” high or low); a measure of the quality of the leader’s relations with other group members (“group relations,” good, moderate, or poor); and a measure of task clarity (“task,” structured or unstructured). The four independent variables are taken as predictors of levels of group productivity on assigned tasks.

The importance of task as a variable, either objectively given or subjectively chosen, emerges frequently in the social science literature on leadership and undoubtedly deserves closer attention by students of political leadership. A sociometric study of children in a summer camp, for example, showed that different children were chosen by their peers to lead them in different activities (tasks) – e.g., swimming, arts and crafts, rest. This finding implies that in a relatively unstructured social system leadership will vary with task in relation to the task-related competence of group members, assuming completely shared information about relative task competence. Thus, a task-dependent model of leadership salience is suggested. When leadership positions are formally fixed, variations in task qualities are found to require different leadership styles for
effective performance by position incumbents. This suggests a task-dependent model of leadership style.

A tendency for leadership success in one task to create a propensity for leader initiative and follower acceptance in other tasks has been noted in many studies, despite experimental findings by Fielder that "leadership performances over different tasks are uncorrelated." An implication that much of present human political leadership is the result of the generalization of leader-follower responses in coping with the tasks of war can be drawn from the anthropological observation by Lewis that "where hostilities are frequent or constant, the war leader may tend to become a dominant figure in the community, something that has to be considered a major element in the development of states from previously stateless societies." Thus, the concept of "task" should be of special interest for political leadership studies, even though this concept has not been rigorously explicated for general social science use. As the psychologist Shneidman has noted, in the standard stimulus-organism-response model of behavioral science "there has generally been too little systematic study of the stimulus."

Political Science

We now turn to an exploration of the conceptual resources of political science itself for insight into the nature of political leadership. Like the foregoing surveys, this is a vast and complicated task that can only be begun here: virtually every aspect of the discipline has some relevance for this topic and only a large-scale cooperative effort focused upon the idea of "leadership" could adequately reveal the full scope of disciplinary resources. But we can briefly call attention to several areas of inquiry that seem to have special importance for the task of conceptualizing "political leadership" and for developing it as a subfield for research, teaching, and public service. Others will occur to readers and those that seem most promising should be explored in depth as a contribution to the continuing scientific process of progressing from the known to the unknown by the "revolutionary" overthrow of prevailing "paradigms" or by the juxtaposition of "images."

Images from Classical Political Thought and Theories of Statesman. The rise of interest in the study of political leadership provides an opportunity to reexamine the history of political thought on a global basis for more specific insights into the nature of "leadership." As was shown by our review of Sabin in Chapter 2 this is a necessary undertaking.

Although virtually all Western-trained political scientists are aware of Plato's "philosopher-king" as an authority figure whose role is based on the exercise of pure rationality—an ideal generally regarded as unrealistic and probably totalitarian in implication—this image deserves fresh examination and comparison with the much less well known "realistic" Platonic images of leadership. These include images of "democratic" leadership (rule by pride and honor), "plutocratic" leadership (rule by wealth), "democratic" leadership (rule by popular consent on the basis of equality), and "tyrannical" leadership (rule by coercion. It will be rediscovered that Plato discussed the emergence, functioning, decline, and transformation of these forms of leadership, or "rule," in terms of such variables as family political socialization, socioeconomic structure, types of political institutions, and follower responsiveness.

Leadership images may be inferred from classical formulations of types of polities. In the Statesman, for example, Plato articulates seven types of constitution, each of which implies some concept of leadership. The first is the ideal or "genuine" constitution, which involves the "rule of the true statesman." Then there are three "imitative constitutions," each dichotomized into a law-abiding and a law-breaking form. Thus, for one-man rule, there is monarchy and tyranny; for rule by the few, there is aristocracy and oligarchy; and for rule by the many, there is lawful and unlawful democracy. In the Statesman, Plato also discusses various images of, and analogs for, statesmanship or leadership—e.g., images of the shepherd, ship's captain, ship's pilot, and physician—while developing a preferred conception of the ideal leader as a "weaver" who skillfully combines the contributory "arts" of other social roles into the "kingly art of ruling the state."

Modern social science discussions of the integrative functions of leadership undoubtedly echo this ancient Platonist idea as well as respond to contemporary needs for cohesion and catalytic system-wide action.

Another Western image that deserves fresh examination is Machiavelli's complex characterization of the "prince." Among his well-known admonitions are those that urge the ruler to be constantly ready for war; to be prepared to "be not good" when this approach appears advantageous; to suffer the disgrace of being thought miserly rather than the hatred of rapacious generosity; to rely more on being feared than loved; to be ready to imitate the behavior of the fox, who can "recognize traps," and the lion, who can "frighten wolves"; to appear to be "merciful, faithful, humane, sincere, and religious"; to avoid being despised and hated; to avoid neutrality; and to uphold "the majesty of his dignity, which must never be allowed to fall in anything whatever." Machiavelli's image of the"able prince may have many uses, including stimulation of the creation of alternative images of leadership more suitable for other times and circumstances, as well as the creation of contra-Machiavellian techniques of followership.

Images of "leadership" can also be found outside Western thought that may contribute to the emergence of a "global Sabine" with a culturally varied index on this subject. The Chinese historical legacy, for example, provides three modal images of leadership with a rich tradition of interpretation. These are the Confucian image of leadership by moral example, the legalist image of leadership by the manipulation of rewards and punishments, and the Taoist image of leadership by nonleadership, exemplified in the phrase "the greatest conqueror wins without joining issue." We also need to rediscover the "leadership" images of the Islamic tradition: the ideally desired caliphate (based upon
religious law), the next best, mixed caliphate (combining religious and secular law), and finally, mufti (secular kingship). Note that the Platonic, Chinese, and Islamic images of leadership all state or imply that there is a preexisting ideal form of leadership of which all existing examples are relatively corrupt versions. This suggests that efforts to conceptualize political leadership are connected with deep, unsatisfied yearnings of the human personality.

John E. Tishajew has called for the rediscovery and reinterpretation of works that he has termed "statecraft theory" as a source of insight into political leadership. The distinguishing features of such works are that they are written by experienced politicians or by lawyers to such leaders--"winners"--rather than by inexperienced philosophers or defeated contestants for political power--"losers." The distinction sometimes may not be easily made, and experienced losers may provide valuable perspectives on leadership, but the emphasis upon an active, operationally relevant perspective as a complement to more detached, speculative viewpoints is an important one to have in the study of political leadership. Additional insights into leadership may come from the writings of professionals such as diplomats, who are required to interact with political leaders in an intimate way.

After a remarkable survey of ancient and medieval writers in the Greco-Roman tradition, from the sixth through the sixteenth century, Lester K. Born has given us a composite image of the "perfect prince" as inductively derived from the literature of tutelary advice.

In summary we may say that the perfect prince of these ten centuries must be wise, self-restrained, just, devoted to the welfare of his people; a pattern of virtue for his subjects; immune from flattery; interested in economic developments, an educational program, and the true religion of God; surrounded by efficient ministers and able advisers; opposed to aggressive warfare; and, in the realization that even he is subject to law and that the need of the prince and his subjects is mutual, zealous for the attainment of peace and unity.

Similar surveys in other cultures, comparisons, and analyses in terms of the action implications of ideal cultural images of this sort present important conceptual challenges to students of political leadership.

**Charismatic, Traditional, and Rational-Legal Leadership.** In contemporary political science the idea of "charisma" is one of the most widely employed concepts related to leadership. By contrast, the term "charismatic" does not even appear in the index of Stogdill's massive review of the experimental social psychology literature on leadership.

The term "charisma" is of Greek origin and means "gift." Max Weber adopted it from Christian scholarship to describe one of three bases of "belief in the legitimacy" of a "system of imperative coordination." He defined imperative coordination as "the probability that certain specific commands (or all commands) from a given source will be obeyed by a given group of persons." Weber took "belief in legitimacy" as one of five explanations for subsidiaries' obedience to superiors; the others he identified as "custom," "affective ties," "material calculation of advantage," and "ideal (deontological) motives." All five were taken to be essential for a stable superior-subordinate (leader-follower) relationship. Thus, the idea of "charismatic leadership" represents only one aspect of a much fuller concept of political leadership stated or implied in Weber's writings.

Charismatic leadership, in essence, means "gifted" leadership. Thus, attention is called to the nature of the gifted quality, the responsiveness of others to it, and the conditions under which it emerges and declines. Weber himself offered two principal definitions of charisma. The first emphasizes charisma as a personal attribute of a leader, i.e., "a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart by ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers and qualities." The second stresses the responsiveness of followers as "devotion to the specific and exceptional sanctity, heroism or exemplary character of an individual person, and of the normative patterns or order revealed or ordained by him." Taken together, the two definitions comprise a necessary perspective upon a leader-follower relationship. Charismatic leadership involves both a leader quality and a follower response. In calling attention to them both Weber was neither confused nor confusing about the locus of charisma, as has often been suggested.

Wilner, who has made a major contribution toward making the concept of charismatic leadership operationally useful for political science, specified that the defining characteristic is "the absolute emotional and cognitive identification of a following with the leader and his descriptive [what is, normative [what should be], and prescriptive [what should be done] orientations, i.e., the unqualified belief in the man and his mission." She has characterized the intense emotional quality of charismatic followership in terms of "devotion, awe, reverence, and blind faith" as contrasted with more common feelings of "affection, admiration, respect, and trust.

Weber suggested in addition to "charisma" two other bases of belief in legitimacy from which additional types of leadership can be inferred. These are rational-legal ("testing on a belief in the 'legitimacy' of patterns of normative rules and the right of those elevated to authority under such rules to issue commands") and traditional leadership ("testing on an established belief in the sanctity of immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of the status of those exercising authority under them"). From the leader's perspective Wallerstein has summarized the three types of leadership in terms of claims upon follower obedience: "Do it because I, your leader, say so"; "Do it because it has always been done this way"; and "Do it because it is the rationally agreed-upon law."

Weber, Wilner, Wallerstein, and others have discussed possible patterns of transformation and change among these three types of leadership: charismatic
leadership, for example, might help to create either of the other forms, facilitate transition between them, or decline in response to changes in other political, economic, or social variables. 192

The Idea of a "Political Elite." In Western thought related to political leadership, after Plato's "philosopher-king," Machiavelli's "prince," and Weber's "charisma," the idea of a "political elite" very frequently appears. The literature of contemporary political science shows that interest in the study of political elites has preceded, paralleled, and frequently interlocked with emerging concern for the study of political leadership. The idea of a political elite entered American political science mainly through the work of Harold Lasswell, 193 the notion grew out of the earlier insights of Mosca and Pareto, two European thinkers, 194 and found expression in pioneering single case studies, 195 comparative studies, 196 methodological critiques, 197 and subfield overviews. 198 The word "elite(s)/elitism" appeared only five times in titles of articles in the APSR from 1906 to 1963, six times from 1964 to 1968, and three times in the period 1969-1975. 199 In 1967, however, Beck and McKeehin were able to compile a bibliography containing some 15,000 relevant items. 200 In 1969, articles mentioning "elite(s)" in titles began to cross-listed in the keyword index to the APSR under the concept of "leadership." 201

The word "elite" is derived from the French verb elite, which means "to choose" or "to elect." Thus, political elites are the chosen or elected ones. In French usage, the term tends to carry the connotation of high moral or cultural worth, reminiscent of Greek ideals of virtuous "kingship" or "aristocracy." By contrast, in English language social science usage, the term has come to refer to persons of high political, economic, and social status, with an underlying assumption that they are able to wield coercive power to defend their interests—an image closer to the Greek ideas of "tyranny" and "archons." 202 In political science there has been a tendency to employ the term broadly to refer to all high status influential in politics; however, empirical studies have concentrated attention upon holders of formal political positions such as executives, legislators, bureaucrats, and party officials. Thus, in introduction to his masterful survey of the elite literature, Parry explains that he is concerned with "elites in politics...not merely 'politicians' to whom the term political elite is sometimes confined...Business interests, unions, the military, the bureaucrats are all to be regarded as political elites for the present purpose." "Political elite" thus serves to a collective term for those persons of high status, skill, wealth, and coercive capability who influence politics, as in C. Wright Mills's conception of the "power elite." 203 It implies inequality and high position on a ladder of social stratification. Although theories of elites contain provisions for change such as when "tough-minded lions" displace "soft-minded foxes" in Pareto's view of "the circulation of elites," which is reminiscent of the views of Plato, Polybius, 204 and Hertzler, 205 these are but variations on a basic theme of static structural dominance. The main direction of implied influence is from the top down, not from the bottom up; elites are expected primarily to dominate not to be responsive. As defined by the political sociologist Wiatt, the term "political elite" refers to those cases in which "(a) distribution of power is markedly unequal, a minority having much greater power than the rest of the community; and (b) access to the leadership group is restricted in such a way that leaders and followers do not easily change roles." 206 A further implication is that political elites are determined by the socioeconomic structure of society; they do not determine or change it. 207

The universal applicability of the concept of elites for political studies has recently been challenged by Wiatt himself. Leadership and leaders can be defined without the use of the category of elite or political elite...Elites exist where and when the distribution of valued resources is so markedly unequal that some minorities differ considerably from the rest of the group by the high concentration of one or more of these resources. [But] there is no economic elite among small farmers in a village where nobody has markedly more than others. There is no intellectual elite among a tribe of equally uneducated people. Whether there is a political elite depends, therefore, not on the existence of the leadership group, which is universal in all political communities, but on the way in which access to the group that performs the function of leadership is distributed. All political communities perform the function of leadership and, therefore, all of them have political leaders. 208

Support for Wiatt's view has come from Lewis's review of the anthropological literature on "leadership." 209 Both argue that "leadership" defined in terms of salient initiative is the more universal pattern of behavior.

Interestingly and perhaps significantly, the term "elitism" is not employed with "elite" in common English usage 10 in the same way that "leader" and "leadership" are used to differentiate actor and action. Whereas "leadership" tends to imply initiative, directional movement, and interaction with followers, the idea of "elite" evokes more an image of a dominant collective. Whereas the leader "leads," the elite "rules." To use "revolutionary elite" to mean not yet successful revolutionary leadership is a contradiction in terms; whereas this contradiction is not inherent in the idea of revolutionary leadership.

Positional, Reputational, and Participational Leadership in a Monistic or Pluralistic Leadership Structure. Political science studies of "community power" or "community decision making" have explored two major questions that are important to consider in efforts to formulate appropriate concepts of political leadership. How are community leaders to be most validly identified? And do these leaders, however identified, constitute a single decisional unit or a plurality of units in relation to the various decisions made in a community?

Three principal methods of identification have been considered: position, reputation, and participation, depending upon whether the person holds a salient formal office, is reputed to be influential in community affairs, or is found by case methods to be effectively involved in making community choices. In
practice, all three methods are usually combined. Dahl, for example, first employed positional criteria to show that the elected mayors of New Haven came successively from "patrician," "entrepreneurial," and "ex-plebe" backgrounds from 1784 to 1953. He similarly employed positional criteria to identify economic and social notables. Then he examined three areas for community decision—political nominations, urban redevelopment, and public education—to argue that "individuals who are influential in one sector of public activity tend not to be influential in another sector and, what is probably more significant, the social strata from which individuals in one sector tend to come are different from the social strata from which individuals in other sectors are drawn."

Ager and associates employed a very strict definition of political leadership in terms of participation in decision making. "Political leaders," they wrote, "are political participants who have contributed to a decisional outcome and hence are accorded a share in political power, and, moreover, who contributed in at least the authoritative consideration stage of a decision process." They further explained that "political leaders are analogous to the managers in a business organization," that they may be "private citizens or government officials," that leaders of component organizations may or may not be leaders of the more encompassing community power structure, and that voters technically may be considered political leaders under the definition but usually are not. In identifying leaders to be interviewed, as well as in selecting the decisional issues to be analyzed, the Ager group employed a combination of positional and reputational techniques, constantly tested against an emerging analytical sense of significant decisional issues. For example, "two randomly and independently selected samples of officers of formally organized voluntary associations and elective and appointive officials of local government provided information about each community's policy problems." The first panel was asked to identify persons of reputed influence.

In most cities, certain persons are said to be influential "behind the scenes" and to have a lot to say about programs that are planned, and projects and issues that come up around town. What persons in this community are influential in this way or are influential in being able to stop particular community policies? Are there any other people with whom these leaders work that have not been named so far and should be included in a list of community leaders? The second panel was asked to review and to supplement the list. Persons on the list were then asked about their participation in a set of community decisions that had been identified by a combination of interview and documentary methods. The strict criterion of participation in decisions that had desired outcomes was then applied to identify the "manifest [political] leaders" of four communities: "Farmland," fourteen persons; "Metrotown," forty-one; "Petropolis," fifty-nine; and "Oriental," forty-two. These people were later interviewed to discover reputed cliques among the leadership groups. Ager and associates expressed keen awareness of the varied results that might be achieved from even this combination of identification methods. "Given the fact that the universe is bounded by informants' perceptions or conceptions, any change in the identity or number of informants, or in the standard of consensus or agreement used to include or exclude nominees, means a potentially different universe and a different set of Manifest Leaders."

A striking feature of Dahl's and Ager's studies was the recurrent salience of formerly elected officials even though the two approaches did not explicitly seek to focus primary analytical attention upon them. Wrote Dahl of urban redevelopment, "Perhaps the most significant event in the modern history of city planning in New Haven is that very little happened until redevelopment became attached to the political fortunes of an ambitious politician [Mayor Richard Lee]." Ager and associates reported, "In all four communities, the elected political leaders were actual political leaders." Additionally, mayors were members of the "inner cliques" in three of the four communities, while a councilman was such a member in the black segment of the fourth. This recurrent salience is not surprising in light of the findings of Douglas Fox, who compared five studies that employed all three methods of leader identification and found that from 22 percent to 56 percent of positional leaders were identified by both the reputational and the decisional method, with higher identifications possible when one of these methods was employed alone. While we do not know from Fox's data how many positional leaders were formally elected officials, such as mayors and councilpersons, the results of his comparison are noteworthy (see Table 1).

Despite these hints of the possible importance of elected political officials, community power studies seem not to have focused explicitly upon the formal and informal relationships among the mayor, council members, party leaders, governor, lieutenant governor, state legislators, president, vice-president, and national legislators—including aspirants for these positions—as they influence community decisions. The narrow decision participation concept of political
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TABLE 1. Percentage of Positional Leaders Identified by the Reputational and Decisional Methods in Two Southern and Three New England Communities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Southern Communities</th>
<th>New England Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputational Method</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisional Method</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

leadership, of course, would also obviate attending to the functions of aspiring and opposition leaders in American politics, to say nothing of revolutionary and protest political leadership throughout the world.

With respect to the issue of whether American communities have either monistic or pluralistic power structures, the evidence thus far seems to be that both are possible in a single community across historical time and across communities in a given period. The question of future directions within and across political cultures remains a testable hypothesis. Dahl has argued, "In the course of the past two centuries, New Haven has gradually changed from oligarchy to pluralism." Ager found that two of the American communities studied during 1946 to 1961 had predominantly "competitive mass" power structures (Petropolis and Oretown) while two were of the "consensual elite" type (Farnsdale and Metville), with variations occurring within each community across time. These were defined in terms of "ideological convergence-divergence" and "breadth-narrowness of the distribution of political power" measured in terms of citizen participation. Methodological comparisons by Fox have further suggested that the existence of a monistic or a pluralistic power structure is not an artifact of research techniques. After examining fifteen community power studies he concluded, "There is not a single study in which reputational and decisional methods discover different types of power structures. . . . This is incontrovertibly true if we group the studies into [those which] discover pyramidal structures, on the one hand, and non-pyramidal structures, on the other." This means that students of political leadership need not make a priori assessments of what kinds of power structures they are likely to find. This caution applies especially in cross-societal, historical, and futures-oriented inquiry.

Before leaving the community power literature, it is important to note that both Dahl and Ager and associates evidenced explicit interest in the concept of "professional politicians." This image hovers in the background of American political science, calling up the idea of a boss, broker, or manipulator who specializes in winning electoral campaigns and influencing governmental decisions in the interests of future victories, patronage, and community or subcommunity welfare. Within the broader concept of a socioeconomic elite or of all who influence community decisions, such a person would play a specialized political role seeking to maximize (or minimize) direct or indirect influence exercised by subsocietal components upon general societal decisions. A more narrowly defined "political leader," for whom the "professional politician" might serve as a prototype, may eventually emerge as a specialist in the general process of making community decisions.

Images of Political Leadership in Role Orientations. Studies of styles of role performance, especially of formal positions in the American political system, are another rich source of political leadership imagery. Such studies typically describe the basic characteristics of a formal leadership position and then proceed to demonstrate that incumbents tend to vary in their styles of role performance, in terms of either reported beliefs or other forms of behavior.

Thus, the American presidency was described by Rossetti as a position characterized by convergent requirements for action as "Chief of state, chief executive, commander-in-chief, chief diplomat, chief legislator, chief of party, voice of the people, protector of the peace, manager of prosperity, and world leader." In a widely appreciated study Neustadt argued that presidential power is the "power to persuade," thus suggesting the idea of "persuasion" as a principal characteristic of American presidential leadership. Hargrove constructed a typology of presidential styles in terms of "action" and "restraint." This typology was further developed by Barber, who suggested that different styles of presidential leadership can be described in terms of two interacting personality variables: activity-passivity and positive-negative affect. Additionally, Barber suggested that presidential leadership styles can be described in terms of emphasis upon "rhetoric" (verbal dramatization), "business" (attention to administrative detail), or "interpersonal relations" (interpersonal persuasion, especially in an intimate, face-to-face context).

In legislative studies, Matthews identified four types of senator in terms of social background and nature of occupational achievement: "patricians" (high social status and high political accomplishment), "amateurs" (low status and low political accomplishment but high business or other professional achievement), "professional politicians" (low status but high political accomplishment), and "agitators" (low status, low political or other professional accomplishment but precocious political rise). Clapp dichotomized members of Congress as primarily "constituency-oriented" or "legislation-oriented." Employing activity and affect variables, Barber described Connecticut state legislators as "lawmakers" (active-positive), "advertisers" (active-negative), "spectators" (passive-positive), and "reluctants" (passive-negative). Additionally, Barber characterized legislators in terms of party cohesion as "autocratic pariahs," "persuadables," and "neutrals." The pioneering studies of representational role orientations by Wahlke, Eulau, Buchanan, and Ferguson have provided a rich variety of images of representational roles ("trustee, delegate, politician"), purposive roles ("inventor, broker, tribune"), areal roles ("state oriented, district oriented, district-state oriented, and pressure group roles ("facilitator, resistor, neutral").

Similarly, Eldersveld described Republican and Democratic precinct leaders in terms of whether they considered themselves to be primarily "vote mobilizers," "ideological mentors," or "social-economic welfare promoters" or to have "no role at all." Additionally, Wilson compared Democratic party leaders in terms of whether they were "amateurs" (motivated mainly by issues and general principles) or "professionals" (seeking mainly patronage and power maintenance). Interestingly, Wilson also identified three types of party organization, each of which implies a corresponding style of leadership:
“utilitarian” (based on control over patronage), “sacred” (based on need for social interaction), and “purposive” (based on devotion to a “cause”).

Other generic images of American politicians include three described in 1906 by Arthur F. Bentley: the “boss,” who leads by “pulling wires” of a tightly knit machine; the “demagogue,” who leads a broad, heterogeneous, and unstable coalition by means of emotional appeals buttressed by biased reasoning; and the “broker-mediator,” who restrains parties in conflict and assists them in making mutually tolerable decisions on the basis of potential ability to invoke more powerful support than that available to the parties in conflict.

Additionally, Schlesinger described elected American political leaders in terms of whether their ambition levels were “discrete” (seek only one term in a single office), “static” (seek to remain in the same office), or “progressive” (aspire to higher office).

Significantly, Ladd’s study of leadership in a suffering racial minority focused attention sharply upon “conservative,” “moderate,” and “militant” styles.

The absence of a general analytical focus upon “leadership” throughout the discipline has meant that role orientation and style studies such as the above have tended to be pursued in a compartmentalized fashion. For example, executive roles tend not to be studied with legislative or party role concepts—and vice versa. Furthermore, not all formal leadership roles in American politics have been systematically described for comparison. Finally, the question of whether leadership role orientations discovered by political scientists can be related to the principal analytical dimensions of leadership suggested in other behavioral sciences remains to be explored (e.g., “self-oriented, task-oriented, and interaction-oriented” leadership; “power, task, and affective” leadership dimensions).

Political versus Administrative Leadership. The search for appropriate concepts to guide the emerging field of political leadership studies needs also to be informed by awareness of the lively controversy over the nature of administrative leadership that has animated American students of public administration in the twentieth century. The controversy can be understood partly in terms of the American constitutional system of separation of powers among legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government, suggestive of the political functions defined by Almond as “rule making, rule application, and role adjudication.” It can be understood also in terms of the past century of American domestic political history, which has been marked by reform efforts to create a professional civil service removed from the corrupting influences of electoral politics, as well as by popular reluctance to accept the feasibility or desirability of entrusting fully either the determination or the execution of public policy to administrative science technocrats. The professional and social status claims of public administrators versus those of politicians also have been an influence; members of either group can claim or deny that they partake of the qualities of the other, as expediency dictates.

Viewed as an ideal-type dichotomy, political leadership means setting general policy, mobilizing support, and supervising implementation, including the appointment and firing of at least top public officials. Administrative leadership in an ideal form is the faithful execution of the laws and achievement of the general goals specified by the elected officials. Ideally, politicians lead—partly by creating and resolving conflicts—while administrators serve as technical followers. In military terms, political leaders are the invading shock troops; public administrators are the housekeeping camp followers.

These images are sometimes reversed so that elected American officials are portrayed as mere robots manipulated by technical administrative expertise. The standoff image is mixed: both groups interact to make public policy, to ensure public support, and to implement policy, with varying degrees of objective adequacy. The same can be said of judicial officials, who frequently are appointed and confirmed by elected politicians and who often are ex-politicians themselves.

As expressed by Gulick, the present status of the administrative versus political leadership controversy is that “‘politics’ and ‘administration’ cannot be separated into mutually exclusive categories” and that “the administrator is a leader par excellence,” but that the administrator must not “rush into partisan politics or usurp the functions of the professional political leader.”

This challenges students of political leadership to define a field of inquiry that adequately treats the area of nonoverlap with the political functions of administrative leadership.

Initial Efforts at Conceptual Overviews. Finally, efforts to conceptualize political leadership—and thus to fill the disciplinary gap of the past fifty years—can draw upon some pioneering efforts to link the idea of leadership with other concepts of broad political science interest: (1) “power,” (2) “system,” and (3) “function.”

(1) Leadership as a Form of Power. A contemporary effort to define “leadership” in terms of power has been made by Janda, who has noted that “studies of leadership and studies of power have been conducted almost independently of each other.” For Janda, “leadership” is to be defined as consensual follower response to legitimate leader initiative. It is a form of consensus, but not coercive, power. A coerced response would not be an indicator of leadership. Janda has explained that leadership is “a particular type of power relationship characterized by a group member’s perception that another group member has the right to prescribe behavior patterns for the former regarding his behavior as a member of a particular group.” Thus, he attempts to differentiate leadership from coercive domination in a way reminiscent of the animal studies literature, the psychological literature, and early Greco-Roman thought.

As Polybius (ca. 204–120 B.C.) wrote in The Histories, “We must by no means apply the title of kingship, without scrutiny, to every monarchy, but
must reserve it for one agreed to by willing subjects and ruled by good judgment rather than by terror and violence." Or, as Plato explained in about 362 B.C., "Tendence of human herds by enforced control is the tyrant's art; tendence freely accepted by herds of free bipeds we call statesmanship." For Friedrich, who also has discussed leadership in terms of power, leadership can be either coercive or consensual. Power itself is partly "a possession" and partly "a relation" among men that manifests itself in the behavior of followers. Coercive power may be "physical," "economic," or "psychic," these sources may underlie consensual power as well. In Friedrich's view, leaders are "power-holders," "power-spenders," and "power-makers." Leadership has three primary roles: "initiating, maintaining, and protecting"; followers have three corresponding patterns of behavior: "imitating, obeying, and acclaiming." The types of power and the types of leadership are all related and sometimes change into one another. Friedrich further differentiated "rule" ("institutionalized political power") and "rulership." A leader becomes a "ruler" when followers "conform habitually to the preferences, expressed or implied, of the leader." Rulership is not formally defined, but thirteen types of political order are described as "patterns of rulership":

- anarchy-fragmented type; tribal rule of the king-priest type; despotic monarchy (rule over extended territories); oligarchy of the nobility (either by birth or cooption); oligarchy of the wealthy; oligarchy by priesthood-theocracy; direct democratic rule; tyranny; bureaucratic rule; parliamentary-cabinet rule (government by elected representatives); aristocratic-nobility and wealth predominating-or democratic—all classes included; presidential-congressional rule (government by an elected president and an elected assembly); military dictatorship (including pretorian rule); and totalitarian dictatorship.

It is implied that the power behavior of leaders or rulers contributes to the creation, operation, and transformation of these institutional orders.

Besides encountering problems of definition, these political science efforts to link the idea of leadership with the concept of power seem to have suffered from two additional sources of difficulty. First, Max Weber, preoccupied with the bases of "legitimacy," did not include coercive power as a fourth type of reason why men obey: do it because you'll be tortured, mutilated, or killed if you don't. This type of compliance claim need not be inspirational, habitual, or legal. Thus, political scientists are faced with the unfinished task of describing and explaining coercive and other behaviors of actual political leaders. Second, political science, like political societies themselves, is groping toward a concept of power that will enable the realistic understanding of both coercive and consensual aspects in the past and present as well as transition toward an almost universally desired diminution of coercive power in the future.

(2) Leadership and the Idea of a Political System. Although not talking explicitly in terms of a political system, Searing proposed two contrasting ideal types of leadership that might apply equally to the understanding of political systems as a whole and the relation of leaders to them. These he termed "organismic" and "mechanistic" models of leadership. In the organismic model leadership is characterized by "interdependent parts," "evolutionary change," and "system-dominant" factors. In contrast, the mechanistic model portrays leadership as having "atomistic parts," "conflict relationships," and "subsystem-dominant" factors. The organismic-mechanistic imagery is reminiscent of, although conceptually more complex than, the leadership dichotomy proposed by Hook in terms of the "eventful man," whose actions are determined largely by historical forces upon which he has little creative influence, and the "event-making man," without whose initiatives and actions a given historical outcome would be unlikely. Hook pointed to Neville Chamberlain as an example of the former; Lenin, as an example of the latter.

Searing's and Hook's images thus imply that a political leader can be understood both as a creator and as a captive of political institutions; that leadership behavior can produce incremental or quantum change; and that it can act upon the system through relations of diffuse interdependence or compartmentalized autonomy. It is likely that historical references, parallel or sequential, can be found for both images and that a more precisely articulated concept of political leadership will be developed to assist explanation of the emergence, operation, and transformation of both types of circumstances.

(3) Leadership and the Performance of Political System Functions. Davenport made an early effort to link the idea of leadership with a structural-functional approach to political analysis. By assuming that social systems are self-regulating," he explained, "structural functionalists have been led generally to overlook the contributions that leadership makes in the adjustment process." Defining "leadership" broadly as "the chief coordinating structure of social systems," Davenport further explained:

Through goal setting and attainment, leadership coordinates the activities of other structures in order to increase the [extractive, regulatory, distributive, symbolic, and responsive] capabilities of the system. By increasing capabilities, leadership contributes in a positive way to the service capacity of the system, which enhances its ability to persist.

More specifically, "leadership" is defined as something "assumed" when a group member "successfully initiates action for the group. . . . Consequently, leaders must be identified in terms of the relative volume of successful initiatives achieved by each member." A "function" is taken as "a task that is relevant to the system's performance of services." These are dichotomized as instrumental functions ("goal setting, communicating, and mobilizing") and expressive functions ("ego-support"). Revolutionary leadership "emerges when ruling leaders perform their functions inadequately." Thus, the rise of rebel leadership is a response to the inadequate performance of functions by ruling leaders that brings a decline in system capabilities and loss of popular support.
Downtown's effort to link a concept of leadership as coordinating initiative with a structural-functional approach should stimulate further attempts to relate leadership to this and other principal paradigms in contemporary political science.

The foregoing brief survey does not exhaust the disciplinary and transdisciplinary resources that can be drawn upon to create concepts of political leadership that will advance the scientific study of politics. Future students of political leadership will be faced with the exciting challenge of searching out promising insights from experienced leaders and from followers, from animal studies, from the humanities, from the sociobehavioral sciences, from other professional disciplines, and from the various subfields of the discipline of political science itself, both within given political-academic cultures and comparatively across cultures, in past, present, and future perspectives. Conceptual advances will depend greatly upon cumulative progress in developing overall scientific paradigms of "politics," such as those reviewed in Chapter 2, combined with careful efforts to explicate the political leadership correlates of each new paradigm.

Because of past neglect within political science of the concept of political leadership no single image is dominant; existing resources do not constitute much more than a mélange of images such as "philosopher-king," "prince," "charisma," "elite," "patron-client," "statesman," "dictator," "boss," "president," "representative," and "revolutionary." Therefore, paradoxically, the potentials for pluralism and parochialism are both great: intradisciplinary diversity combined with transdisciplinary isolation.

Somehow, future students of political leadership will have to reach beyond the limitations of past and present conceptualizations toward more parsimonious and penetrating images that will markedly advance scientific understanding. We must proceed beyond Lenin's curiously insightful "Kto kovo?" (Who [does what to] whom?) through Rustow's equally insightful "Who leads whom from where to where?" toward formulations that will increase our understanding of who leads whom, with respect to what, under what circumstances, how, why, with what costs and benefits, and with what effects upon institutions, individuals, political systems, and human society as a whole.

First, political science must recognize the conceptualizing task. Then, with awareness of potential resources, the discipline must strive to accomplish this task. Chapter 5 contributes to that undertaking.

CHAPTER 5

A MULTIVARIATE, MULTIDIMENSIONAL LINKAGE APPROACH: VARIABLES

I use the office of mayor to attain my goal of getting jobs and resources for my people.

JOHNNY L. FORD, SR.
Mayor of Tuskegee, Alabama
1973

GIVEN PAST NEGLECT, present rapid emergence, and great diversity of conceptual resources, what needs to be done now to advance the scientific study of political leadership? The principal conceptual tasks now before us are to articulate more fully a set of assumptions concerning the nature of leadership, to establish rules for the identification of leaders, to describe patterns of leadership behavior to be explained, to explore explanatory variables by which these patterns may be predicted, and to specify linkages between leadership behavior and general political paradigms, concrete political institutions, and specific political processes. All these tasks, of course, interact; progress in one may assist advancement in another.

The present chapter will concentrate upon specifying a set of anticipatory variables and illustrating linkages among them. The following chapter will pursue the problem of political linkages by means of a hypothesized set of dimensions of political behavior. Overall, this perspective constitutes a multivariate, multidimensional linkage approach. Patterns of political leadership behavior are viewed as the product of a set of interacting variables, which in turn are regarded as being related to the diverse dimensions of a system of political behavior. The multivariate idea emerges directly parallel to the experience of social psychological studies of leadership as summarized by Gibb in Chapter 4. The notion of dimensions is suggested by the existence of partly competing paradigms in contemporary American political science.
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Assumptions

In the assumption of omni-relevant creative potential that was suggested in Chapter 1 as a lesson of the experience of the divided nations, and in realization that leadership must be approached in multivariate, multidimensional terms, we need to underscore the assumed importance of silence, initiative, and interaction as characteristic features of political leadership. Lack of concentrated awareness of the importance of all of these may have inhibited political leadership studies in the past. The exploration, critical evaluation, and revision of these assumptions are likely to assist progress in political leadership studies of the future.

Silence. Durkheim advised social scientists to "approach the social realm where it offers the easiest access to scientific investigation." 2 From this perspective, the prominence of political leaders is striking. In Chapter 4 we saw signs of this salience in political assertions of class dominance, in the positional prominence of animal influencers (ahead, amidst, behind), in the artistic portrayal of the "magnetic power" of a lead dancer, and in the importance of the model in emotive diffusion of social learning. Furthermore, we observed it in classical definitions of politics in terms of number of rules, in typologies of community political systems based upon prominence of participation in making decisions, and in the many studies of the behavior of persons in formally prominent political leadership "roles."

Despite criticisms that "real" leaders may be hidden behind formal role incumbents, that leaders conceal or express class power, and that there is no such thing as leadership in a complex society, no study has as yet been unable to identify salient persons in politics or in other areas of social life.

The idea of initiative is close to, but not identical with, the idea of combinatorial creativity. Initiative implies precedence in movement and direction setting. As Cooley would have it, "Leadership is only salient initiative." 3 In Chapter 4, we saw signs of the importance of initiative in such things as the flight of a frightened goat, the initiation of movement among the Nuer by the "bull," the impact upon economic development of the entrepreneur, and the potential contribution of "charismatic" leadership in political change.

Interaction. Political leaders cannot interact. 4 There can be neither leadership nor followership without both leaders and followers in interaction. This interaction has been observed in the political idea of leadership as service to others, in the frustration of a chimpanzee leader when deprived of followers, in the efforts of some leaders to communicate to others through the arts, in Cattell's conception of leadership as "group syntax," in the idea of political leadership as a form of patron-client relationship, and in demonstrations of different patterns by which political leadership role incumbents relate to other members of society.

This interaction may be viewed as either leader dominated or follower dominated or as the product of reciprocal cooperation. To Michels' idea of the
indirectly with the leaders as identified above. Followers may range from an inner "affective core" group, through persons who actively participate in deciding the outcomes of position-related leader behavior, to all other persons whose relative passivity contributes to validating the outcomes of incumbent, competitive, and revolutionary political leadership behavior. For analytical purposes, leaders and followers may be identified singly; they may be identified by sampling; and they may be identified as aggregates in relation to the positions that constitute a given political leadership system.

This position-centered approach has been chosen as a point of departure for several reasons: to focus attention more sharply upon the total set of formal political authority positions in a society; to make variations in the powers of these positions a leadership variable itself in the form of "role"; and to provide a focus for deliberate efforts to improve political leader behavior for the common good. Where abuses of formal positions are found, for example, this may lead to such things as redesign of position powers, change in rules of recruitment and incumbency, and redesign of follower interactions.

In the American political system, a position-centered mode of identifying leaders would require attention at least to the behavior of persons in the following categories: president, vice-president, senator, representative, governor, lieutenant governor, state legislator, mayor, councilperson, party chairpersons at national, state, and local levels, candidates for all the foregoing positions, and salient figures of political movements that would radically alter this formal position set. Attention would be directed to patterns of interaction among all persons in these positions as well as their interaction with followers. Followers in this case would be defined as core staff and campaign supporters; validating voters and active constituents; institutional influencers—business, labor, and media; bureaucracies over which the elected leaders have some influence such as through budgets and appointments to executive and judicial departments—or to which they respond; and the main body of formally politically passive citizenry. In other societies, functionally equivalent position sets and follower relationships would be sought.

Two objections to this approach may immediately arise. Is it not a "reactionary" return to formal institutional analysis? The answer is "yes"—from a viewpoint that seeks to predict concrete variations from general behavioral principles rather than to deemphasize the specific search for the leader or to neglect the "political" in politics while searching for the political in everything else. A second objection is that some societies may not have functionally differentiated political leadership roles. We have noted this among the Nuer of Sudan and F. G. Bailey has explained this situation among the Konds, a hill tribe of Orissa, India, as follows: "The Konds had no political leaders because they had no specialized political groups to be led."9

This possibility requires us to be prepared to employ a second mode of political leader identification when the primary mode does not suffice. It requires us to be prepared to identify persons who take salient initiatives in interaction with others in relation to matters we define as "political." In fact, this is really not so different from the criteria employed in the positional mode of leadership identification since it depends upon the identification of political positions. Both are dependent upon the meaning given to the concept "political": this is not something peculiar to political leadership studies but is a common conceptual problem underlying identification and analysis in all other fields of specialization in political science. Task-relevant identification of leaders therefore requires us to look for salient persons whose initiatives and counter-initiatives evoke supportive and countervailing responses in other members of society in matters considered political.

The distinction made here between positional and task methods of leader-follower identification helps to clarify why political leadership studies, however central and necessary, are not all of political science. An overall conception of the political both underlies and transcends the position- and task-related approaches to leadership. This is what the discipline of political science as a whole, with its various fields of specialization, strives to comprehend.9

At an advanced stage of political leader-follower identification it will enormously enrich analysis if both manifest and latent behaviors are taken into consideration. That is, we want to know not only who leads and who follows at any given time but also who might lead and who might follow. Latent leadership identification thus means assigning probabilities to individuals and groups within societies as to who will become incumbents, conventional competitors, and revolutionaries and who will follow them. Overarched both manifest and latent identification, of course, is normative identification. We should always be prepared to ask not only who should lead but also who should follow.

Having identified who leads and who follows, it remains to specify the patterns of political leadership behavior that are to be described, explained, predicted, evaluated, and affected.

Political Leadership Patterns

Patterns of political leadership behavior may be regarded both as the products of predictor variables and as predictors themselves of political system outcomes. That is, they may be treated for analytical purposes as independent, dependent, or intervening variables. These patterns are a core concern of political leadership studies. They may be specified in advance on the basis of theoretical anticipations, or they may be derived ex post facto after careful study of leadership behavior. In either instance, an ideal goal is to measure these leadership patterns independently of the variables that anticipate them and independently of the effects they are hypothesized to have upon the political system, although all may be linked in a relationship of circular causality.

As reviewed in Chapter 4, various patterns of leadership behavior have been described in the literature. These patterns challenge us to explain their emer-
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gence and political effects. They include, it will be recalled, such images as "charismatic," "traditional," and "rational-legal" types; "delegate," "trustee," and "polity" styles; and self-oriented, task-oriented, and interaction-oriented leadership patterns. Further images may be created in terms of any one of the dimensions of political leadership behavior to be explored in Chapter 6.

An excellent example of the combination of a priori and post facto conceptual techniques to focus attention upon a limited set of theoretically significant leadership patterns is provided by Kotter and Lawrence in a study of mayoral leadership in twenty American cities. They began with ten images of mayoral leadership drawn from the literature ("power broker," "public entrepreneur," "public executive," "policy expert," "coalition builder," "muddler," "multi-hat role," "formal structure," "personality," and "community power") and ended up with five patterns of mayoral behavior ("ceremonial," "caretaker," "personality/individualist," "executive," and "program entrepreneur"). The five patterns were derived from empirical observations made in terms of three variable clusters: "agenda setting," "network building," and "task accomplishment," as summarized in Table 2.

Another approach to specifying patterns of leadership behavior that is likely to be of fundamental importance in the advancement of political leadership studies is to define them in terms of the concept of change. This change may be minimal, moderate, or maximum, corresponding roughly to the natural language concepts of "conservative/reactionary," "reformist," and "revolutionary" political leadership. Politically significant change may be further differentiated into structural change, procedural change, and policy change, emphasizing variously decision making, organization, process, or outcome.

For analytical purposes, therefore, we can posit the following three patterns of political leadership behavior that need to be described, explained, predicted, and evaluated and the effects of which upon a political system need to be understood:

- **Minimal change** ("conservative") leadership; tending toward maintenance of existing political institutions and policies;
- **Moderate change** ("reformist") leadership; tending toward moderate change in given institutions and policies; and
- **Maximal change** ("revolutionary") leadership; tending toward fundamental transformation of existing institutions and policies.

The characterization of political leadership in terms of these three patterns must be recognized as being a complex but nevertheless essential task if the overall purposive influences of individual and aggregate leadership are to be better understood. For example, consider the frequent occurrence of domestic institutional conservatism combined with radical foreign policy change. What is needed is an overall change-propensity score, a measure of the predominant direction of behavior, that will be a composite of, and therefore decomposable into, diverse propensities toward structural, procedural, and policy change. The same complexity can be expected to characterize all efforts to specify and measure ideal types of political leadership behavior.

Whatever patterns of leadership behavior are posited, it is important that the scientific study of political leadership begin to explore systematically the hypothesis that political leaders, as individuals and as aggregates, act in patterned ways that affect the creation, maintenance, and change of institutions as well as the processes and policy outcomes of institutional behavior.

**Table 2: Kotter-Lawrence Typology of Mayoral Leadership**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAYORAL TYPE</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agenda Setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. &quot;Ceremonial&quot;</td>
<td>Small scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. &quot;Caretaker&quot;</td>
<td>Large scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. &quot;Personality&quot; /</td>
<td>Moderate scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individualist</td>
<td>Midrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. &quot;Executive&quot;</td>
<td>Large scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Midrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. &quot;Program entrepreneur&quot;</td>
<td>Very large scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short-medium-long range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

more adequate scientific memory through electronic information storage and retrieval, we should become progressively more confident in our understanding of which variables are most important in what contexts.

As a reasonable point of departure for political leadership studies, six explanatory variables, very broad in scope and requiring subvariable differentiation, are suggested. There are two explanations for their choice. First, although some of them are used here in a slightly different way from the customary, they are all widely employed concepts in the contemporary social and behavioral sciences. Each of them is potentially rich in transdisciplinary social science conceptualizations and empirical findings. The second reason for their choice is simply that they appear to call attention to important correlates of political leadership behavior. This is, of course, a simple, “face validity” argument and is ultimately based upon a combination of intuition and empirical plausibility. In the latter aspect some confidence has been gained through the study of political leader biographies.

Some may object that the variables chosen are of such a general nature that they apply not only to leadership in politics but also to any kind of social leadership—in fact, to any kind of social behavior. I hope that this is true. We need to see political behavior as a form of human behavior and we need to employ all the behavioral science and humanist insights we can muster to understand it. Whether such behavior is “political” or not depends, of course, upon paradigmatic efforts to conceptualize the nature of politics. The term “political leadership behavior” is simply one of conceptual and empirical indeterminacy: the task of political science in this instance is simply to create temporary resolutions of this indeterminacy that will facilitate scientific progress.

The six variables chosen as a point of departure here are personality, role, organization, task, values, and setting. They are posited as sources of explanation for the emergence, functioning, change, and decline of whatever patterns of political leadership behavior are taken as the focus of analytical attention. Although these are all common concepts in the contemporary sociobehavioral sciences, none is unambiguous and each needs to be operationalized in ways most appropriate to a given empirical inquiry. Thus, they are to be taken as variable concepts, at a high level of abstraction, that require further definition and measurement.

These six variables are conceived to be in interaction. Each “selects,” “is selected by,” “shapes,” and “is shaped by” every one of the others. Thus, we can have personality-dominant or setting-dominant leadership. Both sides of the great man versus situation debate on occasion can be “right.” Why not adopt a conceptual framework that permits this possibility to be recognized? Taken as an aggregate cluster that permits variations in the relative weight of component variables and thus anticipates variations in “explanation,” these six variables are seen as mutually influencing elements that produce the behavior patterns of incumbent and contending political leaders. Stated somewhat more formally,

\[ PLB_{i-k} = f(P, R, O, T, V, S) + e \]

where \( PLB \) refers to political leadership behavior, \( i-k \) indicates the range of identifiable patterns, \( P, R, O, T, V, S \) refer to the six anticipatory variables introduced above, and \( e \) is an error term, a surrogate variable for those determinants of political leadership behavior that are not appreciated in this formulation.

Predictive and Applied Models

Following the distinction between econometric (predictive) and program (goal attainment) models in business decision making,\(^{12}\) we may envision the parallel development of closely related predictive and applied models of political leadership. In terms of the present formulation, a predictive model can be stated as follows:

**Predictive model.** If persons of characteristic \( P_{i-k} \) are incumbent in, or aspiring to, roles \( R_{i-k} \), within a context of amplifying and restraining organizational influences \( O_{i-k} \), and are confronted with tasks of the type \( T_{i-k} \), with evoked values \( V_{i-k} \), in physical-technological-social-economic-cultural settings \( S_{i-k} \)—then political leadership behaviors \( PLB_{i-k} \) are likely to occur with political institutional consequences and political system consequences of the type \( Pi_{i-k} \) and \( PS_{i-k} \).

An applied model may be created from the same set of variables in the following way:

**Applied model.** If change in \( PLB \) is desired, then changes in one or more personality \( P_{i-k} \), role \( R_{i-k} \), organization \( O_{i-k} \), task \( T_{i-k} \), value \( V_{i-k} \), and setting \( S_{i-k} \) variables should be accomplished—or changes in political institutions \( PI_{i-k} \) or political system variables \( PS_{i-k} \), insofar as the latter are not analytically constructs without direct empirical referents.

Let us now consider each of the suggested anticipatory variables in turn and examine linkages among them in greater detail.

Linkages, Hypotheses, Propositions, and Laws

In the sections to follow, statements of relationships among the six variables will be termed “linkages.” Since the idea of a “linkage statement” is not in common use, a brief explanation is in order. Linkage statements are initial assertions of association among variables of a conceptual framework that aim to
orient thought to possible relationships. They may be simply descriptive or they may suggest causal influences. Linkage statements are to be distinguished from hypotheses, which are taken to be anticipatory statements of relationships that are being tested through specifically designed research efforts to explore their validity; propositions, statements of hypotheses that have been tested outside the original bounds of their creation and found to have at least some degree of significant support; and laws, propositions with extraordinarily high degrees of certainty. A conceptual framework is a set of linkages; a hypothetical pre-theory is a set of hypotheses; an empirical pre-theory is a set of propositions; a hypothetico-propositional pre-theory is a mixed set of propositions and hypotheses; and a theory is a set of laws. One challenge to scientific imagination is to proceed from conceptual frameworks to laws. This requires constant interactions among verbal formulations, empirical research, and mathematical expression. The progression of development, of course, need not be linear; the physical law of entropy, for example, has stimulated conceptual and pre-theoretic efforts in communications approaches to social science analysis.

1. PERSONALITY

Personality is taken to be the aggregate characteristics that define a unique human individual. Included are biological, physiological, and psychological factors. Where more than a single leader is involved we may speak of shared personality characteristics. Personality is viewed as subject to change from birth to death and as the product of past learning, present influences, and future expectations. The principal task connected with personality in political leadership studies is not to show that personalities of leaders differ from those of nonleaders. Rather, it is to describe, explain, predict, evaluate, and influence whatever personalities leaders do have. Since the study of personality is a recognized subfield of the scientific discipline of psychology, it is a main concern of other social sciences such as cultural anthropolgy, and is a growing field of interest in political science, pioneered by Laswell and many others. Students of political leadership can draw upon a wide range of personality concepts, theories, and operational measures. At the same time they can challenge scientific students of personality with problems and puzzles that arise from political leadership studies themselves.

Several hypotheses about the influence of personality upon political leadership behavior have already been explored. Six are sketched here. (1) Compensatory striving hypothesis: If the self-esteem of a potential leader is damaged in early childhood socialization, then this person will strive to gain a sense of self-worth by maximizing one or more compensatory values. This striving does not take place in all situations but only under conditions in which the sense of self-esteem is especially threatened. (2) First independent success hypothesis: If a potential political leader achieves first success in attracting follower support by means of one of three modes of influence (rhetorical expressiveness, business-like management of details, interpersonal dealing), then this person will tend to...
of his experiences in Cleveland, the President was more amused than admiring.\textsuperscript{29} Tiger reported from animal studies that when a formerly subdomi-
nant male monkey with a low level of testosterone was experimentally
manipulated into the role of monkey leader, his hormonal level rose to that
characteristic of a dominant animal.\textsuperscript{31} Linkage \textit{3.1.1}: Organizational char-
teristics influence the kinds of personalities that are acceptable in leadership roles
and the degrees of latitude afforded them in role performance. As summarized
by Gob, experimental studies of small groups have shown that "authoritarian
personalities preferred status-lassen leadership, accepted strongly directive
leadership, and regarded the authoritarian leader as 'better' than his more democratic
counterpart.\textsuperscript{32} And as Key observed, "leaders are apt to be captives of their
followers, who will follow them just so far and no further.\textsuperscript{33} Experienced
leaders are sensitive to the effects of organization on leader personalities. Of his
first impression of Soviet premier Khrushchev, President Kennedy recalled, "I
expected him to be smart and tough. He would have to be smart and tough
to work his way to the top of a government like that one.\textsuperscript{34} Linkage
\textit{4.1.1}: Tasks impose objective demands upon leader personalities for effective task accom-
plishment. For example, Hargrove has written that the task of coping with the
American Depression in the 1930s required capacities for "dramatization" not
possessed by Herbert Hoover,\textsuperscript{35} that the tasks of "fast-moving, unstructured
situations" posed difficulties for Dwight Eisenhower's slower moving "logical
orderly mind,\textsuperscript{36} and that the multiple tasks of national leadership were found
uncomfortable by Woodrow Wilson, who was described by Colonel House as
having a "one-track mind.\textsuperscript{37} Linkage \textit{3.1.1}: Values attract congruent personalitys
and contribute to possible cognitive dissonance in them, It is probable, for
example, that authoritarian and violent creeds attract personalities with special
needs for them. When reality diverges, it is likely that the personality responds
to what Festinger and others have conceptualized as "cognitive dissonance.\textsuperscript{38}
For example, a letter from Hitler to Mussolini shows that Hitler was deeply
disturbed by the necessity for concluding a nonaggression pact with the hated
"Jewish-Bolsheviks" in 1939 and greatly relieved by his decision to invade the
Soviet Union in 1941.\textsuperscript{39} Linkage \textit{6.1.1}: Cultural settings nurture contrasting personalities
who compete for societal influence and mutually influence each other.
Indian culture, for example, produced the nonviolient personality of
Gandhi and the violent personality of Subhas Chandra Bose.\textsuperscript{40} Puerto Rico
produced leader personalities who became identified with three different
solutions to the problem of the form of relationship the island should have with the
United States: Luis Ferré (statehood), Luis Muñoz Marín (commonwealth sta-
tus), and Albizu Campos (independence).\textsuperscript{41}
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...through the expectation-based measure of Gross ("a set of expectations applied to the incumbent of a position"). To the more limited conception of Banton ("sets of rights and obligations"). For political leadership studies a Banton-like concept of role defined in Frieder-like terms of "position power," plus a Gross-like operational definition as incumbent-other expectation to which has been added objective analysis, seems well worth exploration. The important thing is to separate the concept of "role" from that of "personality," with which it has been confounded frequently in political research. Rossi, sharply stating the case for an independent conception of role, explained, "It seems likely that the most important source of variation among decision-makers lies in their roles rather in the personal qualities they bring to their offices." Similarly, March illustrated the utility of keeping the concept of "role" (position) analytically separate from other aspects of incumbent behavior in the measurement of political leader influence.

It is important to understand that political leadership roles do vary and that their structure can either amplify or diminish the effects of incumbent personalities. One of the best ways to appreciate variation in leadership roles is through the experience of persons who have been in several of them. A former governor who moved to the United States Senate told Matthews, "I moved from one world to another... Back home everything revolved, or seemed to revolve, around the Governor. I had a part in practically everything that happened. There was administration. There was policy making. But down here there was just a seat at the end of the table." Former New York City mayor John Lindsay once contrasted his experience as mayor ("where the action is") and congressman ("the biggest kibitzer in the world") in much the same terms. Similarly, John F. Kennedy observed, "It is a tremendous change to go from being a senator to being a President. In the first few months it is very difficult. And Lenin once told Trotsky, "The transition from the state of legality, being driven in every direction, to power is too rough. It makes one dizzy." While cross-role differences may be the more striking, within-role variations that occur abruptly or over long periods of time need to be recognized. Also aggregate clusters of roles as well as single roles need to be studied as sources of political leadership influence upon a political system.

Among future role-related tasks in political leadership studies are the need to clarify the concept of role and derive appropriate operational measures; to conduct comparative role studies across levels, institutions, and cultures; to map systems of roles within a given political context, including both formal and informal aspirant positions; and to demonstrate relationships between role and other aspects of political leadership behavior. Greater analytical attention to role may assist education of potential incumbents as well as appreciation of when a change in role may be more significant in improving performance of a political system than a change in incumbent personality.

Among role properties that will be found especially important for political leadership analysis are rights to command coercive, military, and police power; veto power over decisions by others; age, social background, tenure, and other restrictions on incumbency; imperative responsiveness, obligations to account to others; value systems to which incumbency requires commitment; and connectivity with roles of greater, equal, or lesser significance.

The main empirical finding to date in political science role studies related to political leadership is that for any given formal institutional role, different styles of incumbent performance are possible. An example is the role of legislator, which has been shown to permit "delegate," "trustee," or "political" styles of performance.

As an independent variable, role may be related illustratively to other variables of the conceptual framework in the following ways. Linkage 2.1.2: Roles tend to attract personalities with related characteristics (these may be dysfunctional and sometimes pathologically dysfunctional). On the basis of a comparative study of elected politicians in two local settings (Eastern City and Louisiana parishes), Browning and Jacob discovered that "offices with high potential for power and achievement are occupied by men who are more strongly power- and achievement-motivated than politicians in low-potential offices." Linkage 2.3.1: The more the role power, the greater the leader influence upon overall organizational behavior. An example of this was the domination of the House of Representatives prior to 1910 by Speaker "Uncle Joe" Cannon, who had the power to appoint members of all committees, to control the agenda as concurrent chairman of the House Rules Committee, and to withhold recognition from any member wishing to speak. The "revolution" against him in that year subsequently made the House less dependent upon the authority of the Speaker. The differential attraction to higher offices of money, services, and other forms of electoral or revolutionary campaign support also illustrates the organizational effect of potential role power. Linkage 2.4.1: Roles are characterized by an associated set of tasks that tend to stimulate the task engagement behaviors of aspiring incumbents. The role of the American president, for example, is characterized by what Laswell has called needs for "high level integration" and what Parsons has termed requirements for "goal-setting" and "goal implementation." These require a president to engage in a highly diverse set of tasks as described by Rossiter and others. Thus, it is not surprising that Matthews reported that senators who aspired to be president "gave more floor speeches than the average senator and pursued a wider range of legislative interests." Linkage 2.5.1: Roles are connected with the affirmation of certain values. This is exemplified by the inaugural oath required of all American presidents that they will "preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States of America." It is also illustrated by the reply of a subarctic Cree Indian to an anthropologist's question as to whether he would like to be white: "I am not good enough. A chief has to be a good man—one who doesn't do anything bad."
Haven redevelopment fame, an experienced administrator and politician, explained that the president has a seldom used great potential for influence, that "the governor of a state has a very crucial role in the matter of design," and that "all our political figures the mayor is in the position to do the most good or the most harm in the matter of design. He is also the last person anyone ever thinks of talking to seriously on this subject." "Regardless of what city charters and ordinances say," Logue further advised, "the mayor usually has effective control over the selection of architects." Alternatively, role may be seen as the product of other influences. 

Linkage 1.2.2: The nature and intensity of affective investments by incumbent or aspiring personalities influence the emotional characteristics of leadership roles. Such emotional investments may be positive or negative and may produce similar or opposite reactions in others. Wrote White of Lyndon Johnson in the early years, "Openly and unashamedly he values, respects, and enjoys high public office, and openly and unashamedly he enjoys his perquisites while bearing its burdens." Linkage 3.2.1: The more egalitarian the organization, the greater the emphasis upon "persuasion" as a leadership role expectation. Both the Chinese Communist party's ideal emphasis upon the ideological re-education of deviant party members versus their physical imprisonment or liquidation and the portrayal of presidential authority as the "power to persuade" in the ideal American system of checkmating powers and egalitarian citizenship seem consistent with this view. Linkage 4.2.1: The more crucial the tasks for societal survival, the more likely their attachment to high level leadership roles. This kind of role-task linkage is illustrated by a reminiscence of former president Johnson's:

President Nixon said to me, "How did you feel when you weren't President any more?" And I said: "I don't know whether you'll understand this now or not but you certainly will later. I sat there on that platform and waited for you to stand up and raise your right hand and take the oath of office and the--I think that the most pleasant words that ever--that ever came into my ears were "So help me God," that you repeated after that oath. Because at that time I no longer had the fear that I was the man that could make the mistake of involving the whole in wars, that I was no longer the man that would have to carry the terrifying responsibility of protecting the lives of this country and maybe the entire world, unleashing the horrors of some of our great power if I felt that was required; but that now I could ride back down that avenue, being concerned about what happened, being alarmed about what might happen, but just really knowing that I wasn't going to be the cause of it, that that went over to someone else." This kind of task assignment is, of course, a product of both leader willingness and follower concurrence. Combat bomber crews, for example, have been found to prefer that the aircraft commander make survival decisions rather than reach such decisions by egalitarian voting. Linkage 5.2.1: Values influence expansive or restrictive role definitions by incumbents and significant others. "Shocking as this may sound in the ears of many people who have come to accept quite a different picture of the presidency," explained former presidential assistant Arthur Larson, "President Eisenhower simply did not believe that he should be leading crusades of a moral, humanitarian, or civil rights nature. He believed that his job was to operate exclusively within the governmental powers of his office." Linkage 6.2.1: Setting enhance or diminish role power. As Saddam Hussein, vice-chairman of the ruling Revolutionary Command Council of Iraq, explained to a reporter during the international "energy crisis" of 1973, "No leader can come in the way of oil in the battle of destiny." This implies that physical resources affect the authority of political leadership roles, strengthening some and weakening others, regardless of the personalities of incumbent leaders.

3. ORGANIZATION

Another important source of variation in political leadership behavior is what might be termed "organization," used here in the broad sense of social interaction among dyads, small groups, formal organizations, institutions, ad hoc collectivities, horizontal social strata, vertical societal segments, and whole political communities. Under this variable can be considered followers, opponents, and in fact all other members of a society whose behavior influences or is significantly influenced by political leaders, either directly or indirectly.

The study of political leadership will benefit from future efforts to combine the insights of pioneering studies of organizational behavior in the social sciences with similarly innovative inquires into organizational aspects of political behavior. Among outstanding examples of the latter are the Geoses' analysis of the dyadic relation between Woodrow Wilson and Colonel House, the small group influences implied in Penne's study of the cabinet and Cronin and Greenberg's study of the presidential advisory system, the major effort by Janda to devise a universally applicable method for the description and analysis of political parties, the extension of the pioneering legislative studies of Wahlke, Eulau, and others, the richly suggestive effort by Rothar and Roy to compare the mutual perceptions of elected politicians and members of an administrative bureaucracy, the effort by Milbbrath to clarify private behavior and other pressures on elected officials, the insight into the societal support of political leaders provided by the pioneering studies of voting behavior by Campbell, Miller, and others, and the important effort to probe the interaction between political leadership and changing public opinion by Cornell. Difficult though it may be, the study of political leadership presents the challenge of understanding the influences of political leadership behavior both within and across these kinds of social interaction contexts as they vary with personality, role, tasks, and other significant variables. Here, the interstitial, pivotal, integrative importance of attempting to develop for political science a concept of political leadership is apparent.

Among current social science propositions that link leadership with organizational behavior are Lipset, Trow, and Coleman's hypothesis that organizations
created from the bottom up are characterized by more member controls over leader behavior than those organized from the top down. Hollander's "idi-asyncrasy credit" hypothesis that the more an aspiring leader initially conforms to organizational norms and expectations, the greater the accumulation of confidence credits that later may be drawn upon for support of the nonconforming initiatives that are expected at higher leadership levels as contributions to organizational success, and Milgram's extraordinarily interesting "small world hypothesis" that "only 5.5 intermediaries will, on the average, suffice to link randomly chosen individuals, no matter where each lives in the United States."

In general, leader personality and role in relation to organization may be viewed on a continuum between polar types of domination and subjection. Domination is illustrated by the position of Peter the Great versus the Russian senate. "The Senate was a body for transmitting the autocrat's will and had no independent will of its own; its powers were those of an agent and not of a principal; it had no sovereign powers, and was merely responsible for carrying out instructions; it was an administrative instrument and not a political force." The defeat of President Woodrow Wilson by seven votes in the Senate on the issue of American participation in the League of Nations in 1919 illustrates the reverse relationship.

A richly suggestive idea for the future development of political leadership studies is that for any given conception of leadership that is asserted ("type," "style," "orientation," etc.), one or more corresponding conceptions of "followership" are implied that may or may not be eun functionally congruent. For example, follower images implied by the representational roles "trustee," "delegate," and "politic" might be "beneficiary," "boss," and "partner." The reverse approach to the appreciation of organizational effects upon leadership needs also to be explored. For example, if voters are found to be "personality oriented," "party oriented," or "issue oriented," then we might expect campaigning leaders to exhibit styles correspondingly oriented. Two recent contributions to this perspective are of potentially great significance. Pogor has importantly suggested four generic types of followers: "constatative," "routine," "impulsive," and "subversive," while Barber has reminded us of the basic calculus of followership that is so influential in leadership behavior in terms of "automatic partisans" (supporters or opponents), "persuadables" (independents), and "neutrals" (the purposefully uncommitted).

Among indicators of the general concept of organization are such variables as size, sociopolitical attributes of participants, patterns of internist relationships, resources, and power-influence outputs. Thus, organizations may be large or small, homogeneous or heterogeneous, tightly or loosely structured, armed or unarmed, supportive or resistant. Admittedly, the calculation of a matrix of multorganizational influences upon leader behavior is a complex task, requiring attention to both those of a relatively stable, supportive, oppositional, destruc-
was expanded; the social base of agricultural labor was changed from the single family to the multilamily cooperative; the economic basis was changed from private property to communal property; and marked technological changes were made in the direction of mechanization of labor.\(^7\)

Organizations are also affected by influences coming from the other variables. For example, Linkage 1.3.2: Personalities tend to create distinctive patterns of organizational behavior in immediate associates that express their felt needs. President (former general) Eisenhower found it comfortable to organize his immediate White House staff in a hierarchical pattern similar to a military headquarters; all subordinate staff work had to clear through his "chief of staff," former New Hampshire governor Sherman Adams.\(^8\) By contrast, President Kennedy conceived himself at the center of a wheel-like structure of staff relationships and encouraged direct access by peripheral staff members. As Sorensen recalled, "Not one staff meeting was ever held, with or without the President."\(^9\) Personality influences on staffing seemed so salient to Matthews during his study of U.S. senators that he suggested that personality characteristics of leaders might be indirectly inferred from the composition and behavior of staff members.\(^9\) Linkage 2.3.2: Role affects the scope of organizational interactions. The greater the role power, the more diverse organizational sources of influence upon, and responsiveness to, it. As President Kennedy explained about the different organizational concerns related to the roles of senator and president, "The big difference [about making speeches as president rather than as senator] is all the different audiences that hear every word. In the senate and campaign we didn't have to worry so much about how Khrushchev and Adenauer and Nehru and Dr. Kaunda would react."\(^10\) Linkage 4.3.1: Tasks are related to organizational differentiation. In his effort to seize power in Germany, Hitler organized the Nazi party into two task-related branches: the first was designed to attack the existing government and included foreign, press, and infiltration divisions; the second aimed at preparing cadres for the future Nazi regime and had divisions devoted to agriculture, economics, race and culture, ministry of interior, legal questions, technical questions, and labor services. Propaganda was controlled by Hitler as a separate department.\(^2\) For the task of collectivizing food grains from the Russian countryside in 1918, Lenin and the Bolsheviki party organized special urban worker squads to enter the villages and bring out the grain: "They were to comb the countryside for grains, split the village between poor peasants and kulaks, organize the former into Committees of the Poor, get information from them on hoards, bootleggers, and so forth."\(^3\) Tasks may also be seen as variables influencing the differential of American executive departments, legislative committees, and electoral campaign organizations. It is not assumed, however, that such differentiations are optimal for effective task accomplishment. Linkage 5.3.1: Values affect organizational functioning. Matthews, for example, showed how the "folkways" of the U.S. Senate influence organizational performance; these include "apprenticeship, legislative accomplishment versus selfish publicity, specialization, personal courtesy, reciprocity, and institutional patriotism."\(^4\) Linkage 6.3.1: Settings affect the scope of organizational interaction. An example of an expanded scope of interaction is provided by the major United Nations-sponsored international conferences on the physical environment (Stockholm, 1972), population (Bucharest, 1974), and the law of the sea (Carcasas, 1974). In each case there was an objective characteristic of the physical environment that caused concern (pollution, high rate of population growth, limited resources), combined with technological potential for problem solving (antipollution, contraceptive, and ocean mining devices), that led to attempts to coordinate organized human behavior effectively to reduce cause for concern.

4. TASK

A task is taken to be a problem to be solved, an occasion for decision, or a discrepancy between actual and desirable states of affairs. Tasks need to be viewed both as perceived by political leaders and as objectively given. An example of objectively given tasks that emerge to leader consciousness is provided by the remarkably similar experiences of New York mayor Lindsay and British prime minister Wilson, who discovered immediately after election that the problems facing them were greater than they had expected. Explained Lindsay, "I do not believe there is anything more shocking to one who has just waged a campaign for office than to find out that things were even worse than he said they were. But that is precisely the state in which we found ourselves. . . . We had made campaign promises without a proper knowledge of what we would find, once elected."\(^5\) Similarly, Wilson found on the very day he took office in 1964 that Britain's international balance of payments deficit was twice that which he had expected (£600 million versus £400 million). He explained, "It was this inheritance that was to dominate almost every action of the Government for five years of the five years eight months we were in office."\(^6\)

The usefulness of a concept of task in leadership research has been demonstrated by the experimental studies of Fiedler, who employed a single dichotomy of tasks as being "structured" or "unstructured."\(^7\) It is also suggested by Herrman's research on crisis decisions, which he has defined as responses to tasks having three characteristics: "short decision time," "high threat to values," and "surprise."\(^8\) Tasks may also be defined in terms of the dimensions of political behavior that will be explored in Chapter 6. For example, we may find it useful to analyze tasks in terms of whether they are self-defined or other imposed, coercive or consensual, high or low in cost, distributive or monopolistic, complex or simple, routine or ad hoc, positive or negative in affect, short or long in range, change promoting or change resistant, and independent of, or relatively connected with, other tasks.
The main challenges facing the study of political leadership are to conceptualize task in theoretically useful ways, to perfect methods that are appropriate for task research, and to relate increased task-related knowledge to educational and applied activities. Some ways in which tasks relate to other variables in the conceptual framework are suggested in the following linkages. Linkage 4.1.2: Tasks affect personality. The task of electoral campaigning in American politics, for example, requires that candidate leaders shake hands with as many potential voters as possible. This can lead, among other things, to a crushed, mangled, painful hand. The discomfort of extensive handshaking was important enough to be mentioned in Sorensen’s biography of Kennedy. A more severe example is the exacerbation of Ché Guevara’s asthma by the tough revolutionary campaigning in Bolivia. Tasks can affect body chemistry as well: a candidate for the Hawaii state legislature in 1972 told me, for example, that for image purposes he gave up two of his favorite indulgences for the course of the campaign—drinking beer and smoking cigars. Linkage 4.2.2: Tasks affect the expansion or contraction of role rights and obligations. Students of the American presidency have noted that tasks related to fighting two world wars and to the growing pressures of international relations have markedly strengthened the role of the presidency. This expanded capacity, they suggest, has then been extended into domestic tasks. As explained by Rossiter, “the more deeply a nation becomes involved in the affairs of other nations, the more powerful becomes its executive branch.” As a further illustration, Lewis reported that among Alaskan Eskimo the task of hunting places the hunt leader in a “more or less long-term position as leader in other contexts”; whereas among Plains Indians, “who are evidently loath to take orders, the authority of the hunt leader is clearly limited to the summer hunt.” Linkage 4.3.2: Tasks affect the scope of organizational involvement. Campaigning American politicians appreciate this relationship well and seek to associate themselves with tasks issues having broad appeal rather than those that do not. Jerome Katchmer, environmental protection administrator for New York City, said in 1971, for example, that “he would not mind riding a garbage truck all the way to City Hall.” He further explained, “[Pollution control is] not as difficult to deal with as schools, welfare, drugs. . . . It really affects everybody, so it lends itself to solution because of its universality.” Linkage 4.5.1: Tasks evoke related values. Studies of international crisis have suggested that crisis clarifies values and makes latent values manifest. It is probable that this process was involved in 1962, when Robert F. Kennedy “passionately” resisted a recommendation that the United States launch a surprise “surgical” air attack to remove Soviet missiles from Cuba, with the declaration that there should be no American “Pearl Harbor”: “My brother is not going to be the Tojo of the 1960’s.” Linkage 4.6.1: Tasks shape setting characteristics. The tasks of industrialization and preparation for industrial warfare, for example, have been related to depletion of energy and other natural resources and to pollution of the natural environment. The tasks of fund raising in the American competitive electoral system have been related to the structure of the economic system and to the position of large political donors within it. And military needs for communication and mobility have resulted in perfecting such politically useful technologies as walkie-talkies (small, portable, two-way radios) and helicopters. Tasks of mass, secret, accurate balloting have led to the invention of voting machines and the development of computer programs to ensure fast, accurate counts. A reversal of influences upon task as a dependent variable is also to be expected. This is illustrated by Linkage 1.4.2: Personality variation even within the same leader tends to influence task definition and engagement. Three examples suggest the influence of aging upon task selection. Hitler reportedly told British ambassador Henderson in 1939 that “he was now fifty; therefore if war had to come, it was better that it should come now than when he was fifty-five or even sixty years old.” Ché Guevara wrote in his diary in 1967, “I have reached thirty-nine, and inexorably the age is approaching which forces me to think of my future as a guerrilla fighter; however, for the time being, I am sound.” A U.S. senator told Matthews, “I’ll be perfectly frank with you. Being active on as wide a range of issues as I have been is a man-killing job. In a few years I suspect that I will be active on many fewer issues. I came down here as a young man and I’m gradually petering out.” Linkage 2.4.2: Role properties influence the adequacy with which certain types of tasks can be pursued. It is often argued, for example, that the short two-, four-, or six-year tenure of most elected American political leaders has two effects upon incumbent task engagement: it directs incumbent energies toward reelection and position maintenance tasks and away from constructive problem-solving tasks; also, it leads to short-range versus long-range planning and action. Linkage 3.4.2: The more the functional differentiation of organizations corresponds with salient task characteristics, the more the task-coping success. In 1972, Joseph Napolitan, an experienced professional adviser to candidates for major elected offices in the United States, suggested that the following organization would enhance electoral success: a campaign manager, a television producer, a radio producer, a radio announcer, a graphics specialist, a media time buyer, a television coach, a polling firm, an issues group, a press-media staff, a campaign team, a scheduling secretary, an office manager, a finance manager, a constituency director of organization with a network of local chairpersons, trouble shooters, a private secretary, a receptionist and/or switchboard operator, and liaison persons with special interest groups. The usefulness of a professional campaign consultant, of course, was taken for granted. Linkage 5.4.1: Values can inhibit task identification and engagement. An example is provided by the inability of British governments under prime ministers Sir Robert Peel and Lord John Russell to define and implement appropriate measures to cope with the Irish potato famine of 1845–1849. The historian Cecil Woodham-Smith attributed much of their ineffectiveness to “the fanatical faith of mid-nineteenth century British politicians in the economic doctrine of laissez faire, no inter-
ference by government, no meddling with the operation of natural causes." A contemporary example was Chicago mayor Daley’s "bootstrap" theory of self-advancement of ethnic minorities, which he based on past upward mobility of certain ethnic groups and which has inhibited more positive action to help Chicago's black population. Linkage 6.4.1: Variations in setting factors create propensities for some tasks rather than others to be more salient. For example, lack of natural resources creates exceptional tasks of managing societal interdependence; burgeoning urban populations create extraordinarily pressing tasks of providing water, food, housing, sanitation, police, fire, and other services; polluting industrial technology makes imperative the task of modifying or abandoning such technology; and the division of formerly united nations makes salient the tasks of reintegration or mutually tolerable coexistence.

5. VALUES

As Alfred G. Meyer succinctly reminded us, "All political action demands choice, which is based on a system of values." Values are taken to be standards that influence choices among, and commitments to, "modes of conduct" and "end-states of existence." As explained by Rokeach:

To say that a person "has a value" is to say that he [or she] has an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally and socially preferable to alternative modes of conduct or end-states of existence. Once a value is internalized it becomes, consciously or unconsciously, a standard or criterion for guiding action, for developing and maintaining attitudes toward relevant objects, and situations, for justifying one's own and others' actions and attitudes, for morally judging self and others and for comparing oneself with others. Finally, a value is a standard employed to influence the values, attitudes, and actions of at least some others; for example, our children.'

Rokeach, after other contemporary social scientists, has distinguished two types of values: instrumental values (stated as "I believe that such-and-such a mode of conduct [e.g., honesty, courage] is personally and socially preferable in all situations with respect to all objects") and terminal values (expressed in the form "I believe that such-and-such an end-state of existence [e.g., salvation, a world at peace] is personally and socially worth striving for"). I should like to add a third type of value—the idea of an intrinsic value. This is defined by the statement that "I believe that such a social or physical object or condition is good, beautiful, just (or bad, ugly, unjust, etc.) regardless of whether it is a means or an end and without prejudging the permanence or ephemeral nature of either the object or this evaluation.

In a value content analysis of the writings of four political leaders—Norman Thomas, Lenin, Goldwater, and Hitler—Rokeach showed that they expressed distinctively different patterns of reference to the values of "freedom" and "equality." For Thomas (socialist), the values of "freedom" and "equality" were both highly salient. For Hitler (fascist), they were both found to be low. Lenin (communist) cited equality over freedom. Goldwater (conservative) emphasized freedom over equality. To this very suggestive beginning we need to add other values of special political relevance; for example, value orientations toward violence or nonviolence.

Challenging the thesis that the late twentieth century is witnessing the "end of ideology," Rokeach has provided evidence that even a single value may be a good predictor of other behavior. For example, he found rank ordering of belief in "salvation" to be a good predictor of church attendance. The apparent lack of explicit value commitments by elites in modern industrial societies, the decline of traditional values, should not blind social scientists in those societies to their importance, historically or in other societies. No "end of ideology" is implied by Fidel Castro's declaration "I prefer to die riddled with bullets than to live humiliated" or Ho Chi Minh's adoption of the French revolutionary slogan "I'd rather die as a free man than live as a slave."

Following the pioneering political science studies of values by Mccluskey and associates, Jacob and colleagues, Putnam, and others, a principal task of political leadership studies should be to focus sharply upon the nature of, and effect of values upon, political leadership behavior. We wish to gain penetrating insight into values that are intimately operative in leader behavior as well as those that are of a more remote, ex post facto rationalizing quality. Hoping to reduce conflict we should not ignore values that imply sharp, even deadly, confrontation; or being fascinated with conflict, we should not be blind to values that imply opportunities for consensus and peaceful cooperation. We will have to be prepared to view leaders as value creators as well as consumers, actively engaged in value controversies as well as neutral, patrons as well as persecutors, critics as well as conformers, and consistent as well as committed to the value of inconsistency. Among analytical aspects of political leadership values that will require investigation will be substance, salience, direction, intensity, scope, interconnectedness, compatibility, conflict, change and stability. Values operative at different stages of a leader's career will be of special interest: aspiration, ascendency, decline, and disengagement.

We will also wish to investigate if and how leader values influence their behavior in relation to such questions as control of the leadership position, concentration versus dispersal of leadership functions, survival of politically significant entities, tolerance of criticism and competition, centralization versus decentralization, conservation versus change, scope of follower participation, equality versus inequality, violence versus nonviolence, and autonomy versus interdependence. We need not only to foresee such value relevancies in advance but also to be open to their discovery in the course of empirical inquiry. Overall, students of political leadership should be aware that explicit concern with the concept of "values" will provide them with a potential linkage of importance with such general overviews of politics as Easton's "authoritative allocation of values" and Ilchman's "new political economy." In addition, the concept of values provides an explicit opportunity to link political leadership studies with...
law, religion, philosophy, and esthetics, as well as with more conventional political science interests in political theories, philosophies, and ideologies.

Linkages between values and other variables include Linkage 5.1.2: Values sometimes cause behavior that is inconsistent with that predicted from socioeconomic status characteristics of a personality. Sorensen wrote of Senator John F. Kennedy, "He consistently voted—on oil and gas interests, for example—against his own (and his father's) pocketbook." A more radical example is provided by the revolutionary Fidel Castro, whose father was "a latifundista, a wealthy landowner, who exploited the peasants." Still another striking example is provided by Nobutaka Ike's observation that in the purposive "modernization" of Japan after 1868, "the new [Meiji] regime, although controlled by men of samurai origin, decided to liquidate the samurai class."

Linkage 5.2.2: Deeply held values in other sectors of society may influence definitions of rights and obligations of political leadership roles. A common source of definition has been the means-ends values associated with the image of the military commander. As Bullock explained, "It was from the Army that [Hitler] took the Führerprinzip: the Leadership principle, upon which first the Nazi Party, and later the National Socialist State, were built." As defined by Reichstag the Führer must have all the rights demanded by him to achieve victory. Therefore—without being bound by existing legal regulations—in his capacity as Leader of the Nation, Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, Head of Government and supreme executive chief, as Supreme Justice and Leader of the Party—the Führer must be in a position to force with all the means at his disposal, every German, if necessary, whether he be common soldier or officer, low or high official, or judge, leading or subordinate official of the Party, worker or employer, to fulfil his duties. In case of violation of these duties the Führer is entitled, regardless of rights, to mete out punishment and remove the offender from his post, rank, and position without introducing prescribed procedures.

Other potential sources historically have been those of religious chief, senior farmer, industrial manager, or even, as in the classical Chinese ideal, scholar. Linkage 5.3.2: Values influence the membership, structure, and tolerated influence of organizations. Values influence both inclusion and exclusion. Concern for civil rights led Congressman John F. Kennedy to become the first member of Congress from New England to add a black person to his staff. Later, as president, he had a rule, violated at least once, that he would appoint no defeated politician to his cabinet. On structural questions, Lenin, for example, insisted on a "tightly knit party of professional revolutionaries who gave not only their loyalty and sympathy, as the Mensheviks would have preferred, but all their time too to political work and who, therefore, were to function as soldiers and officers in an army under a single command." Analogously, according to Fischer, "Lenin always rejected guerrilla fighting. He preferred tightly organized firmly disciplined military formations under central control."

And in deciding not to give Soviet artists an independent potential political influence outside party control, Lenin reflected the value position he had expressed in 1905: "Down with literary supermen!"

Linkage 5.4.2: Terminal values may be employed to justify the application of contrary instrumental values in interim task engagement. In State and Revolution, Lenin justified violent means by nonviolent ends.

We set ourselves the aim of destroying the state, that is every organized and systematic violence, every use of violence against man in general... But striving for socialism, we are convinced that it will develop into communism; that, side by side with this, there will vanish all need for force, for the subjection of one man to another, and of one part of the population to another since people will grow accustomed to observing the elementary conditions without force and without subjection.

On the other hand, some ends-values may be completely compatible with means employed in task execution, as in Hitler's dedication to anti-Semitism and German nationalism. Linkage 5.6.1: Values influence the scope of perceived setting relevancies. An example is found in the constant polemic between nationalism and internationalism in the history of twentieth-century political thought. For some thinkers, national interests and thus national conditions are paramount. For others, concern for such values as world peace, economic welfare, justice, and ecourvial lead to global imagination and associated empirical analysis.

Values can also be seen as affected by other variables as in Linkage 1.5.2: Personalities vary in the intensity of their value commitments and thus in the operative force of such values. Trotsky, known as a "merciless disciplinarian," once had a regimental commander and a political commissar executed for moving troops without instructions. Other Bolshevik leaders considered this action too severe but were overruled by Lenin, who expressed complete support for Trotsky. In writing of the Cuban Revolution, Matthews recalled that "the most precious of all revolutionary qualities, loyalty, has its inescapable counterpart in treachery." The fate of all political movements in crisis depends in large part upon the personal commitments of adherents. Linkage 2.5.2: Aspirant roles, as compared with incumbent roles, tend to evoke variation in the quality and/or relative intensity of associated values. Fischer, for example, compared Lenin as a revolutionary and as later head of state: "As a writer, propagandist, and thinker before the revolution, Lenin was never inductive. He was deductive. He accepted truth as handed down by Marx and selected data and arguments to bolster that truth... As a statesman, Lenin observed, weighed, and reasoned and arrived at decisions on the basis of reality." Fischer further explained that this was because "a revolution denies experience, denies existing conditions."

Linkage 3.5.2: Organizational structures can restrict or expand variations in values. In a discussion with Clara Zetkin of political influences upon the arts,
Lenin once explained that the Soviet state would remove Russian artists from the pernicious influences of the tsarist court and the private market to the protective support of state commissions under party supervision. Lenin further explained that the criteria for support should be that art "must be loved and understood" by workers and peasants. Thus, in order not to allow artistic "chaos," Lenin insisted upon the "partyness" of art and objected to the creation of a cultural commission independent of direct party control.137

**Linkage 4.5.2: The more crucial the task for the maintenance of position power, the more probable the deviation from positive values and deception to conceal such deviation.** In the period prior to the Nazi assault upon Poland in 1939, Hitler told his generals, "I shall give a propagandist reason for starting the war, no matter whether it is plausible or not. The victor will not be asked afterwards whether he told the truth or not. When starting and waging war it is not right that matters, but victory."138 In July 1918, on the eve of a violent left Social Revolutionary party revolt against Bolshevik rule, Lenin told the Fifth All-Russian Congress of Worker, Peasant, and Red Army Deputies: "For Russia the time is gone, irrevocably gone, I am sure, when people debate socialist programs according to the books."139 An experienced veteran of Chicago elections told Mike Royko, "A good precinct captain will always find a way to steal votes."140

**Linkage 6.5.1: Objective-setting conditions create propensities for certain values to become salient in leader behavior.** For Lenin's Russia these conditions in 1917 were administrative breakdown, war, hunger, and tenacy that led to the slogans "All Power to the Soviets," and "Peace, Bread, and Land." For Hitler's Germany, these conditions included defeat in war resulting in loss of territories, unemployment, and racial prejudice that led to value emphasis upon re-armament, lebensraum (living space), industrial production, and anti-Semitism. In China, a century of foreign humiliation, peasant suffering, and bureaucratic decline plus warlord upsurge provided the conditions for Sun Yat Sen's affirmation of the values of "nationalism," "socialism," and "democracy," which were subsequently expressed in revolutionary action by Mao Tse-tung's Communist party under such value slogans as "anti-[Soviet] revisionism," the "people's communes," and the "people's democratic dictatorship."

These considerations lead to a fuller discussion of setting as the last of the primary variables in the conceptual framework.

6. SETTING

Political leadership takes place in, is conditioned by, affects, and is affected by its environment. Thus, a major challenge facing political leadership studies is to determine which partial aspects of an environment or which total configurations of environmental characteristics are causally related to political leadership behavior.

Scholarly interest in setting characteristics as related to leadership behavior has a parallel in the investigations of political leaders themselves. Fischer re-
Another conceptualization of setting that portrays human social interactions, or "interfaces," with interdependent aspects of the physical environment has been suggested by Nunn, as shown in Figure 3.

The introduction of setting variables into political leadership studies is thus of exceptional importance. We will want to know how political leadership behavior tends to promote change in setting characteristics and how changes in these variables in turn affect factors related to political leadership.

A major hypothesis to be investigated by students of political leadership is the Marxist insight that variations in the ownership and modes of production of goods and services produce both characteristic patterns of predominant political leadership behavior and patterns of conventional or revolutionary challenges to that leadership—both within and across societies. The corpus of Marxist social science writings, plus the extensions of Lenin, Mao, and others need to be systematically reviewed to identify more specific hypotheses about leadership behavior that can be tested in "procapitalist," "capitalist," "socialist," and other economic settings. We will also wish to explore systematically the reverse hypothesis that purposive political leadership initiatives make critical contributions to the creation, operation, and change of systems of economic ownership and production.

As the following brief exploration of setting linkages suggests, however, there are aspects of the environment, sometimes surprising ones, besides economic variables of ownership, production, and distribution, that seem to offer promising lines of investigation. Among these aspects can be included such things as physical "beauty," territorial size, boundedness, natural resource presence-absence, population size-composition-distribution-mobility, economic inequality, urbanization, literacy, communications and transportation technologies, permeable-impermeable caste-class stratification systems, nuclear versus extended kinship systems, ethnic and religious homogeneity-heterogeneity, societal integration-disintegration, structure of relative autonomy versus dependence, conflict characteristics, and relative degrees of societal change.

One conceptual relationship of interest is **Linkage 6.1.2.** Physical environments can affect the emotional tone of leader personalities. Recalling his guerrilla days in the Boconó mountain zone, the Venezuelan revolutionary Teodoro Petkoff noted that "although this is not politically very important [1], it had very majestic mountain scenery, that uplifted one’s spirit [emphasis added], especially when I compare it with the desolate mountains of Falcón State where we organized the guerrillas in 1962-63." The idea that political leaders are linked to physical terrain is rooted deep in human experience. Lucy Mair wrote, for example: "Whereas Nilotic kings take their origins from rivers, the most conspicuous natural features of their flat country, the legends of a mountainous Ruanda and hilly Buganda depict the first kings as falling from heaven on a hill top."

Erasmus, in The Education of a Christian Prince, advised, "The prince should love the land over which he rules just as a farmer loves the fields of his ancestors or as a good man feels affection toward his household." Weather, too, may exacerbate revolutionary emotions. After a comparative study of several revolutions, Emilio Casal concluded that "the wildest excesses take place on days on which the weather is particularly unbearable."

**Linkage 6.2.2.** Under conditions of relative freedom of political expression, variation in socioeconomic and cultural setting characteristics is likely to be expressed in correlated political leadership roles. In a study of the backgrounds of Japanese Diet members, for example, Nishikawa discovered that legislators from different parties differed in their pre-Diet careers. Stated in terms of the most frequent previous career characteristic, conservatives came from "proprietor-manager backgrounds"; socialists had been "labor union officials"; and communists emerged from the ranks of "party officials."

**Linkage 6.3.2.** Communications and transportation technologies influence the scope, structure, and quality of organizational interaction. Some examples
include pioneering political uses of the telephone by William McKinley, who used it to undercut local bosses;\textsuperscript{156} the train by Theodore Roosevelt, who was the first to make a nationwide railroad campaign tour, speaking directly to 3 million persons—and afterward requiring treatment by a throat specialist;\textsuperscript{157} the electric loudspeaker by Warren G. Harding, who first used it to address inaugural crowds;\textsuperscript{158} campaign film by Senator Robert M. La Follette and by Adolf Hitler;\textsuperscript{159} the automobile by Huey Long, who successfully broke a Louisiana political taboo—"Never campaign in a car among country people; they will resent it as a pretense of superiority and vote against you";\textsuperscript{160} the airplane by Hitler in his Goebbels-inspired "Hitler over Germany" electoral campaign of 1933;\textsuperscript{161} the radio by Hitler and by Franklin D. Roosevelt to create simultaneous emotional rapport with and among millions of listeners;\textsuperscript{162} television by John F. Kennedy in campaign debate, news conferences, and special programs designed to strengthen popular support;\textsuperscript{163} and the jet plane and helicopter by Kennedy and by his successor, Lyndon B. Johnson, which extended both range and mobility and created new needs for "advance men" in personal political campaigning.\textsuperscript{164} Overall, these technologies have provided opportunities for more widespread and temporally immediate leader-follower interactions, reaching toward a global scale. We need to try to understand what political leadership must have been like when none of the above technologies was available as compared with the present era, in which all are available. We need also to ask what future leader-technology interactions are desirable and possible.

\textbf{Linkage 6.4.2: Setting characteristics influence task definition.} The Russian famine of 1921–1922, for example, presented Lenin in his role of national leader with the task of obtaining food for his people. Previously he had said of famine, "You capitalists cannot eliminate it, but we can."\textsuperscript{165} However, with 35 million people hungry, authenticated cases of cannibalism,\textsuperscript{166} and orphans begging and turning to crime, Lenin defined the task as requiring the importation of food and the acceptance of aid from capitalist sources, demonstrating value flexibility quite unlike the rigidity that had impeded British efforts to cope with the Irish famine of 1839–1840. After seizing power in primarily agricultural Cuba, Fidel Castro defined the mastery of agricultural problems, the establishment of government control, and the increasing of production, especially of sugar, as "the central task of the Revolution."\textsuperscript{167}

\textbf{Linkage 6.5.2: Setting characteristics contribute to the definition of talent social values.} A striking illustration of this linkage is provided by the symbolism of the national seal and flag of the dry, agricultural, cattle-herding, and newly industrializing black-majority African nation of Botswana (1972 population: 620,000). The seal contains representations of water, agriculture, cattle, and industry, as well as wildlife. The five-striped flag has a wide horizontal black stripe in the middle, symbolizing the black majority, paralleled above and below by narrower white stripes that signify the nation’s racial minority; broad blue stripes at top and bottom stand for sky and water. This drought-plagued nation’s motto is "Pula"—"Let There Be Rain."\textsuperscript{168}

Setting characteristics can lead to the emergence and reinforcement of countervlues as well as those that are congruent with existing conditions. As explained by Herbert L. Matthews:

When Fidel Castro and his even younger associates came into power they looked around and then back at their history. They saw the social imbalances—the few wealthy and the many poor, the unending, shameless corruption, the tragic force that their Cuban variety of democracy and their so-called democratic elections represented; the capitalism that enriched a small minority and left the majority in misery; the domination of their economy and their very system of life by the United States, a foreign power; and they said, "If this is democracy and capitalism, we don’t want them."\textsuperscript{169}

Again, the other components of the framework can be seen as influencing setting characteristics. Linkage 1.6.2: Personalities affect setting characteristics. Indonesian president Sukarno, for example, had little interest in population limitation through family planning; his successor, President Suharto (1967–), however, gave it a high priority, with the result that purposive efforts to slow the rapid rate of Indonesia’s population growth began to be made.\textsuperscript{170} Analogously, Korean president Syngman Rhee (1948–1960), who had been an anti-Japanese revolutionary exile, refused to regularize diplomatic, trade, and investment relations with Japan; his successor, Chung Hee Park (1961–), who had served as a pre-1945 Japanese imperial army officer, agreed in the mid-1960s to the "normalization" of diplomatic relations with Japan, which was accompanied by marked changes in the Republic of Korea’s domestic and international economic relationships. Changes in a single incumbent personality, of course, can be correlated with setting change: Mao Tse-tung, for example, changed from a negative to a positive position on population limitation, which reversed Chinese public policy on this subject.\textsuperscript{171}

\textbf{Linkage 2.6.2: The more the role power to influence economic development decisions, the greater the effects upon the setting.} Candidates in Hawai’i’s 1974 gubernatorial election, for example, debated whether it was better to invest the governor (and legislature) of the state with more authority over statewide land use and other developmental planning or whether it was better to seek decentralized strengthening of the positions of the four mayors (and councils) who lead the state’s component counties.\textsuperscript{172} This debate called attention to the scope of role power and its structural location in relation to vulnerability to private economic pressures.

\textbf{Linkage 3.6.2: The greater the organizational size, heterogeneity of composition, functional differentiation of subunits, disciplined structure, and resources, the greater the influence upon the setting.} In most contemporary nations, national governments, as the largest formal organization, have the
greatest influence upon the physical features, economic system, social structure, and cultural qualities of a society. The influence of political leaders upon the setting is amplified or diminished by these large national bureaucracies. In addition, recently it is being argued that large multinational corporations are both markedly affecting the environment and limiting the ability of national political leaders to control their behavior.

**Linkage 4.6.2: Tasks vary in their setting relevancies.** The leadership tasks of gaining power and revolutionary transformation of society seem to be the most demanding of total setting knowledge, influence, and responsiveness. In regard to the task of winning a peaceful electoral competition, the importance of gaining detailed knowledge of the constituency is repeatedly emphasized by experienced leaders. In solving the problems of revolutionary guerrilla war, the importance of the setting in all its aspects becomes strikingly evident. As reported by Regis Debray, Fidel Castro gave “meticulous and almost obsessive attention . . . to the smallest concrete detail of preparation for the most minor action [including] the placing of fighters in an ambush operation; the number of bullets issued to each one; the path to be taken; the preparation and testing of mines; the inspection of provisions; etc.”

**Linkage 5.6.2: Values are connected with the reinforcement or transformation of setting characteristics.** The most striking mid-twentieth-century examples are to be found in the divided nations of China, Germany, Korea, and Vietnam, in which divergent physical, economic, social, and cultural conditions have resulted from the purposive pursuit of different ideas about desired ends and acceptable means. In these nations, competitive versions of “capitalist” and “socialist” societies have been constructed.

**Leadership as a Complex Set of Interacting Variables**

As illustrated by the foregoing linkage statements, political leadership needs to be thought of as the product of a complex set of mutually interdependent factors. But, complex as the above may appear, it is undoubtedly too crude to describe and explain political leadership in a fully satisfactory way. Thus, continuing conceptual efforts are essential both to clarify components of the present framework and to create necessary alternatives to it. Eventually, every single component must be rigorously operationalized, measured, and empirically tested. However crude and undramatic the present conceptual effort may be, it is not clear that it will be less helpful to the future development of political science than our present images of the knowing “king,” wily “prince,” inspiring “charismatic” figure, deal-making “politician,” and dominant “elite.” At least it provides an explicit multivariate statement under which the components of these earlier images may be subsumed. At most it will help to stimulate the creation of better concepts and linkages leading ultimately to hypotheses, propositions, and laws.
CHAPTER 6
A MULTIVARIATE, MULTIDIMENSIONAL LINKAGE APPROACH: DIMENSIONS

A writer almost always presents one aspect of a case, whereas every case can be seen from no less than seven points of view, all of which are probably correct in themselves, but not correct at the same time and in the same circumstances.1

MOHANDAS K. GANDHI
1927

THE GROWING EFFORT to concentrate disciplinary attention upon the study of political leadership poses a major challenge to seek ways to relate leadership behavior to general conceptions of the nature of a political system. What are the most significant political attributes to which the study of political leadership should be related? This would be an easy question to answer if there were a single, commonly accepted paradigm for what we mean by a political system, operationally identifiable, and having a verified set of empirical relationships. At present, there is no such paradigm, at least not one fully articulated at the theoretical level, empirically verified, and commonly accepted by political scientists. As explored briefly in Chapter 2, what we do have are a number of major intellectual efforts to explicate such a paradigm. They constitute important advances toward creating a set of concepts and specifying relationships among them that would permit us satisfyingly to describe, explain, predict, evaluate, and affect political behavior. These are the principal political science concerns with power, decision making, cybernetics, value allocation, structural-functionalism, political economy, and other approaches, including Marxism-Leninism.2

Faced with a problem of political analysis, the political scientist customarily draws eclectically, explicitly or implicitly, from several of these.

Students of political leadership thus simultaneously must grapple with two tasks of enormous difficulty: to clarify a useful approach to the idea of
"leadership" and to clarify and relate this approach to a satisfying concept of the "political." Both tasks call for reduction of high levels of ambiguity.

The present chapter seeks to engage disciplinary imagination in the latter task. Its shortcomings will be readily apparent. It will not satisfy all or even most political scientists. As is true for the discipline itself, its aspirations outrun its accomplishments. But even with this special sense of shortcoming it is offered as a stimulus to scientific advancement.

Basic Tasks

The questions to which this chapter seeks to draw attention and to evoke collegial problem-solving contributions are many. What is the minimum set of "dimensions" of political behavior to which the study of political leadership should be related? What criteria should underlie the definition and selection of these dimensions? How are these dimensions to be measured? What relationships exist among them? What theoretical construct unites the analytically created dimensions in the way that natural political behavior free of scientific analysis constitutes an undifferentiated whole? Finally, how are these dimensions to be related to the multivariate determinants and patterns of leadership behavior explored in Chapter 5? Even though these questions are incompletely answered here, they constitute an ongoing challenge to political leadership studies. In trying to answer them, students of political leadership will constantly draw from core scientific understandings about the nature of politics and may gradually contribute to the emergence of an integrated approach to political understanding.

Paradigmatic Indicators of Multidimensionality

We begin and end with the idea that political leadership behavior is multidimensional. This is suggested by the emergence of alternative paradigms for political analysis that stress certain aspects of political behavior more than others. It is suggested also by the pragmatic eclecticism of political scientists faced with practical problems of inquiry. Since no approach seems completely satisfying, elements are drawn from other approaches until a greater sense of adequacy is achieved. For example, contemporary definitions customarily link the idea of "power," "authoritative decision," and "value allocation," while tacitly assuming the effects of cybernetic social learning, structural and functional variation, and deliberate political entrepreneurship under conditions of class or other social conflict.

This suggests that there is nothing inherently "wrong" with the presently existing, partly competing, and partly overlapping paradigms in political science. Political behavior is characterized by coercive and persuasive force (power), public policy and voting choice (decision making), information-based innovation and social learning (cybernetics), conflicts over the distribution of material and symbolic values (value allocation, political economy, and Marxism-Leninism), and organizational variation related to performance of political system needs (structural-functionalism). They are all reasonable portrayals of partial analytical aspects of political behavior as a whole. They suggest that an adequate treatment of political leadership should take account of the things to which they call attention. In short, they suggest that politics is multidimensional.

Political leadership studies may draw upon each paradigm for dimensional insight, may independently pose puzzles for paradigmatic solution, and may contribute through its multidimensional perspective to political science progress.

Idea of a Dimension: Power, Affect, Instrumentality

By dimension is meant an analytical aspect of a variable that is shared across variables; in effect, a dimension is a cross-variable variable. In terms of the present multivariate linkage approach, a dimension is an analytical aspect of behavior that cuts across all six variables or that characterizes the patterns of leadership behavior that are hypothesized to be the result of the interactions among those variables.

As examples of dimensions, consider the three aspects of behavior to which behavioral and social scientists have repeatedly called attention in slightly different terms but with a strong sense of convergent validation. For purposes of illustration we may call them the "power," "affective," and "instrumental" dimensions of social behavior. They are suggested by characterizations of personality in terms of needs for power, affiliation, and achievement; portrayals of small group leadership needs for solving problems of authority, emotion, and task accomplishment; characterizations of social structures as predominantly coercive, emotionally expressive, or functionally utilitarian; and analyses of language in terms of imperative, emotive, and cognitive modes of discourse. From these examples we can see that the dimensions of power, affect, and instrumentality cut across the variables/social objects of persons, small groups, larger social structures, and components of cultural systems.

Addressing ourselves to the present multivariate approach, we can inquire into the power, affective, and instrumental aspects of personality, role, organization, task, values, and setting—and of conservative, reformist, and revolutionary patterns of political leadership behavior. The cross-variable correlates of each dimension are heuristically suggested in Figure 4 (p. 136). At the center of the diagram is a point designated "political leadership," which indicates the undifferentiated wholeness to which all analytical distinctions apply.

Interpreting these dimensions in relation to the component variables, we can ask how the power, affective, and instrumental characteristics of personalities interact with those of roles, organizations, tasks, values, and settings. We can ask...
what the overall power, affective, and instrumental loadings on these variables are as well as question the relative power, affective, and instrumental characteristics of the resulting patterns of conservative, reformist, or revolutionary leadership behavior.

By imagining that each of the seven rings (leadership style plus six predictor variables) can rotate, for each dimension three ideal-type dimensional configurations can be hypothesized: complete congruence, as portrayed in Figure 4, where there is perfect alignment or compatibility across variables on the given dimension; partial congruence, where alignment occurs across two or more variables; and complete incongruence, where no variables on a given dimension are interconnected.

With respect to relationships among the three dimensions, some kind of balance theory (or imbalance theory) of a predictive and potentially prescriptive nature might be employed. For example, predictively it might be hypothesized that the more the congruent alignment within each dimension and the more the loadings are in the direction of high degrees of authority, positive affect, and technical competence—the more the expected pattern of conservative leadership. Alternatively, with declining levels of power, affect, and instrumentality, associated with growing incongruence in alignments, the emergence of reformist leadership would be expected. At low levels of power, affect, and technical

**FIGURE 4. Three Illustrative Dimensions: Power, Affect, and Instrumentality**

---

**Sources of Dimensional Derivation**

From this preliminary exploration of the nature of a dimension and of expected problems of analysis, we can proceed to explore further the possibility of transforming existing political science paradigms into a theoretically provocative, multidimensional context in which to advance the study of political leadership. A powerful reason for giving close attention to the relationships between general political science paradigms and concepts of political leadership is that each may be implicit in the other. Eden and Leviatan, for example, have argued that implicit theories of leadership underly student responses that produced a four-factor profile of leadership: support, work facilitation, interaction facilitation, and goal emphasis. This alerts us to expect to find (1) implicit leadership theories in general formulations of the nature of politics and (2) implicit general paradigms associated with emergent theories of leadership. Thus, a continuing analytical task is to make the implicit explicit.

As a point of departure, consider the paradigmatic dimensional configuration suggested in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5. Paradigms as Sources of Dimensional Derivation

At the very least we should ask what variations given patterns of political leadership have upon the several paradigmatic dimensions. For example, how do conservative, reformist, or revolutionary leadership behaviors affect power relationships, public policy making, the processing of societal information, the distribution of social values, the performance of political system functions, and the levels and outcomes of social conflict? Furthermore, we should ask what contributions each of the predictor variables makes to variations in the dimensional correlates of leadership behavior. Additionally, we should proceed to ask what configurations of various interdimensional relationships are expectable and what implications these have for both the determinants and the patterns of political leadership behavior within a total social system context.

Proceeding from the idea of viewing major approaches to political analysis as dimensions of political leadership behavior, we now can suggest a promising set of more finely differentiated dimensions for further inquiry. Mainly of paradigmatic origin, and partly expressive of contemporary political science concerns that have not become paradigms, these dimensions represent a priori judgments of significance. No case can be made that these dimensions logically or empirically identify all the important aspects of any political system or that they are conceptually distinct and uniquely monodimensional. It can be argued only that they call attention to major concerns of political science to which the study of leadership should be explicitly related. They appear to be reasonable points of departure toward future conceptual clarifications and empirical discoveries. Subsequent experience will add, modify, and subtract dimensions as well as clarify whether the idea of dimensional analysis itself contributes to scientific progress.

Dimensions of Political Leadership Behavior

At least eighteen dimensions are posited as aspects of any political system to which the analysis of political leadership behavior can be related: (1) violent coercion, (2) nonviolent influence, (3) control, (4) responsiveness, (5) conflict, (6) compromise, (7) consensus, (8) positive affect, (9) negative affect, (10) distribution, (11) association, (12) space, (13) time, (4) communication, (15) technicality, (16) activeness, (17) creativity, and (18) morality. These dimensions may be related to major approaches to contemporary political analysis, as suggested in Table 3 (p. 140).

At first the exploration of eighteen dimensions of political leadership behavior may seem to be a radical departure from repeated social science findings of the usefulness of two leadership dimensions ("showing consideration" and "initiating structure") or three (power, affect, and instrumentality). But this may be more apparent than real. It can be hypothesized that the eighteen dimensions cluster in the following ways: 1 through 6 (power), 7 through 9 (affect), and 10 through 17 (instrumentality), with dimension 18 standing alone but overarching all three of the foregoing as a surrogate for human capacity for moral judgment.

Whether or not political leadership eventually turns out to be duodimensional or tridimensional, there is ample justification for an initial multidimensional approach. We hope to create understanding of political leadership on its own terms. It may be more complex than the leadership that has customarily been studied among college students, business managers, teachers, and even military officers, all of whose concerns political leadership can encompass. As Guilford advised with respect to factor analysis, "the larger the domain [of inquiry], the larger the number of factors to be expected, if coverage is comprehensive in the tests used." Furthermore, Guilford noted that "it is very important to have at least three times as many tests as factors," that it is essential to develop advance hypotheses about factors to be found in investigation, and that eventually "we should aim at one-factor tests."5

Dimensional Definitions: Applied to Gandhi and Hitler

In order to clarify what is meant by each dimension, brief definitions will be given, together with an indication of a hypothetical range of variation. For each
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Paradigmatic Referent</th>
<th>Almond’s Functions</th>
<th>Laswell’s Values*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Violent coercion</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Power Well-being (safety)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Nonviolent influence</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Control</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Responsiveness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Conflict</td>
<td>Marxism-Leninism</td>
<td>Rule adjudication</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Compromise</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Rule adjudication</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Consensus</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Positive affect</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Symbolic production</td>
<td>Affection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Negative affect</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Symbolic production</td>
<td>Respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Distribution</td>
<td>Value allocation/Political economy</td>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>Wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Association</td>
<td>Structural functionalism</td>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Space</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Time</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Communication</td>
<td>Cybernetics</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Tectonics</td>
<td>Structural functionalism</td>
<td>Rule adjudication</td>
<td>Enlightenment Skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Activism</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>Rule making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Creativity</td>
<td>Cybernetics</td>
<td>Political philosophy</td>
<td>Rectitude Well-being (health)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Morality</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This distinction suggests a way to differentiate between and to link effects of political leadership behavior with variations in dimensions of societal behavior that are more or less directly attributable to it. For example, all societies have violence: some of it derives directly from political leadership behavior; some of it is attributable indirectly to political leadership behavior; and the remainder is relatively independent of political leader influences. From this perspective the contribution to be made by political leadership studies to understanding social behavior is clear. Even if the social sciences employed common concepts, theories, and methods, the variations in leader-follower interactions in politics would still be of special interest. The idea of behavioral multidimensionality, like the idea of “system,” provides a link through which both disciplinary specialization and integration in the social sciences may be facilitated.

In the following sections, each of the eighteen dimensions is illustrated by references to the leadership behavior of Gandhi and to that of Hitler. This comparison was made after the derivation of the eighteen dimensions in order to test whether empirical referents of the dimensional ideas could be found in the natural discourse or other behaviors of historical leaders. Hitler and Gandhi were selected because of their drastically different orientations toward violence, the acceptance or rejection of which not only is central to political life but also fundamentally affects the character of political science itself. The employment of brief citations from Gandhi and Hitler leaves much to be desired. The statements are not critically evaluated within the entire thought system of the leader involved. They do not systematically show causal influence upon events or the degree of congruence between rhetoric and other forms of reality. But they do suggest the promise of future efforts to carry out multidimensional as well as multivariate analysis of leader behavior.

1. Violent Coercion. By violent coercion is meant actual or potential application of physical force leading to death. Violence can mean threats to physical well-being, incarceration, control over all conditions of physical existence, torture and mutilation, and all forms of killing individuals or groups, regardless of whether these behaviors are considered “legitimate” or “illegitimate.” Special attention is directed to political leader relations with police, armies, guerrillas, and paramilitary forces as well as the espousal of values and settings that enhance or inhibit violence. Hitler’s leadership promoted violence; Gandhi sought to minimize and eventually to eliminate it. For Hitler, who liked to be called “Wolf” by his intimates,7 violence was the basis of politics: “War is the most natural, the most ordinary thing. War is a constant; war is everywhere. There is no beginning, there is no conclusion of peace. War is life. All struggle is war. War is the primal condition.”8 For Gandhi, violence was a sign of political failure. When violence was employed to keep order in several Indian provinces in 1940, he wrote, “To the extent that the Congress ministries have been obliged to make use of the police and the military to that extent, in my opinion, we must admit our failure.”9
2. Nonviolent Influence. Nonviolent influence means actual or potential ability to maintain or change desired behavior without violence. This includes all forms of behavior by which A influences the direction and magnitude of B’s behavior that do not imply ultimate physical destruction of B. Nonviolent influence ranges from persuasion by words or other symbols, through bargaining of goods and services, to mass withdrawal or positive expressions of human support such as in general strikes, elections, and demonstrations insofar as these do not imply intent to kill.

Gandhi sought to make nonviolence the fundamental principle of politics. For Hitler, it was merely a tactical expedient. “My experience of satyagraha [‘insistence on truth,’ ‘love-force,’ nonviolent direct action],” wrote Gandhi, “leads me to believe that it is such a potent force that, once set in motion, it spreads till at last it becomes a dominant force in the community in which it is brought into play, and if it spreads, no Government can neglect it.”10 Hitler, on the other hand, viewed peaceful political action as meaningless unless backed by physical force: “Any so-called passive resistance has an inner meaning only if it is backed up by determination to continue it if necessary in open struggle or in undercover guerrilla warfare.”11

3. Control. By control is meant A’s ability to expand or contract the range of B’s responses. Control ranges from totalitarian direction of all aspects of social life, through a mixed state of direction in some areas, with high degrees of freedom in others, to a condition of autonomy of social components. Measures of control include the extent to which individuals, families, groups, and organizations must seek external validation in order to pursue preferred alternatives.

Hitler’s leadership tended toward the imposition of total control, based upon a military model, upon a whole society. Fest explained, “National Socialism combined the practice of total control with the doctrine thereof.”12 As Hitler forecast in Mein Kampf, “The principle which made the Prussian army of its time into the most wonderful instrument of the German people must some day, in a transferred sense, become the principle of our whole state conception: authority of every leader downward and responsibility upward.”13 For Gandhi, leadership should tend toward the replacement of state control based upon violence by self-control based upon nonviolence. “In such a state,” he explained, “everyone is his own ruler. He rules himself in such a way that he is never a hindrance to his neighbor. In the ideal State, therefore, there is no political power because there is no State.”14

4. Responsiveness. Responsiveness indicates the propensity of A to respond supportively to the expressed wishes of B. Responsiveness ranges from refusal to communicate, through efforts to achieve an accurate understanding of needs, to active cooperation in seeking need satisfaction.

For Gandhi leadership should seek to make authority responsive to individuals. For Hitler, the task was to make individuals obedient. Gandhi, too, sought disciplined followers—but a followerhip based upon voluntary, reasoned compliance with a right to withdraw at any time. “I detest autocracy,” he wrote.

5. Conflict. By conflict is meant the degree of opposition evoked in B by the intended or actual behavior of A compounded or discounted by the degree of counteropposition in A evoked by B’s actual or intended response. Viewed as mutual opposition, conflict can range from covert resentment, through sporadic eruptions of discontent, to large-scale confrontations of a nonviolent or violent nature such as demonstrations, revolutions, and wars.

For Hitler, conflict was prevalent, violent, and beneficial. According to him, we live in a “world of eternal struggle, throughout which one being feeds on another and the death of the weaker means the life of the stronger.”15 “What mankind has become, it has become through struggle.”16 For Gandhi, “Serious differences among non-violent people will be few and far between and will be adjusted by mutual discussion, persuasion, sometimes by arbitration and rarely, when these methods do not suffice, by self-imposed suffering.”17

6. Compromise. Compromise is defined as agreement to accept less than optimal settlement of issues in conflict. It ranges from complete refusal to temper any demand, through minimal concessions, to mutual acceptance of conditions markedly inferior to those ideally desired by the parties involved.

Gandhi welcomed compromise; Hitler disdained it. “The satyagrahi,” explained Gandhi, “whilst he is ever ready for fight, must be equally eager for peace.”18 While seeking opportunities for “voluntary surrender of non-essentials” that would eliminate violence, Gandhi pledged, “My compromises will never be at the cost of the cause or the country.”19 In contrast, Hitler told the military high command at Obersalzberg on the eve of the September 1, 1939, German attack upon Poland, “My only fear is at the last moment some Schweinhund [fifty swine] will present me with a mediation plan.”20 “All hope for compromise is foolish; victory or defeat,” he told his generals on November 23.21 But an October 3 diary entry by General Ritter von Leeb suggested that the German people would have been receptive to compromise efforts: “Poor mood of the population, no enthusiasm at all, no flags flying from the houses. Everyone waiting for peace. The people sense the needlessness of war.”22

7. Consensus. Consensus refers to degree of shared agreement. It has a cognitive component measured by shared information about the objective state of affairs, an evaluative component measured by agreement on related values, and a co-active component measured by readiness to cooperate in ways consistent with these shared understandings and normative beliefs. Consensus ranges from complete disagreement on conditions, values, and actions, through partial convergence, to complete agreement.
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For Gandhi, the consensual basis of the ideal polity would lie in the widespread acceptance of the principle of nonviolence. The government of a nonviolent state would rule “through its moral authority based upon the greatest goodwill of its people.” In Hitler’s racist theory, however, the consensual basis of the German “folkish State” lay in “the preservation and advancement of a community of physically and psychically homogeneous creatures.” This viewpoint of consensus provided the rationale for the barbaric extermination of Jews as “impure” racial elements.

8. Positive Affect. By positive affect is meant feelings of approval and supportive attachment to a social object. These range from mild approval through moderate liking to intense love. Political examples include the affective components of loyalty to persons, parties, institutions, polities, and intersocietal movements. Gandhi stressed love. Hitler appealed to racial and national pride. Wrote Gandhi, prophetically for both his own and Hitler’s death by violence, “Though there is repulsion enough in Nature she lives by attraction. Mutual love enables Nature to persist. Man does not live by destruction. Self-love compels love for others. We are all bound by the tie of love. . . . Where there is love there is life; hatred leads to destruction.” Appealing to German pride, Hitler urged, “It must be a greater honor to be a street cleaner and citizen of this Reich than a king in a foreign state.”

9. Negative Affect. Negative affect means feelings of disapproval and aversion related to a social object. These range from mild disapproval through moderate dislike to intense hatred. Political examples include dissatisfaction with prevailing socioeconomic conditions and revolutionary or wartime hatred. While Hitler welcomed and incited hatred, Gandhi sought to replace it with love. In the early stages of creating the Nazi movement, Hitler urged that its members “should not shun the hatred of the enemies of our nationality and our philosophy and its manifestations; they must long for them.” By contrast, Gandhi explained, “My idea of nationalism is that my country may die so that the human race may live. There is no room for race hatred here.”

10. Distribution. By distribution is meant the degree of concentration—dispersion and equality—inequality of socially valued objects. These objects include natural resources, material goods, generalized media of exchange, and non-zero-sum elements like information. The distribution of noxious elements as well as positively valued ones is also a matter of concern. Distribution ranges from narrow concentration to wide distribution among shareholders and from inequality to equality in the amount of their holdings.

With respect to the economy, Gandhi remarked, “My ideal is equal distribution, but so far as I can see it cannot be realized. I therefore work for equitable distribution.” Gandhi favored equality but worked for relative equity. Hitler espoused a certain degree of equity, but his whole belief system was based upon the assumption of human inequality and acceptance of an inequitable distribu-
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tion of status, goods, and services as justly emerging out of competitive struggle. He wrote in Mein Kampf:

Anyone who believes today that a folkish National Socialist State must distinguish itself from other states only in a purely mechanical sense, by a superior construction of economic life—that is by a better balance between rich and poor, or giving broad sections of the population more right to influence the economic process, or by fairer wages by elimination of excessive wage differentials—has not gone beyond the most superficial aspects of the matter and has not the faintest idea of what we call a philosophy.32

11. Association. By association, or structure, is meant patterns of interaction among members of a society. Interest is directed from the smallest social unit to global society. Association ranges from isolation through semiengagement to high levels of interactive integration. Overall patterns of association include subcomponents that are centralized or decentralized, hierarchical or horizontal. Political examples include the political structure of society as expressed in constitutions that partly define institutions and specify rules of participation in, and relationships among, them. Gandhi’s conception of associational structure was concentric; that of Hitler, hierarchical. The nonviolent society envisioned by Gandhi would be based upon “groups settled in villages in which voluntary co-operation is the condition of dignified and peaceful existence.” He further explained:

In this structure composed of villages . . . life would not be a pyramid with the apex sustained by the bottom. But it will be an oceanic circle whose centre will be the individual always ready to perish for the village, the latter ready to perish for the circle of villages, till at last the whole becomes one life composed of individuals. . . . The outermost circumference will not wield power to crush the inner circle but will give strength to all within and derive its own strength from it.33

This associational structure would expand to global proportions. “For a nonviolent person, the whole world is one family.”

Hitler’s hierarchical conception envisaged superior individuals over less able individuals, Aryans over Jews, and the German folkish state over other nations. This hierarchy need not have many levels and actually tended toward the establishment of the minimum number of links centered upon the person of Hitler himself. As forecast in Mein Kampf, “The best organization is not that which inserts the greatest, but that which inserts the smallest intermediary apparatus between a leader of a movement and its adherents.” This notion, as Fest observed, became “one of the fateful weaknesses of the regime” and in the tragic war with the Soviet Union “finally led to a condition approaching total anarchy.”34
12. Space. The spatial dimension calls attention to the relative physical location of social objects, defined in terms of proximity-distance, and to the arenas in which these relationships occur, defined in terms of spatiocentrism-compactness. Politically this dimension directs attention to such things as territoriality, population density, and social distance.

Hitler's conception of space was expansive; that of Gandhi implied contraction. In a 1930 speech, forecasting his world war for Lebensraum, Hitler declared, "Every being strives for expansion, and every nation strives for world domination." 37 Wrote Gandhi, "I wholeheartedly detest this mad desire to destroy space and time, to increase animal appetites and to go to the ends of the earth in search of their satisfaction." 38 In a contractual vein, he explained, "Swadeshi (belonging to, or made in, one's country) is that spirit in us which restricts us to the use and service of our immediate surroundings to the more remote." 39

13. Time. Time itself is a multidimensional concept, including orientations toward substance (past, present, and future), rates (slow, fast), and supply (scarce, abundant). As a political dimension, time is taken to be mainly a substantive orientation ranging from preoccupation with the past, through concentration upon the present, to far-sighted anticipation of future conditions.

Gandhi, absorbed in what he regarded as experiments to create truth, was preoccupied with neither past nor future. Advancing a one-step-at-a-time doctrine, he explained, "The very nature of the science of satyagraha precludes the student from seeing more than the step immediately in front of him." 40 Hitler, however, seemed to exhibit what Fest has termed "temporal anxiety," 41 caught between the past ignominy of Germany's 1918 defeat and the glorious future envisioned in Mein Kampf: "We all sense that in the distant future humanity must be faced by problems which only a highest race, become master people and supported by means and possibilities of an entire globe, will be equipped to overcome." 42 For Hitler's Germany the past and future seemed to compel drastic present action. For Gandhi the present was past and future.

14. Communication. Communication refers to the modes by which information is transmitted and received within a society. Communication may be direct or indirect, frequent or infrequent, cheap or costly. In range, communication can vary from isolation to overflood in both transmission and reception.

Both Hitler and Gandhi emphasized communication, with stress upon transmission, but they differed in the modes they employed. Hitler used emotional rhetoric in theatrical staged mass meetings with the intent of widespread diffusion through the mass media, radio, press, and film. "The important thing is not what the genius who has created an idea has in mind, but what, in what form, and with what success the prophets of this idea transmit it to the broad masses." 44 Gandhi, who also exhibited magnetic qualities of attraction in mass gatherings, stressed direct personal moral example, diffusing throughout a society by word of mouth. "Non-violent action does mean much silent work and little speech or writing," he explained. 45 His emphasis upon person-to-person communication can be explained partly by the position of the revolutionary, who does not have access to dominant mass media. "Let every one become his own walking newspaper," Gandhi advised, "and carry the good news from mouth to mouth.... The idea here is of my telling my neighbour what I have authentically heard. This no government can overtake, or suppress." 45

15. Technicity. Technicity refers to the instrumental or problem-solving characteristic of a society. It ranges from simple to complex, defined in terms of the number of elements involved in problem solution and the diversity of the rules regulating relationships among these elements. Technicity also varies in terms of ambiguity from problem areas of known solutions to those whose solutions are indeterminate. By their decisions, laws, and decrees political leaders help to make societies technically more or less complex and more or less competent in solving the unending chain of problems that are deliberately created or that arise outside the realm of intention. By decisions to try to limit rates of population growth, political leaders have sought to reduce overall technical complexity. By decisions to create ever more destructive weapons and ever more sophisticated delivery systems, they have increased it.

Gandhi's leadership tended toward reduction of the technical complexity of society; Hitler tended to increase it. Gandhi envisioned that "the bewildering multiplicity of functions which the modern state performs will become unnecessary in the non-violent state due to the simplicity of life, decentralization, and the absence of class conflict and militarism." 46 For economic production, Gandhi hoped to limit mechanical complexity to "any machinery which does not deprive the masses of men of the opportunity of labour, which helps the individual and adds to his efficiency, and which a man can handle at will without being its slave." 47 "Hitler's dictatorship," as Albert Speer noted in his final speech at Nuremberg, "was the first dictatorship of an industrial state in this age of modern technology, a dictatorship which employed to perfection the instruments of technology to dominate its own people." 48 Although Hitler favored greater industrialization and technological complexity, he did not always pursue this goal. For example, he planned to deindustrialize occupied areas of western Russia in order to weaken communism; 49 he retarded the development of the Messerschmitt Me-262 jet fighter plane; 50 and he failed to order winter equipment for German troops in Russia in 1941-51."There will be no winter campaign," he predicted.

16. Activeness. Activeness is meant the frequency and vitality (energy level) of participation of members of a society in various societal activities, including political, economic, social, and cultural endeavors. Activeness ranges from passivity, through moderate commitments of time and energy, to highly frequent and energetic efforts. Postcolonial efforts by political leaders to mobilize whole nations for industrial development are illustrative of high activism.

Both Hitler and Gandhi had energizing effects upon their societies, but the objects of activeness differed. Hitler's contribution to German activeness emphasized aggressive linear escalation of both human and industrial effort. "Victory
lies eternally and exclusively in attack," he wrote. 52 "It is false to believe that a purely passive will, desiring only to preserve itself, can for any length of time resist a will that is no less powerful, but proceeds actively." 53 For Gandhi, the problem of passiveness was to redirect the energies of the Indian people from positive cooperation with imperialism to nonviolent revolution, and from subordination to machine industry to human craftsmanship, symbolized by the spinning wheel, which would be the foundation of active efforts to improve village economic and cultural life. "A non-violent revolution," he explained, "is not a programme of seizure of power. It is a programme of transformation of relationships ending in a peaceful transfer of power." 54

17. Creativity. By creativity is meant capacity for societal innovation. This means the degree to which innovative combinations of old and new elements, apprehended either as models for emulative behavior or as discoveries in trial and error learning, are made for the purpose of expressing values and solving societal problems. Fundamental concern with social creativity is implied by contemporary political science interest in decision making, public policy analysis, and cybernetics. Creativity ranges from low to high depending upon the degree of combinatorial invention. At the low end of the scale is repetition of past behavioral patterns; at intermediate levels is emulation of externally derived models; at the high end lies invention. Indicators would include political, economic, social, and cultural innovations such as new public policies, scientific discoveries, and architectural, literary, and artistic creations.

Both Hitler and Gandhi were creative persons, the creativity of the one leading to the destruction of his society, that of the other to the destruction of himself. They present a contrast in violent versus nonviolent creativeness. For Hitler, creativity in individuals and by extension in society was inborn and best evoked by crisis. He wrote, "The hammer-stroke of Fate which throws one man to the ground suddenly strikes steel in another, and when the shell of everyday life is broken, the previously hidden kernel lies open before the eyes of the astonished world... True genius is always inborn and never cultivated, let alone learned." 55

It was Gandhi's claim that the creativity of nonviolence must be of a higher order than that required by violence. "If intellect plays a large part in the field of violence," he asserted, "I hold that it plays a larger part in the field of non-violence." 56 In his vision, the highly creative culture of nonviolence would eventually spread throughout a society and the world through moral contagion.

18. Morality. There is, of course, an underlying "eighteenth dimension" of political behavior, to which political philosophers call attention, that can be made explicit here. Let us call it the moral dimension of political behavior to which leadership relates. The idea of a normative dimension differs from the concept of "values" as predictors of leadership behavior because it calls for an independent assessment of the influence of leader behavior upon the moral qualities and tone of a society. Through the inclusion of a normative dimension of analysis, political leadership studies can explicitly seek to join moral concern and empirical science in a single analytical framework.

Although morality is itself multidimensional and will be subject to definitional variation greater than that to be expected in other analytical dimensions, let us define it here broadly as meaning justice, goodness, and humaneness. This may be represented on scales ranging from just to unjust, good to evil, humane to inhumane.

Viewed from this perspective, and taking their entire political lives into consideration, Gandhi's leadership promoted the just, good, and humane, whereas that of Hitler contributed to the opposite. The one urged humankind toward love, truth, nonviolence, tolerance, and socioeconomic justice; the other promoted hate, deception, violence, intolerance, and ethnocentric oppression.

Moral Dimension

The moral dimension underlies not only the behavior of political leaders but also that of political scientists who study leadership behavior. It affects the selection and treatment of analytical variables in ways both obvious and subtle. The scientific approach to controlling their deleterious effects upon the creation and use of knowledge lies in making values explicit. For political science seeks not only to describe, explain, and predict but also to contribute to the emergence of ever more just societies.

Therefore, with respect to the dimensions of analysis that have been presented here, my own value biases, insofar as I am aware of them, are the following: (1) that political violence, even though empirically prevalent, is immoral and should evoke political science efforts to eliminate it at least as serious as those devoted to eliminating human diseases such as cancer; (2) that nonviolent alternatives require political science developmental efforts at least as substantial as those now devoted by military establishments to war; (3) that control is not unilaterally desirable and that it should not exceed levels needed to achieve nonviolent productive and distributive justice; (4) that greater degrees of responsiveness of existing political institutions to minority and disadvantaged interests need universally to be sought; (5) that useful nonviolent conflict should be promoted with love to achieve more just conditions; (6) that compromise is preferable to conflict that will heighten violence, increase distributive injustice, and repress freedom; (7) that greater degrees of social consensus are desirable, especially on responsibility for common welfare and freedom from oppression; (8) and (9) that more love and less hate are desirable; (10) that there should be more equitable distribution of social and economic values; (11) that ever higher levels of societal integration are not unilaterally superior but that provisions should be made for voluntary withdrawal, compartmentalization, and diversification; (12) that the glove should be regarded as the common human habitat and
that neither close nor distant space should be exploited to the disadvantage of the other; (13) that past, present, and future time orientations should be mutually liberating rather than enslaving; (14) that immediacy and externeness of communication should be combined through physical presence and technology; (15) that the right to know should be at least as precious as the right to possess; (16) that technical complexity is neither to be worshipped nor feared but to be dealt with in a way that will improve human well-being; (17) that active and passive behavior should be combined for just results; and (18) that creative human potential, expressed, nurtured, and protected by purposive political action is the best hope we have for realization of humane aspirations.

Multidimensionality in a Letter from Lenin

A further illustration of the empirical relevance and analytical utility of the multidimensional approach that has been suggested is provided by a passage in a letter from Lenin to party leaders on the eve of the Bolshevik Revolution.

In order to treat insurrection in a Marxist way, i.e., as an art, we must, without losing a single moment, organize a general staff of the insurrec
tory detachments; we must distribute our forces; we must move the loyal regiments to the most strategic points; we must occupy the Fortress of St. Peter and St. Paul; we must arrest the general staff and the government; against the military Cadets and the Savage Division we must move such detachments as will rather die than allow the enemy to approach the centre of the city; we must mobilize the armed workers and call upon them to engage in a last desperate flight; we must occupy the telegraph and telephone stations at once, quarter our general staff of the insurrection at the central telephone station, and connect it by telephone with all the factories, regiments, points of armed fighting, etc.

Imagine this passage placed at the center of Figure 6 (p. 153) to exemplify natural political leadership behavior. Then let us proceed in one or both of two ways to examine whether the passage contains indicators of multidimensionality: either beginning with sentence content and recalling relevant dimensions or taking each dimension and scanning for passage referents. In effect, through such a procedure, the multidimensional framework acts as a kind of sensitized screen through which the raw political leadership material is filtered, with the result that some elements stick and stay, while others fall through unattracted. We will be interested in observing which dimensions attract and hold and which dimensions find no referents. And we will ask whether it is reasonable in that context that the dimensions cluster in the way they do.

On encountering this passage I was surprised to discover rather clear referents for thirteen of the eighteen dimensions. Linked to keywords in the natural sequence of the text, they are as follows: “insurrection” (technicity), “art” (creativity), “without losing a single moment” (time), “organize a general staff” (association), “distribute our forces” (distribution), “we must move” (active
ness), “loyal regiments” (positive affect, responsiveness), “to the most strategic spots” (space), “we must arrest” (control), “such detachments as will rather die” (violence), “last desperate flight” (conflict), and “connect it by telephone” (communication).

One of the missing five dimensions, negative affect, is implied by the revolutionary situation, but it is not detectable by this kind of literal content analysis. Three other dimensions, most reasonably, do not attract referents in this passage since they are the antithesis of hitherto conventional revolutionary political action: nonviolence, compromise, and consensus. The eighteenth dimension, morality, stands apart, demanding independent moral judgment. Views will differ. Facile judgment, even from a nonviolent position, will not be attempted here.

Dimensional Variation and Interdimensional Linkages

In addition to critical evaluation and refinement of the effort at dimensional identification presented here, major future tasks of political leadership studies will be to create linkages between leadership patterns and dimensional variation; to inquire into the multivariate sources of pattern-related dimensional variation; and to explore interdimensional relationships. One approach will be through matrixes that relate each predictor variable with every dimension and relate each dimension with every other dimension.

There are hints in the natural language of political leaders that an explora
tion of interdimensional linkages is likely to be fruitful. For example, consider the following linkages suggested by Gandhi. Interdimensional Linkage 1.10.1: Violence relates to inequitable distribution. “Violence implies exploitation and every State exploits the poor.”58 Interdimensional Linkage 2.10.1: Nonviolence relates to equitable distribution. “I shall bring about economic equality through non-violence, by converting the people to my point of view. . . . I will not wait until I have converted the whole society to my view but will straightforward way make a beginning with myself. . . . For that I have to reduce myself to the poorest of the poor.”59 Interdimensional Linkage 8.10.1: Positive affect relates to equit
able distribution. “Love and exclusive possession can never go together. Theoretically, when there is perfect love, there is perfect non-possession.”60

Or consider Interdimensional Linkage 1.11.1: Violence promotes centraliz
ed associational structure. “Centralization cannot be sustained and defended without adequate force.”61 Interdimensional Linkage 2.10.1: Nonviolence promotes more widespread associational participation. “The weakest can partake in it [nonviolence] without becoming weaker. They can only be the stronger for having been in it.”62 Interdimensional Linkage 10.3.1: Decentralized associational structure leads to less external control. “The experience of India clearly shows that the less decentralized a resisting or constructive non-violent organiz-
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tion, the easier it is for the Government to paralyze it."63 Interdimensional Linkage 2.3.1: Nonviolence relates to less control. "The more non-violent a State is, the greater will be the scope for individual freedom."64

Examples of how emotions and force affect technical problem solving and creativity include Interdimensional Linkage 9.15.1: Negative affect impedes technical rationality. "I have found that more appeal to reason does not answer where prejudices are age-long."65 "Ultimately one is guided not by the intellect but by the heart... Argument follows conviction. Man finds reason in support of whatever he does or wants to do."66 Interdimensional Linkage 1.17.1: Violence impedes creativity. "Military force interferes with the free growth of the mind. It smothers the soul of man."67 Interdimensional Linkage 2.17.1: Nonviolence relates to creativity. "If intellect plays a large part in the field of violence, I hold it plays a larger part in the field of non-violence."68

These are, of course, only illustrative linkages but they do suggest the possibility of systematic interdimensional analysis combining the insights of experienced political leaders, empirical multivariate correlations, and theoretical imagination.

A Multivariate, Multidimensional Linkage Approach: Summary

The overall approach that has been presented in Chapters 5 and 6 is summarized in Figure 6. The image intended is that of six linked predictor variables that produce various patterns of political leadership behavior that affect and are affected by eighteen dimensions of political behavior. These dimensions in turn are linked. Each dimension is further hypothesized to have a potentially identifiable empirical referent in each of the six predictor variables. Although analytically fragmented, the variables and dimensions are connected into an integrated whole in two ways: first, through the idea of linkages; second, through the naturally given wholeness of political leadership behavior as it exists in social reality. Two complementary theory-building tasks are thereby posed: to clarify further the asserted linkages among variables, dimensions, and patterns of political behavior, leading to the advancement and testing of hypotheses, and to confront this emerging analytical and theoretical framework with naturally given political leadership behavior in its holistic form. Cumulative, mutually reinforcing efforts to resolve the tension between these two tasks should lead over a long period of time to the development of a body of theory that is both rigorous in its own terms and comprehensively relevant for the real behavior of leaders in politics.

The analytical model in Figure 6 may now be transposed to the center of Figure 1 (p. 8) as one approach to answering the challenge of political leadership studies. It is not impossible that systematic pursuit of this perspective within the discipline might eventually extend Dahl's definition of political power to mean capacity to make changes in leadership variables that bring variation in
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Awareness of ignorance is itself the result of some sort of understanding.¹
NIKO TINBERGEN
1953

RISING INTEREST in the study of political leadership, and a concomitant search for appropriate concepts and linkages to guide inquiry, presents a new challenge to political science research imagination. As we raise new questions and rediscover old ones, we are challenged both to adapt useful methods of inquiry from the rapidly developing sociobehavioral sciences and to create new methods that are peculiarly appropriate for political leadership research.

A Pioneer: Woods on Monarchical Influence

A remarkable early research effort that merits rediscovery and advancement was the attempt in 1913 by Frederick Adams Woods to link the personal characteristics of monarchical political leaders with the overall “material conditions” of their countries during their reigns.² Woods proposed that the personal characteristics of monarchs—termed “strong (+),” “mediocre (±),” or “weak (−)” —influence the political and economic conditions of their countries, rated as “progress (+),” “stagnation (±),” or “decline (−).”

Woods explained that he first formulated the thesis of monarchical influence during study of the emergence and decline of Portugal as a great world power before and after 1521. “The rise and fall of Portugal follow very closely the personnel of the monarchs,” he noted, “no more so than most nations, but more noticeably so than some, because here nearly all the early monarchs were strong while all the later were mediocre or weak.”³ The Portuguese origins of Woods’s thesis are illustrated in Tables 4 and 5. The results of Woods’s broader
investigation of 354 monarchs in fourteen countries from A.D. 987 to 1811 are summarized in Table 6.

This early effort by Woods intrigues us because of the central importance of the problem to which he addressed himself, the effort he made to combine qualitative and quantitative analysis, the careful thought he gave to arguing the validity of his measures, the ability of his method to produce deviant cases contrary to his hypothesis, and his sense of the limitations of his approach. Woods recognized, for example, that his approach was limited to the period of high monarchical influence and needed to be extended into the comparative study of antimonarchical modern democracies. He also limited inquiry to “material” political and economic conditions as opposed to “spiritual and intellectual” aspects of social life. Both these questions will merit attention in future efforts to improve upon Woods’s pioneering work.

If the Woods’s research initiative had been systematically extended by political scientists in the decades after 1913 into a fully developed method for measuring the influence of political leaders upon total societies, or subsocietal units, it is likely that far greater understanding of the role of political leadership in societal functioning would have been achieved. Sixty-one years after Woods’s suggestive work, for example, Kotter and Lawrence reported that they were unable to rate the performance of twenty American mayors because of lack of value consensus, lack of understanding of causal processes linking the mayor and urban conditions, and lack of empirical indicators that defined what those conditions were before, during, and after a mayor’s incumbency. Unless part of political science research is clearly focused upon an effort to understand the causal influences of persons in positions of salient political authority, we will not know much more about this matter in the year 2013 or 2077 than we knew in 1913 or in 1977.

Against the background of Woods’s pioneering research effort and the conceptual framework presented in Chapters 5 and 6, we can begin to outline an overall research strategy for the systematic development of political leadership studies. The formulation of such a strategy at the present stage of political science research requires us to suggest measures for the as yet unmeasurable, to borrow methods broadly from other disciplines, and to try to foresee important subjects of inquiry related to the components of the conceptual framework that has been advanced. In short, we need to mobilize social science imagination and methodological resources to seek answers to the questions of how political leaders affect societal functioning and how variations in societal variables affect political leadership behavior.

These questions pose an immense disciplinary challenge. For example, they imply that we need to develop macroscopic research methods appropriate for the investigation of any one of the general paradigms for political inquiry that have been suggested, from “power” to “the new political economy.” They imply further that since such paradigms can be fully operationalized for total system inquiry they need to be operationally related to empirical indicators of images of total societal functioning that are being explored by macrosocietal theorists such as Talcott Parsons and Marion J. Levy, Jr. That is, “the political” needs to be made operationally researchable in relation to any given conception of “the social” or “the economic” or “the cultural” and of all these in interaction. These

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4. Portuguese Rise (1097-1521)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MONARCH’S CHARACTERISTICS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediocre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5. Portuguese Decline (1521-1788)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MONARCH’S CHARACTERISTICS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediocre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tasks call for large-scale, multimethod, cooperative research designs within and across the social sciences. This will require innovations in graduate training and in transdisciplinary research administration.

At a less abstract level, we need to progress beyond present descriptions of the functioning of concrete polities, the institutional components of polities, and specific political processes, with special emphasis upon description and explanation of political leadership behavior in relation to them.

Furthermore, we will need to explore methods of research appropriate for identifying alternative conceptions of what is meant by "political leadership" and for inquiry into the multivariate, multidimensional mode of analysis that has been suggested here or other approaches that will be created.

Conceptual Research

As suggested in Chapter 4, a recurrent need will be to explore alternative sources of imagery in order to advance scientific political leadership inquiry. These include the natural language concepts of incumbent, retired, defeated, or aspiring leaders; the natural language concepts of followers; the contrasting or convergent ideas of leadership in the animal sciences and humanities; leadership concepts in the sociobehavioral sciences; emergent concepts in the subfields of political science; and, indeed, concepts from any source of creative insight in the academic disciplines, applied professions, or other areas of community life. Comparative conceptual research across disciplines, roles, sexes, classes, and cultures will be essential. Such conceptual inquiry eventually should include psycholinguistic analysis of terms related to the idea of "leadership" in as many of the world’s languages as possible, as well as efforts to create a world language for the scientific study of political leadership expressed in mathematical or other globally intelligible symbolic form. In addition to engaging in historical or contemporary conceptual scanning, this kind of research should address itself to futures imagery—asking what future forms of political leadership are conceivable, possible, probable, and desirable; how these relate to past or present imaginings and experiences; and what implications they have for progression from present practices toward more desirable alternatives.5

A promising method for describing and analyzing concepts of political leadership is the technique of "cognitive mapping" being developed by Shapiro and Bonham, Axelrod,10 and others, adapting insights from graph theory11 and cognitive psychology12 and often having an interest in bargaining or persuasion.13 Through interviews and documentary analysis, this technique seeks to identify significant variables as perceived by a social actor in relation to a given subject, to describe perceived causal relations among such variables, and to develop rules for predicting stability and change among elements of such a map. This technique can be adapted readily to the study of the concepts of leadership held by social scientists or others and to the study of relationships among the components of such concepts.

Describing Patterns of Political Leadership Behavior

A recurrent associated need will be the development of methods for describing patterns of leadership behavior conceived as dependent or intervening variables in relation to predictor or outcome variables. That is, we want to describe political leadership behavior independently of those factors taken to be its causes or consequences.

A promising contemporary approach that may stimulate the creation of such methods in the early development of political leadership studies is the "operational code" approach suggested by Leites,14 reaffirmed and extended by George,15 and followed up by a number of researchers such as Johnson.16 As presently employed, the operational code approach, through interviews and content analysis, seeks answers to two broad sets of questions: philosophical issues (what is the essential nature of political life, one’s opponents, prospects for the future, and control potentialities) and instrumental issues (how best can one select goals, pursue them effectively, calculate and control risks, act with proper timing, and conduct cost-benefit analysis of alternative means).

Herbert Yee has suggested a method for quantifying the operational code approach, as shown in Figure 7 (p. 160). Patterns of response to the issues can be taken as independent, dependent, or intervening variables with respect to other aspects of political leadership behavior. While much remains to be done to establish the validity, reliability, qualitative significance, and theoretical usefulness of the proposed scales, Yee’s effort should assist in moving the operational code approach to political leadership studies another step forward.

Another approach to describing patterns of leadership behavior that may stimulate the creation of measures more specifically designed for political leadership inquiry is the Ohio State Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire.17 This instrument, developed by Hemphill,18 Stogdill, and others, first emphasized the dimensions of “showing consideration” and “initiating structure.” Later efforts have been made to give it additional dimensions such as “representation of member interests, tolerance of uncertainty, persuasion, retention of the leadership role, tolerance of member freedom of action, production emphasis, predictive accuracy, and reconciliation of conflicting demands.”19 Items constituting these ten subscales are measured in terms of five responses—“always, often, occasionally, seldom, or never”—each of which is given a score from 5 to 1 (or 1 to 5 for negatively stated items).

Research on Anticipatory Variables

In Chapter 5 six variables were suggested as sources of variation in observed patterns of political leadership behavior. These were personality, role, organization, task, values, and setting. In the remainder of this chapter methods will be explored by which these variables might be operationalized in empirical research. Furthermore, some promising subjects for research associated with each variable will be suggested.
FIGURE 7. Yee's Operationalization of the Leites-George Operational Code Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the essential nature of politics? (George, 1969: 201-203)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral principles precede power politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it is inflexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the international system essentially one of harmony or conflict? (George, 1969: 201-203)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony is attainable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inevitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it is inflexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What is the fundamental character of your political opponents? (George, 1969: 201-203)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it is inflexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Do you think the fundamental character of your opponents (e.g., hostility) can be changed? (Holsti, 1970: 129-131; McClellan, 1971: 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, it is flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it is inflexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Are your allies cooperative? (McClellan, 1971: 60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncooperative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Are you optimistic or pessimistic regarding the prospects for the eventual realization of your fundamental political values and aspirations? (George, 1969: 203)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessimistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Are historical developments (e.g., from capitalism to communism, vice versa) predictable? (George, 1969: 204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpredictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. What is a political leader's role in &quot;moving&quot; and shaping history in the desired direction? Can one have some &quot;control&quot; over historical developments? (George, 1969: 204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. What is the role of &quot;chance&quot; in historical developments? Can a political leader make decisions by hunch or intuition? (George, 1969: 204-205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions by hunch or intuition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One &quot;correct&quot; policy in every situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it is inflexible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. INSTRUMENTAL BELIEFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. What is the best strategy for selecting goals for political action? (George, 1969: 205-211)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfying strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. How are the goals of action pursued most effectively? (George, 1969: 211-212; McClellan, 1971: 69-70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation or appeasement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunboat diplomacy or containment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Do you consider &quot;national interests&quot; first or &quot;world interests&quot; first in pursuing foreign policy? (McClellan, 1971: 71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. How often do you accept risks in political action? (George, 1969: 212-215)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never take risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently take risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. What is the best &quot;timing&quot; of action to advance one's interests? (George, 1969: 215-216)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait and see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. What is the utility and role of different means for advancing one's interests? (George, 1969: 216)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means must be consistent with one's ideals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ends justify means</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

time, as well as the motivations, potentials, and limitations of persons who seek intermittent role engagement. For a given group in a specific culture or subculture, we will wish to understand the effects of its characteristics distribution of life-cycle stages. Among life-cycle perspectives that deserve exploration are those of Lipz,22 Erikson,23 and Buhler.24

The third need is to challenge personality theorists with problems or puzzles arising out of the direct observation of political leader behavior.25 As an experienced electoral campaign worker observed, “Have you noticed how some candidates just about a week before the election seem to do something stupid, as if to bring about their own defeat or at least to give them an excuse for it?” Thus, students of political leadership need to view themselves as creators of personality insights and measures as well as scientific colleagues who seek to apply the concepts, methods, and findings of personality specialists.

The most important thing now to be said about research on personality variables in political leadership behavior is that the initial results of the borrowing of concepts and methods from personality psychology are so promising that something like a quantum jump in understanding is taking place. A solid demonstration of the enormous potential inherent in the application of theories and methods of personality research in political leadership studies recently has been presented by Margaret G. Hermann and others in A Psychological Examination of Political Leaders;26 representing a breakthrough in a long line of development to which Harold D. Lasswell27 and many other political scientists and psychologists have contributed.28

Among the truly exciting demonstrations of methods and findings in the Hermann volume are that content analyses of first inaugural addresses of American presidents can produce personality profiles of the incumbents in terms of the Atkinson and McClelland variables of need-Power, need-Achievement, and need-Affiliation that are consistent with independent interpretations by historians who study presidential character;29 that observational content analysis of a videotaped debate between two political leaders can produce nonverbal indicators of anxiety levels in attack and defense that can be correlated with substantive matters at issue;30 that a Q-sort of 100 standardized personality items drawn from the psychiatric assessment literature, conducted by experts on a given political leader, can produce a profile that seems useful in describing and predicting other aspects of leader behavior;31 that Rokeach’s dogmatism scale reveals significant modal differences in open-mindedness and closed-mindedness between politicians and citizen control groups in two different political cultures—the United States and Italy;32 that two dichotomized variables, “self-esteem” and “complexity of the self,” permit additional understanding of electoral success, performance of freshmen legislators, and responses to experimental stimuli in a laboratory;33 and that birth order and theorizing about associated political leadership styles offer insight into patterns of American presidential and British prime ministerial success over two centuries.34 In terms of techniques the volume illustrates what can be learned from direct observation, indirect observation by expert informants, case study, content analysis of documents, films, and sound recordings, survey research, interviews with open-ended questions or numerical scales and other measures, stimuli calling for nonverbal responses, and simulation and experimentation.

Having identified “personality,” “personal characteristics,” or “persona,” as a significant variable, and having noted some applicable theories and operational measures, we can further identify some subjects for personality research that now seem to promise increased understanding of political leadership behavior. These include inquiry into the political leadership correlates of sex, aging, creativity, family identifications, emotive modeling, and affective mapping (e.g., love, loyalty, respect, disdain, fear, and hatred). Also, inquiry into the effects of sensory deprivation and physical abuse (e.g., exile, imprisonment, and torture), modes of self-presentation, humor, courage,35 sensitivity to criticism, and reference sources for self-evaluation. Additionally, we need to know more about the interactions of different kinds of personalities in varying political leadership roles, qualities likely to be functional for future roles (or roles likely to be functional for future personalities), and personality needs for different degrees of organizational control. Furthermore, we need to understand better the personality correlates of attachment to nonviolent versus violent values, to deprived group interests versus those of the advantaged, of voluntary versus forced relinquishment of power, and of emotional attachments to objectively given physical settings (e.g., “sea persons” versus “mountain persons”),36 from the immediate environment through global identifications to the universe.37

In identifying subjects for personality research it will be helpful to ask questions about how personality relates to emerging paradigms of a political system; to specific policies, institutions, and processes; to conservative, reformist, or revolutionary patterns of leadership behavior; to role, organization, task, value, and setting characteristics; and to analytical dimensions of political and societal behavior.

Role Research

In much of contemporary leadership research, role38 is not a variable but a constant.39 The usual procedure is to select a single role—such as executive, legislator, party leader, or revolutionary—and then to examine variations in performance of personalities incumbent in such a role type. Since role, sometimes called “position,” has not usually been treated as a variable, not much effort has been devoted to creating and validating measures of any-political-leadership-role that can be operationalized for comparative purposes across different types of concrete leadership position. By contrast, the general personality variables of need-Power, need-Achievement, and need-Affiliation, are capable of operational application across roles. What we now require is a concept of political leadership “role” that can be applied across different types and configurations of personal characteristics. Therefore, a prime need in the early
development of political leadership studies from the present perspective will be to create and validate an operational measure of role that is independent of, even though possibly causally influenced by, the other variables. That such operational role measures can be created and applied is illustrated by Ross and Millisap’s development of a position power index to compare mayoral roles in mayor-council cities. Their proposed index is composed of weights given to five socially defined dimensions of incumbent rights and obligations, as shown in Figure 8.

Reviewing the five dimensions employed in the Ross-Millisap index we find that they call attention to temporal limits on role tenure (I), task-related engagement and decision potential (II and III), organizational control (IV), and control over resource distribution (V). Among additional matters of interest not treated are control over coercive agents (e.g., police), relative material compensation, and the degree to which the mayor’s behavior is subject to control or veto by external authorities (whether local, state, or national; executive, legislative, or judicial).

FIGURE 8. Ross-Millisap Power Index for a Mayoral Role in an American Mayor-Council City

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Mayor’s Term of Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4: 4-year term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 3-year term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 2-year term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 1-year term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Mayor’s Voting Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3: May vote on all issues with vote being equal to that of a councilman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: May vote only in case of tie on substantive matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: May vote only on procedural matters in case of tie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Mayor’s Veto Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6: May veto measures with three-fourths majority needed to overrule veto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: May veto all measures with two-thirds majority needed to overrule veto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: May veto selected items but can be overruled by a simple majority vote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Mayor’s Appointive Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6: May appoint and remove department heads without approval of council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: May appoint and remove department heads with approval of council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: May appoint department heads but only with approval of council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V. Mayor’s Budgetary Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6: Has full control over budget preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Shares preparation with one or more individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Prepares budget as a member of a committee of councilmen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Ross-Millisap index suggests that it may eventually be possible to develop general purpose leadership role measures that usefully describe theoretically relevant properties related to any one of the eighteen analytical dimensions suggested in Chapter 6, from violence to morality. Thomas W. Milburn suggested to me, for example, that it might be possible to develop for versatile role analysis a set of descriptive statements that can be “sorted” by incumbents or other experts to describe the objective characteristics of political leadership positions. This “role sort” would be the role equivalent of the “Q-sort” created by Jack Block for study of personality, with which it could usefully be combined in research. A theoretically productive role measurement strategy might be to follow through on Mitchell’s suggestive effort to conceptualize political leadership roles (“administrative, executive, partisan, judicial”) in terms of Parsonsian pattern variables (“specific-diffuse, affective-affectional, neutral, universalistic-particularistic, collectivity–self-orientation, and achievement-accretion”) by creating appropriate Q-sort or other measures for them.

Some role studies that seem especially promising for the advancement of political leadership inquiry at the present time include comparative historical and future-oriented studies within and across societies of the development of political leadership roles in preindustrial, industrial, and postindustrial settings; description and mapping of formal political leadership roles and role-set relations in any concrete institutional setting or in any abstract model of a political system; studies that examine the compatibilities-incompatibilities of role properties and other elements of the suggested conceptual framework (personalities, organizations, tasks, values, and settings) as judged by alternative evaluative criteria; and studies that experimentally vary role prescriptions in the design of alternative political futures. For example, what would be the effects of the introduction of a leadership role specifically devoted to the advocacy of nonviolence (peace) within existing political institutions?

Paralleling concentration upon the role aspects of persons in salient leadership positions, attention needs also to be given to describing, explaining, predicting, evaluating, and designing the roles of “followers,” or, more broadly, other citizens or political participants. Such roles, just as those of leaders, need not be designed to be merely supportive or compatible with equilibrium-maintaining political institutions. If violence as a means of task accomplishment is rejected, for example, then leader-follower roles of nonviolent revolutionary, nonviolent counterrevolutionary, and nonviolent neutral followers and leaders can be designed. Among follower roles of interest are those of adviser, staff assistant, general supporter, critic, general opponent, negotiator, communicator, apathetic, spy, and, regrettably and avoidably, “assassin.”

Organizational Research

The main task of organizational research will be to show how direct or mediated personal interactions centered upon role incumbents influence leader
behavior—and in turn are influenced by it. For this purpose, research techniques especially appropriate for various organizational contexts will have to be invented, adapted, and comparatively evaluated. Among such contexts are the dyad, triad, small groups, ad hoc assemblages, formal organizations, classes, or whole human communities. Organizational memberships may be sampled or enumerated completely within or across levels or other structural configurations. From an organizational perspective, political leaders need not be viewed only hierarchically at the top, middle, or bottom of a pyramid-like structure. More generally, they can be envisioned at the intersections of multidimensional organizational influences of varying population, structure, and syntality characteristics that define the relative centrality of any given leader in relation to others in a cooperative, competitive, or conflictual cluster. Leader-leader relations, as well as leader-follower relationships, within and across levels and boundaries need constantly to be appreciated as actual or potential sources of organizational influences.

Three examples of operationally relevant organizational research methods may be suggestive of useful lines for future development. These are the social-actor-sort, interactive survey research, and the small-world mapping technique for large-scale social systems. Sources of additional insight and operational research methods may come from such fields as dyadic and group relations in psychiatry, ethnographic kinship mapping, sociometry as developed by J. L. Moreno and others, industrial relations production and bargaining research, military sociology, research on communications and persuasion, and research on the diffusion of innovations, as well as research upon the organizational behavior aspects of voting behavior, public opinion, executive behavior, public administration, legislatures, parties, judicial behavior, and political socialization.

The social-actor-sort is a highly versatile device for judgmentally identifying clusters of persons or organizations having similar characteristics. The technique is deceptively simple and provides initial judgmental groupings of actors from which a wide variety of secondary, tertiary, and further analyses may be accomplished. Riedel employed this device in a study of political factions.

The basic procedures are as follows: place the names of all the actors to be studied into a common pool; ask a "judge," who may be an insider or an outsider, "expert" or "layman," depending on purpose, to sort the actors into groups according to given criteria; recategorize all dimensions of interest; estimate systematic biases of judges and compare interjudge reliabilities; proceed to secondary analyses, such as examining the causal antecedents of the groupings or the intensity of attempted or effective influence of category members upon leadership behavior.

Consider how this sorting technique might be adapted to describe the organizational influences upon elected political leaders in America. After a pool of politically relevant persons and organizations was identified, leaders might be asked to sort them into categories of high, moderate, or low perceived attempted or actual influence for or against a given issue or set of issues as felt by themselves or by the leadership body as a whole. Experienced observers such as reporters who cover city halls, legislatures, executives, and elections (or diplomats who observe national leaders) might be asked to do the same with respect to individual leaders or leadership groups. Finally, members of various community groups might be asked to rank the intensity and effectiveness of their own effort to affect the issue, as well as to rate the effectiveness and intensity of the efforts of elected leaders to influence them in return. Further analysis would describe, explain, and predict the relative mutual influences of leaders and organizational pressures on given types of issues. In such analyses we may discover patterns of interaction between clusters of automatic partisan (pro or con), persuasive, and neutral leaders versus clusters of automatic partisan, persuasive, neutral, and uninformed followers. Both leaders and followers may be given responsiveness scores as well as influence scores.

Interactive survey research is merely an effort to adapt the methods of sample survey research to describing and explaining leader-follower interaction patterns over time. For example, at election time and thereafter we need to know not only the social backgrounds and attitudes of voters and citizens but also those of incumbents and candidates for elected office in interaction. Furthermore, we need to understand how each group influences the other, in terms of both widening and narrowing response variation over long periods of time. The design of a theoretically relevant general model for interactive survey research on political leadership in American society will require the following: specification of candidates for elected office, successful and unsuccessful, as a primary research target; specification of leaders of other societal sectors (business, labor, communications, military, religious, criminal, etc.) as potential political influentials comprising either pluralistic or monistic "power-elite" structures; specification of registered voters as the formal political validation group; and specification of a sample of persons and groups characteristic of the demographic composition of the entire political community as representative of those who are influenced by, but less directly influence, political leadership behavior. Then, using a questionnaire supplemented by other measures, we must begin to ask both leaders and the members of the other three groups: "On this particular issue, who, when, in what way, and with what effect attempted to influence your behavior?" "If no one, why?" In order to probe potentials for system variation we should ask, hypothetically, "Suppose it were known publicly that you were contemplating X, Y, or Z behavior. Who do you think might support or oppose it? How? And with what likely effect? Who might be relatively indifferent?" The four-group interactive survey research model can be adapted to any society by identifying functional equivalents so as to attempt to understand the mutually causal organizational interactions among incumbent-aspirants (conventional or revolutionary), proximate leaders in other societal sectors, principal large-scale validating groups, and the general population.

Among pioneering studies that hold promise for the development of interactive leader-follower research designs are McCloskey and associates' efforts—
they found that party leaders tend to be more ideologically committed than followers;45 Katz and Etersveld's work—they wrote that "the strength of [minority] Republican leadership was significantly correlated with voting behavior, the strength of Democratic leadership was not."46 and Sartori's analysis of European political parties—he discovered the need for a map of Communist party "organizational pressure" (purposive leadership behavior) to explain Communist voting patterns in Italy, which he found could not be interpreted in terms of socioeconomic data alone.47

The small world research technique devised by Stanley Milgram will be of special interest to students of political leadership.48 As applied in the United States, the procedure involves examining the number and social attributes of persons who serve as links in transmitting a message on a first-name acquaintance basis from randomly chosen "starting persons" to a designated "target person." Surprisingly, Milgram showed that an average of only 5.5 intermediary acquaintances are required to link any two persons in the United States. More precisely, he suggested that these represent not just 5.5 persons, but 5.5 "acquaintanceship structures," each comprising approximately 500 persons. A hypothetical example would be to show how a hermit in the Maine woods, as a "starting person," might contact a hermit living on the Hawaiian island of Maui as a "target person"; the Maine hermit might know a merchant or doctor, who in turn might know a Maine local or national political figure with Hawaiian acquaintances, who might reach the Maui target person in a reverse way.

This simple technique opens up some fascinating possibilities for exploring the chains and circles of interpersonal acquaintances that link political leaders, either as starting persons or as target persons, with other members of society. Among variables to be investigated that may influence the length and quality of such chains are occupation, sex, ethnicity, community size, and levels of political participation. As Linton Freeman suggested, we will want to ask how these chains are formed as well as describe them and explore their social consequences.49

The problem of studying large-scale organizational behavior implies the potential usefulness of creating a large-scale scientific research effort. Following the example of the nationwide system of air defense watchers established in Great Britain during World War II, political scientists may need to organize large-scale scientific networks to observe, describe, and analyze political leader and follower behavior throughout a given society. In the United States, for example, this would imply a scientific consortium, with computer and telecommunication links, of at least fifty-two universities (one each in the fifty states, one in the District of Columbia, and one devoted to nationwide survey research) that could share timely knowledge of American leader-follower interactive behavior at national, state, and local levels.

Important subjects for organizational research on political leadership are the leadership of leaders (i.e., organizations composed of leaders); cross-organizational, cross-cultural, and cross-national leadership; the effects of predecessor-based organizational expectations upon successor leadership style; organizational effects of leader deprivation; the effects upon leaders of varying styles of follower; leadership requirements at different stages of organizational development;40 comparative leader-follower cognitive maps; and emotional aspects of leader-follower relationships, including political leader influences upon societal mental health. Also, we need to know more about organizational diffusion of political leadership styles; personality interactions and mutual leader-follower responsiveness; functions and dysfunctions of cross-organizational generalization of learned leadership skills; and comparative leadership problems of clandestine versus open political organizations. And we need to test the hypothesis that overt political leadership behavior is largely the product of covert manipulation by hidden influencers.51 Moreover, we need to study leader interactions with selected age, sex, occupational, technical, income, educational, and ethnic groups; political leader attitudes, "benevolent" or "malevolent," toward children and other societal segments; political leader efforts to create holistic versus partial organizational identifications; leader relations with revolutionary versus counterrevolutionary organizations; processes of encapsulation, isolation, and manipulation of political leaders by immediately proximate staff and supporters; leadership of dominant (monopolistic) versus minority (pluralistic) organizations; and perceptions of enemies and friends.52 Research is needed also to clarify the origins and effects upon leadership of factionalism and organizational schism; perceptions of ideal followership compared with those of ideal leadership53 by both leaders and followers; leadership identifications with deprived or advantaged groups; political leader perceptions of community political influences; political leaders' influences upon leadership recruitment; interactions between political leaders and creative thinkers;54 and chains of organizational relationships among political leaders and other members of society.55

The multivariate, multidimensional approach that has been presented can further serve as a source for the systematic derivation of organizational research ideas.

Field Foundations: Research

Task Research

The creation of operational indicators for the concept of task constitutes a major problem for the study of political leadership. We can include, but must necessarily add to, Fiedler's dichotomy of tasks as high or low in "ambiguity,"56 Simon's similar categorization of tasks as "routine" or "innovative,"57 Kotter's conception of task in terms of high or low "stress,"58 and Hermann's trivariate conception of a crisis task as "surprise, short decision time, and high threats."59

One of the most promising methods for identifying the substantive tasks of political leaders as a basis for subsequent analysis will be through extended
semi-structured interviews and observations of leaders and their close associates. Thus, we need to ask questions that outline the structure of leader activities on daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, or longer bases; to identify the kinds of decisions that must be made or problems that must be solved by a given role incumbent in every task sector; and to proceed to what might be called "metatask" analysis, that is, to try to understand the effects of sequencing and clustering of tasks, both harmonious and discordant, upon leader behavior. A suggestive prototype for this kind of analysis that might be adapted for political leadership research was reported by Morsh, who described how the task requirements of roles in a large formal organization are periodically studied by questionnaires administered to present jobholders so as to provide up-to-date job requirement information for training schools that prepare potential role incumbents. The same procedure could be applied to the study of the task requirements of the principal political leadership roles throughout a political system, with similar educational feedback as well as with greater attention to theoretical, role engineering, and normative concerns.

An example of task definition by factor analysis of documentary materials was provided by Kessel in a study of foreign and domestic issues discussed in twenty-six state of the union messages presented by Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson from 1946 through 1969. By means of a factor analysis of seven attributes with thirty-nine magnitudes Kessel identified "six distinctive policy areas [or task clusters]—international involvement, social benefits, economic management, natural resources, civil rights, and agriculture—characterized by unique behavior patterns and different sets of actors." International involvement and economic management were identified as "imperative policy areas," in which presidents must take action. Interestingly, Kessel found that "no meaningful time dimension (such as a line along which past, present and future could be arrayed) emerged from the verbal analysis. There were more indications of a preoccupation with present alternatives than with any long-range development of future policies.

Another method for task research was suggested by Bennis, Thomas, and Fulenwider in what they termed a problem analysis diagram. An adaptation of their ideas is presented in Figure 9. Assuming that a problem is "a product of forces working in opposite directions," they started with a general statement of a dependent variable to be explained, increased, decreased, or maintained at a constant level and then proceeded to identify and give weights on a five-point scale to two types of "forces" ("restraining forces" and "increasing forces") perceived as affecting dependent variable outcomes. A "task" from this point of view is thus a statement of a problem-solving, decision-making, or response requirement, plus a statement of factors that facilitate or restrain a leader's responses. Task analysis of this kind involves both qualitative and quantitative aspects. After the two kinds of forces are identified and given weights, they must be categorized in such terms as time orientation (past, present, future), locus (self, others, environment), and number of forces and people involved. Then, total weights and ratios of the forces that have been identified must be calculated. Finally, possible prescriptive strategies for changing relative weights to affect outcomes need to be examined preliminary to laboratory or field experimentation.

A fourth promising method for task research in political leadership studies is the critical incident technique developed by John C. Flanagan and others for describing, evaluating, and improving leadership behavior. Basically, this method asks leaders and other knowledgeable persons to describe the factors most contributive to success or failure in attempts to solve a given problem. Political leadership applications might include asking leaders and followers to identify most-least successful leadership behaviors related to revolution, counterrevolution, electoral campaigning, legislating, promoting distributively just economic development, resolving conflict, and conducting intersectoral relationships. By examining the experiences of different leaders confronted with substantively unique but sometimes structurally similar problems, it is possible to discover a set of behaviors that are more, rather than less, likely to ensure problem-solving "success." Thus, the leader's task is to identify the nature of the problem, to select from the repertoire of experientially tested behaviors those that are likely to facilitate solution—or to redefine the problem and invent a more appropriate solution for it. In either case, the idea of identifying problem properties, goals to be realized, and effective problem-solving behavior implies a way to obtain a sense of task structure that is independent of, although related to, the personalities of role incumbents and their organizational contexts.

Among subjects of interest in political leadership task research will be to identify the nature and relative importance of tasks as associated with leadership roles in different concrete political institutions, as derived from different analytical conceptions of a political system, or as related to the dimensions of political
Values Research

The purpose of research on values will be to show how values influence determinants, patterns, and effects of political leadership behavior. Among basic research objectives will be to identify values (of special significance for leadership behavior), to develop measures that permit analysis of the interaction effects of value system components, to analyze the explicit or implicit empirical correlates of values, to measure the intensity and variability of value commitments of leaders and followers, to examine the effects of these values upon other aspects of leadership behavior, and to examine experimentally the effects of new values or of restructured value systems upon leader and follower behavior. Through value analysis students of political leadership will be able to link their own findings with the knowledge, insights, and methods of such fields as philosophy, religion, cultural anthropology, economics, and the arts, as well as with legal studies.

Value research of special interest includes the Lo Scuito–Hartley demonstration of the binocular resolution phenomenon, the Kilpatrick-Cantill self-anchoring scale of individual values, and Osgood’s semantic differential. All students of political leadership should become familiar with the still incompletely explained binocular resolution phenomenon that has long puzzled psychologists because it provides a dramatic demonstration of the influence of values upon perception. Once having appreciated this phenomenon, we can better understand and attempt to control for its effects upon leaders, followers, and ourselves as scientific researchers. Social psychologists Lo Scuito and Hartley reported, for example, an intriguing study in which ten Jewish and ten Catholic college students took a paper and pencil test of open-mindedness based on Rokeach’s “dogmatism scale.” Subsequently the students were presented visually in a stereoscope with conflicting pairs of Catholic and Jewish words and pictorial symbols and required to report what they “saw.” Although all students objectively had a Catholic symbol in front of one eye and a Jewish symbol in front of the other—and could objectively report “seeing” either one or both—both groups of students tended to see their own religious symbols more frequently than those of the other religion. Moreover, those scoring high on open-mindedness tended to see more symbols of the other religion. Further investigation of this intriguing phenomenon, the discovery of discriminating political symbols, and the specification of predictable leader and follower behavior correlates remain a fascinating challenge for political leadership studies.

The objective of the self-anchoring scale of individual values developed by Kilpatrick and Cantill is to reduce the imprecision by social scientists of their own or others’ values upon respondents in value inquiries. Such imposition occurs, for example, when respondents are asked to rate their commitment to a value such as “freedom” or “equality” on a five-point scale of intensity or to respond to a series of value statements, although both approaches are useful. By contrast, however, the self-anchoring scale method first asks the respondent an open-ended question of the form “As you think about past, present, or future condition X, what is the ‘best possible’ (or ‘worst possible’) state of affairs?” Having established the respondent’s own qualitative conceptions of “best” and “worst” and the desirable or conceivable paths to each, the analyst can then proceed quantitatively to establish such things as the person’s perceptions of past, present, and future positions on a ten-step ladder with “best” (10) at the top and “worst” (1) at the bottom. In cultures in which ladders are not meaningful symbols, other symbols can be used. Supplemental questions can be added to obtain understanding of the person’s perceptions of the most valued and most effective actors and behaviors that are likely to increase the desirable and decrease the undesirable. Qualitative and quantitative value analysis can then proceed across individuals and groups within and across societies.

Among some initial findings from employment of the self-anchoring scale were those indicating that a sample of American blacks feared most “poverty, deprivation, dependency, insecurity; and illness” while aspiring most for “sufficient income for needs; moral-religious standard; and good health.” By contrast “college professors thought worst ‘curtailment of freedom; poverty, depriva- tion; and illness,’” and best “satisfaction with occupation; sufficient income for needs; and inner well-being.”

Once values are identified and perhaps rank-ordered by such means as binocular resolution, self-anchoring scaling, and other techniques, the problem still remains of seeking further clarification of the social meaning and political significance of the values. A promising research method for future development along these lines is the semantic differential approach developed by Osgood and many other researchers. Basically, this method requires that a set of seven-step, bipolar scales. For example, an effort might be made to measure the cross-cultural meaning of values such as “freedom,” “revolution,” “nonviolence,” “democracy,” “equality,” and “national independence” in terms of such basic physical dimensions as “hard-soft,” “hot-cold,” “light-dark,” and “up-down.” The technique of seeking basic physical measurements of abstract human values
offers many possibilities for understanding the meaning of political leadership values within and across cultures. Leaders might then be evaluated in terms of the resultant value scales.

An example of a political application of the semantic differential is provided by a voter study of the 1960 television debate images of presidential candidates Kennedy and Nixon in terms of ideal and actual ratings on dimensions of "foolish-wise, unfair-fair, inexperienced-experienced, strong-weak, active-passive, deep-shallow, calm-agitated, virile-stereile, colorful-colorless, liberal-conservative, and warm-cool." Such a study could be reversed to investigate leader ratings of followers on similar or other dimensions. Understanding the value dimensions of why leaders attempt to lead and the role of values in their subsequent behavior is as important as seeking insight into why followers "follow."

In addition to conducting analyses of values that influence the multidimensional aspects of personality-role-organization-task-setting interactions, students of political leadership will want to examine the origins and processes of value attachment and change; to create a value and affective map of a leadership position, including both "nice" and "dirty" values, loves and hates; to explore the idea that there is a "moral equilibrium" by which leaders tend to compensate for inadequate realization in one area by exceptional value striving in another; to conduct case studies of critical incidents in which values appear to be important determinants of outcomes, including apparently abrupt value reversals; and to study imperatives and taboos associated with given tasks. Also of concern to the discipline will be studies of values affecting competition, compromise, and peaceful or violent modes of conflict resolution; experimental studies of the effects of value congruence and dissonance between leaders and followers; studies of value diffusion; leader-follower cross-cultural inquiry into the nature and importance of "loyalty" in leader-follower relations; studies of culturally provided rationales for "success" or "failure" in leadership behavior; and cross-cultural studies of the ways in which political leaders define and evaluate "power" as a value. Of interest, too, will be studies of the value criteria by which political leaders evaluate their own behavior, that of other leaders, and that of followers, both within and across political cultures; plus studies of ideal conceptions of past, present, and especially future political leadership.

In short, through sharply focused value research we shall seek ever more precise understanding of how values affect and are affected by political leadership behavior.

Setting Research

Since setting research involves the study of geographic environments, economic systems, social structures, cultural systems, technological systems, and event patterns—all at micro, meso, and macrosocietal levels—a wide range of research techniques appropriate to these complexes must be employed. As with the other variables of the suggested framework, many opportunities for interdisciplinary inquiry and linkages are necessarily implied. Among several approaches of special interest are the general systems insights of Bertalanffy, the extraordinary effort by Miller to discover regularities in overall system functioning from the organic cell to the global human community, industrial and military efforts to develop large-scale quantitative models with capabilities for projecting alternative futures as aids to policy making, and the multivariate "world model" developed by Meadows and others.

Four research approaches will be discussed here as illustrative of attempts to devise empirical measures of setting variables. The first is the method for the study of behavior settings developed over a twenty-year period by Barker. From this perspective, "the environment is seen to consist of highly structured, improbable arrangements of objects and events which coerce behavior in accordance with their own dynamic patterning." Thus, the task of the behavioral ecologist is "to discover how the properties of the person and the properties of the ecological environment are related, in situ." Because "the physical sciences have avoided phenomena with behavior as a component, and the behavioral sciences have avoided phenomena with physical things and conditions as essential elements ... we lack a science of things and occurrences that have both physical and behavioral attributes." Although Barker's methods of identifying and quantifying behavior settings do not lend themselves to succinct summary here, they clearly pose a promising challenge to adapt them more specifically for inquiry into political leadership behavior in communities both smaller and larger than the small midwestern town that served as Barker's principal research site. Somewhat greater emphasis upon economic and technological variables than Barker gave also will be necessary.

A second method of setting research is factor analysis of aggregate data as illustrated in a study by Jonassen and Peres' of eighty-two community variables across eighty-eight Ohio counties, with a 1960 population of 8 million persons. Their purpose was "to discover the underlying unities which operate to produce the observed characteristics of communities, and to describe individual communities in terms of these unities of factors. This is done by expressing a great number of measures in terms of a relatively small number of linearly independent factors." By this method Jonassen and Peres discovered seven clusters of correlated variables that they named by the terms listed in Table 7 (p. 176).

In further development of aggregate data and factor analytic approaches to linking setting characteristics with political leadership behavior at international, national, subnational, and local levels, a large number of pioneering aggregate data studies in political science can be drawn upon and extended.

Setting research can be conducted with a future orientation as well as with emphasis upon the past or present. An illustration of qualitative future-oriented research based upon documentary materials is provided by John Naisbitt's
continuing study in the early 1970s of 200 daily newspapers covering 105 cities in the 50 American states, for the purpose of forecasting probable future political-social-economic changes at an early stage. By this means, for example, he predicted in 1972 that ten major changes in American urban life would take place by 1980. These were that automobiles would be banned from core urban centers and public transportation would be free; fiscal crises would provoke great educational reform and experimentation; “volunteer civilian patrols” would become a major force in fighting inner city crime; “the environment would not again be a social issue of any great importance until the 1980’s”; the housing shortage would become so severe that it would force “widespread adoption of prefabricated and modular building techniques”; new patterns of health care would appear in which neighborhood clinics would replace hospitals and doctors would be prepaid to keep patients well; the concept of “city” would be replaced by the idea of an “urban region”; prisons would be virtually eliminated; “the 200-year trend to big and centralized government [would] be dramatically reversed”; and “the movement for women’s rights [would] achieve full equality for women in the labor force.”

Another future-oriented research method that can be adapted to setting research, as well as to research on the other variables of the suggested conceptual framework, is the Delphi method, named after the Greek oracle at Delphi. This technique for polling expert predictive opinion was first developed by Olaf Helmer. The basic principles of this technique are to specify aspects of the future that are of research interest, to identify panels of experts presently knowledgeable about these subjects, to ask them to forecast the future occurrence of events and conditions in such terms as 50 percent or 90 percent probability, to report back successively to the participating panel members the distribution of judgments rendered, to seek explanations for consensual and dissenting opinions, to probe for suggested actions that might raise or lower the probability of the anticipated events, and thus to gain a clearer idea of the nature and probabilities of likely future states of affairs. In an early exploration of ten- to fifty-year future foresight in six areas (science, population, automation, space, war, and weapons systems)—but not “political leadership”—for example, Helmer and his associates found that in science four trends would be likely to occur: “(1) reform of present modes of scientific communication through the use of automated information-retrieval systems; (2) reorientation of scientific methodology toward greater interdisciplinary cooperation; (3) increased emphasis on basic research in government-supported research and development; and (4) reformation of educational processes toward increased interdisciplinary understanding of science.”

Further inspiration for the development of future-oriented setting research with political leadership relevance may come from examining the logic as well as the substance of scientific demographic projections as well as the variables involved in the preparation of actuarial tables for life insurance purposes.

Although futures research methods often are used mainly for forecasting setting characteristics, they can be used to probe the futures of the other variables in the conceptual framework suggested here and can help creatively to anticipate research, teaching, and application experiences. Among setting research tasks will be to probe the multidimensional implications for leadership of geographical, technological, economic, social, and cultural factors. We will eventually wish to test the hypothesis that variation in political leadership styles within economic systems is greater than that across such systems. We will wish also to understand reciprocal influences between political leadership behavior and such setting variables as poverty, influence, food, energy, population composition, communications, transportation, increases or reductions in military armaments, housing, physical and mental health conditions, education, the arts, the nonhuman animal and the physical environment, and unexpected natural or manmade “disasters.”

The logic of past-present or present-future setting change studies will be (1) to measure changes in setting variables from a base time to a forecasted time and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 7. Jonassen-Peres Factor Analysis of Community Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Urbanism&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Welfare&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Influx&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Poverty&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Magni-complexity&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Educational effort&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Proletarianism&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This means that as the factor of “proletarianism” increased, the proportion of families with incomes over $5,000 decreased.

(2) to ask to what extent the changes observed are a product, determinant, or both of leadership behavior.

### Multivariate Research Methods

We need, of course, not merely to appreciate research capabilities as applied individually to the six independent variables but also to portray them in dynamic interaction. For example, given profiles of leaders in terms of the Leites-George operational code, we should seek to analyze leadership behavior in terms of interactions among scores on measures such as the Atkinson-McClelland personality needs scale, the Ross-Millspa position-power index (role), the aggregative Milgram small-world influence matrix (organization), the Bennis and associates problem analysis technique (task), the modified Rolex equality-freedom-violence scale (value), and the Jonassen-Peses factorial dimensions of objective environmental characteristics (setting). Assuredly, this is a complex scientific task, requiring a great deal of collaboration. And although these particular measures may not turn out to be the only most appropriate for future political leadership inquiry, the objective characteristics to which they call attention and the problem of analyzing relationships among them continue to stand as challenges to research imagination in this field.

Among methods currently available that may be employed for multivariate research are Blalock's causal modeling approach, matrix algebra, factor analysis, and multivariate statistical inference techniques such as multiple regression and partial correlation analyses. In terms of the present approach, these and other multivariate methods can be used to describe or confirm expected relationships among the six anticipatory variables and patterns of leadership behavior. As theoretical efforts proceed beyond linkage statements to hypothesis formulation, multivariate analysis will assist in testing the predictive capability of the six anticipatory variables, taken singly and in various combinations. The application of these multivariate methods of analysis will both undergird and interact with multidimensional analysis as well as with constant efforts to improve verbal theory construction.

### Multidimensional Research Methods

The posited multidimensionality of political leadership behavior also challenges the creation and application of appropriate research methods. That is, we need to find ways appropriate for measuring variation within and across the dimensions of violent coercion, nonviolent influence, control, responsiveness, conflict, compromise, consensus, positive affect, negative affect, distribution, association, space, time, communication, technicity, activeness, creativity, and morality.

Current research techniques that seem particularly appropriate for this type of inquiry include factor analysis and canonical correlation analysis. Factor analysis, for example, can assist in exploring hypotheses such as (1) that political leadership behavior does exhibit the asserted dimensions; (2) that a simpler set of dimensions underlies those that have been identified; (3) that there are additional dimensions that should be investigated; and (4) that there are rank orders among the dimensions in terms of influence by and upon given patterns of political leadership behavior.

Overall there should be a constant interplay between hypothetical expectation and empirical discovery of factorial dimensions. Ideally, as Guilford has explained, theoretical efforts should continually seek to anticipate empirical factorial discoveries. As further discussed by Armstrong, “Factor analysis may provide a means for evaluating theory or of suggesting revisions in theory. This requires, however, that the theory be explicitly specified prior to analysis of the data. Otherwise, there will be insufficient criteria for the evaluation of the results.”

Taking a multidimensional viewpoint, therefore, students of political leadership will be especially interested in the theoretical antecedents and consequences of factorial findings in leadership studies in the social sciences. These include the twenty-six factors reported by Stogdill as having appeared in more than three experimental studies of leadership in social psychology:

1. social and interpersonal skills,
2. technical skills,
3. administrative skills,
4. leadership effectiveness and achievement,
5. social nearness and friendliness,
6. intellectual skills,
7. maintaining cohesive work group,
8. maintaining coordination and teamwork,
9. task motivation and application,
10. general impression—halo,
11. group task supportiveness,
12. maintaining standards of performance,
13. willingness to assume responsibility,
14. emotional balance and control,
15. informal group control,
16. nurturant behavior,
17. ethical conduct, personal integrity,
18. communication, verbality,
19. ascendance, dominance, decisiveness,
20. physical energy,
21. experience and activity,
22. mature, cultured,
23. courage, daring,
24. aloof, distant,
25. creative, independent,
26. conforming.

Also of interest will be political science studies such as Parker's four-factor description of motivations to run for elected office in terms of a “material factor,” a “solidarity factor,” a “purpose factor,” and an “asked-to-run factor.”

The promise of canonical correlation analysis is that we may eventually be able to describe and predict relationships among clusters of political leadership dimensions (or variables). This approach challenges us to seek theoretically meaningful grounds for dividing the set of eighteen dimensions (or some subset thereof) into two subsets such that one anticipates or predicts the other. Then we would proceed to analyze patterns of intersubset relationships in terms of relative magnitude of mutually predictive capabilities and in terms of the
relative contributions to these patterns of intra-subset dimensional components. Additionally, the logic of this analysis is likely in the future to be of special interest in examining patterns of interaction between leader behavior on the one hand and follower behavior on the other, from any given theoretical perspective.

Five Major Modes of Inquiry

In addition to research methods that may be employed to explore the approach that has been suggested here, five classical modes of inquiry should be employed to mutual benefit in order to advance the scientific study of political leadership. These are the biographical single case, comparative analysis, aggregative analysis, experimentation, and ethnographic immersion. These major modes of research may be pursued by a combination of social science techniques in which substantial advances recently have been made. These include field observation,115 content analysis, interviewing, and aggregate data analysis,116 Biography. Following on the work of Plutarch,116 Merriam,117 Burns,118 the Georges,119 Wolfenstein,120 Gottfried,121 Edinger,122 and Tucker,123 drawing upon analytical frameworks and single case rationales such as those suggested by Edinger,124 Garraty,125 Bolgar,126 and Glad,127 and employing reference works such as the Biography Index;128 students of political leadership will wish to extend the art and science of biographical research as a major tool of inquiry.

A biographical approach to political leadership studies, pursued with the triple intent of achieving single case empirical richness, aggregative potential, and theoretical-educational-operational relevance, will mean that the human basis of such studies will not be forgotten. Additionally, empirically rich single cases will both challenge and stimulate the creation of the more widely applicable abstractions of an emerging science of political leadership behavior. In such research, the biographies of “minor” leaders at every level, from the village to the international system, may be as productive of multipurpose insight as the studies of major national figures that are now customary. Furthermore, biography will provide a promising focus for mutually instructive interdisciplinary convergence: consider, for example, the insights that might follow from subjecting a carefully prepared initial leadership biography by a political scientist to a series of constructive critical suggestions for cumulative reanalysis by a research group consisting of a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist, a social psychologist, a sociologist, and a cultural anthropologist as well as a historian.129 Autobiographical reflections by social scientists with experience as political leaders may also have extraordinary theoretical potential. It should not be forgotten that Freud made a very important discovery, the Oedipal complex, partly on the basis of a single case: his own.130

Both in creating and utilizing biographies prepared by others, as in other research matters, students of political leadership should be sensitive to the possibility of viewing political leaders themselves (aspiring, incumbent, or disengaged) as research colleagues. Proceeding from Garraty’s suggestion that the best biographer may be a person with life experience similar to that of the subject, a condition conducive to empathy and comprehensibility in technical matters, we may take a special interest in such works as Woodrow Wilson’s little-known biography of George Washington,131 Stalin’s essay on Lenin,132 Trotsky’s biography of Stalin,133 Churchill’s life of Marlborough,134 and Kennedy’s essays on courageous American elected leaders.135 Through such works, scientific students of political leadership can learn from the special sensitivities of actual or potential leaders.

2. Comparison. Comparison provides a way of proceeding beyond the “unique” qualities of single case analysis, whether of biography or of any other aspect of leadership, toward more general insight and understanding. Paradoxically, comparison also enriches appreciation of the unique, or at least the nonshared, attributes of the subjects of comparison.

The most prominent early contributor to comparative research in political leadership studies, at least in the Western tradition,136 is the Greek writer Plutarch,137 who interestingly spent the last twenty-four or so years of his life as a priest at Delphi, suggesting an affinity between thought about leadership and prognostication. Fifty biographical sketches of Greek and Roman leaders by Plutarch are extant. Of these, thirty-four are the subject of seventeen short comparative analyses that juxtapose one Greek and one Roman leader; one essay in dual comparison examines two Greeks against two Romans; comparative essays on four pairs of leaders are missing; and the remaining four lives are neither paired nor compared.

Plutarch’s biographies have been of great influence, especially in Renaissance Europe, where they were known to Montaigne, Shakespeare, Dryden, Rousseau, and others and affected the intellectual climate of revolutionary France.138 Historians, preoccupied with questions of the methods and validity of Plutarch’s sketches, have been little interested in his brief comparative essays, in which the logic and purpose of his juxtapositions remain somewhat of a mystery. But these very sketches are of surpassing methodological and substantive interest to the contemporary comparative social scientist. It is likely that students of political leadership eventually will master Plutarch’s comparative insights and creatively adapt them for the advancement of knowledge in this field.

Central to Plutarch’s analysis seems to have been a basic concern with the relationship between “virtue” and “power” in two cultural settings, as influenced by factors that can be analyzed partly in terms of the present conceptual framework: “character” (personality); nature of the kingship or military command position (role); the demands and supports of followers and opponents (organization); task difficulty and relative performance in civil and military affairs (tasks); relative degrees of corruption and adherence to principle (values); and the effects of “fortune,” as well as the socioeconomic and cultural anteced-
systems as well as the competitive democracies. Americans, for example, have been faced with the task of comparing two major candidates for the presidency every four years for two centuries—curiously, without a prominent place for the study and application of “Plutarchian” comparative method in their continuing education for citizenship.

Without question, Plutarch deserves rediscovery and reinterpretation, and the use of interest in the study of political leadership undoubtedly will bring this about.

Although Plutarch emphasized paired individuals, it is also possible to make paired collective comparisons of multileader units or of leader-follower aggregates. An excellent example of this approach, combining arrays of aggregate data with contextual and historical interpretation, is provided by Brzezinski and Huntington’s comparison of political leadership in the Soviet Union and in the United States.128 Other examples include a comparative study of the social backgrounds of Chinese and Kuomintang leaders by North and Pool,140 DeRienzo’s analysis of the personal dogmatism scores of Italian and American legislators and citizens,141 and Putnam’s book on the democratic belief systems of British and Italian legislators.142

Comparative imagination needs to be nurtured in political leadership studies, as in any area of social or behavioral science.143 A striking reminder of this is provided by the most-similar context research design by Palmer,144 who compared fifty-one convicted male murderers and their nearest-age brothers, in part by interviews with parents. Palmer discovered that the murderers had been viewed as congenitally “bad” as compared with their “good” brothers and tended to have been subjected to sometimes horrible beatings and torture at an early age. This finding suggests the importance of comparing political leaders not only with other leaders but also with nonleaders and leading figures in other fields.

Most comparative political leadership studies have been accomplished without reference to Plutarch—e.g., Wicker’s comparison of John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson,145 and the comparison of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X by Lomax.146 Some comparisons of great potential significance need to be made somewhat after the manner of Plutarch: Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung, Walter Ulbricht and Konrad Adenauer, Ho Chi Minh and Ngo Dinh Diem, Syngman Rhee and Kim II Sung.

Research on these and other comparisons is important for citizenship education as well as for theory construction. Customary requirements for comparative citizen evaluation of two or more political leaders include the following: successorial comparison of a replacement with a predecessor; total comparison of two competing leaders; agglutination comparison of more than two competing leaders; pragmatic comparison of actually or potentially competing leaders in terms of anticipated conditions; and ideal-type comparison of one or more leaders with an ideal-type image of leadership. This is true of the one-party
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and practical collective subjects of inquiry. Furthermore, the extraordinary capabilities for data analysis of the computer, plus fragile but steadily growing national and transnational scholarly networks for the advancement of social science, make even global research on political leadership not unthinkable within the next half century.

Given the present conceptual framework, both universes and samples of leaders imply corresponding universes and samples of "followers," or persons who interact directly or indirectly with leaders. This leader-follower dichotomy is, it should be appreciated, a temporary natural language analytical distinction and is not intended to suggest a perpetual division of humankind into two unequal classes.

The aggregative research mode provides the main point of convergence between the study of political leadership and what have hitherto been termed studies of "political elites" or the "social backgrounds of decision makers." A vast literature of potential relevance exists and the principal conclusions of recent methodological reviews of this literature suggest that something like the idea of "political leadership" will help to link the sociological imagination of elite studies to images of politics as purposive organizational behavior. As Searing explained, standard social background categories (e.g., age, sex, occupation, religion, education) are not good predictors of specific elite attitudes (e.g., on nuclear testing), which are themselves questionable predictors of other forms of elite behavior. Searing thus prescribed that standard sociological variables should be supplemented by, or redefined in terms of, theoretically relevant psychological attitude research, based partly on interviews, that would permit analysis of manifest and latent attitude structures. The logic of this critique transposed to political leadership studies would suggest that greater precision in specifying the nature of "political leadership" should lead both to reanalysis and redefinition of relevant social background characteristics and to clarification of the contributions made by political leaders to political system behavior.

4. Experimentation. The study of political leadership can benefit from and extend the experimental studies of leadership that have been contributed by social psychologists and most recently reviewed in Stogdill's definitive Handbook of Leadership. Efforts to develop the experimental study of political leadership will take place within a context of rising interest in experimental methods in political science and the creation of political simulations stimulated by the pioneering cross-disciplinary contributions of Harold Guetzkow and his students, especially in international relations but gradually spreading to other specialties in a trend likely to transform political science partly into an experimental social science. James D. Barber has made a pioneering contribution to the experimental study of political leadership by securing the cooperation of six school boards to meet in a university social psychological laboratory setting, to grapple with the realistic but inventive experimental task of cutting their most recent budget to austere extremity, and by studying the

associated levels of activeness of the board leaders, measured in part by the techniques of interaction process analysis developed by Robert F. Bales.

The two basic tasks facing the experimental development of political leadership studies seem incompatible but age in fact complementary imperatives for future scientific purposes. They and first, to infuse experiments with more specific problems and context that reflect the necessities of political leadership in natural field conditions and, second, to pursue in an imaginatively unfettered a way as possible questions of basic theory that extend beyond the present capacities for observation and measurement. This will be especially true of future-oriented experimental studies that will seek to examine the pressures, resistances, technohuman resource requirements, and learning processes that might be expected to accompany changes from existing patterns of political leadership toward alternative future states of affairs.

In conducting experiments, as in other research endeavors, it will be helpful if at least some common conceptual categories are applied across investigations so as to facilitate comparison and cumulative understanding. In this regard it is noteworthy that Fred E. Fiedler has shown in two decades of experiments the operationalizability of five of the six elements of the present conceptual framework: personality ("least preferred coworker" score), role ("position power"), organization ("group relations"), task, and setting ("situation"). Following Fiedler it remains only to operationalize these five concepts in terms of political leadership, to add a concern with values after the manner of Rotter, explicitly to add the multiple dimensions of the present framework, and persistently to view outcomes in relation to both concrete political institutions and emerging analytical conceptions of political systems. Barber's conceptions of active-passive and positive-negative leadership styles, for example, as well as all other descriptions of leader personality and their consequences, can usefully be explored by extending the Fiedler experimental method.

We will wish also to explore the possibilities of experiments within the natural political community. A model for such experimentation, especially valuable for future situations in which incremental introduction of new political prototypes is attempted, was presented by Fairweather, in Methods for Experimental Social Innovation. Political campaigns and their aftermaths in electoral democracies undoubtedly offer many possibilities for the introduction of experimental stimuli into natural settings—not only from the viewpoint of leader initiatives to influence follower behavior but also from that of follower initiatives to probable leader responses through face-to-face interaction, indirect societal linkages, and the mass media. Gossell's classic nonpartisan experiment to stimulate voting participation provides an example. Functional equivalents in less formally competitive politics may be found. Political campaigns, both conventional and revolutionary, in a sense can be viewed as applied political leadership experiments. Overall, the methodological guidance of Campbell and Stanley in Experimental and Quasi-experimental Designs for Re-
5. Political Ethnography. The introduction of what might be called ethnographic methods into political leadership research will offer further possibilities for enrichment of insight. Here we can expect a natural convergence of interests with the rising field of political anthropology162 and with growing interests of anthropologists in the nature of leadership.163

Some students of leadership need to prepare themselves for significant political leadership research in villages, in which the vast majority of humankind still live, and in urban settings, in which the ethnographic aspiration for holistic understanding challenges scientific imagination. Not only might we take an essentially "ethnographic"164 approach to the study of political leadership in urban microcommunities but also we might approach the study of city halls and state legislatures as if they were "villages." For such research, documentary analyses, questionnaires, sample surveys, aggregative data analyses, and experiments may be hypothetically helpful but practically inadequate or impossible. Here the techniques of oral history,165 documentary film,166 still photography, participant observation,167 sound recordings, cross-cultural learning, and long-term development of sensitive insight will be essential. As Naroll cautioned, the social scientist need not remain in a community for long to be aware of the incidence of "drunken-brawling," but it usually takes much longer to discover the presence of the practice of "witchcraft."168 Political scientists will need to get up close and be patient in order to penetrate the myths of political leadership.169

Multimethod Research Strategy

The scientific development of political leadership studies—ranging from initial conceptualization through creation, operationalization, and testing of hypotheses to rigorous theoretical integration at the highest reaches of mathematical imagination—will be promoted by pursuit of a multimodal research strategy. Some of the major components of such a strategy are summarized in Figure 10. While no single inquiry need employ all these methods, it will be important for students of political leadership as a whole to explore all of them in a progressive, constructive, critical, and integrative way. Combined multimethod research will be of special interest. Figure 10 can serve as a checklist for future efforts to take stock of political leadership research progress. An early need, for example, is an inventory of linkages, hypotheses, and propositions. Additionally, while we have been discussing research mainly in terms of methods, an alternative problem-solving approach is possible. We can begin with a given political leadership problem and create, borrow, or adapt modes of inquiry or combinations of them to facilitate problem definition and solution. In creating a problem-oriented research approach, we should find useful the scientific resources to which Figure 10 calls attention.

FIGURE 10. Multimethod Research Strategy for Political Leadership Studies

CONCEPTUALIZATION

SINGLE CASE

COMPARISON

AGGREGATION

EXPERIMENTATION

THEORETICAL INTEGRATION

Note: Conceptualization includes seeking ideas from the natural language concepts of leaders and followers, the animal sciences, the social sciences, the humanities, the natural sciences, and the professions. Single case studies include biographies, critical incidents, and single-context aggregations. Comparison includes biographies, critical incidents, and aggregations. Experimentation includes laboratory, field, and simulation studies. Theoretical integration includes efforts to create and combine verbal theories, propositional inventories, and mathematical models.

Researchers as Subjects of Inquiry

It will markedly assist the development of scientific political leadership studies if those who study leaders take themselves as subjects of inquiry as they affect the knowledge creation process. For example, if we understand the personalities, roles, organizations, tasks, values, and settings of the scientific researchers we can expect to understand better the kinds of knowledge they are producing about political leaders and followers. Furthermore, we need to study the patterns of interaction, mutual influences, and reactive effects of relations between scientists who study political leaders and political leaders themselves. Among existing analogs for such research are the Kothari-Roy study of politician-administrator interactions,170 the Powell-Nelson study of business-politician relationships,171 and the Spalding-Hetrick-Turner study of the political activism of sociologists as compared with political scientists and other scholars.172 Additionally, Eiduson has given us a model of comparative psychological studies in her writings on scientists, artists, and businessmen that some day surely should be applied to the comparative study of political scientists and political leaders.173

Through greater self-knowledge we will better be able to educate ourselves and our research apprentices to become more valid, reliable and humane scientists studying political leadership.
In conclusion, lest the seriousness of the intellectual effort required to create a truly significant, long-term, multifaceted program of political leadership research dull our other human sensitivities, let us recall some of Charles E. Merriam's foresightful wisdom:

It sometimes seems that we political scientists take ourselves and our subject too soberly, although I grant that we have never been called the dismal science. . . . No one of us has ever written a dissertation on the important function of humor in politics.174

As in other matters, political leaders themselves often provide perspectives upon the profession of political science. That political leaders, at least in some cultures, are indeed not humorless is illustrated by these examples of puns that were famous, or infamous, among the seventy-six members of the 1974 Hawaii state legislature:175

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill</th>
<th>Legislators' Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To regulate massage parlors</td>
<td>“This bill rubs me the wrong way.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To promote marine life</td>
<td>“You sure there’s nothing fishy about this bill”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conservation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To provide control of pigeons</td>
<td>“I think this bill is for the birds, but I’ll vote for it anyway.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To license acupuncturists</td>
<td>“Let’s pinpoint the problem.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But then again, research on political leadership humor may sometimes be no laughing matter.176

The rise of interest in the scientific study of political leadership challenges us to become more explicit than ever before about political leadership education. It is a question not only of focusing attention upon the concept of leadership in theory and research but also of creating linkages between emerging scientific knowledge and education for and about political leadership throughout a total society. This will be a subject for continuing societal debate, to which this chapter seeks to make a contribution.

Need for Educational Attention

The need for more focused attention is illustrated by Careers and the Study of Political Science, a pamphlet prepared by the staff of the American Political Science Association to advise undergraduates. The principal sections of this pamphlet are devoted to suggesting the relevance of a political science education for careers in law, the federal government, state and local government, public and private interest groups, business, journalism, precolligate education, and professional political science—in that order, probably determined by an estimate of declining job opportunities. At the end of a concluding section on “the avocational uses of political science,” the following advice is given:

Finally, it should be noted that there are a variety of elected and appointed political offices, particularly at the local level, which are not full-time
occupations. Many city councilmen, school board members, aldermen, and members of reform commissions are persons who have other occupations in business, the law or the home. People who are interested in political science often prove to be those who are desirous of serving in these types of positions. Although these jobs are usually low-paying and part-time, they do provide an individual with direct access to the political system, and give a person an opportunity to directly affect policy decisions. The low-keyed tone of this advice is, of course, partly the practical product of American culture and institutions, but it is also reflective of the disciplinary diffuseness in the treatment of political leadership. A dramatically different approach, with broad implications for societal functioning, would be to stress the importance of a political science education for performing the full range of political leadership roles in American society, the massive pool of potential leaders and staff associates required, the broad range of other occupations for which political leadership knowledge could be useful, and the possibility for creating, not just fitting into, leadership-related careers. This kind of political science education would seek to prepare all citizens for the performance of political leadership functions in American society.

To achieve this kind of educational perspective, a full-scale disciplinary reorientation is required. Some will argue that even if we could educate for and about political leadership in a more explicit way, we should not do so. Among grounds for objection would be that such education would violate the egalitarian norms of American political democracy or at least aggravate already egalitarian tendencies. Others will argue that even if we should do so, we are ignorant of what is required; too, most studies have shown political science education to be largely ineffectual, at least in terms of influencing values and attitudes. There are many more objections that might be raised. Each society will have its own culturally specific sources of discontent on this issue.

Thesis: We Can and We Should

The position taken here is that political science, cooperating with other disciplines and professions, can and should educate explicitly for and about political leadership. We should because it is incongruous that we should so readily accept purposive education for persons to whom we entrust our personal survival (medical education), our combat survival (military education), our economic survival (business education), and our legal survival (legal education) but not education for persons whose behavior is critical for creating conditions that markedly affect the emergence of, and responses to, the crises with which these other specialists are expected to deal.

That we can educate for leadership in completely novel situations is illustrated by the selection and training of astronauts. It is also illustrated by the results of purposive educational efforts that have been reported in other social sciences and professional disciplines in which the concept of leadership has been more salient than it has in political science. Such studies characteristically have compared alternative educational modes, measured their effects upon persons of known characteristics as compared with control groups, and increasingly sought to measure the posteducational effects upon performance in natural social settings. By contrast, political science understanding of the effects and consequences of education is on a much less firm footing.

This is not to argue that all such education or training is effective, or that dysfunctional consequences do not sometimes occur, but that the human capacity to learn can be engaged successfully in the subject matter of leadership. Furthermore, there is some striking evidence that education can have an effect upon at least some values and attitudes, even in the context of the amorphous American college. This is presented by Dabelko and Caywood in a comparison of “conservatism,” “dogmatism,” and “authoritarianism” measured among freshmen and seniors in four curriculum areas: engineering, business, education, and the arts and sciences. The results are summarized as plots of means in Figures 11, 12, and 13 (pp. 192-193).

These findings, although we are unable to differentiate political science and other arts and sciences disciplines, have many intriguing implications. For example, they suggest that the value orientations of arts and sciences students may be inhibiting and skewing engagement with the subject of political leadership: avoiding something perceived as conservative, dogmatic, and authoritarian and favoring their opposite. They suggest further that the study of political leadership in American universities might not be best based mainly in the arts and sciences but rather in a position midway between business and education. At least they suggest the importance of university-wide involvement, as well as broad community participation, in political leadership education, whatever its primary institutional location.

But to be able to decide more confidently about such matters it will be necessary to extend the Dabelko and Caywood inquiry to include cognition and action skills as well as values; to differentiate among the disciplines; to include graduate training; to compare institutional contexts; and to study nonstudent control groups. The main point here is that students of different curricula tend to differ in their initial mean value positions and to change in relation to their subsequent educational experiences.

To argue that we should and can educate for political leadership does not mean that we can leap confidently into full-scale curriculum development. It also does not imply that traditional educational institutions need be the principal or only locus of educational involvement. But it does mean that we should begin to explore the kinds of things that will make intelligent experimentation with the creation of appropriate learning experiences possible. One such approach is to explore the natural process of education that is experienced by political leaders without explicit political science or other focused education.
Through research on how political leaders naturally learn to lead—as well as how other persons learn to "follow" them—we may identify the useful, deleterious, and missing effects such experience has on leader performance, thereby establishing a basis for deciding upon appropriate educational interventions.

Natural Leadership Learning

Natural learning for political leadership may be considered to occur in at least three stages related to a political life cycle: general political socialization, role recruitment, role performance, role disengagement, and retirement. Such learning includes influences from admired and detested models; making decisions and experiencing their consequences; the effects of contemporary events; vicarious learning; direct tutelage; self-education through reading, writing, asking questions, and travel; and submission to the persuasive initiatives of others.

General Political Socialization. In this stage early positive and negative leadership models, and early experiences with initiatives and follower responses, are encountered via the family, peer groups, formal educational settings, the oral folk culture, and the audiovisual mass media. Natural leaders emerge in student groups and in social, economic, and cultural groups throughout a society. In
some societies there may be relatively undifferentiated mass education for "citizenship"; in others there may be more focused socialization for potential leadership through youth organizations or through the tutelage of princes. 9

Role: Recruitment. During this stage images become more explicitly focused upon political authority figures, who aid, inspire, oppose, threaten, outrage, or ignore potential leaders. There is intense concern with finding and testing successful strategies and tactics to achieve political objectives. There may be recruitment substages of varying durations that involve a variety of apprenticeship experiences. Recruitment into saiment leadership positions may come through inheritance, cooption, self-selection, electoral competition, narrow-based coup, or broad-based revolution. As Barber has suggested, learning associated with the primary mode of achieving a person's first independent political success ("rhetoric," "business," or "interpersonal relations")—we might add "violence")—may be an important predictor of the subsequent political leadership style of that person. 9

The role of more experienced, or perhaps just more confident, tutors, advisers, and mentors at this stage is important. These include family members, friends, campaign managers, consultants, revolutionary comrades, and incumbent, aspiring, or retired political leaders themselves. Internships, apprenticeships, party schools for leadership training, cell or precinct meetings, and campaign technique seminars for candidates are examples of semi-contrived natural leadership training at the recruitment stage. Leadership learning linked to recruitment may also take place in institutions outside the formal political framework; e.g., in the military, in a bureaucracy, in business, in labor unions, in student government, and in social or cultural organizations. Leadership responses thus learned are carried into political leadership role performance with varying degrees of congruent adaptation.

Role Performance. Learning continues during the period of actual political leadership performance within and across roles. Trial-and-error learning assumes high importance and critical incidents of exceptional success and failure create propensities for future styles of performance. Tutors are engaged in substantive areas of needed knowledge. Core advisers, staffs, supplicants, media commentators, and others teach, inform, advise, and persuade. Both positive and negative peer learning takes place in direct contact with other political leaders in decisional conferences, legislatures, campaign rallies, professional associations (e.g., for county officials, mayors, governors, and legislators), party conventions and congresses, and in cross-national meetings with leaders of other societies. In addition, images of actual or fictional leaders and accounts of their actions are encountered in the written and in audiovisual materials (e.g., intelligence reports, books, radio, newspapers, magazines, television, and film).

Role Disengagement. Political leadership learning continues in the process of role disengagement, which can occur through resignation, electoral defeat, coerced withdrawal, imprisonment, imprisonment, illness, execution, or assassination. Learning may be influenced by knowledge of precedent or contemporary models of disengagement as well as by associated trial-and-error learning.

Parallel Educational Potentials

A major question for political leadership studies is whether science-based educational interventions can be designed at these various natural stages that will improve the quality of political leadership in a society. An adequate answer will eventually require creative convergence of the fields of political socialization and of education, focused upon political leadership development, expressed through a wide variety of innovative experiments, and monitored for effects including societywide follower satisfaction. Some possible points of parallel intervention are listed in Table 8 (p. 196). Educational intervention at any stage needs to be informed by the needs of at least four types of person: those who are political leaders; those who are likely to become or should become political leaders; all others for whom knowledge of political leadership is essential for human fulfillment; and those likely to advance scientific and human understanding of leadership in politics.

Suppose political science were to accept responsibility for societywide education for and about political leadership along the lines suggested above. What would be a responsible core curriculum that would not depart radically from past human experience and would treat equally the needs of leaders, potential leaders, other followers, and scholars? In considering this question, the importance of political biography thrusts itself upon our attention.

Significance of Political Biography

A salient feature of natural learning for political leadership at all stages is how important the study or creation of political biography seems to be. Actual
TABLE 8. Parallel Potentials for Political Leadership Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Socialization</th>
<th>Educational Potentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General political socialization</td>
<td>Mass media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role recruitment</td>
<td>Higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extension education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Open&quot; universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role performance</td>
<td>Advanced professional training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adult education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consulting tutorials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabbaticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengagement</td>
<td>Consulting tutorials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabbaticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td>Leaders and followers as teachers and consultants for all the preceding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or aspiring leaders may read about the lives of former leaders, actually create biographies or sketches of them, and finally may end their careers presenting their own lives in memoirs and autobiographies. This is but one indication, of course, of the importance of models for social learning and a hint that leadership itself may be viewed in part as the presentation of models to elicit or inhibit follower emulation. Thus, we note with interest that Napoleon was reputed to carry a copy of Plutarch's Parallel Lives,10 that Mao Tse-tung recalled from his youth reading not only about Chinese heroes but also about "Washington...Napoleon, Catherine of Russia, Peter the Great, Gladstone, Rousseau, Montesquieu and Lincoln,"11 that Woodrow Wilson wrote a biography of George Washington,12 that Stalin wrote a laudatory essay on Lenin,13 that Trotsky wrote a critical evaluation of Stalin,14 that John F. Kennedy sought to discover the sources of political independence in Profiles in Courage,15 that Churchill between the wars chronicled the life of his ancestor Marlborough,16 and that the writing of memoirs by American presidents and other national leaders seems to be spreading—e.g., the memoirs of Charles de Gaulle17 and Khrushchev.18 Not all leaders are students of political biography nor are all as explicit in their interest as Prince Ito of Japan, who wrote:

In reading the lives of great men I have a secret. This secret is that I first discover the genius of the man and study what deed was accomplished by this genius or what difficulty was the cause of one's failure. Then the inference thus gained is applied as the mirror of my own political life. As I have no born genius, I always try to learn it from others.19

If we look to natural experience for hints about leadership learning that might guide more deliberate education for and about leadership, we cannot but note the suggestion that experimental teaching with political biographies might be a practical beginning.

Biographies need not be in written form. Autobiographical talks by active leaders or narrations by followers who know them well also can serve. So can biographical films and sound recordings.20 In content they may range far and wide across human experience. Students as well as teachers may be engaged in creating them. They may be studied in a group or in quiet personal reflection. With all their limitations, biographies give promise of viewing leaders as whole human beings in total societal contexts—the basis to which all social science knowledge and all implied usefulness of such knowledge ultimately return.

Three fundamental limitations of biographies as educational materials may be recognized and compensated for. They tend to be distorted; then we must learn to be critical. They may only glorify dominant oppressors;21 then we must seek out or create the biographies of the champions of the oppressed. They are history-bound and no guide to radically different expectable futures; then we must argue the ways that futures will differ from a given biographical base. Overall, to check biases, we must seek diversity, both across leaders and among biographies of a single leader. It is here also that the ancient comparative skills of Plutarch need to be revived and perfected.

Sources of Educational Insight

In addition to biographies, at least three other sources of insight may be drawn upon in creating political leadership learning experiences. These include the results of scientific research, the views of experienced leaders, and the views of other citizens whose lives are affected by political leadership behavior. Figure 14 (p. 228) suggests a university research center for political leadership studies the products of which, when combined with those of the social sciences, humanities, and other professions, could provide a sound knowledge base.

The educational advice of experienced leaders also can be sought. I once asked the prime minister of Singapore what advice he would give about the educational preparation of potential political leaders, "If things go well," he said, "they should study economics and public administration. If things go badly, they should study military science." Many leaders will argue that not much can be done—either because "leaders are born, not made," as a future prime minister of Korea told me or because of the unique complexity of political leadership roles. As John F. Kennedy observed, "There's no experience that you can get
that can possibly prepare you adequately for the presidency." But these views still leave open the possibility that the naturally gifted can be assisted to make better use of their talents and that there can be relative degrees of adequacy in preparation for role performance.

The political educational advice of American party politicians to college students usually takes the form of urging them to get involved in precinct politics. Elected officials advise students to get involved in campaign activity, helping others and presenting themselves as candidates. American radicals give essentially the same pragmatic advice: get involved in any issue and eventually you will become radicalized by the injustices of "the system." Some experienced politicians urge studies they personally have found useful: political science, theater, or communications.

A unique source, as yet systematically unexplored, is the advice of political scientists who, like Merriam, have combined careers as teacher-scholars with political action. In 1973, for example, the biographical directory records of the American Political Science Association indicated that about 500 of its members held elected political office. Most of these were teacher-scholars. Their insights into practical politics and the educational process provide a valuable resource that needs to be explored in the effort to create more adequate education for and about political leadership.

The views of persons not themselves political leaders need also to be considered. The advice of persons able to express the views of the most disadvantaged segments of society deserve special attention. The educator Paulo Freire, for example, from the perspective of the poor and illiterate, has forcefully argued that customary "leadership training" merely leads to social alienation and to the improvement of manipulative skills that favor only dominant political, social, and economic interests. The alternative he has proposed, however, itself constitutes a valuable pedagogy for leadership education.

Once a purposive educational program is set up, a career-long advisory system needs to be established whereby the subsequent experiences of leaders and followers are fed back into the educational process. At the same time, active leaders and followers should receive from the science-based educational effort a continuing inventory of action-related leadership propositions.

Leadership Educational Principles

Beyond achieving the holistic overviews contained in political biographies, there are five other basic principles that should be applied in the design of political leadership learning experiences. The first is the need for omni-relevant understanding. Political leaders, more than any other persons in a society, need to know as much as possible about every aspect of life. As Doman has explained, "If a man knows something of everything, he might be a brilliant expert but be a failure in politics. If he knows something of everything, he will be a miserable expert but a good politician." Curricula design at every level should seek this kind of outreach; again, this means omni-sensitivity, not omniscience. While we are seeking general understanding, however, the importance of specialization should not be disvalued.

The second principle is value clarification, both of one's own values—personal, group, institutional, community, and polity—and of those of others. The clarification, creation, and testing of value guides to action and evaluation should become as familiar as the creation and testing of empirical propositions in scientific research. Skills in recognizing and changing discrepancies between values and other forms of reality should be taught.

A third principle is understanding people, all kinds of people, in every walk of life. This is the kind of education that politicians get in door-to-door campaigning; such knowledge needs to be deepened as well as broadened in regard to unfamiliar segments of one's own society and other societies.

A fourth principle is developing the capacity for innovation, both by personal creativity and by intelligent support of the creativity of others. The most successfully innovative leaders are undoubtedly also the best followers, knowing how to evaluate and support the creative abilities of others. Education should provide experience in confronting novel situations leading to awareness of effective and ineffective styles of response. The proposal by Tarcher to base leadership education and action upon the scientific model of discovery and verification deserves full-scale political science attention.

The fifth principle is taken from the advice of experienced leaders: seek engagement in practical problem-solving efforts—not this approach alone but in combination with other forms of educational experience. For the nurturing of political leadership we need to create dynamic combinations of education in action and action in education.

It will be appreciated that these principles will hold true for political followership as well as for leadership.

Focuses: Variables and Dimensions

In addition to these general principles, the components of a multidimensional linkage approach suggest an approach to leadership education that is relatively comprehensive and capable of response to new research findings.

Leaders need to become aware of their own concepts of leadership. They need to learn as much as possible about their personalities and those of others. They need to experience the "fit" of established roles and to design and experience the consequences of different ones. They need to understand the processes of small groups, the ways in which formal organizations work, and the ways in which their behavior relates to the functioning of large human collect-
tivities. They need awareness of values and their consequences, their own and those of others. They need task and problem-solving competence along all eighteen of the dimensions of political behavior to which attention has been called and to others not herein identified—gaining, performing in, and disengaging from leadership roles. They need awareness of the economic, social, cultural, technological, and physical aspects of the environment of political behavior and awareness of how leadership both shapes and responds to these factors. And, undoubtedly, they need education in areas not yet identified.

This is a large order for leaders, for followers, who must be nurtured in similar understandings, and for educators. But it is not an impossible task. All these processes have been occurring to some extent, recognized or not, throughout human history. What is required now is to undergird them explicitly with scientific and humane imagination and research. We need to perceive political leadership as a moral and applied social science with enormous potential for contributing to the welfare of mankind—and to think more clearly about how to educate for and about leadership.

The analytical components suggested need not be the subject of cognitive understanding alone but may also be appreciated by direct or mediated emotional involvement. For example, the concept of personality may lead to the discovery of the educational potential of a film in which a master sculptor, Merrill Gage, tells the life story of Abraham Lincoln, while transforming a mass of clay from the face of youth into the gaunt wrinkles of old age.\(^\text{20}\) The idea of role may enhance the meaningfulness of a television presentation of the views of five experienced incumbents on the powers and limitations of the American presidency.\(^\text{21}\) The concept of organization may enhance appreciation of the disciplined, orderliness of a political army as portrayed in a Nazi propaganda film,\(^\text{32}\) as well as the remarkable image of what Adlai Stevenson termed the "discordant symphony of a free society" in a film depicting raucous campaigning heckling of British politicians.\(^\text{34}\) With the idea of task in mind one listens to the recorded speeches of Franklin Roosevelt in the 1930s American Depression,\(^\text{35}\) Winston Churchill in the Second World War,\(^\text{36}\) and Lenin in the Bolshevik Revolution,\(^\text{37}\) with a keener sense of the independent force of problems to be solved. For an illustration of the force of human values one can ponder the eloquent affirmation of "equality" and "freedom" voiced by Martin Luther King, Jr., in a recording of his remarkable speech "I Have a Dream."\(^\text{38}\) Or we may better appreciate the lucid argument for the existence of a "God of light, truth and love" on a taped recording by Gandhi. We hear him as he argues that to deny the existence of a Supreme Being because of asserted lack of evidence is no more persuasive than the ignorance he discovered among the peasants of Mysore who did not know the name of their secular ruler.\(^\text{39}\) Or we can be moved by the love of land and people expressed in the recorded last will and testament of Jawaharlal Nehru as spoken by his sister. She voices his moving wish that one handful of his ashes be thrown into the Ganges at Allahabad while another be thrown from an airplane to scatter over hills and fields as a symbol of his love for the traditions, people, and land of India.\(^\text{40}\) The idea of setting enhances appreciation of a Canadian film depicting small town mayors in three local environments: a mayor-doctor in Brazil, a mayor-trader in Nigeria, and a mayor-farmer in Canada.\(^\text{41}\)

**Modes**

In accepting the challenge of political leadership education, political science, in cooperation with other disciplines and professions, should experiment with a wide range of modes of learning. Such approaches need to be created for persons who are not yet leaders, for persons in leadership roles, and for other persons who need to know about leadership.

Existing modes of learning include the study of biography, field observation, internships, simulations, case studies, practical problem-solving experiences, and tutelage by experienced persons. The American political system of two-, four-, and six-year electoral cycles, plus relatively open city council and legislative committee deliberations, provides unusual observational opportunities. The study of media imagery, supplemented by the insights of investigative reporting, allows another mode of leadership learning that is close to the natural political environment. The wide variety of educational simulations being developed in American political science offers many suggestions for political leadership education,\(^\text{42}\) while the remarkable success of Whitaker's students in simulating the voting behavior of Supreme Court justices offers promise of their potential validity.\(^\text{43}\) Joint case studies by the Harvard medical and law school's ethical crises in medical practice provide a suggestive model for the moral education of aspiring political leaders based upon actual critical incidents.

In all these modes, and in others that may be created, the multivariate, multidimensional linkage approach can serve as a learning grid to identify and relate needed experiences. In turn, feedback from educational experiences can lead to modifications in this suggested framework, just as can research and applied experience.

One mode of education suggested by natural leadership learning experience requires no external intervention but only the provision of an opportunity for solitary reflection. As explained by the American radical organizer Saul Alinsky:

The one problem that the revolutionary cannot cope with by himself is that he must now and then have an opportunity to reflect and synthesize his thoughts. To gain that privacy in which he can try to make sense out of what he is doing, why he is doing it, where he is going, what has been wrong with what he has done, what he should have done and above all to see the relationships of all the episodes and acts as they tie in to a general pattern, the most convenient and accessible solution is jail. It is here that he begins to develop a philosophy. It is here that he begins to shape long-term goals, intermediate goals, and a self-analysis of tactics as tied to his own person-
Field Foundations: Education

...ality. It is here that he is emancipated from the slavery of action wherein he was compelled to think from act to act. Now he can look at the totality of his actions and the reactions of the enemy from a fairly detached position.44

Education, as we know, does not always mean doing something to or for someone else; it may mean creating the conditions for something to happen that otherwise might not occur. This is not to suggest that students of political leadership need go to jail, but for some of us, as for many historical leaders, this can be an important learning experience. A better approach would be for educational institutions to create conditions of relative sensory deprivation that provide reflective learning opportunities for experienced political leaders.

The style of political leadership education may be conservative, reformist, or revolutionary—but it need not be limited in aspiration to any of these. Rather, it might try to respond to the educational needs of persons of all three orientations and further might aspire over a long period to educate leaders who creatively transcend these contemporary stereotypes. Such persons should be expert in applying the laws of leader-follower interaction behavior in such a way as to achieve steadily, with lessening trauma, age-old human aspirations for material and psychological well-being.

Prevocational Education

Consideration should be given to the establishment in American colleges and universities of a prevocational curriculum for preparing potential political leaders. Existing analogs can be found in colleges of business, education, and engineering. Perhaps political leadership could be combined with policy science, planning, and public administration orientations in a college of public leadership. The creation of universitywide prevocational education for prospective political leaders, including education of leader associates and provision for meeting the needs of nonleader citizens, presents a genuine innovative challenge to American higher education.

At the very least, courses in political leadership need to be established within departments of political science. Such courses should orient students to the subject of political leadership and provide introductions to the various modes of vocationally relating to it. They should draw upon the insights of all existing political science specialties, as outlined in Figure 1, and should direct student interest to these specialties as resources for meeting leadership needs.

A political science subcurriculum focusing upon political leadership might have the following three core components. Perhaps an undergraduate course in political biography would be the best introduction, providing early empirical resources for decision making in the creation of a personal identity. Such a course, aside from direct action, might also be the best serious final examination, testing skills in analysis and evaluation that had been developed throughout the person’s college career. Next there would be a need for a wide-ranging exploration of alternative conceptual approaches to leadership as suggested in Chapter 4. Here a review of alternative concepts of political leadership in the history of political thought could make an enormous contribution to critical awareness and historical perspective. A third major component, after biography and conceptual exploration, would be a systematic review of emergent scientific findings based upon a constantly updated propositional inventory. A graduate seminar could address itself to reviewing the literature for propositions to be employed in undergraduate education and teaching the propositions thus discovered. Undergraduates could be taught proposition-building skills and engaged also in the inventory effort.

On this basis, undergraduate students of political leadership subsequently could be provided with four parallel and mutually reinforcing learning opportunities: research, education, application, and evaluation. These might be envisioned as four workshops, with related course offerings, that could serve as a focus for faculty, graduate student, undergraduate, and community involvement. The first workshop would be devoted mainly to theory building and research. The second would be devoted to examining formal and informal educational experiences related to leadership at all levels and to seeking modes of improvement. A third workshop would be devoted to applied politics, seeking to make knowledge useful in relation to the performance of leaders, aspirants, individual citizens, and community groups attempting to influence leadership behavior. The fourth workshop would be devoted primarily to developing skills in the critical evaluation of political leadership behavior, combining perspectives from the humanities, sciences, and professions, and reaching out to understand the criteria being employed in the natural political community from the most to the least advantaged perspective.

These prevocational workshops could lead to careers in scientific or applied research, in political education, in political leadership and in the multitude of leader-related occupations, and in the critical evaluation of leader behavior as in political journalism, the arts, and the humanities.

Graduate Education

These four undergraduate orientations could be coordinated with graduate training. Students working toward a master’s degree could specialize in one or more research, educational, applied, or evaluative skills. Their experience could provide materials for undergraduate teaching, just as it could provide a bridge to professional community involvement to develop political leadership along the lines of one or more of the four modes of action orientation. Education at the doctoral level would prepare persons to advance political leadership research, teaching, and action programs as a contribution to achieving the goals of the discipline of political science.
Initially, of course, departments may begin by adding but single courses on political leadership at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Yet they should begin now to think further ahead about the potential contributions that political leadership studies can make to departmental and community development.

Schools of Political Leadership

It is not unthinkable that one or more universities will pioneer in the establishment of a professional school of political leadership. Such a school would provide a focus for universitywide and communitywide interest in political leadership. In the United States, for example, there should be at least one of these in every state, with some major universities accepting responsibility for national leadership development. The United Nations University eventually might come to accept responsibility for explicitly educating international and world leaders.

In an American university, a graduate school of political leadership should learn from, and maintain mutually stimulating relationships with, existing professional schools such as law, medicine, business, agriculture, education, social work, and engineering—but it should develop a unique, omni-relevant creative identity along the lines of the educational principles suggested above. Grasping scientific research, on the one hand, firmly engaged in the affairs of actual and aspiring political leaders, on the other, standing solidly on the needs of the people, and with head and heart tempered by the arts and humanities, such a school should make a clear commitment to the improvement of political leadership in its society. The most distinguished political leaders can be drawn upon as deans and faculty members, mobilizing the talents of concerned faculty in all disciplines and engaging community wisdom from all quarters. Attracting the most public-spirited and dedicated students, seeking outreach into all sources of societal vitality, such a school eventually would heighten the quality of political leadership in a society.

It is premature to specify a curriculum for a school of political leadership. Each society has its own requirements. In the United States, the plan for such a school should emerge out of a combination of academic imagination, including the advice of existing professional school participants; the counsel of experienced executive, legislative, judicial, and party leaders and aspirants; the views of leaders of citizen groups concerned with political leadership performance; and the felt needs of prospective students. A unique challenge to the design of such a school would be to find ways in which “followers,” persons not themselves likely to be political leaders, might be engaged in the educational experiences of the professional leaders. This is unlike the usual practice of professional schools or military leadership training institutions.

It is likely that the Kotter and Lawrence tripartite model of agenda setting, network building, and task implementation would provide a useful framework for professional political leadership education. So would concern with the power, affect, and instrumental aspects of leadership. Among likely areas of interest would be living among the unfamiliar sectors of society, campaign design, ethical role performance, leader responsiveness and citizen participation, decision making, economics and public finance, communication, ethnicity and cultural diversity, and health and career management. Again, the multivariate, multidimensional approach that has been suggested can serve as a matrix for identifying possible educational needs.

A National Institute

Beyond university schools, consideration should be given eventually to the establishment of a national institute for political leadership development. Examples of institutions in the United States whose experience could contribute to the creation and operation of such an institute include the Federal Executive Institute, the Brookings Institution, the National Academy of Sciences, the National Science Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Humanities, as well as national parties and professional associations. Through a nationwide linkage with departments of political science, this institute could have a locally sensitive yet solid scientific base.

Such an institute would be devoted to meeting the special educational needs of incumbents and aspirants at the national level. Eventually, an opportunity for educational advancement under its auspices might be provided to all successful candidates for national public office and to other leaders and citizens of national political prominence or promise. Through research, seminars, tutorials, lectures, and travel-study, engaging the best of national and transnational talent, the institute would seek constantly to improve the quality of the nation's elected leadership.

Until institutions for purposive political leadership education are established, departments of political science, and other university components, can take the lead in creating preservice, in-service, and postservice educational opportunities for political leaders and those most concerned with improving their performance. Such opportunities, based upon the innovativeness of which faculties are capable, will markedly contribute to the quality of eventual schools of political leadership at the local and national levels.

Some Implications

The quality and success of these educational efforts, however, will depend largely upon the scientific theory and research that result from the emergence of political leadership studies as a field of political science. Thus, the challenges of
basic research and education, as well as that of application, are inextricably intertwined.

Education of political leaders inevitably raises questions about the quality of educators. One solution will be to engage the best of leaders as teachers. Another will be to improve the political leadership education of the best of teachers. The challenge of education for and about political leadership may be expected to lead to new kinds of teacher education. All teachers are familiar with the clash of authoritarian and democratic personalities in the classroom, so well analyzed by Golembiewski.44 and these difficulties can be expected to be magnified in the intense leader-teacher-follower interactions that will be involved in the treatment of critical political issues. The teachers of leaders will themselves have to be taught and provided with appropriate consulting assistance.

One implication is that both leaders and followers need to be engaged at all educational levels as teachers of the subject of political leadership. Professional teachers and scientists may acquire extraordinary expertise, but the best of them are always in the role of student with respect to their chosen vocation.

Quite possibly, the suggestions made in this chapter may greatly offend the egalitarian and antiauthoritarian spirit of Americans. The position taken here is that spirit should not impede our trying to think through the educational implications of an emerging scientific interest in the study of political leadership. A solution that might still provide room for needed educational imagination would be to delay all purpusive efforts to educate leaders until after their election. They might then be offered preservice or in-service educational assistance. From this viewpoint, pre-election educational intervention might not unduly advantage persons already favored by other inegalitarian forces in American society.

On the other hand, it can be argued that it is a major educational responsibility in a country founded upon the ideals of political egalitarianism to seek out and prepare for political leadership all persons with the talent and desire thus to serve society. From this viewpoint, the scientific study of political leadership, and the universal education of citizens in knowledge needed for and about political leadership becomes a major social responsibility. Furthermore, in a relatively open polity, no formal advantage would be exercised by purposively educated political leaders. They would have to compete in elections like everyone else.

Time to Respond

The time has come to respond to the provocative challenge posed by Professor Ewing in 1949: "Do political science professors make any attempt to discover, develop, train, test potential political leaders? If not, whose job do they think this is?" At least one major university administrator has implied that the university should take up this challenge. "In the past the great professional

schools have been in law, business, and medicine," declared Harvard president Derek C. Bok in his June 12, 1975, commencement address: "In the future, education for public service must come to play an equal role."45 While seeking to work out an appropriate response to Ewing’s challenge, however, we need to keep in mind the advice of politically wise Honolulu real estate broker Fusao Taniguchi: "Watch out you don’t produce a bunch of intelligent crooks up there on campus!"46 "A time may come," forecast William E. Mosler in 1944, "when the success of a college and particularly of a political science department will be measured by the proportion of its graduates who have become active politicians."49 To meet this challenge will require changes in academic institutions themselves, changes in their relationships with the communities of which they are a part, and ultimately changes in the communities which they serve. It may seem pretentious for political scientists to claim a role in the education of political leaders, but it is less pretentious than to perform political leadership roles without educational preparation and continuing assistance.

The time to begin to meet this educational challenge directly is now, in the context of rising interest in the scientific study of political leadership and of critical problems that demand efforts to make scientific knowledge socially useful.
CHAPTER 9

FIELD FOUNDATIONS: APPLICATION

Science itself is not a liberator. It creates means, not goals. . . . We should remember that the fate of mankind hinges entirely upon man's moral development. 5

ALBERT EINSTEIN
1940

THE STUDY OF POLITICAL LEADERSHIP will benefit if it is explicitly conceived at an early stage of development as having the potential for becoming an area of applied social science. Explicit acceptance of this potential will mean that conceptualization, theorization, empirical research, and teaching will be conducted with—although not limited to—a sense of social usefulness.

Sources of Controversy

The suggestion that a part of political leadership studies can eventually contribute to the development of political science as an applied social science will evoke a useful controversy partly because neither the idea of science nor the idea of an applied science are fully accepted within the discipline. In the crude, initial stages of emergence as a social science it is natural that the more comfortable and penetrating antiscience critical faculties associated with our philosophical and historical tradition should be strongly with us. But note that even those who regard the study and practice of politics as an “art” accept the assumption that citizens can act upon artful insights, which this approach seeks to nurture. Politics may be viewed as an applied art or as potentially a social science applied with artistic imagination. In either case, the usefulness of seeking to clarify the objectives, techniques, and problems of “application” seems inescapable.
Another source of expected controversy is ethical. A position of complete denial is that application of knowledge in relation to political leadership is unethical. "Leadership even at its purest is unethical" is the way Baldelli summarized it. From this position, efforts to apply knowledge on behalf of leaders, or on behalf of followers in relation to leaders, are immoral. This is because political institutions themselves, based upon violence and inequality, are unethical. The application of knowledge based upon the assumption of the continuation of politics as it is known and has been known in the past is indefensible.

An intermediate position is one in which the revolutionary application of knowledge on behalf of the oppressed, but not on behalf of the oppressors, is justified. The counterrevolutionary counterpart is that assistance may be given to established authorities, sometimes to conventional competitors, but never to revolutionary contestants.

An encompassing position is that the scientist should seek to apply knowledge whenever and wherever it would promise to promote valued means and ends, for and by persons ranging from individuals through classes and collectivities to the global human community. Given these complex understandings, the values of social scientists themselves may be seen as an obstacle to more dynamic and effective applied science activity. These value sensitivities, varying with cultural and institutional context, can be expected to become even more acute when focused directly upon the subject of political leadership. Given the anti-authoritarian direction of values among arts and sciences students as noted in Chapter 8, it is probable that applied efforts in the United States may be skewed more to influencing followers to challenge leaders rather than to helping leaders influence followers. A balanced approach to political leadership would seek to help both leaders and followers to realize humane values. Where this is impossible, collective applications reflecting diverse value commitments can be expected and should be evaluated for overall effects upon the community as well as applied science contributors.

Applied Science Inexperience

In comparison with other social sciences, political science has not yet achieved a high degree of application orientation, despite pioneering exploratory efforts and the growth of the programs in "policy science." Explicit interest in "applied anthropology," "applied sociology," and "applied psychology" is much better developed, as evidenced by contemporary graduate and undergraduate courses in these areas. The Journal of Social Issues manifestly seeks to encourage the development of an applied social psychology, and there are journals devoted to applied "behavioral science," "ecology," "economics," "psychology," "social psychology," "sociology," and so forth. A journal with this sort of orientation has not yet appeared in political science. One historical and contextual explana-

Components of an Applied Science Activity

Several necessary components for the successful and acceptable application of scientific political leadership knowledge are clear. The first is the existence of basic scientific knowledge and a continuing inventory, update, and refinement of that knowledge. Successive propositional inventories of theory and research findings in political leadership studies are essential for this purpose. Second, the basic scientific knowledge will have to be translated into forms that can be applied in political action. Knowing that leaders have personalities marked by active-positive, low esteem—high complexity, high need—Power, closed-minded, or field-dependent-independent characteristics, for example, we will have to create
prescriptions for actions that can be followed by both leaders and followers, in making use of this knowledge. This implies a third basic requirement: experimentation in an action mode. We will have to seek validation of the results of application just as we originally sought to validate the hypothesis on which action was predicated. Next we need to transfer the application from the experimental conditions of a controlled environment into the natural society. Accompanying all of these processes we need deliberately contrived evaluations of both a scientific and a humanist nature. These will include professional self-evaluation, peer evaluation, evaluation by external consultants of varied methodological and value persuasions, and the critical responses of political leaders and other members of society.

Although mentioned last, a problem-solving approach is essential for all applied efforts, including the creation of needed scientific knowledge. To ensure that this approach guides all aspects of application activities, deliberate efforts must be made to create continuing channels of problem related feedback from leaders, followers, and other persons affected by efforts to apply knowledge or confronted by especially difficult leadership problems.

Truly significant problem-solving exchanges will occur not only when social scientists seek out or are invited to sites of social action but also when other social actors, both leaders and followers, initiate or respond to opportunities to define problems and suggest solutions for them in an academic setting. They need to question and consult social scientists as much as the latter need to question and consult them.

It is not to be assumed, however, that a simple approach will long suffice wherein social scientists become more knowledgeable about political leaders and followers and leaders and followers become more aware of the methods and findings of social science. At primitive stages of development, this may be possible, but over the long run, the complexities of both leadership and social science may contribute, if not to a growing gap, at least to conditions in which possibly destructive lags and gains between knowledge and action will occur. To lessen the gap, and to make knowledge and action mutually responsive, something new is needed in political science.

As Lundberg aptly pointed out, the successful application of scientific knowledge has been accompanied by the emergence of "conversion roles" performed by persons specifically trained to convert basic knowledge into action.

The present stage of thought about [the effective utilization of scientific knowledge] has gone beyond the earlier simple views where either the scientist was charged with the responsibility of translating his findings, methods, skills, and so on, or where the practitioner was charged with the responsibility for acquiring this translation capacity and using it. Today, the roles whose central function is the conversion of scientific resources into practice are many and varied.6

To bridge the gap between the complexities of leadership and the complexities of leadership-related scientific resources, it may therefore be necessary to establish a chain, or a nonlinear group, of application-oriented role relationships.

This provides a new challenge to conventional political science education and research. We need to educate very explicitly for applied roles and for evaluative research to judge the effects of applied efforts. The general requirements have been acutely summarized by Bochbringer in a critique of an enormously instructive, although painful, effort by social scientists to intervene in the violent Protestant-Catholic conflict in Northern Ireland. Bochbringer advised:

A social scientist intervening into a situation of social conflict should be required to specify carefully his goals, evaluate the costs and dangers to the participants of the techniques he proposes to use, and weigh them against his desired end, in both personal and political terms. And finally, he should devise rigorous research methodology so that he can, as scientifically as possible under the circumstances, evaluate the impact of his intervention upon the participants.7

The full Irish-American case experience, from which this advice emerged, should be made part of the basic education of all political scientists with applied science aspirations.8 Other models of applied science activity need to be defined and critically evaluated in terms of participants, ends, means, and outcomes. Models of varying degrees of directness, from face-to-face exchanges to mass media communication, also need to be examined.

Sources of Applied Knowledge

Explicit concern for the potential application of political leadership knowledge will require catalytic efforts to draw upon the insights of otherwise frequently fragmented political science specialities. Political leadership studies are not all of political science but they are related to every aspect of the discipline. Thus, when contemplating the application of political leadership knowledge, we must not only translate into social action the core insights that will emerge but also do so in relation to knowledge produced by other disciplinary specialities. That is, specialists in applied political leadership knowledge must regard all other specialities as sources of insight. The applied scientist will need to seek the counsel of colleagues in disciplinary specialities such as parties, legislatures, public administration, judicial behavior, voting behavior, public opinion, local politics, national politics, comparative politics, international relations, political philosophy, and evaluative research methodology.

It is clear also that applied scientific efforts require formulation in relation to the broad paradigms that are emerging for the overall understanding of politics since interventions directed at crucial integrative or disintegrative figures
undoubtedly offer potential for widespread system aftereffects. Thus, applied interventions usefully can be approached from the perspectives of power analysis, decision making, communications theory, structural-functional analysis, political economy, Marxism-Leninism, or others that may arise. For most of these analytical frameworks, the addition of an explicit concern with applying scientific knowledge about political leadership may mean simply providing a principal missing element whose absence has prevented their operational usefulness.

Concern with application also requires more explicit conceptualization of political leaders as social actors, with extraordinary potential for applying knowledge in action. It also requires that leaders be viewed not only as aggregative interaction with other members of society who exert influence upon them. This greater explicitness about leaders in interaction raises questions about the appropriate educational preparation for performance by persons who influence them. Among social actors capable of acting upon a given applied theoretical proposition can be included political leaders themselves, close staff associates, opposing politicians, other professional contacts, including administrators and diplomats, social critics such as journalists, and any other members of a society who wish to influence political leadership behavior. The question is not whether political leaders, followers, and intermediary professionals can influence each other. They already do so in natural processes of political action. Rather, the question is whether additional to, or modification of, these processes in terms of scientific knowledge can improve political leadership performance for the enhancement of human welfare.

The prospect of relatively direct social intervention, even more acutely than less immediate educational preparation for political leadership, raises questions about the valued ends and means of scholarly action. Is knowledge to be applied for peace, justice, and freedom in peaceful, just, and free ways or is it to contribute to perpetuating the violence, inequities, and coercive conformity that has characterized most past political leadership domination? One thing is sure, refusal to think through the problems of applied knowledge to the point at which some form of effective action becomes possible means that these questions will be settled by default. On the other hand, merely to employ the academic base as a springboard for political action to realize preferred political values without explicit concern for applied science is laudable but not more laudable than direct professional political action—and not more promising as a way of breaking out of past or present disvalued states of affairs than would be a careful long-term effort to develop part of political leadership studies as an applied sociobehavioral science.

Developing an applied science of political leadership behavior is asserted to be worth exploration by specialists in this subject regardless of type of political institution, character of economy, or state of civil liberties. If scholars inside certain political communities are prevented from trying to create and apply new knowledge about leadership, then scholars outside them can at least experi-

mentally simulate the action implications of hypotheses suggested by their more constrained colleagues. For example, rather than determine the societal adequacy of the introduction of monarchical, democratic-republican, or communist political leadership institutions for a society, these three systems can be simulated by role playing, and decisions on concrete issues of importance can be reached. Such decisions can then be evaluated for their feasibility and moral acceptability by expert judges of the culture concerned. In this way, laboratory simulation might eventually come to replace the social experimentation that now usually takes place through bloodshed in the streets or worse.

Applied Science Roles

In deciding upon an appropriate applied knowledge role, the scientific specialist in political leadership also needs to define alternative modes of engagement and to seek societal acceptance of them. One such role is that of the applied public service scientist. Such a scientist seeks to assist both leaders and followers of all persuasions to improve their leadership-related behavior. No permanently secret contract consultancy is done and all experience in efforts to apply scientific knowledge about leadership eventually is made part of the public informational domain. Obviously, the emergence and societal acceptance of such a role will require an extraordinarily high degree of social science freedom and political tolerance. An intermediate and possibly transitional role is that of the confidential scientific consultant. Such a person can attempt to apply scientific knowledge on behalf of leaders, followers, or both, but on a confidential basis. This applied scientist would be in an ethical position somewhat analogous to that of the physician, psychiatrist, or lawyer serving a patient or client. Such a person will be forced to seek solutions to conflicts that arise between professional obligations and leader-follower interests. Furthermore, operating in a confidential manner, such an applied scientist will have an extraordinary responsibility for not misrepresenting the validity of scientific knowledge to persons who are being persuaded to act upon it. Quite a few American political scientists now seem to serve in this kind of capacity in the area of electoral campaign design, wherein their skills in survey research on voter attitudes are rather highly valued. Another possibility is the indirect applied scientific consultant. Such a scientist does not directly engage in applied political action but informally consults with those who do. This is an extension of the traditional scholar’s role as a concerned citizen and sometimes lifelong counselor, especially in the case of former students. Finally, it is possible to envisage two polar types that bracket the preceding images. The first is the scientist as political leader—the scholar directly enters a political leadership role that may be conservative, reformist, or revolutionary. The second is the scientist as a nonapplied basic researcher dedicated to the discovery and publication of research findings on political leadership yet having no explicit concern for their practical application. If others
would see practical relevance in such research, then let them search the scientific literature and devise their own ways to make research findings useful.

These five styles of scientific application have their own strengths, weaknesses, and difficulties of implementation. Undoubtedly, the near future of political leadership studies will see contributions to applied knowledge being made from all of these perspectives. Eventually, most political leadership specialists will probably wish to see their application efforts move in the direction of an applied public service, helping both leaders and followers solve problems in an increasingly open atmosphere of shared information. In reaching this stage, however, we may witness suffering of social science martyrs in trials before leaders or the led that is as severe, significant, and perhaps tragically inevitable as that which accompanied the search for religious truths.

Applied Implications: Variables and Dimensions

Just as a conceptual framework for scientific inquiry can assist efforts to posit and test linkages, hypotheses, and propositions leading toward more reliable theory—to devise more appropriate research methods—and to create more meaningful educational experiences—so can such a framework help stimulate thinking about potentially useful social applications of emergent knowledge.

In seeking to employ the suggested conceptual framework as a device to aid societal problem solving, it is important to understand that it can be used not only conservatively to discover and remove pathologies in existing states of affairs but also innovatively to generate alternatives for the future. For example, the number of political leaders at every level may be usefully increased or decreased, and new organizational bases for their selection may be contemplated (e.g., representation on the basis of age, sex, ethnicity, or occupation). Urgency and task complexity may suggest the idea of several successive teams of political leaders working around the clock, rather than the present system of single political executives working a one-shift day. Overall we can think of the applied aspects of political leadership studies as involving the design and implementation of alternative leadership futures as well as the solution of historically given present problems.

The idea of personality suggests that both leaders and followers should become more aware of alternative scientific interpretations of their own personal characteristics than is now customary. If we know more about ourselves, as well as more about each other, we may be able to devise more humane forms of social interaction. In the pioneering efforts by Barber to provide American voters with predictive personality profiles of candidates Nixon and McGovern just prior to the 1972 American presidential election, and in that of Winter to provide comparative information on candidate needs for power, achievement, and affiliation in the election of 1976, we have examples of attempts not only to analyze personalities but also to make such knowledge useful in assisting followers to choose leaders. Many more such efforts can be expected. We might add that greater self-knowledge by leaders might also bring them to control the more harmful effects of their personalities and to accent the more desirable. Appreciation of the clear scientific potential for achieving this goal underlies persistent suggestions for providing psychiatric consultation services to political leaders. An example of the extraordinary effectiveness with which measures of personal qualities can be employed to select salient actors when role, task, organizational, value, and setting characteristics are relatively well defined is the selection of American astronauts.

The concept of role has a number of engineering implications. Take, for example, the simple idea of varying periods of acceptable role incumbency. This means that if we conceive a political system as a set of political leadership roles we can contemplate creating different turnover rates for each role that will affect the independence from, or responsiveness to, persons who validate role incumbency. This is, of course, an ancient idea that underlies the engineering of monarchial, parliamentary, presidential, and other systems. But we can explore very deliberately the desirability of differentially increasing turnover and responsiveness at high, middle, or low leadership levels. In this manner, political leadership systems can be made more or less stable or responsive to the center, middle, or periphery. These turnover rates might be preprogrammed to accelerate or decelerate in accordance with assessments of the qualities of incumbents and the tasks they face.

Consider also the possibility of creating a political leadership role set in which some roles are predominantly future-oriented, others are equally future and present oriented, while others are predominantly present or past oriented. Other attributes of leadership roles can also be deliberately engineered for the purpose of improving political system responsiveness, humaneness, effectiveness, and so forth; for example, prerequisites for incumbency, rights, obligations, and attached resources.

The necessity for applied experimentation with organizational variables that affect political leadership seems clear at all levels. In all societies, for example, the quality and organization of the staff immediately surrounding a given leader seems to be a crucial variable. This leads in virtually all cases to the "human curtain" phenomenon, in which the leader is screened from potentially valuable interactions and information, while staff members tend to aggrandize themselves at the leader’s expense and often without her or his knowledge. These staff activities are both a product and a creator of leader personality. They require sharp experimental innovations to reduce their monotonously recurring deleterious effects. Other organizational variables that seem extraordinarily needful of applied experimentation are leader relations with technical experts, journalists, diplomats, party members, and ordinary citizens. The conditions and techniques of effective mutual initiatives and responsiveness need gradually to be brought to awareness and added to the common repertoire of applied knowledge in politics.

One engineering application of the organizational variable would be to experiment with leadership representation based upon stratified income levels of
validating followers to create a leadership body explicitly based upon low, middle, and upper income interests.

Very serious and urgent applied attention needs to be given to the concept of task. We are now faced with two very contradictory images with respect to leadership. At top level and we need, first, research to clarify which is true in a given case and, second, action to experiment with alternatives. Probably the most prevalent task image we have of political leaders at all levels throughout the world is that the best and most important of them are incredibly overloaded with a bewildering variety of urgent problems to solve and decisions to make. They are simply overloaded with imperative tasks; consequently, they fail to decide in timely ways. Furthermore, the decisions they do make are considered only superficially: present emergencies drive out long-range foresight. At the same time they are portrayed in some areas as having extraordinary detailed knowledge and effective, even jealous, outreach in problem solving that paralyzes the efforts of others to intervene. A second prevalent image is just the opposite: top political leaders, despite the impression they like to convey, are really not that overloaded. In fact, their decisions are largely the affirmation of those already determined by technical experts or pressed upon them by societal influentials.

For effective action on task variables we need to have an accurate inventory of tasks as actually experienced by incumbent and aspiring leaders at all levels. Then we need to ask, for example, whether the goals could or should be redistributed and whether or not political scientists have substantive contributions to make toward more effective and humane task accomplishment. In order to achieve this kind of task-related usefulness, scientific specialists on political leadership will have to penetrate the existing social images of political leaders as task-omnipotent, task-incompetent, or task-irrelevant persons, whether quantitatively overloaded or underutilized. Follower task orientations and styles of task-related demands and supports directed toward leaders also require attention.

Moreover, we may eventually employ task requirements as explicit criteria for leadership recruitment. For example, rather than being asked to vote in terms of role, party, and personality, as at present, American voters of the future might be asked to choose persons in relation to ballot-defined task priorities. From a social perspective, application efforts will probably most usefully directed initially toward increasing leader awareness of their own values and those of other people. Once values are clarified it becomes possible to examine objective conditions in relation to them, with the result that efforts subsequently may be made to change either the values or the conditions, depending partly upon the intensity with which belief in each is held. A university president, for example, apparently acting upon a suggestion by Harold Laswell, once carried out a "self-observation" study to find out whether his interactions were mainly "external" or "internal." Surprisingly, he discovered that more than half were with persons outside the university and that most of his "internal" relationships were with the trustees and a single dean. This new awareness of his internal isolation subsequently led the president to modify his behavior so as to associate more with faculty and students. Thus, a social scientist's research suggestion led to a social actor's awareness of a value-fact discrepancy apparently followed by behavioral change. Such interventions by political scientists in relation to both leaders and followers require critical evaluation in endless chains of reduction and counterargument. But these criticisms need not be paralyzing. They need to be applied to interventions made under other concepts of the conceptual framework and to any effort by political scientists to exercise social influence.

Like values, setting variables may be affected directly or indirectly. One indirect technique may be simply for the applied social scientist to conduct guided tours of society for leaders in areas in which the former is especially knowledgeable. In contrary fashion, applied specialists may introduce "followers" to these same aspects as well as to political leaders in their own natural setting. Mutual understanding of, if not agreement upon, the nature of setting characteristics that influence political behavior can thus be enhanced. A direct, if unintended, example is provided by the movement of the Hawaii state legislature in 1968 from the crowded quarters of nineteenth-century Iolani Palace into a spacious new building. Legislators experienced in both settings have commented that there was greater interaction, conflict, and interpersonal knowledge in the old, cramped conditions than in the new roomy, and more impersonal environment.

Both science and art, however, have another capability for intervening in setting variables that is not entirely dependent on existing characteristics. Science can simulate plausible alternatives and art can invent them, although neither can realize them alone. Both can confront leaders and followers with the question: "What would you do if X, Y, and Z characteristics of this society were of this nature?"

Beyond enhancing awareness of actual and hypothetical alternative setting conditions, it is possible also that political leadership specialists themselves might invent a new setting technology, such as a new mode of citizen participation or a social science-based decisional checklist for political leaders that would be as functional for societal well-being as is the preflight evaluative criteria that airplane pilots employ to improve human safety aloft.

The dimensions of political leadership behavior that have been identified also suggest areas for significant applied science efforts. From an applied perspective, political leadership behavior may be conceived as affecting variation in each dimension both directly and indirectly: by what leaders do themselves and by what their behavior permits others to do. For example, national political leaders can increase the level of global violence in two ways: by preparing and employing armed forces in battle and by encouraging and tolerating the violence of others through arms aid and avoidance of violence-inhibiting alternatives.

The predictor variables may serve as focuses for applied efforts to influence
dimensional variation. For example, levels of violence may be affected by efforts to change leader personalities, their violence-related role responsibilities, the violence-promoting organizational influences that are brought to bear upon them, the tasks related to violence with which they deal, violence-related value sensitivities, and the objective setting characteristics that promote violence. This assumes, of course, that applied science efforts are based upon progressively greater understanding of causal relationships among all the variables of the model.

Applied science interventions need to be approached from the perspectives of leaders, followers, and of both in interaction. If we wish to decrease levels of violence, then we need to think not only about changing directly the personality, role, organizational, task, value, and setting characteristics of leader behavior but also about the same characteristics of followers and of leaders and followers in interaction.

Analogously, applied efforts may be directed at affecting variation in other dimensions of political behavior. Nonviolence influence processes may be enhanced. Control may be expanded or contracted. Mutual responsiveness may be increased or lessened. Conflict may be heightened or diminished; compromise, promoted or inhibited; and consensus, strengthened or weakened. Positive and negative emotions may be evoked; distribution varied; and associational networks, extended or interrupted. Spatial orientations may be expanded or contracted and time consciousness altered. Communications may be intensified or reduced. The technical aspects of problem-solving efforts may be complicated or simplified. Finally, the activeness, creativity, and moral sensitivity of both leaders and followers may be deliberately enhanced or dulled. Constantly, applied scientists will need to be aware of the possibility that unintended noxious consequences may accompany their attempts at ameliorative intervention.

Despite task complexity, unintended outcomes, difficulties of moral choice, and temporally inadequate knowledge, applied science activities in political leadership studies need not be paralyzed. These problems must be solved progressively and collaboratively under careful evaluative research controls. The rise of modern medicine provides, at least in part, an example: primitive applied efforts based upon relative ignorance became gradually transformed into high levels of applied science activity through a combination of basic multidisciplinary research, science-based education, and clinical practice.

Applied Linkages: Research and Education

In thinking about opportunities for applying knowledge in political leadership studies, it will be noted how closely linked these tasks are with basic research and education. We first identify where we are and where we would like to be. Then we attempt by quasi-educational processes to achieve self-critical and creatively adaptive movement from the one to the other. This can be done without a sense of science or without explicit reliance upon theoretically relevant empirical propositions—but it will be done less reliably over the long run in this way. The past record of human achievement in political leadership is not entirely dismal but there is almost universal acceptance of the present need for improvement. In seeking it, research, education, and applied efforts are necessarily linked: research on the results of application efforts is needed; education for both research and application is essential.

The societal usefulness of political science and the advancement of the scientific study of politics are also inextricably linked. The more applied scientific efforts can produce or test solutions to political problems that are not probable in natural social processes, the greater the social support for science and the higher the morale of those who devote their lives to its creative realization. Efforts to solve practical problems may be as evocative of scientific imagination as philosophical contemplation, and perhaps even more so on the part of those favored with the opportunity for both, as are most scholarly political scientists.

Applied Contributions: Information and Evaluation

Overall there are two major areas in which the deliberately focused scientific study of political leadership may make especially important contributions to society. The first is simply to make available to leaders and followers more accurate information about each other and about their interactions. This potential achievement, of course, is based on the assumptions that political scientists will gain social acceptance for producing such knowledge and that once available it will improve leader-follower relations in valued directions. The mutual provision of information will differ markedly from the operational mode of the secret intelligence systems (including confidential campaign polls) now employed by political leaders to manipulate each other and the public. Not only will public attitudes be polled, as in present commercial and government surveys, but also personality-, role-, organization-, task-, value-, and setting-relevant information about both leaders and followers in interaction will be available to all as a guide to intelligent political action. As in scientific research on human sexuality, efforts must be made to preserve confidentiality so as to avoid damage to individuals. This will be extraordinarily difficult to achieve in politics because of the small number, high visibility, and ready identifiability of political leaders, especially those few at the top, and because of citizen fear—virtually worldwide—of retribution for honest expressions of political views. This implies, paradoxically, that while we are making extraordinary efforts now and in the near future to preserve confidentiality, a long-range goal of applied political leadership studies should be to create conditions in leader-follower relations in which needs for confidentiality are minimized. That is, we need to work for a
society in which access to communications facilities and to needed information is more readily available, namely, a more open informational society. A second major applied role for political scientists in political leadership studies is to gain acceptance as scientific critics of political leader and follower behavior. The idea of criticism as a useful stimulus to improved performance has been accepted in such fields as sports, art, music, theater, literature, poetry, and architecture and needs to be examined in relation to political leadership performance. This does not mean only the witty, sometimes cynical, comments of persons who are taunting the political leader as surrogate father or mother figure—or their syphonic opposite. Rather, it means sustained, principled, research-based, in-depth commentary on the origins, processes, and outcomes of political leadership behavior as influenced by the behavior of other persons in a society. It will require not only the courage to point out what is "wrong" but also the courage to recognize what is "right," as well as the courage to affirm when such judgment is not helpful. Critics of political leadership may eventually devise a way of recognizing excellence in leadership that is at least as respected, coveted, and inspiring of effort as is the present Nobel Prize for contributions to peace. The critical evaluation of political leadership behavior by no means needs to be a political science monopoly. Critics of all persuasions, from the arts to journalism, may be engaged in efforts to improve upon political leadership. Undoubtedly, the greater competence of a future science of political leadership behavior will mean the advancement of such efforts.

Critical social science commentary on political leadership behavior may eventually be possible through newspapers, television, radio, and other media, sometimes conducted in an interdisciplinary social science context and at especially significant periods of societal stocktaking; e.g., at the beginning of a new year.

In their applied and critical efforts, students of political leadership cannot themselves escape critical evaluation. They can expect rightly critical reactions from three sources: their colleagues, political leaders, and other members of society whose lives are affected. Such critics will wish to question assumptions underlying the formulation of problems to be solved, the extent of scanning for relevant knowledge, the quality of knowledge employed, the adequacy of preparation for the tasks undertaken, the extent of the results as compared with control conditions, the appropriateness of criteria employed to judge outcomes, and the ignorance thus revealed.

The intent here has been to focus this kind of discussion upon opportunities and problems in applying knowledge, both existing and potentially achievable, in the scientific study of political leadership. As Merriam illustrated by refusing to share his research-derived insights into techniques of "grafting" with a Chicago politician he regarded as being "acquisitive"—we need to devote professional attention to problems of applying knowledge as well as creating, critically evaluating, and communicating it to apprentice scholars.
CHAPTER 10

TOWARD GLOBAL SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION

To leap beyond yet nearer bring. ¹
WALT WHITMAN
1855

however persuasive the case may be for the scientific study of political leadership on theoretical, research, educational, and public service grounds, little progress is likely to be made—except for the remarkable achievements of isolated individuals—without skillful administration. This means the organization of support for individual and group efforts and the establishment of communication patterns that enhance the creative development of all. The purpose of this chapter is to begin a collegial discussion of these matters.

We begin with two assumptions: (1) it is essential for political leadership studies to develop “from the bottom up”; and (2) nothing short of completely global sensitivity will be satisfactory. Thus, while we begin with scientists scattered unevenly throughout the globe in institutions in which scientific research is possible, we envision a worldwide scientific community of scholars in political leadership studies that both creates and works in stimulating relationship to a world center for the scientific study of political leadership.

Bottom-up Development

In bottom-up development we begin typically with individual faculty members or graduate students in departments of political science who become aware that their past work and present concerns evoke a special interest in the study of political leadership. At this point it is essential that faculty tutors, department colleagues, chairpersons, curriculum committees, administrators,
and financial sponsors provide support so that these individuals can develop their talents as contributors to this field. At a minimum, departments of political science should establish both undergraduate and graduate courses specifically devoted to "political leadership" that will provide a focus for insights into this subject from all other political science specialties and give specialists an avenue to explore its core potentials. The study of political leadership is a subject par excellence for team teaching and research. At the same time, it requires specialized concern lest it escape explicit scientific attention.

It is assumed that in developing political leadership studies, individual scientists and departments of political science will be sensitive to the need for developing scientifically productive professional relationships with political leaders of all persuasions in the immediate or distant societal environment insofar as this is possible. The development of these kinds of scientifically useful relationships will demand extraordinarily high degrees of independent integrity on the part of the political leadership specialist and high degrees of tolerance from colleagues who may be suspicious that such relationships are being cultivated for personal aggrandizement or counterrevolutionary or revolutionary purposes. Even if they can obtain the understanding and support of colleagues and students, specialists in political leadership must still solve the extraordinary problem of defining their scientific roles acceptably to active incumbent and aspiring political leaders. Leaders must value the quality of loyalty in those members of society whom they permit an intimate understanding of their work. Furthermore, they generally tend to view scholars as either troublemakers or sc oldpunks, and presently have few analogs upon which to base acceptance of the role of social scientist. Therefore specialists in political leadership must take special care to define their scientific relationship to each leader and follower. We will all benefit from sharing our experience in the establishment of such relations. Scientific specialists in political leadership must demonstrate that they are not campaign advisers, journalists, or political intelligence agents, but that they must have more reliable information than any of these. Leadership specialists must argue plausibly that the results of their efforts eventually will assist in improving the lives of political leaders and those of other members of the community whom they universally profess to serve. Although the short-range usefulness of this may not be readily apparent, the self-interested or socially oriented professional interests of the political scientists are apt to be fully appreciated by political leaders if articulated frankly and may serve as the basis for a future relationship of increased scientific significance. Given the complexity of the relationship, it is striking how successful political scientists already have been in gaining the research cooperation of active and aspiring leaders. Examples of refusal to cooperate in serious research efforts are few, but there is much tacit avoidance of efforts estimated to have a low probability of success. What is required is a steady increase in such scientifically useful relationships accompanied by more detailed and penetrating inquiries.

To strengthen the scientific basis of political leadership studies in a local university context interdisciplinary teaching and research teams of social scientists should be created. For example, an interdisciplinary course on "human leadership" might be offered in an interdisciplinary program of a college of arts and sciences. In this course, political science would contribute its own perspective upon a universal social phenomenon. Another possibility is that departments of political science, or individual scientists where no departments existed, might invite other social scientists, ethnologists, and humanists to focus their attention explicitly upon political leadership. Even to raise such possibilities illustrates how important is the understanding and support of deans, department chairmen, political scientists, social science colleagues, and adventurous students. Among social scientists who have much to contribute to strengthening a scientific community of teacher-scholar specialists in political leadership studies are anthropologists, ethnologists, sociologists, psychologists, social psychologists, historians, and economists with interests in entrepreneurship. Their involvement in research as well as in teaching programs will help to check biases by providing the multiple perspectives of scholars who seek to achieve scientific understanding of human society. In addition, natural scientists and mathematicians can be engaged as consultants in scientific development on the one hand, while historians and humanists can contribute their skeptical critiques of science on the other. In applied science activities, colleagues in agricultural extension services, medical schools, social work, and other professional schools can be called upon for advice and shared experience.

Additionally, although it is not customary in most normal political science activities, there is nothing to prevent the establishment of community advisory groups on scientific teaching and research activities. These may be composed of local party chairpersons, active or retired leaders, and concerned citizens from groups ranging from the least to the most advantaged. Where the collegial social science base is strong, the scientific study of political leadership need not fear strong community involvement. Some will reject this scientific model and demand that it be placed in the service of a leader, a party, or a group. The scientific response in some societies and institutions must be to insist upon high degrees of scientific autonomy with the hope that eventually the benefits of such an approach will lead to global acceptance of this kind of institutional arrangement. The university has no monopoly of political leadership research, training, or application, but it has a possibly unique truth-based claim to independent involvement that needs to be articulated and defended.

Overall it is hoped that at least several universities will be willing to make a strong commitment to the scientific study of political leadership, attempting to pioneer a comprehensive set of teaching, research, and service activities—benefiting from the local community as a learning environment, extending the Gonsell-
Merriam Chicago tradition and that of Dahl in New Haven—and facilitating interdisciplinary, interprofessional, community involvement.

**University Research Centers**

One type of multidisciplinary research center linked to educational and applied activities is shown in Figure 14. Such a center might be related to or developed further into a science-based school of political leadership studies.

The core of the center would be a multidisciplinary innovative workshop that would seek creative integration of theory and action in all center activities. A constant review of emerging theory and research findings useful for all center activities would be provided by a propositional inventory. A biographical research program would seek theoretical integration by study of the lives of individual leaders, by comparisons among leaders, and by aggregate inquiry. An audiovisual media program would assist research, teaching, and applied activities through film, videotape, sound recordings, photography, and graphic arts. A case study program would take political leadership in the surrounding community as a subject for full-scale field investigation. More specific problem-oriented case studies also would be conducted. A comparative studies program would seek to make large-scale comparisons between two or more complete political leadership communities, including preferably the local community and one selected for highly contrasting characteristics. A laboratory and field experimental studies program would concentrate upon exploiting critical problems of leader-follower interactions related to research, teaching, and applied activities. An interactive survey research program would study leaders and followers in interaction as a contribution to theoretical, teaching, and applied objectives. A research utilization program would concentrate upon transforming knowledge and experience gained in the foregoing inquiries into forms useful for educational and applied activities. In addition, the research utilization program would be charged with challenging all the basic research programs with educational and applied problems that arise out of field experience. As operational subcomponents of research utilization activities, an educational program would seek to improve leadership-related content and methods at all educational levels, while an applied program would seek to make emergent knowledge useful in solving local, national, international, and transnational problems. An example of a cooperative applied science activity to which political leadership studies could contribute would be a common effort by a political science department to foster the "political development" of its surrounding local community, along at least one mutually agreed upon criterion; e.g., increased participation.

The activities of the center would be guided by advisory groups with special competence in science, the humanities, academic administration, and professional application. It would also be essential to engage the advice of experienced political leaders and critical followers of varied persuasions. A constructive staff of high quality would be indispensable for the successful pursuit of center objectives. Overall scientific leadership would be sought by one or more political leadership studies coordinators, the improvement of whose behavior should be viewed comparatively as the academic analog of the improvement of political leadership behavior, which is the subject of research, teaching, and applied effort.

**National Scientific Cooperation**

At supralocal, regional, and national levels it is hoped that scientifically based scholarly activities focused upon the subject of political leadership can be created. This means at least the organization within regional and national political science associations, where they exist, of scholarly groups specializing in creating and sharing research, teaching, and applied experience beyond the bounds of local academic communities. Additionally it is hoped that other professional associations of social scientists—for example, those in anthropology,
sociology, and psychology—also will form study groups that will give special attention to political leadership from the village to the world polity. Moreover, it is hoped that regional and national academies of science or the Social Science Research Council, as in the United States, will form interdisciplinary professional groups to promote the scientific study of political leadership (or at least the general study of human leadership) and to develop capabilities for research, teaching, and service activities on a larger scale. Liaison with national parties and associations of political leaders, other professionals, and citizen groups will be essential in developing adequate national overviews.

Transnational Scientific Cooperation

Beyond the nation state, it is hoped that international social science groups such as the International Political Science Association or the emerging World Future Studies Federation will be receptive to requests to establish special groups to advance the scientific study of political leadership. Through such means transnational scientific cooperation can be sought and efforts can be made to establish mutually beneficial relationships with international associations of political leaders, such as international party conferences, international meetings of legislators, international conferences of mayors, and the emergent political leadership in the United Nations. Similar linkages can be sought with transnational citizens groups that are especially concerned with international political leadership performance, such as those concerned with peace, population limitation, environmental conservation, and human rights; for example, Amnesty International. Regional consortia of university centers for political leadership studies may additionally be established in Asia, Africa, Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, North America, and the Pacific Islands.

Toward a World Center for the Scientific Study of Political Leadership

As an expression of explicit concern for the scientific description, explanation, prediction, evaluation, and nurturing of global political leadership, it will be important to establish a World Center for the Scientific Study of Political Leadership. This center would be based upon and grow out of the scientific activities of a worldwide community of individual scholars who specialize in political leadership studies. Scientists active in national and international political leadership studies naturally will be engaged, and liaison with all subglobal scientific research programs at regional and university centers would be maintained. Communication among members of the world scientific community especially interested in this subject would first be established by private correspondence, then proceed through relatively informal newsletters, and finally achieve full scientific expression in conferences, symposia, workshops, journals, books, joint research projects, and other scientific activities.

Scientific Activities

Some important scientific activities might usefully be undertaken by a global center for political leadership studies. First, it might conduct research on political leadership problems of special interest for the world community, problems that may not be treated adequately by nationally based scientific communities. Top priority could be given to the study of leadership variables affecting performance of the U.N. secretary-general and to studies of the performance of the world political leadership collective as it affects solution of global problems. Other priority research would focus upon world leadership networks, upon cross-national and subnational comparisons, and upon evaluation of world-oriented educational and applied science efforts.

Second, the center could issue periodic reports, perhaps annually, on “the state of world political leadership.” Such reports would contain demographic statistics on the changing patterns of world political leadership and could eventually include short-range forecasts based partly upon past experience. Such reports would focus upon the secretary-general of the United Nations, national leaders, party leaders, members of national legislatures, governors of large subnational units, mayors of large urban centers, leaders of counties and towns, chiefs of villages, and commune chairpersons. At some levels complete enumeration will be possible; at others, appropriate methods of sampling and statistical inference will have to be employed. As a result of such studies, it will be possible to appreciate on a cumulative basis changes that are occurring in the characteristics that define political leaders worldwide: age, sex, ethnicity, occupational background, religion, education, modes of ascension, modes of removal, career mobility, international experience, value orientations, and significant leadership innovations. Assuming that political leaders at all levels play extraordinarily significant roles in relation to world problems, such a continuing inventory should supplement and be correlated with efforts to gain statistical overviews of world population trends, food production, energy resources, military capabilities, and health. The state of world political leadership should be of as much scientific and general interest as are world population, food and energy resources, and weather.

An important scientific service that could be provided by such a center would be to help specialists in political leadership studies find and communicate with each other. In part, this will occur naturally, through normal processes of scientific communication, but contact can be enormously improved through purposive correspondence and through translation. We need, for example, to ask colleagues in representative world universities periodically to select the best short essay they know that contributes to scientific analysis of political leadership; to translate these essays into major world languages; and to
arrange for their distribution to the world scientific community as a stimulus, for, and a baseline from which to measure, the development of political leadership studies.

Another helpful activity would be to publish a journal or yearbook, *World Political Leadership*, that would cumulatively seek to advance scientific knowledge, its problem-solving relevance, and its contribution to the human development of both political leaders and followers. Such a journal might have sections that summarized scientific research findings; described new research methods; evaluated educational innovations; presented critical incident studies of successful and unsuccessful problem-solving efforts; contained evaluations of political leadership performance by scientists, humanists, leaders, and followers; and presented essays on current problems written by political leaders, scientists, and other concerned global citizens.

In connection with its constant efforts to promote scientific excellence, the center might sponsor an annual prize for exemplary scientific accomplishment in political leadership studies.

A significant activity for the center would be to carry out a long-range program on a world scale to establish the intellectual foundation for the scientific study of political leadership in a context that is sensitive to humanistic insight and to the needs of persons who are not themselves political leaders. This program should seek to summarize and stimulate multidisciplinary, multiprofessional, multicultural understanding. Such an effort might take several decades, unless support could be found for virtually simultaneous accomplishment of several necessary tasks. At least ten are clearly essential. Most are conceived as being the products of specially qualified scholarly coordinators, supplemented by diversified constituted advisory groups who identify contributors; arrange symposia in which ideas can be presented, enriched, and reformulated; and insure that the results are communicated to the world community in printed and audiovisual expressions of high quality.

1. *World Classics of Political Leadership*. Under the general editorship of a political leadership scholar, we need to create, with the support of a university press or consortium of presses, a series of "world classics" in political leadership that would provide integrated insight into the full range of human thinking on this subject. The series should include representative examples of works in the Chinese, Indian, Islamic, Greco-Roman, Judeo-Christian, and other traditions and should seek to recreate the oral traditions of Africa, Oceania, and other world areas. Folk and counterelite traditions should be sought as well as dominant traditions. With fresh translations and annotations to make them fully intelligible to modern readers, the entire series should be made available at least to readers of the official languages of the United Nations: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish. Audiovisual presentations, radio or video dramas, for example, should be prepared to communicate the main similarities and differences among these traditions to persons who do not normally learn by reading.

2. *Political Science and Political Leadership*. This volume would seek to focus the insights of the various specialties of contemporary political science upon the subject of political leadership. Leading scholars in subfields of the discipline would be asked to write thoughtful overview essays to answer the question, "What understanding of the nature of political leadership, its potentials and limitations, emerges from the field in which you are an expert, and what do you believe the next steps in research, teaching, and service activities should be?" Insights of this kind are needed from scholars in such fields as political philosophy, empirical political theory, national politics, comparative politics, international politics, local politics, law and judicial behavior, legislatures, parties, public administration, and voting behavior.

3. *Social Science Perspectives upon Political Leadership*. In this volume, contributors from the various social and behavioral sciences would address the question, "What has our discipline learned about the nature of human leadership and what implications might this have for understanding the potentialities and limitations of leadership in politics?" Contributions would be sought from scholars in anthropology, economics, history, sociology, psychology, social psychology, and psychiatry. Contributors to this volume would be assisted to focus more sharply upon political leadership problems if they could have available in advance the results of the political science survey mentioned above.

4. *The Humanities and Political Leadership*. Leading scholars in the humanities also need to be asked to contribute the insights of their specialties into the nature of political leadership. Here we would seek to learn from scholarly imagination in such fields as art, architecture, drama, literature, history, poetry, music, philosophy, and religion. Again, it would be useful if the scholars in the humanities could have available the overviews by political scientists and other social scientists as stimuli for creating their own unique contributions to understanding.

5. *Occupational Perspectives upon Political Leadership*. The intent of this volume would be to create awareness of the significance of political leadership from the point of view of persons other than political scientists, social scientists, or scholars in the humanities. Contributions to the volume may be made by scholars in professional schools or by laymen. Perspectives would be sought from persons involved with agriculture, industry, trade, communications media, diplomacy, education, labor unions, medicine, the military, public administration, religion, and social work. Through this volume insight into the importance of political leadership for other professions would be sought in answer to the question, "How do political leaders facilitate or constrain the work of persons in your occupation? What principal problems in your relations with them need to be solved? What suggestions do you have for changes?"

6. *Political Leaders on Political Leadership*. Here is needed a volume in which experienced and insightful political leaders would have an opportunity to express their own conceptions of political leadership, identify major past problems they have solved or failed to solve and the character of present problems in
being a political leader, and explain their thinking about more desirable future alternatives. Major spokesmen should be sought from conservative, liberal, socialist, communist, and authoritarian traditions, as should revolutionary critics of any one of these, in societies that rank both high and low on indices of material well being.

7. Alternative Futures for Political Leadership. This volume would seek to direct the imagination of some of the world’s most creative thinkers toward the subject of political leadership. Essays would be sought from a wide variety of people, including experienced leaders, social scientists, humanists, natural scientists, philosophers, and leaders in the emerging world intellectual discipline of futures studies. Such a volume would be enriched by the past- and present-oriented stocktaking efforts that have been suggested above. Its intent would be to envision more desirable forms of political leadership at local, subnational, national, regional, and world levels and to suggest ways in which progress toward them from present conditions might be made.

8. Societal Problems and Political Leadership. This volume, or set of volumes, would seek to examine the capabilities and limitations of political leaders in coping with a selected set of important problems. Such problems would include, for example, peace, food, population limitation, energy, human rights, and environmental protection. Toward each problem would be directed a characteristic set of contributions: a problem-defining analysis by a world expert that also included awareness of alternative problem definitions; then, responses from political leaders with experience at the international, the national, or the local level. Comments on these presentations by other political leaders, social scientists, and other discussants would then be made. The intent of these presentations would be to define more clearly the limitations and potentials of political leaders at all levels in relation to the solution of pressing world problems.

9. Education and Political Leadership. Partly in response to the normative forecast of desirable political leadership futures, and partly against the background of past experience, a major effort needs to be made on a world scale to share ideas about education for and about political leadership. A symposium on this problem would include reports on the experience of ad hoc learning and party schools, as well as comparative suggestions emerging from experience in purposive education for business management, public administration, and military leadership. One question to be asked is, “Insofar as the idea of purposeful education for political leadership is accepted, should there be some elements shared by all leaders across the world polity, in addition to unique local cultural understanding?” To explore such a question a lively conference of political leaders of varied value persuasions, educators, social scientists, and critics of education should be convened.

10. Research Methods for the Study of Political Leadership. Realizing that all the foregoing endeavors and all efforts to create more desirable alternative futures are deeply dependent upon our modes of knowing, it is necessary that there be periodic stocktaking of the methods of research available to us. Thus, this volume would attempt to inventory the most promising present methods of inquiry to use for advancing scientific understanding of political leadership. Cultural criticisms of current social science practices and orientations should be made and alternatives suggested.

If the world center were to sponsor these projects, symposia, and associated publications for two decades, for example, a very substantial contribution to world thinking about political leadership would have been made. The classical heritage would have been reviewed, and alternative futures would have been projected in a way that would make the behavior of political leaders at all levels the focus of attention of political science, the other social sciences, the humanities, political leaders themselves, other occupations, societal problem solving, education, and scientific research.

There are other services that a center might provide to political leaders and scientists concerned with political leadership studies, much as was suggested in Chapters 7, 8, and 9, including assistance with the political leadership content of world educational curricula, a periodic propositional inventory of action-relevant research findings, a world biographical book service, a world-oriented “sabbatical” educational program for leaders at various turning points in their careers, catalytic cross-national and cross-party communications conferences under scientific sponsorship, and possibly eventually the provision of scientific consulting services to political leaders and followers in crisis situations. Such activities would not be designed to preempt natural activities of a similar nature but to supplement them from a specifically scientific, pluralistic, and global point of view.

Institutional Context

As yet, nothing has been said about the institutional location of a World Center for the Scientific Study of Political Leadership. One possibility is that it might become one of the research centers associated with the emerging United Nations University. As such it would be directly in touch with all member nations of the United Nations, the programs of UNESCO, the United Nations Institute for Training and Research, and the problem-solving efforts of the specialized agencies. Alternatively, the center might be endowed privately as an international nongovernmental scientific institution with principal ties to major world universities and the international social science community. Or some beneficial combination of both be created.

The center should be small in scale but exemplary in activity and responsiveness. An advisory committee composed mainly of political leaders from the principal world political traditions and natural and social scientists, combined with humanists, communications specialists, and concerned laymen, should oversee its activities.
Toward Global Scientific Cooperation

The ideas we have been exploring at a global scale are translatable back to the activities of individual scholars and groups of scholars at the local college or university level or to national activities. Every activity that is meaningful and useful at one of these levels is potentially applicable to the other. The scale of activity and the character of participants may vary but the basic endeavors can be pioneered, shared, and made scientifically productive across levels.

Whatever the scientific activities, and whatever the institutional context, the future promise of political leadership studies will be enhanced by commitment to the values of scientific and humane intent; peace; economic, social, and political justice; creativity; a research orientation toward the future, as well as toward the past and the present; cooperation across disciplines, nations, ethnic communities, and ideologies; and concern for "followers," without whom there would be no leadership. For the scientific study of political leadership is not an essential component of, the study of leadership.

Conclusion: Challenge to Scientific Imagination

We end where we began: with a challenge to scientific imagination. Can we gain enough understanding of the creative potential of political leadership that will enable us purposely not only to avoid barbarous conditions of global poverty, violence, and repression but also to proceed intelligently toward economic justice, nonviolence, and the further liberation of human potential? It will depend in part upon how the scholarly discipline of political science responds.

In this book we have noted the surprising lack of disciplinary focus upon political leadership; the multiplying signs of growing interest in it; the wide range of available conceptual resources; the promising possibility of pursuing a multivariate, multidimensional linkage approach; the research, teaching, and applied foundations that are required for field development; and the need for institutionalization ranging from the work of individual scholars to the global scientific community. No single scholar can solve all the problems that are explicit or implicit in what has been attempted here. Only a community of scholars dedicated to the scientific study of political leadership can do so. But within this broad perspective, perhaps the accomplishments of the past, present, and future can be better appreciated and needed next steps more clearly seen.

APPENDIX A

DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
ON LEADERSHIP, 1925-1975

Listed here are 250 doctoral dissertations accepted by American universities from 1925 to 1975 that have title references to any form of the base word "leader" coupled with any of the following keywords: "follower," "followers," "following," "politics," "political," "professional," "public," "role," "social," and "studies." These dissertations were identified through the computerized Datrex II information retrieval service of Xerox University Microfilms. (Gibbons's 1967 and Nazari's 1972 dissertations are exceptions. I would like to learn of others not retrievable through the keyword combinations employed here.) They were drawn from a total of more than 430,000 dissertations accepted since 1861 in which the title keyword "political" appeared 3,458 times and "leadership," 990 times.

This multidisciplinary list of titles is of interest in terms of intellectual history, as a knowledge resource, and as a base from which to measure future doctoral research interest in leadership. Salient past interest in the concept of "leadership" in schools of education, for example, is striking and is consistent with the publication since 1943 of the professional journal Educational Leadership. By contrast, political science interest in leadership has been much less explicit, although a number of pioneering political science inquiries are readily apparent such as the three political biographies written at the University of Chicago in 1926 and 1927. Among political scientists, explicit attention to leadership in the dissertation research of scholars such as Kalaw, Shannon, Cornwell, Gottfried, Matthews, Mendel, Schlesinger, Nehring, Veblen, Fren, Hoffman, Andrain, Ladd, Miller, Han, and others, with increasing frequency and with more varied analytical interests, is noteworthy.

1925

1926

1927
Peel, Roy V. *James Gillespie Blaine: A Study in Political Leadership*. Ph.D., University of Chicago.

1929

1930

1933

1934
Shannon, Jasper B. *Henry Clay as a Political Leader*. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.

1935
Bauer, Richard H. *Ludwig Windthorst as a Political Leader*. Ph.D., University of Chicago.

1937
Robertson, Pearl L. *Grover Cleveland as a Political Leader*. Ph.D., University of Chicago.

1939

1940
Lahman, Carroll P. *Robert Marion La Follette as Public Speaker and Political Leader, 1855–1905*. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.

1941

1942

1943

1947

1949
White, James E. Leadership and Social Structure in a New York Rural Community. Ph.D., Cornell University.


Edgren, Carl H. The Concept of the Political Leader in the Romantic Period. Ph.D., Northwestern University.

Giffin, Kim Q. The Role of Leadership in Four Network Radio and Television Discussion Programs. Ph.D., University of Iowa.


McCune, Drummond J. A Study of Pasadena and Its Public Schools: Analysis of the Factors Contributing to Educational Leadership in a Community. Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles.

Valenti, Jasper J. Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude Scale around the Social Role of the Teacher. Ph.D., University of Chicago.


Sisson, Francis W. The Role of State Leadership in Helping Local Schools Improve Instruction Better to Meet the Needs of Youth in Virginia. Ph.D., Columbia University.

Sutker, Solomon. The Jews of Atlanta: Their Social Structure and Leadership Patterns. Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.


Matthews, Thomas J. The Lawyer as a Community Leader: One Dimension of a Professional Role. Ph.D., Cornell University.


Beimfohr, Herman N. Types of Leadership as Found in the Practice of Professional Workers in the Wesley Foundations of the Methodist Church. Ph.D., University of Southern California.


Seidler, Murray B. A Situational Analysis of the Political Leadership of Norman Thomas. D.S.S., Syracuse University.

Svenson, Elwin V. A Study of Professional Preparation Programs for Leaders in Adult Education Offered by Schools of Education. Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles.


Hodges, Harold M. Social Factors Associated with Leadership among a Selected Group of High School Boys. Ph.D., University of Southern California.
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1956

Brantley, Mabel R. Assumptions Made about Teachers by Professional Leaders. Ph.D., Columbia University.

Hatner, James L. Social Leadership as Related to the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. Ph.D., Oklahoma State University.

1957

Crawford, Evans E., Jr. The Leadership Role of the Urban Negro Minister. Ph.D., Boston University.

English, Grace I. The Role of the Senior High School Teacher of Academic Subjects in the Promotion of Student Leadership in the Classroom. Ed.D., Temple University.

Eriksen, John G. The Political Role of Church Leadership Resistance to the Rise of National Socialism in Germany, 1930-1933. Ph.D., University of Minnesota.

Flint, Helen M. Preparation of Public School Administrators for Instructional Leadership with Specific Reference to Course Offerings. Ph.D., George Washington University.

Miller, Wayne V. The Emergence of William Henry Seward as a National Political Leader, 1847-1859. Ph.D., University of Southern California.


Schofledt, Rozella M. The Educational Leadership Role in Nursing Schools and Satisfaction of Faculty. Ph.D., University of Chicago.


Stewart, Charles E. A Study of Teacher Perceptions of Selected School Developments and Their Implications for the Leadership Role of the Principal in the Grant School, Ferndale, Michigan. Ed.D., Wayne State University.


1958

Bair, Donn E. An Identification of Some Philosophical Beliefs Held by Influential Professional Leaders in American Physical Education. Ph.D., University of Southern California.

Coolidge, Franklin E. A Study of the College Grades, Leadership Roles and
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Entrance Examination Scores of Employed and Non-employed Students at Cortland State Teachers College. Ed.D., Syracuse University.


Lambertson, Eleanor C. Professional Education for Leadership in Nursing Practice. Ph.D., Columbia University.


1959


Bush, William T. Behavior Requirements of School Administrators in the Task Areas of Instruction and Curriculum Development, Community-School Leadership, and Organization and Structure Based on an Analysis of Incidents Reported by Public School Administrators. Ph.D., University of Mississippi.

Campbell, Merton V. Self-Role Conflict among Teachers and Its Relationship to Satisfaction, Effectiveness, and Confidence in Leadership. Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Cooper, Kenneth J. Leadership Role Expectations in Mexican Rural and Urban Environments. Ph.D., Stanford University.


Miller, Howard L. Procedures for Improving the Use of Publications in the Communications Process by Professional Leaders in Agricultural Education. Ph.D., Ohio State University.

Schutt, Edward F. The District Extension Leaders' and the Beginning County Extension Agents' Perception of the Beginning Agents' Role Definition and Role Fulfillment. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.


1960


Burgess, Margaret E. The Role of the Minority Community in Desegregation: A Study of Leadership and Power in a Bicural Setting. Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.


Oniki, Shozo G. An Exploration of the Role of the Executive in Exercising Democratic Leadership with the Board of Directors of a Voluntary Agency. Ph.D., Columbia University.


Soffen, Joseph. Training of Non-professional Leadership in Adult Education. Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Sohal, Takhat S. The Role and Development of Voluntary Village Leaders in Programs of Community Development in the Punjab, India. Ed.D., Cornell University.

1961

Armilla, José. Leader-Follower Frame of Reference in Political Behavior. Ph.D., University of Michigan.


1962


Papanek, Hanna K. Leadership and Social Change in the Khoja Ismaili Community, Ph.D., Radcliffe College, Harvard University.


1963

Burke, Wyatt W. Leadership Behavior as a Function of the Leader, the Follower, and the Situation. Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Czajkowski, Janina M. Differences in Perceptions of Needs for Nutrition Education as Seen by Homemakers from Different Age Groups and by Lay and Professional Leaders. Ed.D., Boston University.


Hellenga, Robert D. A Study of Professional and Community Leadership Roles as They Are Assumed by Public School Teachers in Selected School Districts in Michigan. Ph.D., Michigan State University.


Hopkins, Howard P. Professional Relations of State Leaders in Vocational Agricultural Education. Ph.D., George Washington University.

Stenzel, Anne K. A Study of Girl Scout Leadership Training: Non-professional Leaders of Adults as Continuous Learners. Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley.
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1964


Morris, John E. The Catholic High School and Education for Leadership and Active Participation in Government, Politics, and Civic Life. Ph.D., Catholic University of America.


Ziegenhagen, Eduard A. Perceived Inconsistencies Regarding Self and Ethnocentric Political Leadership. Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

1965

Boen, Sharon E. The Leadership Role of the Secretary-General in Times of International Crisis. Ph.D., University of Virginia.

Busset, Glenn M. A Comparison of Knowledge Gained by Adults When Presentations Are Followed by Discussion Led by Local Volunteer and Professional Leaders with a Positive or a Negative Attitude toward the Discussion Task. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.


Luttbeg, Norman R. Belief Conflict in the Community: Leader and Follower Differences in Policy Preferences. Ph.D., Michigan State University.

McAllister, Vernon F. A Study of Leadership Role Percepts as Viewed by Teachers, School Administrators, and School Board Members. Ed.D., University of Oklahoma.


1966


Parker, Adah D. Projections for the Selection, Training and Retention of Sub-professional Recreation Leaders Based on an Analysis of Personality, Interest, Attitude, and Preference Data. Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.


1967

Austin, Theodore A. The Perceptions of Key Hospital Leaders as to the Competencies Required for Hospital Administration and Their Implications for Professional Education. Ed.D., Boston University.

Hays, Bob B. Student-Teacher Expectations of the Leadership Role of the Principal. Ed.D., North Texas State University.


Lippert, Frederick G., Jr. Authoritarianism and Role Pressure as Determinants of Participative Leadership Style. Ph.D., New York University.

Miller, Norman N. Village Leadership and Modernization in Tanzania: Rural Politics among the Nyamwezi People of Tabora Region. Ph.D., Indiana University.

Vidmar, Neil J. Leadership and Role Structure in Negotiation and Other Decision-making Groups. Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
1968


Greer, Clyde H. An Analysis of the Leadership Role in Professional Negotiations in Selected Texas Schools. Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.


Reza, Rosalio W. Occupational Background of Political Leaders. Ph.D., University of Iowa.


Spring, Evelyn L. Professional Preparation in Recreation: Undergraduate Education Pertinent to Leadership with Older Adults. Ph.D., University of Southern California.

1969


Johnson, Thomas A. A Study of Characteristics of Fifth and Sixth Grade Student Leaders and Followers in Contrasting Socio-economic Settings. Ed.D., Oklahoma State University.


1970

Berchuck, Irving. A Study of the Relative Effect of the Method of Selecting Elementary School Teachers and the Dogmatism of the Teachers on the
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Fiedler, John C. The Student's Role in Junior College Governance: A Study of Attitudes of Administrators, Faculty Leaders, Student Leaders, and Trustees. Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley.

Kuehl, Charles R. Small Group Productivity as Related to Leadership Style, Role Differentiation, Status Differentiation and Organizational Backgrounds of Members. Ph.D., University of Iowa.


Robertson, Raymond G. The Effects of Professional Negotiations on the Leadership Role of the Elementary Principal as Perceived by Elementary Principals in Selected Schools in Texas. Ed.D., Texas Tech University.


Singh, Raghu N. Levels of Involvement of Local Actors in Watershed Development Leadership Roles. Ph.D., Mississippi State University.


Wadsyke, Raymond G. Self Role Perception and Leadership Behavior of Area Vocational School Principals in New Jersey. Ed.D., Rutgers University-State University of New Jersey.


1972


Bedrosten, Oscar T. Community Pressures and Their Implications for the Leadership Role of Certain Superintendents in Lake County, Illinois. Ed.D., Loyola University of Chicago.


Combs, Arthur W. The Leadership Role of Department Chairmen as Perceived by Chairmen and Faculty with Whom They Work in Selected Florida Junior Colleges. Ph.D., Miami University.

Franssen, Herman T. The Issue of the "Technological Gap" between Western Europe and the United States: Causes and Effects, Myths and Realities—Opinions of Dutch Political, Academic and Business Leaders. Ph.D., Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy (Tufts University).


Hammock, Allan S. The Leadership Factor in Black Politics: The Case of Richmond, Virginia. Ph.D., University of Virginia.

Han, Ki-Shik. Political Leadership and Development in Postwar Korea: Continuity and Change between the Rhee and Park Regimes. Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley.

Hartsock, Nancy C. M. Philosophy, Ideology, and Ordinary Language: The Political Thought of Black Community Leaders. Ph.D., University of Chicago.

Hildebrand, Ronald W. Emerging and Potential State Leadership Roles in Environmental Education. Ph.D., University of Colorado.


Machado, Kit G. Leadership and Organization in Philippine Local Politics. Ph.D., University of Washington.


Casello, Joseph H. The Superintendent's Leadership Style as It Affects His Role in the Collective Negotiation Process. Ed.D., Rutgers University–State University of New Jersey.

Crone, Jean T. Minority Leadership in the United States Senate: The Role and Style of Everett Dirksen. Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.


Finnessy, John A. The Relationship between Selected Personality Traits and Leadership Expectations of the Follower. Ed.D., Indiana University.

Harris, John E. An Investigation of Teachers' Perceptions of the Principal's Leadership Role and Parental Attitudes in Respect to School-Community Conflict. Ed.D., George Washington University.


Metz, Marie H. The Leadership Role of the Principal in Implementing a PPBS Model. Ed.D., University of Denver.

Natt, Ibrahim A. An Analysis of Leadership Role Perceptions and Ethnic Membership of Elementary School Principals in Texas. Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin.

Oliver, Mary J. Relationships among Leadership Roles, Attitude toward Physical Activity, and Physical Activity Skill Success. Ed.D., Oklahoma State University.

Podemski, Richard S. Leadership Behavior, Role-Conflict, and Role-Ambiguity: The University Department Chairman. Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo.

Ralph, George S. The T-Group Trainer in Task and Socio-emotional Leadership Roles. Ph.D., University of Oregon.

Renaud, Albert J. The Effects of Professional Negotiations upon the Leadership Role of the Elementary School Principal. Ph.D., United States International University.


Suvanachot, Chareonpol. A Study of the Leadership and Managerial Roles of the Director of Student-Teaching in Michigan Colleges and Universities. Ph.D., Michigan State University.


Ward, William D. The Role of Teacher Organizations in Professional Development and Instructional Improvement as Perceived by Selected Teacher Organization Leaders. Ph.D., Michigan State University.


Knox, John W. An Analysis of the Role of Selected Colorado Middle and Junior High School Assistant Principals in Curriculum and Instruction Leadership. Ph.D., University of Northern Colorado.


McKenney, Melvin D. A Survey of the Leadership Role Being Played by State Education Agencies in Sex Education. Ed.D., University of South Dakota.

Michaletz, James E. A Comparison of the Perspectives of Two Groups of
APPENDIX B

SELECTED MULTIDISCIPLINARY BIBLIOGRAPHY

INCLUDED HERE IS a multidisciplinary selection of more than 1100 books and articles on leadership that have appeared in English in the United States from 1920 through 1975. These citations were drawn from a pool of some 5,000 items gathered from standard social science reference works and in the course of curious browsing. Among contemporary bibliographic reference works of extreme importance for the future development of political leadership is the weekly information service Current Contents: Social and Behavioral Sciences, which is indexed with the keywords "leader" and "leadership" and which provides coverage of articles that appear in over 1,000 journals.

This bibliography is intended to serve two purposes: to illustrate the wide range of social science resources that can be drawn upon for the creation of a political leadership subfield in political science and to show that these resources can undergird efforts to solve the problems of field development that have been presented in this book, ranging from initial conceptualization to application of knowledge. Except for major bibliographical sources, works already cited in the text and the notes have been omitted.

Groups of citations begin on the following pages:

Bibliographies and Overviews, 256
Concepts of Leadership, 257
Anticipatory Variables, 263
Personality, 263
Role, 268
Organization, 272
Task, 284
Values, 291
Setting, 296
Leadership Patterns, Types, and Styles, 301
Dimensions, 303
Field Foundations, 306
Research, 306
Education, 316
Application, 324
Three abbreviations have been employed: (1) APSR for the American Political Science Review; (2) IESS for David L. Sills, ed., International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 17 vols. (New York: Macmillan and Free Press, 1968); and (3) ANS for the Annuals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science.

Bibliographies and Overviews


Concepts of Leadership

Allee, W. C. Cooperation among Animals. New York: Schuman, 1951. The faster or stronger animal is not always the leader.


Bennis, Warren G. "Leadership Theory and Administrative Behavior: The Problem of Authority." Administrative Science Quarterly 4, 3 (December 1959), 259-301. Major review concluding with a typology based on a concept of leadership as "a process by which an agent induces a subordinate to behave in a desired manner" (p. 295).


Binder, Arnold. "Leadership in Small Groups: A Mathematical Approach," Journal of Experimental Psychology 69, 2 (February 1965), 126-134. Along with Govindarajan, Rashevsky, and Wolin (op. cit., this section) and Cattell (op. cit. under "Role") challenges imagination of mathematical political scientists.


Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography

Review 19, 6 (December 1954), 755–759. Experimental evidence for the positive influence upon group productivity and satisfaction of leaders who have “great man” characteristics (task ability, assertiveness, and social acceptability).


Chapin, F. Stuart. “Socialized Leadership.” Social Forces 3, 1 (November 1924), 57–60. Socialized leaders are group centered: overcentralization calls for more of them.


Fesler, James W. “Leadership and Its Context.” Public Administration Review 20, 2 (September 1960), 122. No single concept of leadership is adequate for all task needs.


Concepts of Leadership 259
PERSONALITY


Bronfenbrenner, Uriel. "Personality and Participation: The Case of the Vanishing Variables." Journal of Social Issues 16, 4 (1960), 54-63. Emphasizes class variables but presents intriguing finding that both leaders and non-participants ranked higher in psychosomatic complaints than ordinary participants.


Anticipatory Variables: Personality


Porterfield, Austin L. “Dramatic Insight in the Social Leader.” Sociology and Social Research, 24, 3 (March–April 1940), 317–325.

Pramod, Kumar. “Intelligence and Student Leadership.” Journal of Psychological Research, 11, 2 (May 1967), 45–48. No differences on intelligence found, but elected leaders scored higher on “anxiety” and “dominance need.”


Rees, M. E., and M. Goldman. “Some Relationships between Creativity and Personality.” Journal of General Psychology 65, 1 (July 1961), 145–161. “Creativity is more apt to occur in individuals who are impulsive, aggressive, dominating, and characterized by a lack of deliberation, self-control, and restraint” (p. 156). Also in persons more prone to depression.


Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography


Templer, Andrew J. "A Study of the Relationship between Psychological Differentiation and Management Style." Personnel Psychology, 26, 2 (Summer 1973), 227-238.


ROLE


Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography


Galloway, George B. “Leadership in the House of Representatives.” *Western Political Quarterly* 12, 2 (June 1959), 417–441.


Hughes, Daniel T. “Democracy in a Traditional Society: Two Hypotheses on Role.” *American Anthropologist* 71, 1 (February 1969), 36–45. New roles without traditional counterparts will be accepted more easily.


Anticipatory Variables: Role


Campbell, Donald T. Leadership and Its Effects upon the Group. Columbus: Ohio State University, Bureau of Business Research, 1956.


Cattell, Raymond B. "Friends and Enemies: A Psychological Study of Character and Temperament." *Character and Personality* 3, 1 (September 1934), 54–63.


Clive, Dorothy I. "Assessing Community Groups and Group Forces: To Be Effective, the City Manager Should Be Familiar with All of the Leadership Resources and Potential in His Community." *Public Management* 46, 5 (May 1964), 108–112. By a political science professor with experience as an elected county commissioner.


David, Stephen M. "Leadership of the Poor in Poverty Programs." *Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science* 29, 1 (July 1968), 86–100. Mayors and social welfare agencies reflect poor from political organizations and action programs that they cannot control.


Froman, Lewis A., Jr. "Organization Theory and the Explanation of Important Characteristics of Congress." *APSR* 62, 2 (June 1968), 518–526. For example, "The larger the size of the organization, the greater the number of subgroups in it; hence the greater the overall emphasis on formal and impersonal rules and specification of roles" (p. 524).


276 Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography


Greimold, Stephen M. "Kingship and Caste." Arché Eureopéens de Sociologie 16, 1 (1975), 40–197. "The development of caste was due to the influence of the secular ruler and followed from a deliberate political and social policy devised and implemented by the Malla kings [in Nepal]" (p. 57).


Hahn, Harlan. "Leadership Perceptions and Voting Behavior in a One-Party Legislative Body." Journal of Politics 32, 1 (February 1970), 140–155. Calls for further research on the hypothesis that "leaders may actually have some influence on the decisions and votes of legislators" (p. 155).

Haigh, Roger M. "The Creation and Control of a Caudillo." Hispanic American Historical Review 44, 4 (November 1964), 481–490. Case study of how a "kinship elite" created and controlled a military leader, concluding that he was more an "instrument" than a "tyrant."


Hall, Gus. "On Collective Leadership." Political Affairs 30, 7 (July 1951), 43–49. Problems in political group relations portrayed by the national secretary of the American Communist party.


Anticipatory Variables: Organization 277


Helmeich, Donald T. "Predecessor Turnover and Successor Characteristics." Cornell Journal of Social Relations 9, 2 (Fall 1974), 249–260. Frequent prior turnover is associated with task orientation; low turnover is related to employee orientation.


Kingdon, John W. 'Politicians' Beliefs about Voters." APSR 61, 1 (March 1967), 130-136.


MacRae, Duncan, Jr., and Edith K. MacRae. "Legislators' Social Status and Their Votes." American Journal of Sociology 66, 6 (May 1961), 599-603.


Mayhew, Bruce R. "System Size and Ruling Elites." American Sociological Review 38, 4 (August 1973), 468-475. Explores Mosca's hypothesis that the larger the size, the smaller the proportion of the governing minority to the governed majority.

Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography


Ogg, Frederick A. "Impeachment of Governor Ferguson." *APSR* 12, 1 (February 1918), 111-115.


Patterson, Samuel C., and G. R. Boynton. "Legislative Recruitment in a Civic Culture." *Social Science Quarterly* 50, 2 (September 1969), 243-263. Points toward understanding that political leaders themselves (both incumbent and aspiring) may influence the recruitment of other political leaders.


Anticipatory Variables: Organization


Scott, James. "Exploitation in Rural Class Relations." *Comparative Politics* 7, 4 (July 1975), 489-532.


Spadaro, Robert N. "Role Perceptions of Politicians vis-a-vis Public Administrators: Parameters for Public Policy." Western Political Quarterly 26, 4 (December 1973), 717-725. Politicians compared with administrators take shorter range views; both distrust each other; politicians see administrators as interested in security; administrators credit politicians with wide civic consciousness.


Vahle, John C. "Policy Demands and System Support: The Role of the Represented." British Journal of Political Science 1, 3 (July 1974), 271-290. Suggestive contribution to the reanalysis of follower behavior that a leadership emphasis will require.


Whitehorn, John C. "Alienation and Leadership." Psychiatry 24, 2 (supp.) (May 1961), 1-6. Prescribes a "consultative and evocative" leadership style to involve alienated patients in normal social relationships of "lead-and-befriended."


Anticipatory Variables: Task


Erikson, Robert S., Norman K. Luttbeg, and William V. Holloway, “Knowing One’s District: How Legislators Predict Referendum Voting.” American Journal of Political Science 19, 2 (May 1975), 231–246. “We are left with the irony that the legislators who claim to pay the greatest attention to constituency preferences appear to be the least able to determine what their constituents want” (p. 241).


Firth, Raymond. “Introduction: Leadership and Economic Growth.” International Social Science Journal 16, 2 (1964), 186–191. “Leadership cannot be created to order. The problem, as Belsham suggests, is rather to identify the principles of co-operation and co-adaptation operating in a society and to identify such persons who can best mobilize such forces for economic advance” (p. 188).


Gibson, James J. “The Concept of the Stimulus in Psychology.” _American Psychologist_ 15, 11 (November 1960), 694-703. Reviews conceptual history and posits five types of stimuli that may assist clarification of the concept of “task.”


Harris, Leon A. _The Fine Art of Political Wit_. New York: Dutton, 1964.


**Anticipatory Variables: Task**


Katz, Elihu, et al. "Leadership Stability and Social Change: An Experiment with Small Groups." _Sociometry_ 20, 4 (March 1957), 36-50. Leadership is more stable when tasks are chosen by the group rather than when externally imposed, but prior history of leader-follower relations may modify this pattern.

Kavanagh, Michael J. "Leadership Behavior as a Function of Subordinate Competence and Task Complexity." _Administrative Science Quarterly_ 17, 4 (December 1972), 591-600.


Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography


Micaud, Charles A. "Leadership and Development: The Case of Tunisia." *Comparative Politics* 1, 4 (July 1969), 468–484.

Miller, James G. "Information Input Overload and Psychopathology." *American Journal of Psychiatry* 116, 6 (February 1960), 695–704. Reviews effects on cell, organ system, individual, group, and social institution and presents current experiments. Reports that a review of more than 1,000 articles yielded only one reference to possible cross-level similarities.


Rossel, Robert D. "Instrumental and Expressive Leadership in Complex Organizations." *Administrative Science Quarterly* 15, 3 (September 1970), 306–317. As tasks vary, supervisors and managers diverge in their leadership orientations.

Salter, J. T. "Personal Attention in Politics." *AFSR* 34, 1 (February 1940), 54–66. Stresses importance of personal concern for others.


Streufert, Siegfried, Susan C. Streufert, and Earl H. Castore. “Leadership in Negotiation and the Complexity of Conceptual Structure.” *Journal of Applied Psychology* 52, 3 (June 1968), 218–223. Complex leaders were rated higher on consideration and simple leaders scored higher on initiation of structure in a simulated international conflict resolution task.


Taylor, Donald W. “Problem Solving.” *IASS, 12: 505–511.*

Thornblke, R. L. “On What Type of Task Will a Group Do Well?” *Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology* 33 (1938), 409–413. Structured tasks requiring consideration of a wide range of alternatives versus ambiguous tasks; e.g., solving versus creating a crossword puzzle.


Tokiwa, Isaburo, and Gordon D. Jensen. “The Leader’s Role in Controlling Aggression in a Monkey Group.” *Primates* 9, 4 (December 1968), 319–322. When members of a monkey group who ranked highest in aggression were removed, intragroup aggression increased.


Wheeler, Ladd S. “Information Seeking as a Power Strategy.” *Journal of Social Psychology* 62, 2 (February 1964), 125–130. Experimental evidence that the greater the power discrepancy in a dyad, the more the information seeking by the less powerful member.

Anticipatory Variables: Values


Williams, Virgil. “Leadership Types, Role Differentiation, and System Problems.” *Social Forces* 43, 3 (March 1965), 380–389. Functional analysis of a rural community that groups leaders in accordance with the performance of instrumental or expressive functions but finds no “power-mobilizing sub-system.”


VALUES


Dicks, Henry V. “Personality Traits and National Socialist Ideology.” *Human Relations* 3, 2 (1950), 111–153. Psychiatric analysis of interviews with 138 German prisoners of war in 1942–1944. Fanatics (11 percent) were high-F, rebels (9 percent) had "cathedated" Catholicism or Communism."


Anticipatory Variables: Values (1914–1918). Summarized as three main models of success: the neoclassic gentleman, the forceful individualist, and the organization man.


Kynard, Tom. "An Analysis of Presidential Greatness and 'President Rating.'" *Southern Quarterly* 9, 3 (April 1971), 309–329. Criticizes rankings as without systematic, objective, or scientific basis.


Merelman, Richard M. "Learning and Legitimacy." American Political Science Review 60, 3 (September 1966), 548-561. A learning theory and cognitive dissonance interpretation from the perspective of leader manipulation. Follower manipulations of leaders are recognized but not explored.

Merenda, Peter F., Jitendra Mohan, and Brian J. Shaw. "Indian Students' Perceptions of the Ideal Self, the Ideal Leader, the Ideal Teacher, Indira Gandhi and the Business Executive." Perceptual and Motor Skills 40, 2 (April 1975), 611–615.


Read, Peter B. "Source of Authority and the Legitimation of Leadership in Small Groups." Sociometry 37, 2 (June 1974), 189–204. Experiment shows legitimacy is more important than task competence in role tenure.


Senghor, Leopold S. "Essay for Martin Luther King." Phylon 36, 3 (September 1975), 352–358. A "poem for jazz orchestra" by the president of Senegal: "I sing a paradise of peace" (p. 358).


SETTING


Bauer, Raymond A., ed. Social Indicators. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966. Pioneering call for research that would markedly heighten the setting awareness of political leaders and followers if made available to them.


Anticipatory Variables: Setting 297


Dettman, Paul R. "Leaders and Structures in 'Third World' Politics." Comparative Politics 6, 2 (January 1974), 245-269. Rigid structures (fused, prismatic, disfracted) as predictors of success or failure of Weberian leadership styles (traditional, charismatic, rational-legal).

Downes, Bryan T. "Municipal Social Rank and the Characteristics of Local Political Leaders." Midwest Journal of Political Science 12, 4 (November 1968), 514-537. The higher the municipal social ranks, the higher the education and occupational status of elected leaders.


George, Alexander L. "Political Leadership and Social Change in American Cities." Daedalus 97, 4 (Fall 1958), 1194-1217. Setting change, task requirements, role limitations, and personal styles of mayoral leaders, comparing Daley of Chicago and Lee of New Haven.


Heilbroner, Robert. An Inquiry into the Human Prospect. New York: Norton, 1974. Argues that population pressures, diffusion of nuclear weapons, industrial resources limitations, and dangers of ecological catastrophe will produce "military-socialist" governments and a drift toward global authoritarianism. "Paradoxically it is only through leadership that authoritarian rule can be minimized, if not wholly avoided" (p. 164).
seventeen cities for six independent variables (income, occupational and educational assimilation, residential segregation, region, and percentage black).


Salamon, Lester M. "Leadership and Modernization: The Emerging Black Political Elite in the American South." *Journal of Politics* 35, 3 (August 1973), 615-681. Successful blacks tend to be from the "traditional elite." Electoral process screens out less established leaders. Asks who is coopting whom: "traditional elite" or "movement?"


Zimmerman, Carle C. "Changes in Social Leadership." *Indian Journal of Social Research* 10, 3 (December 1969), 165-173. Predicts rise of the intelligentsia to leadership when the knowledge industry comes to play a key role in the economy.

---

**Leadership Patterns, Types, and Styles**

Bogardus, Emory S. "World Leadership Types." *Sociology and Social Research* 12 (July 1928), 573-579. Reflective essay, with examples of direct and indirect, national and world-centric types.


Etzioni, Amitai. "Dual Leadership in Complex Organizations." *American Sociological Review* 30, 5 (October 1965), 688-698. Fourfold typology of leadership based upon combination of personal power and position power: formal leader (+,+), informal leader (+,-), official (-,+), and follower (-,-).

Fausett, A. Alexander. "A Typology of Community Leadership Based on Influence and Interaction within the Leader Subsystem." *Social Forces* 34, 4


Dimensions


Duffy, Elizabeth. Activation and Behavior. New York: Wiley, 1962. “The level of activation of the organism may be defined . . . as the extent of release of potential energy, stored in the tissues of the organism, as this is shown in activity or response” (p. 16).


McClosky, Herbert. "Consensus and Ideology in American Politics." APSR 58, 2 (June 1964), 361–382. Leading argument that "ideological awareness and consensus are overvalued as determinants of democratic viability" (p. 379).


Merrill, Robert S. "The Study of Technology." IESS, 15:576–589. "Technologies are bodies of skills, knowledge, and procedures for making, using and doing useful things" (p. 576). Whereas Merrill emphasizes primarily the physical and biological, the idea of "technicity" includes the psychological, social, and cultural.


Partridge, P. H. Consent and Consensus. New York: Praeger, 1971. Observing that philosophers give little attention to consensus and that social scientists direct little concern to consent, engages in a bridge-building effort that is richly suggestive for future efforts to link moral and empirical dimensions of political leadership behavior.


Rae, Douglas W. "The Limits of Consensual Decision." APSR 69, 4 (December 1975), 1270–1294; with comment by Gordon Tullock (pp. 1295–1298) and rejoinder (p. 1298).

Field Foundations: Research


Baumgartel, Howard. "Leadership Style as a Variable in Research Administration." Administrative Science Quarterly 2, 3 (December 1957), 344-360.


Bell, Daniel. "Twelve Modes of Prediction." Daedalus 93, 3 (Summer 1964), 845-880. Precursor of futures research methodologies.


Easton, Joseph W. "Social Pressures of Professional Teamwork." *American Sociological Review* 16, 5 (October 1951), 707-713. "The complexity of subject matter makes it increasingly difficult to approach any significant subject, particularly in the social sciences, with the skills and experience likely to be found in any one individual" (p. 708). "But teamwork offers no guarantee of creativity" (p. 712).


Fox, Douglas M. "Methods within Methods: The Case of Community Power Studies." *Western Political Quarterly* 24, 1 (March 1971), 5-11.


Field Foundations: Research


Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography

ment for case study method by a pioneer in viewing the prison as a natural experimental setting.


Miles, Raymond E., and J. B. Ritchie. "Leadership Attitudes among Union Officials." *Industrial Relations* 8, 1 (October 1968), 108-117. Cross-leader comparison of union leaders with managers and public officials; found essentially similar attitudes toward participation of followers in decision making. Deviance surprisingly tended to be in a non-directive direction.


Field Foundations: Research
Field Foundations: Research

things encoded in the same way. Provocative teaching and research applications.


Taft, Ronald. "Some Characteristics of Good Judges of Others." British Journal of Psychology 47, 1 (February 1956), 19–29. Surprisingly, physical scientists are found to be more accurate than social scientists!


Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography

summary diagrams of the research approaches then being taken by Beck, Fieron, Waller, Lodge, and Zaninovich, as compared with a general framework of inquiry.


Wolfinger, Raymond E. "Nondecisions and the Study of Local Politics." APSR 65, 4 (December 1971); with comment by Frederick W. Frey (pp. 1081-1101); and rejoinder (pp. 1102-1104).


EDUCATION


Bass, Bernard M., and Stanley Klubeck. "Amenability to Leadership Training Related to Leadership Status." American Psychologist 7, 7 (July 1952), 310. "Training significantly increased the leadership behavior of girls initially high in leadership status while it had a slightly negative effect on girls initially low in status." (p. 310).


leaders, but low intelligence leaders were more productive overall. . . . Follow-
sower satisfaction and interpersonal affect were highest for groups with high
LPC (least preferred coworker) -low intelligence leaders or low LPC -high
intelligence leaders" (p. 401).

Chikin, S. Ia., et al. "Ideological and Political Education in Higher Educational

Cleary, Robert E. Political Education in the American Democracy. Scranton:
Intext, 1971.

Conklin, Patrick J. A Hard Look at the Training Ground Thesis: A Study of
County and Township Experience in the Backgrounds of Legislators,
Selected Executive Officers, and Supreme Court Justices in Five States.
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1959, Prior local government
experience found not to be extensive at the state level.

Corsini, Raymond J. Role Playing in Business and Industry. New York: Free

Counts, George S., and Nucia P. Lodge, trans. "I Want to Be Like Stalin." New
York: Day, 1946. Translation from a Russian pedagogical textbook. Note
that formal texts in all world cultures need to be compared.

Department of the Army. Military Leadership. Field Manual no. 22-100, June
29, 1973, Military application of contemporary social psychological theory,
with cartoon illustrations and extensive behavioral science and ethnic
studies bibliography.

Di Marco, Nicholas, Charles Kuehl, and Earl Wims. "Leadership Style and
Interpersonal Need Orientation as Moderators of Changes in Leadership

Donham, Wallace B. "Training for Leadership in a Democracy." Harvard Busi-
ness Review 14, 3 (Spring 1936), 261-271. Quotes Huxley: "The great end
in life is not knowledge but action" (p. 261).

Downs, Carl W. "The Impact of Laboratory Training on Leadership Orientation,
Pretest and posttest comparison of the effects of three courses (group
process laboratory, group discussion of cases, and management lecture)
reveals little effect, but laboratory group changed significantly, toward
showing more consideration.

Easton, David, and Jack Dennis. Children in the Political System: Origins of
of 12,000 school children seven to fourteen years old.

Eaton, Joseph W. "Experiments in Testing for Leadership." American Journal of
Sociology 52, 6 (May 1947), 523-535. Reviews military and other screening
tests with awareness of the questions: are we seeking persons with capacity
to dominate or cooperate?

Eulau, Heinz. Lawyers in Politics: A Study in Professional Congruence. Indian-
apolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1964. Implies need to explore the effects of legal
education upon American political leadership styles.

Eulau, Heinz, and Harold Quinley. State Officials and Higher Education: A
Survey of the Opinions and Expectations of Policy Makers in Nine States.
Selected Multidisciplinary Bibliography


Herrold, Kenneth F. “Teachers as Leadership.” *Teachers College Record* 48, 8 (May 1947), 515–521.


Hoelting, Floyd B. *The Effectiveness of Leadership Training in Changing the Leadership Behavior of Emergent Student Leaders*. Ph.D. dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1974. No significant effects found after one- and two-month intervals.


House, Robert J. “Leadership Training: Some Dysfunctional Consequences.” *Administrative Science Quarterly* 12, 4 (March 1968), 556–571. The difficulties externally trained persons encounter when returned to their work organizations imply that such training is effective, that strategies for coping with dysfunctions should be made part of the training program, and that in situ group training should be explored.


Field Foundations: Education


Larkin, Ralph W. “Contextual Influences on Teacher Leadership Styles.” *Sociology of Education* 46, 4 (Fall 1973), 471–479. Shows strong ethnic and socioeconomic contextual influences upon task, power, and expressive styles.


Leadership in Democratic Living. Entire issue of *Teachers College Record* 40, 7 (April 1939), 561–649. Includes essays from viewpoints of women, labor, and youth leaders.


Miller, Melvin D. “Externing: Route to Local Leadership.” *American Vocational Leadership* 50, 4 (April 1975), 34–37. Combination of summer workshop, regular employment, weekend seminars at different sites, and provision of consulting services for student-initiated projects leading to occupational advancement.


Neely, Twila E. “The Sources of Political Power: A Contribution to the Sociology of Leadership.” *American Journal of Sociology* 33, 5 (March 1928), 769–783. The techniques of the corrupt political boss “are based on sound sociopsychological principles” (p. 769); therefore, the social worker should adapt them for good ends. Rich with colorful examples, including George Washington Plunkitt’s advice “to study human nature and act accordingly” (p. 782).


Newton, Fred B. “Development of Student Leadership on Campus.” *Journal of College Student Personnel* 16, 5 (September 1975), 422–428. Suggests five modules: “preliminary analysis and training, team or organization building, understanding and use of group dynamics, skills for decision-making and task accomplishment, and evaluation and follow-up.”


Shingles, Richard D. “Community Action and Attitude Change: A Case of Adult Political Socialization.” *Experimental Study of Politics* 4, 3 (December 1973), 38–81. Participation of the poor can lead to greater alienation and lower self-esteem in this setting rather than opposite effects among the well-to-do.


Suomi, S. J. “Monkey Psychiatrists.” *American Journal of Psychiatry* 128, 8 (February 1972), 41–46. Less aggressive, “normal,” younger monkeys are placed for two hours each day with older monkeys who exhibit social skill disabilities. After six months, the older monkeys seem “cured.”

Maybe, "the mere passage of time, a good film, or even self-reflection would be just as effective as group experience." (p. 204).


Weinberg, Ian, and Kenneth M. Walker. "Student Politics and Political Systems: Toward a Typology." American Journal of Sociology 75, 1 (July 1969), 77–96. Distinguishes between proximate and distant structural linkages. The more closely linked, the more the cooptation and absorption of student ideas. The more distant, the more ad hoc and ephemeral the influence.

White, Howard. "Can Legislatures Learn from City Councils?" APSR 21, 1 (February 1927), 95–100. Arguing legislatures should emulate more frequent council meeting patterns, article implies broad possibilities for cross-rolle leadership learning.


APPLICATION


Cangemi, Joseph P. "Leadership Characteristics of Business Executives Appropriate for Leaders in Higher Education." Education 95, 3 (Spring 1975), 229–232. Suggests business leadership research findings should be used to improve educational leadership.


Field Foundations: Application


Frank, Jerome D. "Psychiatrists and International Affairs: Pitfalls and Possibilities." International Journal of Social Psychiatry 18, 4 (Winter 1972–1973), 255–258. Experienced advice of great significance, with specific reference to political leaders; younger more likely to be amenable to new ideas than are older.


Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry. Committee on Therapy, "Problems of Psychiatric Leadership." GAP Report 8, 90 (March 1974), 925–946. Concludes that the psychiatric "clinical executive" must have a high energy level, a quality of fatherliness, optimism, and a capacity to inspire loyalty.


Levitt, Theodore. “Creativity Is Not Enough.” *Harvard Business Review* 41, 3 (May-June 1963), 72-83. Irrelevant advice. Supposedly “creative” people do not understand how an organization must operate to get things done. Energy, know-how, initiative, and staying power are necessary to implement one’s ideas.


Plutarch. “That a Philosopher Ought to Converse Especially with Men in Power.” *Moralia*, vol. 10, trans. H. N. Fowler, pp. 29-47. Loeb Classical Library. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936. “Philosophers who associate with rulers do make them more just, more moderate, and more eager to do good, so that it is very likely that they are also happier” (p. 45).


APPENDIX C
SELECTED BIOGRAPHIES

ATTENTION IS CALLED HERE to approximately seventy biographies, autobiographies, and biographical collections of political leaders that illustrate present resources for research, teaching, and application. They may be supplemented by biographical films. Biographies cited in the text have not been included. A few autobiographies have been included as examples of a vast and growing literature that presents unique scientific challenges and opportunities of its own. An attempt has been made to give examples that illustrate diversity in historical periods, cultural contexts, and political institutions. Attention is called to revolutionaries as well as established leaders, to women as well as men, and to leaders of ethnic minorities as well as those of dominant groups.

Biographies vary enormously in quality, including those cited here, and provide a major data quality control challenge for future scientific development. For historical figures, scholarly reviews in leading historical journals are indispensable. For contemporary leaders, the judgments of knowledgeable persons, friendly and hostile, are essential. Although no biography answers all the questions raised by the emergence of the scientific study of political leadership, all biographies that contain some valid information are of inescapable interest in the effort to create a body of knowledge that is sensitive to a wide range of behavioral variation.

Collected Biographical Sketches


Biographies and Autobiographies


NOTES

Preface


Chapter 1. Political Leadership: Challenge to Political Science


Chapter 2. The Surprising Lack of Disciplinary Focus

2. A useful introduction to the American branch of the discipline is presented in Albert Somit and Joseph Tanenhaus, The Development of American Political Science (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1967). Interestingly, as will become clear later, Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli, and Max Weber appear in the index of names in this volume, but Plutarch does not. Also, whereas the subject index understandably omits “leadership” since it also omits mention of “decision making” and even “power” (although it does include “functionalism” and “Postcivic”), it does direct attention to APSA president Peter Odegard’s forthright criticism of leader-related “McCarthyism” in 1951. See footnote on page 201, although the index cites page 200.
appear in the APSR, then coupled significantly with the idea of "leadership." See Jeffrey L. Pressman's insightful and directly informed case study of factors affecting mayoral leadership in Oakland, California, "Preconditions of Mayoral Leadership," APSR 66, 2 (June 1972), 511-524.


17. Sabine's remarkable effort provides insight into the enormity of the task facing political philosophers who wish to gain truly global historical perspectives.


20. Ibid., p. 901.


23. Ibid., pp. 40, and see pages following.

24. This was done, of course, in one of the most highly regarded essays in the history of American political science—Robert A. Dahl, "The Concept of Power," Behavioral Science 2, 3 (July 1957), 201-215—which concludes: "The power of an actor, A, would seem to be adequately defined by the measure M which is the difference in the probability of an event, given certain actions by A, and the probability of the event given no such action by A."
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3. For a more complete analysis of similar obstacles in social psychology and a set of recommendations for overcoming them see Morton Deutsch, "On Making Social Psychology More Useful," *SSRC Items* 30, 1 (March 1976), 1-6.


5. This is not to imply that all such discrepancies are dysfunctional but only that some can be, and that neither positive nor deleterious effects can be appreciated without some kind of monitoring effort.


9. A pioneering political science effort to simulate and evaluate three alternative political institutions (monarchical, republican, and communist) is represented by Fazil M. Nazar, *Development, Modernization and Leadership Styles in Afghanistan: A Human Simulation in Politics* (Ph.D. 1972, University of Hawaii). Nazar tried by human "laboratory" simulation to forecast alternative empirical and normative conditions that often are explored only through coups and revolutions accompanied by bloodshed.


13. For a business application of this approach in terms of top (80 percent future versus 20 percent present), middle (50-50), and lower (20-80) management positions, see Paul Mali, *Managing by Objectives* (New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1972), pp. 41-42.


16. E.g., in electoral systems, both candidates and voters may be assisted in campaign design.

17. Both leaders and followers will need to be assisted in the management of emotional blocks to effective cooperative action.

18. A key future task will be to design more adequate information systems to assist both leaders and followers in making political decisions.

19. An important applied as well as educational area will be to assist both leaders and followers to identify persons with the competencies they need to solve problems.

20. Charles E. Merriam, "Progress in Political Research," *ASPR* 20, 1 (February 1926), 1-13. "We do not teach all that we have learned and are driven to teach sometimes what we are not so sure of" (p. 6).

Chapter 10. Toward Global Scientific Cooperation


2. The cross-national success of the Stanley Foundation in organizing ten conferences on the future of the United Nations from 1965 to 1975 suggests that this format might be extended from diplomatic and administrative personnel to political leaders at various levels.
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